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Art. I.— Contributions to M'>teoroh>/,/ : bv Ki.i \s Loomis, Pro-
fessor of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Twentieth
paper. With Plates I and II.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Nov. 13, 1883, and April 15, 1884.]

Reduction of Barometric observations to sea-level.

In my fifteenth paper of contributions to Meteorology, I

endeavored to determine the proper reduction to sea-level of

barometric observations made at elevated stations. For this

purpose I made an extensive comparison of observations at five

mountain stations ; three in the United States and two in Europe.
The reductions deduced from these observations were compared
with the reductions computed from the theories of Laplace and
Plantamour and exhibited very great discrepancies. For each
of the stations the discrepancies appear at the lowest pressures,

and also at the highest pressures, while for a medium pressure
the observed reductions agree with the computed reductions.
In order to discover if possible the cause of these discrepancies
I selected for examination all the cases in which during a
period of three years there was a decided area of high or low
pressure near either of these five stations. Table I shows
the most remarkable cases of barometric minima on Mt.
Washington during a period of three years. Column first gives
the number of reference ; column second the date of the barome-
tric minimum

; and column third gives the height of the
barometer at sea-level deduced from the observations at Bur-
lington, Vt. and Portland, Me. The distance of Mt. Washing-
Am. Jour. Scl—Thibd Sebies, Vol. XXVIII. No. 163.—July, 1884.



2 E. Loomis—Reduction of Barometric Observations.

ton from Portland is almost exactly two-thirds of its distance

from Burlington, ami T have assumed that the pressure at sea-

level under Mt. Washington is given by the formula |(2B + 3P).

The temperature at sea-level given in column fourth is deduced
from the observations at Burlington and Portland by the same
formula. Column fifth shows the pressure observed on Mt.

Washington, column sixth the temperature on Mt. Washington
and column seventh gives the half sum of the temperatures in

columns four and six.

The numbers in this table were arranged in the order of the

mean temperatures given in column seventh, and were divided

into four equal groups and the average of the numbers in the

several columns for each group was computed. The results

are given in the first five lines of table III, under the heading

barometric minima; and these results may be regarded as nor-

mal values deduced from the barometric minima of three years.

I next proceeded to compare these results with theory.

Column sixth of table III shows the Mt. Washington obser-

vations reduced to sea-level by the use of Guyot's tables as

contained in his collection of tables, series D, page 33, employ-
ing the mean temperatures given in column fifth. Column
seventh shows the difference between the numbers in columns

It has been a common opinion among meteorologists that

anomalies like those shown in column seven result from the

erroneous assumption that the mean temperature of the air col-

umn between the upper and lower stations is equal to the half

sum of the temperatures observed at the two stations. In order

to test this explanation I computed what must be assumed as

the true temperature of the air column in order that the Mt.
Washington observations, reduced to sea-level by the Laplace
formula, might agree with the barometric heights observed at

sea-level, and the results are shown in column eighth. It will

be seen that the differences between the numbers in columns
five and eight range from 5° to 10°.

I next computed the reduction of the Mt. Washington
observations to sea-level by Ferrel's tables, published in his

Meteorological Eesearches, Part III, pages 40-41, and the

results are shown in column ninth. Column tenth shows the

difference between the numbers in columns one and nine; col-

umn eleventh shows what must be assumed as the true temper-
ature of the air-column in order that the Mt. Washington
observations reduced to sea-level by Ferrel's tables may agree

with the barometric heights observed at sea-level. It will be
seen that the differences between the numbers in columns five

and eleven range from 8° to 15°. Some remarks upon these

results will be found on a subsequent page.
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Table I.— Barometric minima on Jit. Was/tin</to

47-1 55 Jan 16.1 29-6
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I next selected for examination all the cases in which, during
n period of three vears there w < a ilcc led area of high pressure
over Mt. Washington. The results are shown in table II.

which is constructed upon the same principles as table I.

These numbers were then arranged in the order of the mean
temperatures given in column seventh and were divided into

four equal groups, and the average of the numbers in the
several columns for each group was computed. The results are

given in the first five "lines of table III under the heading

I then proceeded to compute the remaining columns of the
e same n

We see from table III that if we undertake to explain the
differences between the pressures observed at sea-level and the
Mt. Washington observations when reduced to seadevel in

accordance with theory, we must admit errors of ten degrees
in the assumed temperature of the air-column when the compu-
tations are made by Guyot's tallies, and errors of fifteen degrees
when the computations are made by Fen-el's" tables ; and this

is true not simply for exceptional cases but for the average of
all the barometric minima during a period of three years.
The question to be decided is, can errors of such magnitude be
admitted? In order to decide this question, I have consulted
all the available observations of the thermometer made in the

:on. In the Annual Report of
the Chief Signal Officer for 1873 is given a series of hourly
observations for May 1873 on the summit of Mt Washington
and also at a station situated on the side of the mom
feet below the summit; and for the month of June 1873 is

given a series of hourly observations on the summit of Mt.
Washington and at three stations on the side of the mountain,
one situated 732 feet below the summit, a second 2227 feet

below the summit, and a third 3387 feet below the summit.
These observations can be compared with the tri-dailv obser-
vations made at Burlington and Portland, and thus for the
month of May we have the temperature given at one station
intermediate between sea-level and the summit of Mt. Wash-
ington, ami for the month of June we have the temperature at

lions. As the evidence for the month of
June is much fuller than for the month of May, I have selected

h for a careful comparison and the details are given
in table IV, where column first shows the day of the month
and the four following columns show the temperatures observed
at 7.35 A. M. at the elevations indicated at the top of the col-
umns. The sixth column shows the temperature deduced from
the observations at Burlington and Portland by the formula
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Table II.— Baroinftrh' ma.<'im

/•/,- Ohsrr cations. 5

Mt. Washington.
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Table III.—Mean Results : Barometric Mir

. Bernard, 6, 7 ±2 feet above Geneva.

12 -115 -057 29-71 -078 -094 27"08 091 +"0«
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In order to deduce from these observations the most probable

value of the mean temperature of the air column I proceeded as

follows

:

I multiplied the half sum of the temperatures observed at the

first and second stations by the difference of elevation between
the two stations ; I multiplied the half sum of the temperatures

observed at the second and third stations by their difference of

elevation. I proceeded in like manner with the third and
fourth stations, and also with the fourth and fifth. I then

divided the sum of these four products by the difference of

level between the first and fifth stations and regarded the quo-

tient as representing the mean temperature of the air column.

The difference between this result and the half sum of the tem-

peratures at the first and fifth stations is given in column
seventh, where the + sign indicates that the mean temperature

of the air column is greater than the half sum of the tempera-

tures at the upper and lower stations. I proceeded in the same
manner with th - rvati<»ns t k:*>.> r. m. and 11 P.M.

tn : n ha» 7e of te, iperature with ele

Itn 735 X.M. u,m.
-"

62855553 ,05S 2S9S L« Mil. ^ ,nr,.s ..*„ V.U KM Dill.

i
£ I p

.'f.

!

:H
I

':•

g'

<; ! : -1-4
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The average of the differences shown in this table (paying-
attention to the algebraic signs) for 7.35 A. M. is + 0°-54, for
4.35 p. m. it is +2°-88 and for 11 p. m. it is +0°'05. In six
cases we find differences as great as five degrees. These large
differences occur only at 4.35 P. m. and appear to depend
mainly upon other circumstances than the height of the barom-
eter. The average oi all the differences when the barometer on
Mt. Washington was considerably below the mean is + 0°-84;
and the average of all the differences when the barometer was
considerably above the mean is + 1°22, showing a difference

-38 depending upon the height of the barometer
ton, and this is only five per cent of tl

wn in table III for the warmest season of the

: the difference

. __ .he year. We
conclude that, the error arising from assuming that the

mean temperature of the air column is equal to the half sum of
the temperatures at the upper and lower stations, is quite inap-
preciable if the observations embrace a considerable period of
tune and are made at all hours of the day. The observations
mndeon Mt. Washington in Mav, 1873. and those made in May,
^'-^i;;/

1 P'»blished_ in the Eeport of the Chief Signal Officer

I consider it to be proved that the differences shown in table
III between the pressures observed at sea-level and the Mt.
Washington observations reduced to sea-level by the tables of

- Plantamour or Ferrel, are not due in'anv consider:-

of the
column The question then remains unanswered, what is the
cause of these discrepancies? In mv fifteenth paper, on page 6
i nave iMven a table of forty cases in which the observed reduc-
tion of the Mt. Washington observations to sea-level was O30
men greater than that given by the formula of Laplace.
Inese forty cases are derived from 3285 observations viz:
three daily observations for a period of 36 months, and 'there-
tore constitute but little more than one per cent of the entire
number of observations. They represent the cases in which
the cause or causes which gave rise to the anomalies shown in
taoie 111 acted with their greatest energy, and they are there-
lore well adapted to indicate what tins cause was. These cases
are enumerated m table V, and I have endeavored to free them
trom certain errors which may have affected the results as puh-
nsned in my fifteenth paper. In each case I have deduced the

:ure at sea level from the observations at
UurJington and Portland by the formula 4(2B+ 3P) and the
results are given in columns three and four. The four suc-
ceeding columns are obtained in the manner explained in my
fifteenth paper, and the discrepancies are shown in the ninth
column under the heading O-C. Itwill be perceived that these
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numbers differ a little from th

The average of the differences

and the average of the differer

035 inch, a change which is unexpectedly small.

Table V.— Cases in which the reduction to sea-level u

n in my fifteenth paper,

that paper was 0*36 inch.

6'SE. 4: SW. 38; iW.
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In some cases, an appreciable error may arise from assuming
that the pressure at sea-level under Mt. Washington is given bv
the formula |(2B+3P) and a more accurate value may be
derived from the isobars drawn to represent all the observations
in the vicinity of Mt. Washington. Column tenth shows the
height of the barometer at sea-level under Mt. Washington
obtained by this method. These numbers were generally
obtained from the isobars drawn on the Signal Service maps.
but in a few of the cases I have made a slight change in the
position of the isobars when the curves on the Signal Service
maps did not appear to have been, drawn with sufficient care.

Column eleventh shows the differences between the numbers in

columns three and ten. The average of the numbers in column
eleventh is 0-34 inch. The error in the assumed mean temper-
ature of the air column produ
the preceding refinements are

materially changed.
In order to have a graphic representation of the relation of

these quantities to the state of the barometer, I have drawn the
curves representing the barometric observations on Mt. Wash-
ington, and also the curves of pressure at sea level, for the entire

tab! si m'd n" mi'd'on 'these em'vcs Mum'' 'f.i'li It.Tbv
small black circles, the position of each of the fortv cases incbi-

d< d in table V. The accompanying chart, plate [, shows such

spaces between the vertical lines represent intervals of eight
hours, and the spaces between the horizontal lines represent
tenths of an inch of barometric pressure.
From an inspection of these curves we see that each of these

forty cases occurred during the prevalence of an area of low
pressure about Mt. Washington. Twenty-one of them were
coincident with the lowest pressure observed during the preva-
lence of the low area ; nine occurred eight hours after the lowest
recorded pressure ; and five others followed soon after the
preceding, when the barometer on Mt. Washington was rising

but had not yet reached the point o! mean pressure. Of the

Were these cases of low pressure on Mt. Washington accom-
tnied bv a cyclonic movement of the winds? In order to

cide this question I have examined the direction and veloc-
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ity of the winds on Mt. Washington not only at the dates of

the forty cases in table V, but also at several of the preceding
observations, and the principal results are exhibited in a c6n-

densed form in the last column of table V. When only one wind
direction is given, it is to be understood as corresponding to the

date in column second. When two wind directions are given,

the first corresponds to a date eight hours previous to that in

column second; when three wind directions are given, the first

corresponds to a date sixteen hours previous to that in column
second, with the exception of the cases in which the direction

of the wind is included in brackets. In these cases the date of
the observation immediately precedes the wind's direction. The
forty cases shown in table V correspond to twenty-one differ-

ent areas of low pressure, as was indicated in my fifteenth paper.

Two of these storm areas began with a N.E. wind on Mt.

Washington ; one began with an E. wind ; five began with a

S.E. wind
; four with a S. wind ; and six with a S.W. wind.

One of the remaining cases was preceded by a calm, and one of

those which began with a S.W. wind was also preceded by a

calm. In the two remaining cases, the wind, as reported in the

tri-daily observations, blew continually from the W., N.W. or

X., but its velocity at one of the early observations was consid-

erably less than at the observations immediately preceding and
following.

The twelve storms which began with a wind from the N.E.—
E.—S.E—or S. are reiranled as unquestionably evclonic; and
the six which be<:an with n S.W. wind are regarded as prohably
cyclonic. In the three remaining cases, one of which began with
a calm, and the other two with a comparatively feeble wind
from the N. or N.W. the evidence of a cyclonic motion is

unsatisfactory unless it is confirmed by other circumstances.
I have endeavored to obtain additional evidence bearing upon
this question, from observations of the upper clouds made at

neighboring stations on the E. and S.E. sides of Mt. Wash-
ington

; but during the periods in question the upper clouds

were generally concealed from view by the lower clouds. The
following are the only observations I have been able to find

which bear directly upon this question.
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There can be no doubt that the upper clouds here reported!

had a considerable elevation, which was probably at least equal

to that of Mt. Washington, and they indicate a cyclonic motion
of the winds about a center but a few miles E. of Mt. Washing-
ton. I think then • i \ safeh » nde that in a majority

of the cases enumerated in table V, the fall of the barometer
on Mt. Washington was due to a cyclonic movement of the

winds which prevailed at that elevation. In the remaining

cases the observations seem to leave it doubtful whether the

fall of the barometer on Mt. Washington was due to a cyclonic

movement of the winds which extended to the height of 6000
feet, or was due to a cyclonic movement of the winds which
was confined to a lower stratum of the atmosphere. From
Plate II accompanying my tenth paper we see that the fluctua-

tions of the barometer on the top of Mt. Washington are often

quite unlike those at the base (which is 3387 feet below the

summit, and 2898 feet above sea-level), and the fluctuations are

sometimes greater in amount. From the plate accompanying
this paper we also see similar differences between the barome-

whieh alieet the result being supposed to be the same), in the

ratio of the mean pressures at the two stations, i. e. as 29'98 to

23-63 or nearly as five to four. Hence we see that on the sum-
mit of Mt. Washington there are frequently evclonic move-
ments of the wind which are more violent than those at inferior

elevi ons md this ex| bus it pai t m< mites shown in

table V. But these anomalies are partly due to the fact that

the barometric minima on Me. rally occur
later than they do at sea level. In several" of my former papers
1 have dwelt upon this subject, and the same fact is clearly

indicated by the accompanying plate. The average date of

minimum pressure on Mi. Washington is more than eight

hours later than it is at sea-level ; and there are frequently
secondary minima on Mt. Washington which do not occur at

sea-level or only in an inferior degree. Hence it results that

when the barometer on Mt. Washington stands at its lowest
point, the barometer at sea-level has generally risen above the

preceding minimum one or two tenths of an inch, and occa-

sionally four tenths of an inch
;
and at the time of a secondary

minimum on Mt. Washington, the barometer at sea-level may
have risen three or four tenths of an inch, or even five tenths of

an inch more than it has risen on Mt. Washington. Thus on
Jan. 15.1, 1875, when the barometer on Mt. Washington was-

at its lowest point, the barometer at sea-level had already risen
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four tenths of an inch : and at the secondar}^ minimum of Dec.

LM-.3, 1S72, the harometer at sea-level had already risen above

the preceding minimum a half inch more than the Mt. Wash-
ington barometer had risen A similar e;tse occurred Dec. 30.2.

1874. The discrepancies shown in table V are due partly to the

causes here stated, and partly to the violence of the winds on

Mt. Washington, for according to theory, the velocity of the

wind is the ino-t important factor which determines the depres-

Tie—., ess of the barometric pressure at sea-level above th<

ington observations reduced to sea-level as shown byIt. Wa<h
!ble III i n the case of barometric minima, is ascribed to the

The differences between the observed and computed reduction

to seadevel in the case of barometric maxima shown in table

III are explained in a somewhat similar manner. From the

accompanying plate, as well as from the i late accompanying my
tenth paper, it is seen that generally the date of a barometric

maximum is not as distinctly marked as that of a barometric

minimum, but the average date of maximum pressure on Mt.

Washington is more than eimht hour- later than it is at sea-

level; and when the barometer on Mt. Washington stands at

its highest point, the barometer at seadevel has frequently

fallen below the preceding maximum, a tenth of an inch or

If we attempt -to represent the reduction of the Mt. Washing-
ton observations to "sea-level by the Laplace formula with

modified coefficients, we find that the high pressures require a

larger value of the pressure coefficient than the low pressures.

Also that the low temperatures require a larger value of the

temperature coefficient than the high temperatures. It is not

possible therefore to find values for these coefficients which

shall represent the observed reduction for all pressures and

temperatures. I have sought to obi, in v lues which shall best

represent all the observations, and in doing this I have given

the observations made near the time of barometric maxima,

twice the weight of those made near the time of barometric

minima, for the reason that in the former case the winds are

more feeble, and the atmosphere probablv approaches nearer to

the condition of statical equilibrium. With this assumption [

have found that the value of the pressure coefficient which best

represents the Mt. Washington observations is 60372, and that

of the temperature coefficient is -g^-g-; indicating that the pres-

sure coefficient employed by Laplace (60158-6) is too small.

I next undertook a »n of the observations

on Pike's Peak and Denver. Table VI shows the principal

'barometric minima on Pike's Peak during a period of three
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Table Xl.— Itarom.trh minima on Pike's Peak.

1 -ill H in!
H 290

240

";
-.v. •i::-n

4 -27

i •:::

9 -J 0-0
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Table VII.—Barometric maxima on Pike's Peak.

57 Jun 16.S 24-77

5 58 21.3 24-83

6 .V.Uuh :,.i 24 92
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years, and the observi in the same manner as

in table I. Table VII shows the principal barometric maxima
on Pike's Peak during a period of three years.

The numbers in each of these tallies were divided into four

equal groups, and the average of the numbers in each group
was taken. The results are given in the first live columns of

table III, and the numbers in the other columns were computed
in the same manner as has been explained for Mt. Washington.
We see that for barometric minima, the differences between

the observed reductions to seadevel and those computed by the

Laplace formula are quite small, while for barometric maxima
they are quite large ; but when the computations are made by
Ferrel's tables the average difference between theory and
observation is almost exactly the same in both cases, with the

exception of the algebraic signs. These results accord with

those for Mt. Washington in indicating that the pressure coeffi-

cient in the is too small. The value of the

pressure coefficient which best represents the Pike's Peak
observations is 60357, and that of the temperature coefficient is

ToVt,- 'For barometric minima, the average difference between
the observed reduction and that computed by Ferrel's formula
is less than half of that found for the Mt. Washington observa-

tions, a result which may be ascribed, at least in part, to the

feebler winds which prevail on Pike's Peak.

For barometric maxima, the differences for Pike's Peak com-
puted by Ferrel's formula are greater than for Mt. Washington,
and for the lowest temperatures they are more than twice as

great. We have found for Mt. Washington, three causes for

these discrepancies : 1, an erroneous assumption with regard to

the mean temperature of the air column ; 2, a retardation in

the date of barometric maximum at the upper station ; and 3,

iges of pressure at one of the stations which are not

felt (or in a less degree) at the other station. I know of no
observation- tvhich indicate whai •

t iscribed to the

first of these causes in the present case, but probably the effect

is small. The effect due to the second cause is often quite

large. The barometer at Denver (after a maximum) generally

begins to fall from eight to sixteen hours sooner than on Pike's

Peak, and it sometimes falls a quarter of an inch or more
before the descent begins at Pike's Peak. Thus Dec. 13.3, 1873,

after an uncommonly high pressure, the barometer at Denver
fell -28 inch teter at Pike's Peak began to fall.

Again Jan. 14.1, 1874, the barometer at Denver was at a maxi-

mum, from which time it fell for four days uninterruptedly

with the exception of two slight reactions, one amounting to

'01 inch and the other to '04 inch. The barometer at Pike's

Peak did not begin to fall until after Jan. 16.1, when the
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"barometer at Denver had already descended 43 inch. A sim-
ilar case occurred between April 8 and April 10, 1874. This
cause of the discrepancies between the observed and computed
reductions, seems to be more efficient for Pike's Peak khan for
Mt. Washington. The third cause above mentioned affects the
observations on Pike's Peak, but in general the curve of pres-
sure for Pike's Peak is much less jairued than for Denver.
The barometer on Pike's Peak frequently remains above its

mean height for several days—sometimes a week or ten days

—

with only small fluctuations, while during the same period at
Denver there have been numerous maxima and minima of con-
siderable magnitude. Thus it sometimes happens that a baro-
metric maximum on Pike's Peak occurs nearly, if not exactly,
at the time of a barometric minimum at Denver.

[To be continued.]

Aet. II.--Light of Compa, • for Vesta

PlCKEEING.
/ by Edward

IN Professor Harrington's
appeared in this Journal,

DM. +22° 2163 and 2164

Ill, XXVI.

The o'bser

'Study o

461, the

>ns with

f Vesta,"which
light of the

the two stars
rere made with

tiiewed«r l? photometer, and were aceordingl v duic rential, so that

magnitudes of rhe stars, which were taken from the Durchmust-
erung. It therefore appeared desirable that the stars should
be observed with the large meridian photometer of the Harvard
College Observatory, with the object of providing means for the
reduction of Professor Harrington's results to absolute measures.
The meridian photometer has been described in the Monthly
Notices of the R. Astron. Society, xlii, 305.
The following table exhibits the results respectively obtained

for the two comparison stars. The first column contains the
numbers of the series to which the observations belong, the
second the dates, and the third the Initials of the observers. E.
C Pickering and O. C. Wendell. The fourth and fifth columns
contain residuals expressed in tenths of a magnitude. The
mean results, from which these residuals are derived, when cor-
rected for atmospheric absorption, are it-i>6 for DM.-f 22° 2163
and ;V4s for DM.+22° 2164. The fifth observation of DM.+
22° 2163 was rejected because it appeared that an error of 30°
in reading the graduated circle of the photometer had probably
occurred in one of the four comparisons which constitute a
complete observation with the meridian photometer. The resi-

dual corresponding to the rejected observation is placed in brack-
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Skimks. Vm,. XXVIII. No. 163.—July, 1884.
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ets. If the presumed error of 30° is left without correctio

this residual would become — 09 instead of — -

2. T
separate reduction of the four comparisons gives the residue

—24, 0-0, —0*5, +0-1. Correcting the first reading by 30°, i

residual is reduced to — -

3.

March 31 P. [-0-2] -02
April 14 P. +0-1 +0-2

be applied to the DM. magnitudes of the

stars appear from these observations to be +-28 for DM.+ 22*

2163 and+ -18 for DM. 4 22° 2164. From these corrections

may be derived the formula M—m='023m+ -058, in which M
denotes the photometric magnitude of Vesta corresponding to

the magnitude m given by Professor Harrington.

In the following table the first column is repeated from Pro-

fessor Harrington's table in the article above mentioned. The
second column contains the corresponding magnitudes of Vesta
computed for mean opposition, after correction by the formula
just obtained. By mean opposition is understood, as usual, the

situation in which a planet is in exact opposition to the Sun,
while both the planet and the Earth are at their mean distances

from the Sun. The third column contains the residuals from
the mean, 6 -

64, of the corrected magnitudes thus found. The
last column contains the residuals showing the accordance of

Professor Harrington*s observations of the two comparison stars.

Taking the differences between the two columns of his table

headed 2164 and 2163, we have a series of quantities expressed
in seconds of time, the mean of which is 206 ; it corresponds to

the photometric difference in magnitude resulting from the

observations made here with the meridian photometer. This
photometric difference is 9-06-548 = 3-58. These data show
that in Professor Harrington's observations one second of time
may be expressed in terms of magnitude by -174. The final

column of the table here given accordingly contains the products
by "174 of the differences between Professor Harrington's
columns 2164 and 2163, diminished by the photometric differ-

ence 3-58. If reduced to the equator, the quantity "174

becomes '16, which furnishes a determination of the constant

of reduction required by the particular wedixe employed. The
last line of the table contains the numerical means of the
quantities in the last three columns. It may be observed that

ill the first and third lines of the table the large residuals in the

third column are accompanied by large residuals in the final
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lumn and are therefore partly attributable to errors of obser-

ition. In the seventh line from the end of Professor Harring-

n's table, 5'84 is assumed to be a misprint for 6'84.

The mean result for the magnitude of Vesta, 6-6±, may be
compared with the results formerly obtained at this Observatory
and published in the Astronomische Nachrichten, cii, 151. The
value obtained from observations on 12 nights in 1880 was 6*49,

and from observations on 10 nights in 1881-2 was 645. The
differences between these values and that derived from Professor
Harrington's observations do not seem large, considering the
fact that the two methods of observation were very dissimilar.

In measuring large intervals of brightness with the wedge pho-
tometer systematic errors may perhaps result from irregularities

in the tint of the glass and other causes. On the other hand,
the small meridian photometer used in the observations of
Vesta was not designed for measuring the light of objects fainter
than the sixth magnitude, and even the brightest asteroids were
seen in the instrument with some little difficulty.

The magnitude 6*51 found for Vesta in vol. xi of the Annals
of this Observatory, page l".U. whs obtained by an indirect pro-

cess, and its close agreement with the later resultsjust mentioned
is probably accidental.

Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, Mass., May 19, 1884.
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The following analyses of minerals have been executed by
us in the laboratory of the TJ. S. Geological Survey, during
the past few months. Some of them possess more than ordi-

nary interest, and all have value sufficient to warrant putting

them on record. The only novelty in the methods of analysis

has been in the determinations of the alkalies. These determi-

nations were made by a modification of Hempel's process for

decomposing silicates by fusion with bismuth oxide. An
account of the process, as improved and used in this labora-

tory, will in due time be published.

1. Jade and Pectolite.

Among the Eskimo implements collected by the U. S.

Signal .Service at Point Barrow, Alaska, were a cons

number of a material which appeared to be jade. Of these

there were two varieties; one pale apple-green, the other dark
green; both were highly polished, and exceedingly compact
and tough. The sp. gr. of the pale green variety 'was 2*878,

that of the dark material was 3-012. Analyses (Clarke) gave
results as follows:

Pale-greeu. Dark-green.

The dark-green material is plainly jade, or nephrite, quite

analogous in composition to that from the Swiss Lake-Dwell-
ings. The light green mineral, on the other hand, agrees in

composition with pectolite. It is easily fusible, and has, in

short, all the essential properties of pectolite. It is, therefore,

a new and interesting variety of that well-known species.

The Eskimo of Point Barrow say that the jade and jade-like

minerals used by them come from some point to the eastward.

The locality itself, we believe, has not yet been visited by civ-

ilized men. Whether both minerals are found at the same
place or not, cannot be stated ; but we hope that before long,

more definite information may be secured.
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2. Saussukite.

From a euphotide collected by J. S. Diller, U. S. Geol. Surv.,

thirty-seven miles north of Pitt Eiver Ferry, Shasta County,
California. The mineral is nearly white, with a greenish-gray
cast, and has a sp. gr. of 3148. As the rock itself will be de-

scribed by Mr. Diller, only the analysis of the saussurite need
be cited here.

Analysis, F. W. Clarke.

Ignition 2-42

Silica 42-79

Alumina 29-43

Lime 18-13

Ferrous oxide 3-65

Magnesia 1-40

From Sprague's granite quarry, Topsham, Main

vhich are known to the local quarrvmen as
'

Analysis, F. W. Clarke.

Mailman
(Yrium,

98-73

The ferrous oxide carries with it some ferric oxide. As the
analysis was made merely for the complete identification of the
species, the troublesome separation of the cerium group oxides
was not considered necessary. The mineral appears to vary
considerably in different parts of the quarry.

Two specimens of a micaceous mineral from the topaz local-

ly
at Stoneham, Maine, collected by Mr. N. H. Perry of South

Paris, and sent by him to the National Museum, have been
examined arid prove to be different forms of damourite.

A. Subfibrous compact, light gravis!) green in color, greasy
luster, associated with albite and topaz.
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B. Broadly foliated micaceous, light grayish green, strong

mother-of-pearl luster, also associated with topaz. Analyses
(Chatard) as follows:

Ignition 4-48 4-78

Alumina 33-32 3396
Ferrous oxide 4-25 3-96

Manganous oxide. 0-58 0-51

Lime tr. 0*22

Magnesia... 0-36 0-10

Soda 1-57 1-49

Potash 11-06 10-73

100-81 101-09

B. From Soapstone Hill, near Gainesville, Ga. Bright pis-

tachio green, subfibrous aggregate of extremely minute scales

surrounding and radiating from a core of bright rose-pink
corundum which is in places interlaminated by the margarite.
A very handsome specimen on account of the contrast of color.

From 'Mr. Theodore Moreno of Gainesville, Ga. G. = 3-00
;

H. = 3-5. Analysis, T. M. Chatard :

Ignition , .. 4-88

Silica 31-72

Magnesia 0-12

Alkalies (principally soda) 2-26

100-58

B. An altered crystal of corundum from Iredell Co., N. C,
showing a core of corundum surrounded by a yellowish white,
semi-micaceous, compact mineral more or less intermixed with
small needles <>f black tourmaline. Analvsis (Chatard) shows
the micaceous mineral to be a margarite similar to that de-
scribed, by Dr. F. A. Grenth, as occurring at Hendrick's Farm

Alkalies (mainly soda) 2-74

100-66
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6. ClMOLITE?

Among a collection of Maine minerals received from N. H.
Perry of South Paris, were several specimens of tourmaline
and albite encrusted with a pink to rose-purple, earthy, altera-

tion product. The color was found to be due to a little man-
ganese, which was not, however, separately estimated. The

; (Clarke), gave results approaching to those required by
the subjoined figures

Willi;!'

Soda
Magnesia

It will be observed at once that these results do not agree
exactly with those commonly obtained for cimolite. They are
too high in silica, and too low in water, and the formula
deduced from them is somewhat novel. We are inclined to

place the mineral, however, under cimolite, as being nearer to
that species than to any other. Possibly the new formula rep-

final outcome of an alteration process which

y cimolite has only partially undergone. Somewhat
pink alteration products are not uncommon in the

granite veins of Maine and New Hampshire, and some,
without analysis, have been supposed
uke that of Branchville, Conn. A more thorough examina-
tion of such products is much to be desired. The specimens
now reported upon came from Norway, Maine.

Collected by Ensign J. B. Bernadou, at the Detroit Copper
Mine, near Mono Lake, California. The specimens consisted of
irregular lumps, covered and seamed with a black coating of
the oxides of copper and manganese. The color of the pure
mineral was white, with a very faint tinge of blue. Analysis
ty F. W. Clarke.

.
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8. Peochlobite.

A dark-green chlorite collected by Mr. G. P. Merrill on
Foundry Run, Georgetown, D. C, may be assigned to the
above-named species. The mineral is very dark in color,

scaly-crystalline, and occurs in quite fine specimens.

Analysis, F. W. Clarke.

Water 14'43

Silica 25-45

Magnesia 15-04

Ferrous oxide 24-98

98-45

The iron was all reckoned as ferrous iron, although a little-

of it is probably ferric.

9. Haloteiciiite.

At the headwaters of the Gila River, about forty miles north

of Silver City, New Mexico, is a deposit of aluminous sul-

phates which are said to cover some two thousand acres.

Among a lot of specimens

was one consisting of whit

were readily soluble in water. The analysis (Clarke) gave
results which place the mineral under or near halotrichite.

rid (SO,), 37-19

Alumina
Insoluble

Associated with the halotrichite at the foregoing locality are

great quantities of alunogen. The specimens received at this

laboratory were crusts of various colors, white, pinkish, yel-

lowish, brown and drab. Most of them contained sulphates of

iron in small quantities ; but one sample of pink color, was-

free from such impurities.

Analysis, F. W. Clarke.
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Water 42-56

Sulphuric acid 34'43

Alumina 15-52

Insoluble 7*62

The following minerals from new localities have also come-
under our observation, and may be properly noted here.

Vivlaniie from Washington, D. C. Found abundantly in a

bed of blue clay, during excavations for the foundation of a
building on Connecticut Avenue. The mineral occurs in blue,

earthy masses.

Hyalite from Foster's mica mine, near Jefferson, Ashe
County, N. C. In very fine stalactitic form, coating the under
side of a quartz shelf in a broad granite vein. The specimens
are tinted with ferric oxide, and are as fine as any yet noted in

this country.

Beryl from Gilmore's mica mine, in Montgomery County,
Md., twelve miles north of Washington. Abundant, but not

well crystallized, and associated with albite, large plates of

muscovite, quartz, garnet and black tourmaline.

Cassiterite from the Brewer Gold Mine, Chesterfield County,
S. C. Found in some quantity in the "black sands" of the

gold washing, and crystals of A" in diameter have been col-

lected. The larger crystals are dark colored, while the small

ones are often pale brown, straw-yellow and e

The latter in microscopic grains.

Washington, April 14, 1884.

Art. IV.— On the occurrence of Alkalies in Beryl; by
Samuel L. Penfield.

My attention was first called to the occurrence of alkalies in

beryl, by the detection of caesium in the qualitative analysis

of an unknown silicate from Norway, Maine, resembling in

outward appearance a specimen of poorly cleavable feldspar.

A quantitative analysis was made in which the presence of

beryllium was not suspected, and it was not till the results of
the analysis failed to yield any satisfactory formula, that a

further examination was made and the mineral was proved to

be beryl. In calculating the first; analysis the small quantity

of alkalies, five per cent in all and more than half cesium,

and the great preponderance of sesquioxides made it probable

that the mineral was either impure or that some protoxide was

present which the alkalies could be regarded as replacing.
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Sections of the mineral when examined with the microscope

showed that the material was homogeneous, while beryllium

suggested itself as an element which might have been over-

looked and weighed with the alumina. As soon as this possi-

bility suggested itself to me, I observed that the specimens in

many respects resemble beryl. A more or less perfect basal

and a very imperfect prismatic cleavage had previously led

me to believe that the mineral was hexagonal and a qualitative

analysis proved that beryllium was present in large quantity.

The analysis was then repeated, using however better material

which had in the mean time come to hand.

After finding alkalies in one beryl it seemed to be of interest

to test others from various localities. The result has been to

show that, as far as tested, they always contain alkalies,

although sometimes only in small quantities. Sodium and
lithium were always present, caosium occasionally, while potas-

sium and rubidium were never detected.

To prove if possible that the alkalies in beryl replace beryl-

lium, as well as to find to what extent they are present, a

series of quantitative analyses were made, the results of which
are given below. I regret very much that the time at my dis-

posal has been limited, and that I could not first have devoted
some time to devising a method lor the separation of beryllium
and aluminum or for determining the errors which would be

involved by a certain definite procedure. I will state here that

itself for investigating this subject further, and f shall hope to

be able to add to the value of this article by giving more cor-

rect data as to the percentages of beryllium and aluminum. As
the chief interest seemed at first to lie in the detection and
determination of the alkalies. 1 proceeded with the analyses

and I will give here the results of them. I add also a full

deseription of the methods employed, so that a proper value may
be attached to the beryllium and -dummum determinations.

The mineral was fused with sodium carbonate and the silica

separated and weighed according to the usual methods : it was
in all cases tested with hydrofluoric acid and the small residue

added to the oxides. The beryllium, aluminum and iron were
precipitated together with ammonia, filtered and washed, the

precipitate dissolved, reprecipitated with ammonia, thoroughly
washed and weighed. After weighing, the oxides were dis-

solved in hydrochloric acid and the solution evaporated on the

water hath till the free acid was driven off; the chlorides were
then dissolved in a little wafer, filtered into a flask containing

about 125-150 c. c. of a cold saturated solution of ammonium
carbonate and some undissolved carbonate, and the slight

residue of silica, after washing, weighed, tested as to purity
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with hydrofluoric acid and added to the first weight of silica.

The flask containing the ammonium carbonate precipitate was
shaken from time to time, then allowed to stand for twenty-four
hours and the alumina filtered and washed with a nearly satu-

rated cold solution of ammonium carbonate. The -rocipitate

of alumina was dissolved in hydrochloric acid, filtered from
the filter-paper, evaporated on the water bath to expel the free

acid and precipitated again in the same way to separate the

beryllium more completely. After the second separation the
alumina, together with the small quantity of iron, was dissolved

in hydrochloric acid, precipitated with ammonia, filtered and
weighed. The ammonium carbonate filtrates from the alum-
ina, containing the beryllium, were evaporated in platinum
dishes on the water bath to expel the great excess of am-
monium carbonate and the beryllium dissolved in hydrochlo-
ric acid precipitated with ammonia, filtered and weighed.

ted together, sometimes separately ; when so, about
one per cent of beryllium was found to be extracted by the

second separation. The sum of the weights of the alumina,
beryllium and iron oxides after the separation agreed closely

with the first weight of total oxides. The alumina and iron

oxides were dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and after being
converted into sulphates and reduced, the iron was determined
by means of permanganate of potash. The error involved in

this method of separation of beryllium from aluminum is gener-

ally regarded to be that the ammonium carbonate solution

containing beryllium is a solvent for aluminum. I therefore

worked with small volumes to decrease as much as possible

the amount of alumina which would go into solution and
repeated the separation. The error thus involved can only be
determined by repeating the operation on solutions

known quantities of beryllium and aluminum, and I hope to be
able to make the necessary determinations at some future date.

The small quantity of iron exists probably in both states

of oxidation, replacing both aluminum and beryllium. The
protoxide was determine'] separately in one analysis onlv,

(analysis V). Beryl is very hard to decompose, even with
strong hydrofluoric acid; it was necessary to use the finest,

elutriated powder and then a complete solution of the mineral,

. could not be obtained. As

Tests were always made for eal ium and magnesii
ily two analyses could they be detected. Great care
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in the determination

cases decomposed by
the bases being converted into sulphates/ From the solution toe

beryllium oxide and alumina were precipitated with ammonia
and the alkalies weighed as sulphates. Care was taken to

avoid as much as possible the use of glass and all the evapora-

tions were carried on in platinum. In the last analyses where

it was known that the amount of alkalies would be very small,

the beryllium oxide and alumina were precipitated in platinum

dishes, and the only glass with which the solutions were in con-

tact were the glass funnels used in filtering off the precipitates;

care was also taken to use water which had not stood long in

wash bottles. The sulphates of the alkalies after weighing
were converted into chlorides, and the lithium separated by
means of alcohol and ether and weighed as sulphate. The

I and weigl ed as c; siui 1 platinic chlo-

ride. After weighing it was tested carefully with the spectro-

scope for potassium and rubidium, but neither could be de-

tected.

The loss by ignition is considerable, as will be seen by the

analyses. That water is contained in perceptible quantity can
be readily seen by heating the mineral very intensely in a

closed glass tube. The loss by ignition does not in all cases

represent the water chemically combined in the mineral, be-

cause liquid inclusions are readily seen in the beryl from
Branchville and may be contained in others. The water reacts

neutral or only slightly acid to test papers, (the acid reaction

probably due to carbon dioxide). It is not completely given
off except by very strong ignition. By strong ignition over a
blast lamp in a covered crucible no sublimate collected on the
lid of the crucible. The powder usually sinters together to a
porous cake and this behavior affords an indication of the
presence of alkalies, those containing much alkali sintering to-

gether to a firm porous mass, while those containing very little

as in analyses VI and VII, left a mass which could" be readily

crushed to powder between the fingers.

Chlorine, fluorine, boracic and phosphoric acids could not be
detected.

The varieties which have been analyzed are the following,
arranged according to the amount <>f alkali which they contain.

The specific gravities were taken in water of the ordinary lah-

with the analyses.

I. From Hebron, Maine. The material was taken from a

fragment of a very much cracked, colorless crystal imbedded
in lepidolite and was given to me by Professor O. D. Allen,
who collected it at the localit
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ing enough pure and clear material for the analysis. It is

interesting in showing that the beryl contains much more
caesium than the lepidolite in which it is imbedded.

II. From Norway, Maine. The material was milk-white,

and did not outwardly resemhle beryl, the fragments in my
possession showing no crystal faces. It was collected by Mr.
N. H. Perry of South Paris. Me., and sent, to Professor George
J. Brush, who kindly gave me the material for analysis.

III. From Branchville, Conn. The material was taken from
a fragment of a large crystal of a beautiful pale, sea-green

color, much resembling a piece of slightly colored quartz.

IV. From Amelia Court House, Virginia. The material was
taken from a large milk-white crystal in the collection of Pro-

V. From Royalston, Mass. From a bluish green crystal, from
Id readily be obtained.

From Stoneham, Maine. The material was
transparent and taken from fragmen

perfectly

green color furnished l.v Mr. George F. Kunz, of New York.
VII. From Ailunts<-hilon, Siberia. The transparent crystals

of a pale green color were taken from a specimen in the collec-

tion of Professor George J. Brush. The specimen was sent to

>-92 1-66

Below I have given the quotients obtained by dividing the

percentages by the molecular weights of the constituents ar-

ranged in the same order as the analyses. I have regarded the

cases, and they are m-

1-0857 1-0866
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Disregarding the water we should have, according to the

usually accepted formula for beryl, Al
2
Be

3
Si

6 18 ,
SiO, : A1,0

9
:

BeO= 6 : 1 : 3. As silica is probably the most accurately deter-

mined of any of the constituents, one-sixth of its quotient can

be taken as unity and the ratio of the sesquioxides and pro-

toxides is as follows

:

i. ii. in. rv. v. vl vii.

It will be seen that the alumina is in all cases too high and
the protoxides too low. The latter might indicate that part or

all of the water is basic, replacing the beryllium, and in all but

the last analysis there is more than enough water, if calculated

as replacing the protoxides, to bring up the ratio to 6 : 1 : 3.

If the error in the separation of aluminum and beryllium is, as

it is said to be, that the alumina is

constituent in all the analyses cannc

the present formula.

As regards the water, it certainly

for it is always present in amounts

very firmly united in the ^molecule. The table is a

follows : 1st. Loss by drying for one hour at 100° C. 2d. By
igniting for fifteen minutes at a faint red heat, so that the

bottom of the crucible only was red. 3d. By igniting for

fifteen minutes at a full red heat. 4th. By igniting for fifteen

minutes at the full heat of a ring burner. 5th. By heating for

five minutes over a blast lamp.

..Siberia.. 0-06 0-82 M0 114

With the exception of analyses I and II it will be seen that

the ratio of SiO, : Al aOs
: protoxides is nearly 6:1: 2*5, and there

is also in all cases water enough to make the ratio of SiO,

:

Al
a
O, : protoxides : H

s
O= 6 : 1 : 2*5 : ;5 or 12 : 2 : 5 : 1. As we can-

not disregard the water entirely, this would seem to be a plau-

sible ratio giving the formula Al
4
Be

6
H

a
Si„0

36
. A compound

of the above composition would require the following per-

centages: SiO,67-36, Al.0, 19-27, BeO 11'69, H
a
O 1-68=10000.
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Comparing these percentages with the analyses, remembering
'

that there some beryllium is replaced by alkalies and iron pro-
toxide, we notice that the silica is in all cases too low and the
alumina too high, as will be seen best by comparison of the
ratios where Si0

2
: A1

2 3
was in all cases near 6 : 1-08. If we

regard beryl as a little less acid, containing one less SiO, than
in the above formula we* obtain the formula Al

4
Be

B
H,Si

11 M
equal to 2Al

a
(SiO,)

3 , 5BeSi0
3 , H0 2

. This formula, although
not so simple as the one at first proposed, agrees much closer

with the results of analysis. The percentages corresponding
to the formula are Si0

2 6541, A1
30, 2042, BeO 12*39, H

3

1-78= 100-00. The corresponding ratios in the analyses, taking
one-eleventh of the silica as unity, are

Protoxides 5-30 4-99 4"74 4-65 4-79 4-81 4-72

H aO 1-37 1-39 1-51 1-23 M4 M6 0'63

These ratios are not quite 11 : 2:5: 1, the reason being per-

haps on account of the incomplete separation of the aluminum
and beryllium, that the water is in excess may result from a

partial loss by ignition due to enclosures or something other
than combined water. That water and alkalies are constant
constituents of beryl may be further shown by the following
water and alkali determinations on five beryls which are at my
disposal. The alkalies were in all cases determined by a
Smith's fusion on one-half gram each. The chlorides were
weighed, without pretensions to exact quantitative work, and
tested with the spectroscope. They will serve simply to give
an idea of the quantity of alkalies.

Pale yellow, Haddam, Conn 1-97 -0017 XaCl, LiCl.
Pale yellowish green, Delaware Co., Pa. 221 •0062 NaCl, LiCl.

Green, Acworth, N. II 2-05 -0052 XaCl, Ltd, OaCJL
Green, Monroe, Conn 1-65 -006-1 XaCl. LiCl, CsCl.

The results of the investigation prove then, that alkalies are
always present, undoubtedly replacing the beryllium : that

water is also present and cannot be disregarded iii'the formula,
and that the formula Al

4
Be

b
H

a
Sin 34 is the one agreeing best

with the analyses.

Alkalies have previously been noticed in beryl by M. B.

Levy* who found 0'70 percent Na
2

in material from Muso,
New Granada, and by E. Bechi,f who found 0*88 per cent
Cs,0 and 331 per cent BeO in material from Elba.

* Ann. Chim. Phys., Ill, 53, 5. f Jahrb. Min., 1872, 95.
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I publish these results, although incomplete in many re-
spects, because the facts as far as made out are of interest and
because I shall not be able to resume the investigation till the
winter of 1884 and '85. I hope, however, to add to this a
second paper which will serve to clear up some of the doubtful
points. In closing. I tako pleasure in expressing my thanks to
Professor George .1. Brush, for his kindness in providing me
with most of the material for this investigation, and to Pro-
fessor 0. D. Allen and Mr. George F. Kunz, for the
which they furnished.

Sheffield Scientific School. March, 1SS4.

ira gorge, I will give as hriellv ^possible ^\
*<crs to those already well known as my glacial studies speciallv
led me to observe. The accompanying

]

r:!ti

;

;m art,cleon the sabjeel
i I

., for April,
1-VVt. -i,owsata glanee the situation. From the falls to Queens-
to " the distance is about seven miles, and the gorge continuous,
averaging about three hundred i bit hundred
h
T} !tl ^nlti,. though in some places it is thirteen hundred feet

wide. At Queenston the river emerges from the gorge and pur-
sues its way to the lake through a low and level re-ion. Follow-
ing the rocky escarpment from Queenston to the west, it disap-

»i three miles, near St. David's, under a
vast deposit of water-worn gravel and sand sloping gradually
to the northwest. After passing two or three miles farther to

-!. the rorkv escarpment reap] tears. Thus we have
nerewhat would seem to be an indentation of the preglacial

m the opening of a gorge formed by a pre-

fr'
lal ,''! ver -

TlliS - wlli, '

il clearly is a water deposit of the
'-nod. continues for some distance, at least, on the
as , ridge overlying the till, like the lake ridevs

v - I

! " L fl'°ra St
' Ovid's towards the

merging not far from the watershed in a deposit of true till—
- United stones, and being \ thout stratification.

and striated stones were found
mite marked on the plate as Preglacial channel,

where it faces the whirlpool, and twenty-five or thirty feet
below the upper surface. The collection of debris, however,
is such as to interfere with observations at a lower level.
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A walk from the angle i

whirlpool to the letter H in

following succession of phenomena : 1st. For a few rods the

bare limestone rock ; 2d. After a sudden rise of a few feet,

we pass for about a hundred yards over deposits of sand and
gravel which were doubtless made in the old bed of the river

when the falls were below the whirlpool ; 3d. We reach the

old bank of the river, which consists of till, and rises fifteen or

twenty feet. Till, bearing numerous granitic bowlders, contin-

ues for two or three miles of an unknown depth. At the letter

fl the sand deposits, before described, begin. The small stream

flowing through the preglacial channel into the whirlpool no-
where uncovers the rock ; hence it may be inferred that there is

a buried channel from the whirlpool to St. David's. Still, there
is no direct proof of this, as, for a space oftwo miles, the surface
of the country is unbroken and the till from twenty to thirty
teet deep. The well to which Sir Charles Lyell indefinitely refers

(See Travels in America [First Visit] vol. ii, p. 79) was probably
somewhere in the broad opening on the St. David's side, from
which little could be inferred. This buried channel where it

Am. Jour. Sol—Thibd Series, Vol. XXVHI, No. 163.—July, 1884.
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emerges from the whirlpool could not have been much over five

hundred feet in width, since the first three streams entering into

the whirlpool cut through the till to the rock, and descend in

cataracts of varying heights ; and the distance from the rocky

escarpment disclosed by the third stream to the escarpment

upon the north side of the whirlpool is not much more than

five hundred feet.

That the supposed preglacial channel was not made by a

stream comparable in size at all to the present Niagara is

probable : First, from the shape of the whirlpool recess, which

looks more like an enlargement of a gorge which would be

naturally made by a united stream. that had worn back its

channel to a point where two or three branches came together.

Secondly, the length of the gorge from St. David's,—about

six miles,—even if it extended to near the present site of the

falls, is entirely too short to represent the work done during

preglacial ages by a stream of anything near the size of the

Niagara. This follows upon comparison with the enormous
amount of preglacial erosion that is everywhere manifest

south of the glaciated area, where the preglacial channels have

not been buried. Waterfalls may be said to be unknown
south of the glaciated area. The trough of the Ohio Eiver and

its extension up the Allegheny—for a distance of fifteen hun-

dred miles—has been formed by erosion, such as is going on at

Niagara, and may be taken to represent in amount what would
have been done by the Niagara River had it flowed in its pres-

ent channel during preglacial ages. Thirdly, we know from di-

rect evidence that the preglacial drainage of Lake Erie was two

hundred feet below its present level. This is proved by Pro-

fessor Newberry's discovery—made known several years ago—
that the bottom of the preglacial bed of the Cuyahoga River,

opening into the lake at Cleveland, is two hundred feet below

its present level. Whether the theory of Professor Spencer

(described in Second Geol. Report for Pennsylvania, Q4, p.

359 sq.) concerning the existence of a preglacial outlet from

the mouth of Grand River to the head of Lake Ontario be

correct or not, is independent of the conclusion that there must
have been such an outlet somewhere. Whatever erosion, there-

fore, was done in preglacial times along the present course of the

Niagara must have been accomplished by some small stream

draining a limited area.

It seems to me probable that the Niagara River has itself

worn the whole of the gorge from Queenston to the falls, with,

perhaps, a very little help from preglacial erosion above the

whirlpool ; though this is a point difficult of absolute deter-

As to the rate of erosion, it now seems that that fixed upon by
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Mr. Bakewell in this Journal (see January, 1857, pp. 87-93)
was not far from correct ; namely, about three feet a year,

which would make the time required not over ten thousand or
twelve thousand years. These rates of recession have been re-

cently obtained by Dr. Pohlman by comparing the position of

the horseshoe fall fixed by Professor Hall's survey of 18-41 and
the position as determined by the United States Survey in 1875.
Dr. Pohlman's paper will soon be published in the Proceedings
of the American Association. Mr. James T. Gardiner, of the
present New York Survey, informs Professor A. Winchell (see

World Life, p. 371) that this rate cannot be far from correct.

The rate of recession for Niagara falls corresponds with
inferences drawn from the amount of post-glacial erosion which
has taken place in the numerous small streams of Northern
Ohio emptying into Lake Erie. For example, there is at Elyria,

Ohio
, a waterfall in Black River, a small stream about thirty

miles in length. The gorge below the falls, which represents

the work done by that stream since the Glacial period, is only
about sixteen hundred feet in length ; and this is about the
length of numerous other gorges in Northern Ohio where small
streams break over the Waverley sandstone into Lake Erie ; and
so everywhere the contrast between the amount of erosion ac-

complished by streams in corresponding strata in post-glacial

time and that done in pre-glacial time, such as indicated in the

statement just made concerning the Ohio, is perfectly aston-
ishing.

Oberlin, Ohio, May 2.

Art. VL—Note on the Discovery of Primordial Fossils in the

ToiunoJ Stu'/vesiint, Columbia County, X. Y; by S. W. FORD.

On page 406 of Mather's Report on the Geology of the First
District of the State of New York, published in 1843, atten-
tion is called to certain brecciated and conglomerate limestones
occurring in the extreme northwestern portion of Columbia
County

; and on plate 23 (fig. 8) of the same work, a section is

given to illustrate their stratigraphical relations. The rocks
are treated of by the author in the chapter devoted to the
consideration of the Birdseye and Black River Limestones;
and although no fossils are cited from them in proof, the series
is regarded as not improbably an inverted one, the older masses
occupying the summit of the section. I have recently exam-
ined with some care the rocks referred to, and timi Mather's

be substantially correct, except that I do not find

one courses in his lower division (a).

The. strata in question make a conspicuous feature in the\i.
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topography of the region. Commencing at Schodack Landing,

in Rensselaer County, they may be traced southward, with

slight interruptions, along the east shore of the Hudson River,

for nearly three miles ; and for a goodly portion of this dis-

tance they are finely displayed. In some instances they con-

stitute bare, natural cliffs, more than a hundred feet in height.

They may be studied to good advantage in a number of places,

but one of the best points is in the old quarries a short dis-

tance north of a line running due eastward from Mr. Peter

McCabe's ice-house. At this point I was enabled to obtain the

following measured section, which will, I think, be found in

the main correct. The strata are enumerated in ascending

order, or, as they are met with in passing from the Hudson
Eiver Railroad track upward.

Section.

1. Bluish-gray slate 80 feet.

2. Dark blue, compact limestone, in regular
courses, with slight shaly partings 13 "

3. Reddish quartz rock 1 foot.

4. Green calcareous slate 6 inches.

5. Reddisli quartz rock 9 "

6. Green calcareous slate _ _ _ 10 feet.

7. Even-bedded limestone becoming brecciated

8. Bluish-gray slate, say 10 "

Total thickness about : 120 feet.

All of the above mentioned beds succeed one another con-

formably, and all belong, with but little doubt, to one and the

same physical group. The fossils obtained from them prove

that they belong to the Primordial zone, and to that division

of it known as the Lower Potsdam. The paleontological evi-

dence in detail is as follows:

From the limestone deposit near the top of the escarpment

(No. 7 of the section) I have thus far obtained the following

eleven species : Palcedphychus incipiens, Obolella crassa, Ste?io-

theca rugosa, Hyolilhes Americanus, H. impar, Eyolilhellus

micans, Micr<><iis<-tts /<>/<atus, M. speciosus, Conocoryphe trilineata,

OUnelhu oicrj Vroyeruis Barrande.

From the dark blue flinty limestones a short distance below

(No. 2 of the section) I have obtained but a single species, the

Mi'rrodiscKS speciosus.

The slate deposit (No. 1) is likewise fossiliferous, but I have

not yet found opportunity to minutely examine it. From a

promising layer occurring within a short distance of its visible

base, however, I have obtained a specimen which appears to

me to be most likely a shell of the Pteropod species Hyolithellus
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micans. Now, when we remember that all of the above species,

omitting the Palceophycus incipiens, are among the commonest
species occurring in the Troy Primordial beds ; and when we
further recall that, as a physical group, the rocks affording

them are undistinguishable from those at Troy ; it seems to

me conclusive proof that the Columbia County beds are simply
a southern prolongation of the Troy series. There is certainly

no evidence that the slates below limestone deposit No. 2 are

of the age of the Hudson Kiver Group ; nor is there any evi-

dence, so far as I have been able to discover, that renders it

necessary to appeal to an overturned and denuded fold, instead

of a fault, to explain the geological structure of the region.

Additional Note.

Since the above was written, I have examined nearly all of the
more southerly exposures of the conglomerate limestones men-
tioned by Mather, among others those of Great Neuten Hook,
near Coxsackie. Merino Mountain, south of Hudson, and that in

bin County; also the -til! more easterly locality which he cites.
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water Inftu

It is desirable but not always possible to ascertain the favor-

ite position of an infusorian, whether near the surface of the

water or near the bottom. Occasionally inferences can be made
from the relative numbers captured at different depths, and it

sometimes happens th;it a glance at the contents of the diges-

tive vacuoles will indicate the infusorian's relation to depth,

yet it quite as frequently happens that the food particles are so

matted together, and the collection so compressed, that a cor-

rect diagnosis is not possible. Instances do occur, however,

among the free-swimming types, when the food within the sar-

code will show whether the animalcules prefer to grovel in the

ooze or to float on the sunlit water. To this class belong the

following hitherto undescribed forms, all of which were taken

from the debris and sediment at the bottom of an aquarium
kept without macroscopic animal life solely for the cultivation

of the infusoria! inhabitants, or collected from the ooze of shal-

low pools under the open sky.

The food of the new species of Loxodes, which I have
named Loxodes vorax, and the creature's favorite position are

easily ascertained. Although it does not disdain a monad
when it comes convenient, yet its most favored diet is diatoms

and small rhizopods. Of the former any of the freely floating,

non-stipitate varieties seem acceptable, frustules being rarely

absent from the body contents, siliceous valves one-third the

infusorian's length often gorging it: in one or two instances

its voracious appetite has led it to capture a frustule so nearly

equal to itself in length that, when attempting to bend its elastic

body as it seems to take pleasure in doing, one end of the long

diatom has been forced up the pharyngeal passage and out of

the oral aperture, and when curving in the opposite direction,

the diatom has been so pressed against the cuticular surface

that the latter has appeared on the point of rupture; if the

creature had 1 « .mi spitted it could not have been more effectu-

ailv stiffened. The most allurinir of the rhizopods is the little

Trinema enchflus Leidy. To the writer it has been a source of

amusement as well as astonishment to witness Loxodes appar-

ently examine a diatom frustule or a rhizopod shell, never

accepting the one if entirely free from endochrome, nor the

latter if emptv. 1 have seen it seize Trinema and make great

efforts to force the shell through the pharynx, but when the

morsel proved too large for the expansible passage, reject it,

swim about the neighborhood for a few moments, return and
lird time before finally
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The Ehrenbergian species of Loxodes, L. rostratum, I have
not seen, and, so far as I can learn, nothing has been recorded
in reference to its food habits. The superficial resemblances
between it and Loxodes vorax, are sufficient to point out the

generic position of the latter if not the life haunts of the

former. Their anatomical differences are, however, more con-

spicuous than their likenesses.

Loxodes vorax, n. sp. (fig. 1) has the elongated and flattened

body characteristic of the genus, the dorsal surface being some-
what convex, the ventral flattened and finely striated longitu-

dinally, these delicate furrows bearing the vibratile cilia, fhe
generic diagnosis describes the dorsal region as perfectly

smooth, but the present .species, under a high degree of ampli-

fication has that surface roughened by very minute, irregularly

disposed elevations. In other respects it differs externally

from the hitherto single known species in its smaller size, less

proportional width, the evenly rounded, somewhat narrowed
and attenuated posterior extremity, which is not curved but
lies in the plane of the body, in the absence of any angular
margin, in the greater breadth of the adoral groove, and in

lifferent arrangement of the dorso-lateral setae. The latter,

in L. rostratvn) Ehr. appear to project, horizontally from both
sides of the body. With L. vorax the sub-horizontal arrange-

ment obtains on" the left hand margin where they are usually

conspicuous, but beginning at the posterior extremity they
leave the right-hand border \>y a considerable interval, project-

ing more and more obliquely upward until they stand almost
erect, and become visible only on careful focussing.

The adoral groove is much wider than in the type. The usual
corneous membrane is borne within it, and is continued into

the body to form the tubular pharynx. Its color changes to a

chestnut-brown with age, as is the case with the Ioricae of cer-

tain of the Vaginicolinse. For this reason the inference is that
the chemical composition of the two tissues is identical. Slight

experimentation, however, renders this somewhat doubtful. It

is_well known that the loriea> of Vuginicola and of Pyxicola
will for a long time resist the action of caustic potassa in solu-

tion. The pharynx and adoral membranous lining <

vorax are rapidly and entirely dissolved by it. So slightly

corneous or chitinous is this lining that even a drop of picro-

carmine staining fluid destroys it. the whole adoral groove is

;

mar al llexiblc and e stic. as indeed is the entire body.
The broad furrow can he dilated until it is hood-like or

expanded until it is almost a flat surface. Together with the

anterior beak it can be bent until it is in contact with the center
of the ventral region, or nearer the oral aperture proper. The
Jast is the position when a monad or other equally small and
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active food particle is to be engulfed. The beak-like front is

flexed, the groove-bearing part dilated and, with the aid of the

cilia, formed into a trap from which usually the only escape is

down the pharynx. The pharynx itself is short and conical,

lacking the curvature so conspicuous in the same part of L. ros-

tratum Ehr.

The sarcode is not noticeably vacuolar as it is in the Ehren-
bergian species. A few scattered lacunae at times appear pos-

teriorly, but the remarkable trabecular aspect common with

L. rostratum I have not observed. Neither has a contractile

vesicle been positively distinguished ; a spherical vacuole is

quite constantly present in the posterior body half, but it has

The nuclei of the type species are described as numerous,
scattered throughout the body, and connected together by a

funiculus, to which nucleoli are often laterally attached. Such
a complicated arrangement I have been unable to detect in L.

vorax, even after the use of reagents. Here the nucleus seems
to be composed of two, separated, nucleolated, spherical

nodules, without a connecting funiculus.

The only method of reproduction observed is by obliquely

transverse fission. In one instance the partially separated

creatures, not content to await the result of the slow action then

taking place, deliberately pulled themselves asunder. The
body is at times able to adhere to the glass slid'. 1 or other sup-

port, and it here took advantage of that power, clinging to a.

mass of dirt while the separating portion forcibly pulled a long
sarcode thread from the parent's body, and continued its efforts

until the thread snapped. The following description probably
contains the essential specific characters.

Loxodes vorax, n. sp.—Body very flexible and elastic, elon-

gate, flattened, from three and one-half to four times as long as

broad, anteriorly somewhat curved* to the left-hand and ending
in a beak-like apex, posteriorly evenly rounded, somewhat
tapering and attenuated ; adoral groove wide; pharynx tubular,

conical and straight; cilia confined to the ventral surface and
distributed throughout the fine longitudinal striatums, those at

the posterior extremity being somewhat more conspicuous, a

row of slightly larger cilia bordering the adoral groove; dorsal

surface, under high amplification minutely granulate : marginal
hispid setae projecting sub horizontal! \ from the left-hand "mar-

sin, somewhat removed from the right-hand dorsolateral bor-

der and becoming more perpendicular as they approach the

anterior extremity
;
parenchyma pale brownish-yellow, seldom

conspicuously vacuolar ; contractile vesicle (?) single, in the

posterior body-half; nucleus double, sub-central, each part

spherical and nucleolated, a funiculus not apparent ; numerous
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small refringent corpuscles scattered throughout the body ; anal

aperture dorsa% located, at a short distance in advance of the

posterior extremity. Length of body y^ to -^fa inch. Hab-
itat—Standing water, chiefly among the decaying debris on the

bottom.
Another infusorian, but a member of the Ciliata- Heterotricha

whose appearance is attractive and its motions graceful, I have
taken in small numbers from the debris at the bottom of the
aquarium referred to. Its movements are not rapid, consisting

chiefly of a steady progression by swimming usually on the
right-hand side, or by rotation upon its longitudinal axis.

There is, so far as I am aware, no infusorial genus capable of

receiving it ; I therefore take pleasure in naming it in honor of
my learned friend, Mr. Austin C. Apgar, Professor of Zoology
in the New Jersey State Normal School.

Apgaria, gen. nov.—Body irregularly ovate, more or less

flattened or lamellate, entirely ciliate, soft, flexible, transparent
and somewhat changeable in form ; the anterior extremity
slightly curved toward the left-hand border, and terminating io

a more or less beak-like apex ; the posterior extremity with a
retractile tail-like prolongation

; the right-hand body-margin
convex, the left-hand border somewhat sigmoid and bearing
an elongate-ovate groove or depression extending backward
and obliquely inward, the oral aperture being at its posterior
widest and deepest part; pharynx tubular, anteriorly curved,
expansile and ciliated; the left-hand edge of the peristome
field bearing a single row of long vibratile adoral cilia con-
tinued around the month and into the pharynx, the basal
portion of the right-band margin occupied by a conspicuous,
lamellate, undulating membrane ; cuticular cilia fine, cloth-
ing the longitudinal surface furrows; nucleus moniliform or
rounded, subcentrally located; contractile vesicle single or
double, posteriorly placed : anal aperture posterior, near the
pulsating vacuole.

Angaria nndufans, sp. nov.—(fig. 2).—Body leaf-like and
lamellate, longitudinally furrowed, the length twice to two and
one-half times the breadth, transparent and irregularly vacu-
olar, a large, conspicuous vacuole usually
vesicle; anterior extremity terminating in a rounded, beak-like
projection directed toward the left-hand border; the right-
hand margin usually evenly convex and continued through a
si nist rally directed concavity into the tail-like prolongation,
the whole border thus presenting an elongated S-sliaped out-
line

; the left-band margin somewhat sigmoid and continued
into the tail as a sinistrally directed convexity ; the posterior
tail-like prolongation retractile to a short, conical projection,
but when extended, curved toward the right-hand border and
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forming about one-third of the entire length of the body;
cuticular cilia long and fine; peristome field a long channel
occupying someNvhat less than the anterior two-thirds of the
left-hand border, taking its origin at a short distance posteriorly

to the beak-like apex, the margin bearing the adoral cilia pro-

jecting laterally, its outline sigmoid, its free edge conspicuously
thickened ; adoral cilia long, continued around the mouth and
into the narrow, ciliated, anteriorly curved pharynx : the

undulating membrane large, delicate and very flexible, its base
of attachment extending obliquely within the adoral channel
and about the posterior margin of the oral aperture ; nucleus
conspicuous, moniliform, more or less sigmoid, obliquely and
subrentrally placed: contractile vesicle single, spherical, pos-

teriorly located near the left-hand border at the base of the
tail-like prolongation. Length of body ^\^ inch. Habitat

—

Standing water, among the residual detritus at the bottom.
This noble infusorian is represented in figure 2, magnified

about 380 diameters. Its habitat seems to be restricted to that

just mentioned, as I have been unable, even after careful search,

to take it elsewhere, and from thence only after the sediment
has been disturbed and the animalcule captured before itcould
again bury itself. It is essentially a mud-loving form, and
seems rare. I have taken but six individuals after prolonged
searching. The nucleus is commonly composed of from four
to seven nodules, including the single one usually laterally

attached.

The numerous scattered vacuoles are generally circular in

optical outline; they frequently collect together near the

median line and gradually disappear. The larger, more con-
spicuous one near the pulsating vesicle is commonly of irregu-

lar outline and quite persistent, seldom more than slightly

changing its form.

Apgaria ovala, sp. nov. (fig. 3).—Body irregularly ovate,

length once and one-half to twice the breadth, the posterior

region somewhat inflated, the anterior flattened, the beak-like
apex short, acute and inconspicuous or obsolete ; the posterior

like prolongation entirely retracted: peristome field occupying
the anterior three-fourths of the left-hand border, its margins
sigmoid, not projecting laterally: the adoral ciliary fringe

originating at the anterior apex ; undulating membrane narrow,

attached to the basal third of the right-hand peristome border,

not obliquely inserted and not entirely surrounding the mouth
posteriorly; nucleus ovate, situated in the anterior body-half
near the left-hand border; contractile vesicles two, posteriorly

placed, pulsating alternately: anal aperture large, in close

proximity to the contractile vacuoles. Length of body yfg-
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inch. Habitat—The surface of submerged twigs and decaying;
leaves at the bottom of shallow pools.
The tail of this form is the shortest of any jet observed,

and an individual in any other than the retracted state repre-
sented in figure 3 is uncommon, although the infusoria are not
rare. It is also the least changeable in form, a sligh
tion of the body being about the extent of its
When in motion, like the others it rotates on its Ion
axis, but it is not rapid. '1 „ mnnalcule frequently remains
motionless in the field of the objective for half an hour at a
time, either feeding or awaiting the result of its ciliary currents
Its appetite is voracious. Spores, unicellular aigaa, small infu-
soria, diatoms, almost any minute living thing seeming accept-
able. The undulating membrane is active in the
process,^ waving and bending across the oral fossa and forming

food-trap which, if occasion demands, descends
' the mouth. The anal aperture is

remarKaoiy large and, at times, is tempore
a postero-terminal depression witl m . It fre-
quently opens in connection with the pulsating Vacuoles, a
great part of the creature's posterior extremiu t£
to give way, beaded threads of sarcode
into the water, and rapidly receding. T!
after contraction are follow,,! In several internal we I i .ark d
\u "l''thn " — >

i< I- -, u „!,_, ,1 , , v .,,, a , t u u
next pulsation. Their function I have not e

her have I observed them in nnv ntKor inneither have I observed them in any other infusorian.
1 here is one condition, however, in which the tail is welL

V
1

*.
[ " r :s flying the .vproducm .process. This

akes place by longitudinal fission, one individual becoming

^tlW al

f<f
';uion of two ***£

lrom the body of the parent, as in figure 4. After I

the tail-like projections are withdrawn and the young differ
from the mature forms in size only. I am not aware that a

•;v observed.
Apgaria elongate, sp. nov.-Body elongate-ovate, flattened,

three to four times as long as broad ; beak-like apex
lirectedTacQte/con

ical tail-like prolongation, which, when extended is about one-
fifth the entire length of the bod
" :..:<

•

• :..!•;
scarcely sigmoid and not projecting latera U tia
fringe originating at a short distance ,,«,<

undulatiiig membrane wide, attached to the basal oi
the right-hand margin of the peristome cl
not conspicuously oblique and not surrounding t

pharynx short, ciliated
; nucleus elongate-ovate, in the anterior
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body-half near the left-hand border ; contractile vesicles two,

situated at the base of the tail-like projection, and contracting
alternately. Length of body^ to^ inch. Habitat—The
surface of water-soaked twigs and decaying leaves at the

bottom of shallow pools.

Figure 5 represents this infusorian with the tail partially

withdrawn, as most commonly seen ; figure 6 an outline of the
same part extended. Its movements are the most rapid, and
its changes of form the greatest of any member of the genus
yet met with. The body is very flexible, and is frequently
twisted temporarily.

The systematic position of the genus is

of Blepharisma.
Another animalcule collected in some abundance in one of

the first gatherings of early spring seems to have no recog-

nizable generic resting-place. It may be characterized as

Ileonema, gen. nov. (Greek eileo, to twist ; nema, a thread.)

—

Body flask-shaped, depressed, elastic, entirely ciliate: flagellum

single, inserted at the narrow anterior extremity, flexible but
not vihratile, the basal half lar^v, thick and apparently twisted,

the distal half fine, thread-like; oral aperture terminal, perfo-

rating the apex of the neck-like portion; pharynx distinct;

nucleus sub-spherical or broadly ovoid, sub-central ; contractile

vesicle single, posterior placed ; anal aperture postero-terminal.

Ileonema dispar, sp. nov. (fig. 7.)—Body transparent, granu-
lar, flexible, flask-shaped, longitudinally striate, the tength

about three times the breadth, contracting to a short ovoid
form or extending until clavate; the ventral surface flattened,

the dorsal convex and bearing a single longitudinally disposed
row of short hair-like perpendicular setae ; cilia long and fine,

thinly clothing the surface ; entire flagellum one-half the length

of the body, the basal half thick, obliquely grooved and present-

ing a twisted or cord-like appearance, slightly tapering yet sud-

denly constricted at the beginning of the finely filamentous

distal one-half; oral aperture at the base of the flagellum;

pharynx elongate-fusiform, longitudinally plicate, apparently
composed of delicate elastic, rod-like elements ; nucleus ovoid,

sub-central ; contractile vesicles two, postero-terminal, close to

the anal aperture. Length of body -^y inch. Habitat

—

Among algae and decaying leaves at the bottom of shallow

pools.

This bottle-shaped infusorian (fig. 7) was taken from among
those delicate algae which grow so abundantly in all quiet

waters, and seem to cling like soft green clouds to leaves of

grass and fragments of sticks and twigs in the shallow wayside
pools of early spring. Its movements are evenly swimming
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without rotation and without much hurry. Its changes of
form are, however, quite constant as it rests among the algal
threads and lengthens the entire body into a club-shaped creat-
ure searching for food, or contracts into an egg-shape with a
short, narrow neck. Normally its contour closely resembles
that of Tra< turn (Perty), G. & L. If, from

,
the acutely conical anterior apex be removed, and

the flagellurn of Ileonema be added, the result would be a
species of the genus now under notice, the likeness between the
contracted forms being also striking.

The fine long cilia are not abundant. They vibrate irregu-
to a certain extent, independently of each other

The distal one-half of the flagellurn is extremely fine, and is
often absent, as, indeed is the entire appen
kept long in confinement. When the filamentous portion has
been lost, the cord like half frequently ends in a bulbous
enlargement, and even this the animalcule often lost
ently without injurious results. This bulb seems to !

U at least easily attaches itself to foreign bodies, and I have
witnessed its owner, aft lts, forcibly tear itself
loose and lose the bulb. The whole flagellurn is generally

ailing and curved to one side, occasionally bein<r ex-
tended and used apparently as a feeler.

*f l^ s organism is a member of Claparede and Lacbmann's
Ulio-JHagellata, then the diagnosis of that order must be some-
what modified. As it now stands the description states that

~ flagellurn is the chief organ of locomotion. With I

appendage has no active connection with the animal-
3 movements. Its position in the latest scheme of classifi-

cation seems to be so close to t ,, e(1 Iine of
separation between the Flagella lhe cilio-
Flagellata, that it may be considered a link intimately connect-
ing the two orders. Only a slight exercise of the observer's
imagination is needed to put into vibration the fill!
portion of the non-flexible, non-vibratile-flagellum, and to more
densely clothe the cuticular surface with shorter, more uni-

yr
m
SJ

in*„cilia'
inordex to produce a typical member of

iho-Flagellata. When the flagellurn has been lost, the
mfusonan possesses no character to distinguish it from the
Holotncha, and if first met with in this condition any observer
would classify it m that order. As it is, it makes the line of
demarcation between these orders still more obscure.

nsider the pharynx a membranous
into longitudinal folds, but such

The pas-
sage is very dilatable, and the infusorian has the habit of widely
expanding the posterior or internal extremity, as the body

cule's n

Viii
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assumes the ovate form, when folds would become extinct and
rods or fibrillae more conspicuous, which is in fact the case.

That an elastic membrane connects the rod-like constituents of

the passage, I have not been able to determine. My impres-

sion, however, is that none exists, the pharynx being merely an
elongated cage-like structure open at each end, its delicate

bars attached only around the oral aperture.

The following minute creatures are also apparently unde-
scribed. They are deliberate, but eccentric in their move-
ments, with the additional eccentricity of appearing to float

back downward, having in that position the convex surface

which an observer would at first glance decide to be the dorsal.

That it is in reality the ventral aspect is proven, it would seem,
by the fact that the short, trailing flagellum not only takes its

origin from a point on that surface, but is habitually held
beneath the convexity. It is scarcely possible that a non-
vibratile flagellum could be of much service as a drag or as a

pivot on which to turn, as this infusorian turns, if carried above
the dorsum. Yet the animal frequently moves with this convex
part directed upwind, although this is the less common posi-

tion. The long flagellum is entirely flexible, but usually only
the distal extremity is vibratile. It is commonly held directed

stiffly and obliquely toward one side as the animalcule floats

with either surface downward, as shown in the figures. In fig.

8, is delineated the ventral aspect to exhibit the comparative
length, origin, and usual position of the short flagellum.

If both the superior and inferior surfaces were equally con-

vex, the creature would scarcely have formed so interesting a

study, but the former, or dorsal aspect bears a subcentral, lon-

gitudinal channel or depression extending from the apex to the

posterior extremity, thus giving the infusorian, when seen " end
on," or in transverse optical section, a concavo-convex outline,

somewhat like that of a longitudinal slice of a bean. This
grooved surface is represented in fig. 9.

When moving through the water, it advances in a direct

course steadily and not rapidly for a few moments, when it

quickly and abruptly turns aside at an acute angle, the long
flagellum then being thrown into indescribable curves and flex-

ures, but in the general direction of the route to be taken.
No distinct oral aperture is visible. On several occasions

numerous minute green particles, presumably of food, have
been noticed within the endoplasm.

In its generic position it approaches nearest to Stein's Colpo-

nema, but is refused admission to that genus by the absence of
the anterior curvature, by the apical origin of the trailing

flagellum, and by the presence of a dorsal instead of a ventral

groove. If the channel-bearing surface should be assumed to
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be the ventral, Stein's genus would still be unable to receive
the infusorian, since the short flagellum would then take
its origin from the dorsal aspect, whereas in Colponema, one
of these lash-like appendages arises from near the center
of the ventral groove. Consequently, although a minute
atom of vitality, it seems to demand recognition as the type
of a new genus, of which the following may be taken as the
diagnosis.

Solenotus (Greek solen, a channel ; notos, the back), gen.
nov.—Infusoria free-swimming, not changeable in shape,
ovate, the anterior extremity slightly pointed but not curved
to either side, the ventral surface convex, the dorsal concave,
with a subcentral, longitudinal groove or channel; flagella

two, diverse in length, one vibratile, the other trailing, both
taking their origin anteriorly, the shorter from the smoothly
convex aspect, not from the groove ; anal aperture postero-

S. apocamptus (Greek apohampto, to turn aside), sp. nov.

—

Body depressed ovate, the length about one and one-third
times the width

; the anterior body half somewhat flattened
the anterior extremity with rounded borders but tapering to an
acute, slightly projecting apex ; the posterior body half nar-
rowing, the extremity convex but somewhat truncate ; ventral
aspect smoothly convex ; dorsal groove narrowest at its ante
rior origin, widening and thence continuing evenly to its pos
terior termination; flagella diverse in length and thickness, the
longer and larger, once to one-half times as long as the body,
inserted at the apex, and commonly held stiffly and obliquelj
in advance, the distal end alone vibrating; the shorter trailing,

about one-third the length of the body, slender, arising from s

point at a little distance from the anterior apex of the convex
or dorsal surface; endoplasm granular especially posteriorly:
contractile vesicle single, small, located anteriorly near the
right-hand border ; nucleus obscure, apparently placed subcen-
trally near the left-hand margin. Length of the body -^^ to

a^Vrr inch. Habitat—Standing water with Myriophyllum.
Solenotus orbicularis, sp. nov.—Body suborbicular, the ante>

rior apex obtuse, the posterior extremity rounded not truncate,
the posterior one-half of the left-hand border angular ; dorsal
groove broad and shallow; ventral surface evenly convex;
flagella, nucleus and contractile vesicle similar to those of the

ith ^Vtt inch.

ater of smallabitat—Near the bottom of the stiallc

bols.

This infusorian (fig. 10) differs from that described as
otus apocamptus, chiefly in its contour, its shorter dorso- ._

ral or vertical diameter, and in the shallowness and greater
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comparative width of the dorsal depression. Its movements
are similar to those of S. apocamptus, the long flagellum being
held somewhat more obliquely than with that species. The
body is frequently elevated during its progression so that the

apex seems to be held in contact with the slide, a position not

observed with S. apocamptus. The anterior body half is trans-

parent; colorless corpuscles and green food-particles collected

posteriorly render that part semi-opaque.

YIIL— The Causes of Variation ; by Komyn Hitchcock.

The recent studies of Dr. W. B. Carpenter upon

which were noticed in the April number of this Journal, are

of special interest owing to the remarkable manner in which the

stages of variation and development have been traced. The
monograph by Dr. Carpenter, published in the Reports of the

'Challenger' Expedition, was the subject of some remarks
recently made by the writer before the Biological Society of

Washington, in which an effort was made to explain how such
a simple sarcode organism as the animal Orbitolites had been led

to produce a shell of complex form. Dr. Carpenter regards it

as the expression of a not understood "progressive tendency
along a definite line towards a big pe of struc-

ture in the calcareous fabric." This, however, is merely a

statement of the facts observed, and in nowise assists in their

explanation. Elsewhere it may be gathered from the author's

words that he regards the complex shell as significant of a

"plan so definite and obvious, as to exclude the notion of 'cas-

ual ' or ' aimless ' variation."

The facts seem capable of a somewhat different interpretation,

which seems morfe in accord with our present knowledge of

simple organisms, and quite sustaining the views of Darwin
that "plan," in the sense used by Dr. Carpenter, should be,

superfluous. For if there be an inherent tendency to variation

among these organisms, as Dr. Carpenter seems to believe, how
do we explain the persistence of the original orbitoline type 0.

tenuissima ? Biologists seek to discover the causes of variations

which they observe, but it seems not less important that the

persistence of types should also be explained. 0. tenuissima is

a very ancient species, and surely any inherent tendency to

change would have manifested itself during the long period of

its existence, even under unfavorable conditions.

The observations I have to offer may be said to relate

entirely to change of environment, but their tendency is to

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXVIII, No. 163.-July, 1884.
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demonstrate that the changes observed in the shells of this

family are not due to any inherent tendency resulting in a

definite plan, but that they are due to causes easily understood.

It is far from my intention to deny a definite plan of growth

to these organisms. But plan of growth does not imply that

there have been causes acting within the organism—special

tendencies of the protoplasm toward higher structure. It

seems to be such an assumption that has led Dr. Carpenter to

speak of a " not understood " progressive tendency, etc. In my
opinion the causes of such progression as can be observed are

easily understood; and the plan of growth becomes a natural

consequence of these causes, which are purely physiological,

and independent of any supposed tendency to variation.

While Dr. Carpenter, on the one hand, seems to regard varia-

tion as due to an inherent tendency of the protoplasmic body,

the writer, on the other hand, attributes it entirely to the more
or less favorable conditions of life of the different species. More-

over, I am quite unable to understand how any inherent ten-

dency to variation impressed upon the sarcode could fail to find

expression in some differentiation of the sarcode, which in the

cases in question has not been observed.

The same view seems to be held by O. Schmidt who, in his

"Grnndziige einer Spongion r'auna des A tlantisehen Grebietes,"

alludes to Dr. Carpenter's previous studies, and compares rue

changes observed in the sponges and foraminifera. He says

the changes in the latter are found in the general habit of the

form and the variable grouping of the chamber-systems, while

among the sponges the variation is in the microscopi
'' One may speak of the microscopic form of forami

'

! elements."

:ity of the shell is merely in the molti

chambers and the manner of their intercommunication. The
process of growth, even in the complex 0. complanata, is in all

respects identical with that in other species, and in no essen-

tial feature differs from that of Peneroiplis. What Dr. Carpenter
designates as a "higher specialized type of structure " does not

represent an advanced degree of specialization in any part

;

nor can we discover any advantage t.o the organism arising

therefrom. It is true there is an advance in complexity, but

unless accompanying this there is an evolution in function, or

unless it results from some effort of adaptation which confers

some benefit upon the organism, it seems not proper to regard

complexity of shell-structure as a proof of biological advance-

Seeking for an explanation of the cause of the increased

complexity of shell-structure, so beautifully illustrated in the

milioline family, the writer was led to the conclusion that it is
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entirely due to the favorable conditions of life and the abun-
dance of food available. It is true, as already said, this may be
regarded as a mere statement of the influence of environment
causing variation, but a careful consideration of the subject will

show that there is a broad distinction between environment as

a cause of variation, and adaptation to environment : for in this

case we are unable to perceive any benefit to the organisms
arising from their adaptation to changed conditions.

If it be said we can seldom discover the benefits supposed to

be derived from adaptation, it may be answered that it is usu-
ally possible to infer how the changes observed may prove
beneficial. In the case under consideration, however, an exam-
ination of the changes that have taken ['lace does not indicate

any possible benefit to the organism. The multiplication of

chamberlets necessitates very intimate intercommunication for

the transference of food and the continuation of the

of life. The organism is not thereby better adapted
surroundings, but is made more dependent for

upon the continuance of the favorable conditions under which
it has developed. The advance in complexity—the multipli-

cation of chamberlets—would only be possible under the most
favorable conditions, for all the nutriment received by the
interior segments must be collected by the sarcode at the mar-
gin of the shell, and the necessary food could only be obtained
where the supply was abundant. It may be conceived that if

0. complanata were placed in situations less favorable as regards
food it would die of starvation owing to the quantity of inner

arishment, while 0. lenuissima needs only
tions as regards food, and perhaps temper-

3 as highly complex in structure as the last-

mentioned species. As a further proof of the influence of

environment leading to changes which cannot be regarded as
sp< ia adaptations, in the usual meaning of th v old, the forms
of 0. complanata found on Fiji reef are especially characterized
by thick, plicated margins, as though growth proceeded with
too great rapidity to produce symmetrical disks, and these
forms are associated with the largest representatives of the
species.

The distinction above referred to seems an important one,
which, if it has already been recognized, has not been prom-
inently brought forward in the writings with which I am famil-

iar. Before the Biological Society the subject was briefly

considered in the following words:
"Regarding the subject from this point, of view we are led to

examine more closely the relations between the spiral and the
cyclical methods of growth. Their intimate relation is only
noticeable when we observe how one has been derived from the
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other. When the spiral growth of OrbicuUna produces a com-
plete circular disk, further spiral growth becomes impossible,,

and if we concede that the extrusion of the sarcode to form
successive chamberlets is due to nutrition and growth, the

cyclical plan then becomes a necessity. In this way it may be
supposed cyclical growth originated, purely a result of nutri-

tion—not by adaptation to environment, but as a result of it;

not because such growth is or ever was better adapted to the

conditions of life.

" We find here a steady course of variation a result of physio-

logical processes, independent of those external causes to

which we are accustomed to attribute such changes. These
variations, as successively produced, have been perpetuated
through inheritance, until the plan of growth has, in some
species, totally changed. Herein, therefore, we may find an
indication of how the plan of growth originated, and a sugges-
tion that the inscrutable laws which govern the progress of

evolution may each have beginnings equally simple, and not
beyond the range of human insight to discover. Evolution in

this case seems not to be a result of a definite plan of growth,
but the plan of growth is the result of physiological processes.

However great and important the influences of environment
and selection may have been in the production of genera and
species, perhaps the attractiveness of the idea, and the ease
with which it enables us to dimly understand many biogene-
tic problems, permits us to lose sight of other influences more
obscure but of equal importance in the history of life."

This view of the subject seems to d
from the geographical and bathymetrical distribution of the
species. Without entering into "a lengthy discussi

\ of the subject, it may be said that as a rule the
plex species are found in the warmer waters, under conditions
most favorable to the activity of nutritive processes. As an
example, the very large specimens of 0. complanata from Fiji

reef may be taken. On the other hand, the ancestral form 0.
(eit'iissiina still inhabits the colder and deeper waters, retaining
the simple characters of its earliest known condition.
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Very little has yet been published in regard to the zoolog-
ical results of the deep sea explorations carried on during the
summer of 1883, by the United States Fish Commission,
although the dredgings were among the most important yet
made. Some of the remarkable forms of fishes discovered
have been described bv Drs. Gill and Ryder, but the writer's

report on the decapod erustacea ('80 pages of text with 10
plates), recently put in type for the Fish Commission Report for

1882, is the first detailed report on the zoological collection

made by the Albatross, and affords an opportii lity for a brief

review of the results of the study o\' the higher Crustacea,
which is here published by permission of the Commissioner of

Fish and Fisheries.

The dredgings of the Albatross extended from off Cape Hat-
teras to the region of George's Banks. The number of dredg-
ing stations was 1 16, of which 30 were in less than 100 fathoms,
35 between 100 and 500 fathoms, 19 between 500 and L000
fathoms, 27 between 1000 and 2000 fathoms, and .3 below 2<>00

fathoms. The whole number of species of Deeapoda deter-

mined from these stations is 72, but of these at least 15 are

true shallow-water species. Of the remaining f>7 species. 40
were taken below 500 fathoms, 29 below 1000 fathoms, 13

below 2000 fathoms, and 6 at a single haul in 2949 fathoms.
Of the 29 species taken below 1000 fathoms, 21 are Caridea or

. and the S higher a - follows: 2

Eryontidse, 3 Galatheidse, 1 Paguroid, 1 Lithodes, and 1 Bra-
chyuran belonging to the Dm-ippid;e. It i- interesting to com-
pare these r •

; the fauna of the North Atlan-
tic below 1000 fathoms, given bv the Rev. Dr. Norman in the

presidential address to the Tvneside Naturalists' Field Club,

published last year. In Dr. Norman's lists only 12 species of

Deeapoda are recorded, none of them from as great a depth as

2
1 fathoms, and of these 12 species, 7 were known only from

the Blake dredgings of 1880.
The following are some of the more interesting new forms:

a new genus of Brachyura allied to tithusa, L49C> to 1735 fath-

oms; an Anomuran belonging to A. Milne-Edwards' new genus
. -• . . . ...:

'

Eryontidae allied to Wrhuuesia), between 843 and 1917 fath-

oms; a stout Palaemonid (Nbto a long and
intense dark crimson in color, 1309 to 1555 fathoms; a

gigantic Pasii>hai\ ei-ht and one-half niches lone, l;j42 fath-
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orns; three species of a remarkable new genus allied to

Pasiphae, and also to Hymenodora and some other genera of

Palsemonidaa, which shows that Pasphae is closely allied to the

PalremonidaB ; a large Penasid, a foot in length, referred to the

little known genus Aristeus ; and a large Sergestes three inches

The great size of some of these new species of shrimp is

remarkable, but is far exceeded by two of the previously
described crabs. Gen/on ^uinquedens, from 105 to 588 fathoms,
is one of the largest Brachyurans known, the carapax in some
specimens being five inches long and six broad, while one spe-

cimen of the great spiny Lithodes Agassizii measures seven
inches in length and six in breadth of carapax, and the out-

stretched legs over three feet in extent.

Among the Schizopoda there are two large species of Onath-
ofjhausa, one over four inches in length, and a Lophogaster, all

from below 2000 fathoms. One of the most interest!*

opods is a small Thysanoessa (a genus of Euphausidse) from 398
to 1067 fathoms, of which one female was found carrying eggs.

The eggs are carried in an elongated and flattened mass beneath
the cephalothorax, are apparently held together by some glu-

tinous secretion, and arc attached principally to the third pair

of peraopods (antepenultimate cephalothoracic appendages).
This apparently confirms Bell's statement in regard to the egg-
carrying of Thysanopoda Couchii, which is, as far as I know,
the only published observation of egg-carrying in any of the

Eophaasidte
The Amphipoda from deep water are comparatively few in

number and have not yet been carefully examined, but among
them is one specimen of the gigantic Euryt rn s jryllus Boeck
{LysiauuMa Mi. lt II, >„:<„_ Milne-Edwards), probably the largest

of all known Amphipoda. This specimen, which is over four
and a half inches long, and very stout in proportion, was taken
in 1917 fathoms, north lat. 37° 56' 20", west long. 70° 57' 30".

The few previously known specimens came from Cape Horn,
Greenland, and Finmark, and have apparently all been taken
from the stomachs of tishes. This species and its occurrence
in the extreme arctic and antarctie seas, has been much discussed

and is the subject of a long memoir by Lilljeborg, but the
apparently anomalous distribution is explained bv 'its discov-
ery in deep water off our middle Atlantic coast.

The great differences in depth through which some of the

th ) 2<MH> f, ;,„„>, as xlmun in the l'^t. j A en' further on,

of species taken below 2000 fathoms. I have not yet noticed

distinct varietal differences due to depth in any species, though
there is often a very marked change in the associating species.
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A very remarkable case is that of Parapagurw pilosimanus,

which was taken at fifteen stations ami in 250 to (540 fathoms
by the Fish Hawk and- Blake in 1880-'81-'82, and in great

abundance at one station, in 319 fathoms, where nearly four

hundred large specimens were taken at once. All these earlier

specimens were inhabiting carcincecia of Epizoanthus paguri-

jjhilus. In the dredgings last summer the Parapagurus was
taken at seven "stations ranging in depth from 1731 to 2221
fathoms, but none of the specimens were associated with the
same species of Epizoanthus, some being in a very different

species of Epizoanthus, others in naked gastropod shells, and
still others in an actinian polyp.

A striking characteristic of the deep-sea Crustacea is their red

or reddish color. A few species are apparently nearly colorless,

but the great majority are some shade of red or orange, and I

have seen no evidence of any other bright color. A few species

from between 100 and 300 fathoms are conspicuously marked
with scarlet or vermilion, but such bright markings were not
noticed in any species from below 1000 fathoms. Below this

depth, orange red of varying intensity is apparently the most
common color, although in several species, very notably in the

Notostomus already referred to, the color was an exceedingly

The eyes of these abyssal species are even more remarkable
than their colors, as the following list of the Decapoda and
larger Schizopoda taken below 2000 fathoms by the Albatross,
with the notes which follow, will show :
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are not conspicuously smaller than in many allied shallow-
water forms. In 1 the eyes are black but conspicuous!}
smaller than in the allied shallow-waiter species. In 13 the
eyes are black and of moderate size. In 9 thev are apparently
black or nearly black and small. In 2 they are nearly color-

less in alcoholic specimens and rather larger than usual in the

considerably smaller than in Poiitnrh,his gracilis, a

ther

small and dark brown. In 14, 15 and 16 they are not con-
spicuously different in size from those of allied shallow-water
species and are dark brown.
However strong may be the arguments of the physicists

against the possibility of light penetrating the depths from
which these animals come, the color ami the structure of their

eyes, as compared with Mind cave-dwelling species, show con-
clusively that the darkness beneath two-thousand fathoms of
sen-water is very different from that of ordinary caverns.
While it may be possible that this modification of the darkness
of the ocean abysses is due to phosphorescence of the aniim.Ls

themselves, it does not seem probable that it is wholly due to

this cause.

The large size of the eggs
the deep-water Decapoda. Tl
50 to 500 fathoms, are more than eight 'times the volume ot

those of the closely allied and larger /•/. hen, ha <his from shal-
low water, and in Snhiuea prince/,*, from 401 > to 000 fathoms,
th.v are more than fifteen times as large as in S. septemcarinala
from 25 to 150 fathoms. The most remarkable cases are
among the deep-water genera. Galacantha rostrata and G.
Batrdiij from between 1000 and 1500 fathoms, have eggs 3mm

in diameter in alcoholic specimens, while in the vastly larger
lobster they are less than 2mm . The largest crustacean eggs
known to me are those of Parapusiphae salcati/'rons, a slender
shrimp less than three inches long, taken between 1000 and
3000 fathoms. Alcoholic specimens of these eggs are fully

4 by 5mm in shorter and longer diameter, fully ten times the
volume of the eggs of . n 100 to 200 fathoms,
more than three hundred and fifty times the volume of those
of a much larger shallow- water Pahrmon, and each one more
than a hundredth of the volume of the largest individual of

the species. From the peculiar environment of deep-water
species it seems probable that many of them pass througb an
abbreviated metamorphosis within the egg, like many fresh-

water and terrestrial species, and these large eggs are apparently
adapted to producing young of la

1 specially fitted to live under conditions-
similar to those environing the adults.
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Near Clancey, on Clancey Creek, Jefferson County, Mon-
tana, minute crystals of gold" occur which present the novelty
of a solid octahedral nucleus, or head, with a long divergent

brush-like or prismatic development of the gold on one side, or
angle, giving the whole the appearance of the drawings usu-

ally made to represent comets, and as represented in the accom-
panying figure. The total length of these crystals does not

exceed from two to three millimeters (about one eighth of

an inch), and the minuteness of the cross-section of the delicate

divergent prisms makes it extremely difficult to determine
their form. They are, also, very brittle, and they appear to

cleave or break asunder in planes at right angles to their length.

Under the microscope these prisms are /y , „_^^-__.
seen to have three or more planes and ^
they appear to be hexagonal. They taper gradually and uni-

formly to a sharp point, and are sometimes composite, being
for part of their length formed of two or more prisms joined
side to side.

Among the fragments, one larger and broader than the

like projection on opposite sides. This projection shows dis-

tinctly on one side a' line of composition through the center,

with divergent lines or markings at an angle of 45° with the

medial line, corresponding in an^le and in direction with small

planes on the edges. The same side of this plate which shows
the medial line of composition is slightly trough-shaped, being
formed of two plane surfaces inclined towards the medial line.

The opposite side is rough, with angular projections.

These plate-like projections from the octahedron are much
larger than the prisms, but it is probable that the origin and
crystallization of both are similar. The plates have the 'appear-

ance of being formed by the combination or twinning of octa-

hedrons parallel with their faces with their main axes inclined

towards each other at an angle of 60°.

Hexaooxal Prisms of Gold.

At Sonora in Tuolumne County, California, I obtained some
years ago from the late Dr. Sneil a sample of very small but
brilliant prisms of gold. Under the microscope these are seen
to be hexagonal prisms with smooth and brilliant planes and
terminated at one or both ends with a pyramid. They appear
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be well formed crystals without marks of composition or
nning. The basal plane is also visible. The angle between
prism (/) and the pyramid (1) is approximately 130°, by

asurement kindly made for me by Prof. E. S. Dana. They
emble the prismatic gold crystals figured by Prof. A. H.
ester,* and obtained artificially by digesting gold amalgam
nitric acid. He obtained 136° for the angle a 1, which
uld give 134° for 1*1. It is possible that the Sonora crys-

) are also artificial, but there is no means of verifying their

gin. Similar crystals obtained at Angels Gamp in the same
ion were said to have been taken from a cavity in quartz.

The crystals described by Prof. Chester contained 6 per cent
mercury. Le Sage, a writer of the last. century, 1777, also

prismatic crystals of gold obtained by heating the
.malgam. He describes them as square prisms 'with terminal
>yramids of four planes, and considered them to be lengthened

Mill Koek, New Haven, June, 1884.

As a teacher of Agricultural Chemistry, I have frequent
occasion to insist upon the readiness with which saline com-
pounds are decomposed by way of osmose, when put in con-
tact with moistened membranes, and particularly when in

contact with living membranes, such as cover the rootlets of

plants. It has often occurred to me that a similar power of

osmotic dissociation, inherent in certain animal tissues, affords

the true explanation of the mode of action of many rock- and
shell-boring mollusks. The power of plant-roots to decompose
chemical compounds, such as common salt, for example, is

only too well known to investigators. It has been in fact a
serious practical hindrance to the use of the method of research
known as water-culture, which has played a highly important
part in the study of the question what chemical substances are
necessary for feeding plants. Knopf found, for example, on
growing maize plants in solutions containing the nitrates of

lime and potash that the nitrogen of these compounds was
taken in more rapidly by the plant than were their basio

constituents, so that the solution outside the roots became
alkaline through accumulation of the bicarlumates of potash
and of lime. So, too, when Rautenberg and Kiihn tried to sup-

t See his ••
I • mie," i, 603.
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ply maize plants with nitrogen by feeding them with ammo-
nium chloride, they found that this salt was decomposed and
that chlorhydric acid, for which the plant had no need, accu-

mulated to such an extent outside the roots that it proved fatal

to the life of the plants.* The well-known power of rootlets

to leave their imprint on bones and bits of marble, with which
they happen to come in contact in the earth, may perhaps be
due to the corrosive action of acids set free in this way by

though it is perhaps equally probable that the lines are etched
by carbonic acid which is known to be given off by plant

In view of these familiar facts, there seems to be good reason

for believing that the boring of calcareous shells and rocks by
various mollusks depends on the formation of chlorhydric acid

through decomposition of sea salt by certain tissues of the bor-
ing animals; these tissues being kept meanwhile in direct con-
tact with the shell or the rock to be bored. It is to be sup-

posed, of course, as is the case indeed with plants, that the

decomposition of the sea salt, or, in other words, the secretion

of the chlorhydric acid, occurs in particular organs specially

suited to the purpose; but it is to be noted that in sea water
these organs find an unlimited supply of the acid-yielding

material. In so far as I can gather from a cursory view of an
unfamiliar literature, it appears to be ;i fact that the boring

creatures are found chiefly if not always in salt or brackish

Thanks to an occasional moment of attention to the ichthyo-
logies] and conchological studies of my father, I have been
familiar from childhood with the curiously corroded bivalves
which are occasionally found in the stomachs of certain fishes

taken on our New England coast, notably, unless my memory
deceives me grossly, in the stomach of the so-called ling or eel-

shaped blennv {Zoarces anguillaris) some of which specimens it

should be said are extremely well-fitted to give a student just

conceptions as to the great chemical activity oi gastric juice.

Some twenty-five years ago, in a discussion at a meeting of the
Boston Society of Natural History relating to the boring of

limestones by echinoderms, I cited this evidence ot chemical
action in the stomach of a cold-blooded fish as militating
against the opinion that the echmoderm excavations " might be
effected by their vibratorv ciliaj"; and, in opposition to asser-

tions that the hypothesis of chemical action 'was inadmissible.

since a chemical agent powerful enough to soften rocks could

* See Johnson's • How Crops Grow" Xew York, 1SGS, pp. I7u. 17!.
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tion of food by animals should count in favor of the chemical

view of rock boring. I remember to have said, on that occa-

sion, that it might as well be argued that tripe could not be

digested in the stomach of a dog without corroding the walls

of his stomach as to say that a marine animal could not bore

rocks by chemical means without destroying himself.

During the last six or eight years I have had frequent

opportunity to observe the common whelk (Buccinum) in the •

act of boring through the shells of mussels and barnacles, and I

have interrupted his operations, scores of times, at all conceiv-

able stages of progress. As is well known, the whelk, having

seated himself upon a mussel, or other shell, thrusts out a pro-

boscis whose end is kept continually in contact with one partic-

ular point on the mussel shell, in such wise that a small round
hole is there speedily perforated through the calcareous matter.

The moment the hole is completed the whelk protrudes his

proboscis still farther, thrusting it into the actual flesh of the

mussel, ami gradually sucks out and consumes the whole of

this llesh : he then passes to another mussel, drills another hole

in its shell and eats the fleshy contents of the shell, as before.

It has heen not a little debated whether the process of perfora-

tion in this case is an act of corrosion bv aeid or of chipping or

filing by teeth. Osier (Phil. Mag., 1832, p. 507) maintained
long ago that " the perforation is effected by a succession of

strokes, following each other at intervals shorter than a second."

He says, indeed, that he has distinctly heard these strokes by

to his ear a patella that had a huccinum attached to it.

i elaborate figures of the tooth-like, homey points on
ongue of buccinum, which he compares with a "center-

bit." and, in like manner, Agassiz and Gould* have figured

the teeth of natica to show the analogy of tin 1 boring apparatus

to a "file" or a "rasp." The powerful muscular development
of the proboscis of buccinum would of itself lend some counte-

nance to the idea that it drives a drill. But I must say that to

myself the boring act, like the subsequent digestion of the

invaded mussel, has always seemed to be a distinctly chemical
process. That the denticles may aid somewhat in the boring.

to remove mechanically bits of loosened or softened shell, and
that they may afterwards serve to tear oft' or hook up meat from
within the mussel seems probable enough, but I am strongly of

opinion that an acid solvent is made to act upon the shell

during the process of boring. It seems not improbable that

the presence of free muriatic acid might be detected by appro-

priate chemical experiments made upon large tropical gastero-

poda. It might even be practicable, perhaps, to learn some-

thing in this sense, by studying some one of our own species,

* Principles of Zoology, p. 78.

He gives
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confined in a sufficiently small aquarium. Possibly the oyster
drill (Buccinum ph'cosum) might serve the purpose? or, better,

the large winkle (Pyrula)'! or possibly even our common clam-

> Report of the Council of tl

I. Geoege Engelmann.

In the death of Dr. Engelmann, which took place on the 4th
of February last, the American Academy has lost one of its

very few Associate Fellows in the Botanical Section, and
science one of its most eminent and venerable cultivators.

He was born at Frankfort-on-the-Main, February 2, 1809, and
had therefore just completed his seventy-fifth year. His father,

a younger member of the family of Engelmanns who for several
generations served as clergymen at Bacharach on the Khine,
was also educated for the ministry, and was a graduate of the
University of Halle, but he devoted his life to education.
Marrying' the daughter of George Oswald May, a somewhat
distinguished portrait-painter, they established at Frankfort.
and carried on for a time with much success, a school for young
ladies, such as are common in the United States, but were then
a novelty in Germany.
George Engelmann was the eldest of thirteen children born

of this marriage, nine of whom survived to manhood. Assisted
by a scholarship founded by " the Eeformed Congregation of

he went to the University of Heidelberg in the year
1827, where he had as fellow students and companions Karl
Schimper and Alexander Braun. With the latter he main-
tained an intimate friendship and correspondence, interrupted
only by the death of Braun in 1877. The former, who mani-
fested unusual genius as a philosophical naturalist, after laying
the foundations of phyllotaxy, to be built upon by Braun and
others, abandoned, through some singular infirmity of temper,
an opening scientific career of the highest promise, upon which
the three young friends, Agassiz, Braun and Schimper, and in
his turn Engelmann, had zealously entered.

Embarrassed by some troubles growing out of a political

demonstration by the students at Heidelberg, Engelmann in

the autumn of 1828 went to Berlin University for two years:
and thence to Wiirzburg, where he took his degree of Doctor
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in Medicine in the summer of 1831. His inaugural dissert

Be Anlhohjsi Prodromws, which he published at Frankf

1832, testifies to his early predilection for botany, and
truly scientific turn of mind. It is a morphological dis

founded chiefly on the study of monstrosities, illustrated by five

plates filled witb his own drawings. It was therefore quite in

the line with the little treatise on the Metamorphosis of Plants,

published forty years before by another and the most distin-

guished native of Frankfort, and it appeared so opportunely

that it had the honor of Goethe's notice and approval. Goethe's

correspondent, Madame von Willema, sent a copy to him only

four weeks before his death. Goethe responded, making kind

inquiries after young Engelmann, who, he said, had completely

apprehended his ideas of vegetable morphology, and had shown
such genius in their development that he offered to place in

this young botanist's hands the store of unpublished notes and
sketches which he had accumulated.*
The spring and summer of 1832 were passed at Paris in med-

.

ical and scientific studies, with Braun and Agassiz as compan-
ions, leading, as he records "a glorious life in scientific union,

in spite of the cholera." Meanwhile, Dr. Engelmann's uncles

had resolved to make some land investments in the valley of

the Mississippi, and he willingly became their agent. At least

one of the family was already settled in Illinois, not far from
St. Louis. Dr. Engelmann, sailing from Bremen for Baltimore
in September, joined his relatives in the course of the winter,

made many lonely and somewhat adventurous journeys on
horseback in Southern Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, which

yielded no other fruits than those of botanical exploration ;

and finally he established himself in the practice of medicine
at St. Louis, late in the autumn of 1835. St. Louis was then

rather a frontier trading post than a town, of barely eight or ten

thousand inhabitants. He lived to see it become a metropolis

of over four hundred thousand. lie began in absolute poverty,

the small means he had brought from Europe completely
exhausted. In four years he had laid the foundations of suc-

cess in his profession, and had earned the means for making a

voyage to Germany, and, fulfilling a long-standing engagement,
for bringing to a frugal home the chosen companion of his life,

Dora Hartsmann, bis cousin, whom he married at Kreuznach,
on the 11th of June, 1840. On his way homeward, at New
York, the writer of this memorial formed the personal acquaint-

ance of Dr. Engelmann ; and thus began the friendship and the

scientific association which has continued unbroken for almost
half a century.
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Dr. Engelmann's positic

as well among the AmerU
lation, was now soon established. He was even able in 1856,
without risk, to leave his practice for two years, to devote most
of the first summer to botanical investigation in Cambridge,
and then, with his wife and young son, to revisit their native
land, and to fill up a prolonged vacation in interesting travel

and study. In the year 1868 the family visited Europe for a
year, the son remaining to pursue his medical studies in Berlin.

And lastly, his companion of nearly forty years having been
removed by death in January, 1879, and his own robust health

having suffered serious and indeed alarming deterioration, he
sailed again for Germany in the summer of 1883. The voyage
was so beneficial that he was able to take up some botanical

investigations, which, however, were soon interrupted by serious

symptoms. But the return voyage proved wonderfully restora-

tive; and when, in early autumn, he rejoined his friends here,

they could hope that the unfinished scientific labors, which he
at once resumed with alacrity of spirit, might still for a time be
carried on with comfort. So indeed they were, in some meas-
ure, after his return to his home, yet with increasing infirmity
and no little suffering, until the sudden illness supervened
which, in a few days, brought his honorable and well-filled life

In the latter part of his life Dr. Engelmann was able to

explore considerable portions of his adopted country, the

mountains of North Carolina and Tennessee, the Lake Superior
region, and the Rocky Mountains and contiguous plains in Col-
orado and adjacent territories, and so to study in place, and
with the particularity which characterized his work, the Card]
the Coniferce, and other groups of plants which he had for
many years been specially investigating. " In 1S80 he made a
long journey through the forestsof the Pacific States, where he
saw for the first time in the state of nature plants which he had
studied and described more than thirty years before. Dr.
Engelmann's associates [so one of them declares] will never for-

get his courage and industry, his enthusiasm and zeal, his

abounding good nature, and' his kindness and consideration of

every one with whom he came in contact." His associates,

and also all his published writings, may testify to his aeuteness
in observation, his indomitable perseverance in investigation, his
critical judgment, and a rare openness of mind which prompted
him continually to revise old conclusions in the light of new
facts or ideas.

In the consideration of Dr. Engelmann's botanical work,—to

which these lines will naturally be devoted,—it should be
remembered that his life was that of an eminent and trusted
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3ver he would nave chosen—
to refuse professional services to those who claimed them

;
that

be devoted only the residual hours, which most men use for

rest or recreation, to scientific pursuits, mainly to botany, yet

not exclusively. He was much occupied with meteorology.

On establishing his home at St. Louis, he began a series of

thermometrical and barometrical observations, which he con-

tinued regularly and systematically to the last, when at home
always taking the observations himself,—the indoor ones even

up to the last day but one of his life. Even in the last week he

was seen sweeping a path through the snow in his garden to reach

tion (issued since his death by the St. Louis Academy of Sci-

ences) is a digest and full representation of the thermometrical

part of these observations for forty-seven years. He apologizes

for not waiting the completion of the half-century before sum-

ming up the results, and shows that these could not after three

more years be appreciably different.

A list of Dr. Engelmann's botanical papers and notes, collected

by his friend and associate, Professor Sargent, and published

in Coulter's Botanical Gazette for May, 1884, contains about

one hundred entries, and is certainly not quite complete. His

earliest publication, his inaugural" thesis already mentioned

(De Aniholysi Prodromus), is a treatise upon teratology in its

relations to morphology. It is a remarkable production for

the time and for a mere medical student with botanical predi-

lections. There is an interesting recent analysis of it in

"Nature," for April 24, by Dr. Masters, the leading teratolo-

gist of our day, who compares it with Moquin-Taudon's more

elaborate Tera)u Jo<jie TV.'''", published ten years afterwards,

and who declares that, " when we compare the two works from

a philosophical point of view, and consider that the one was a

mere college essay, while the other was the work of a professed

botanist, we must admit that Engelmann's treatise, so far as it

goes, affords evidence of deeper insight into the nature and

causes of the deviations from the ordinary conformation of

plants than does that of Moquin."
Transferred to the valley of the Mississippi and surrounded

by plants most of which still needed critical examination, Dr.

Engelmann's avocation in botany and his mode of work were

marked out for him. Nothing escaped his attention: he drew

with facility
; and he methodically secured his observations bj

notes and sketches, available for his own after use and for that

of his correspondents. But the lasting impression which he

has made upon North American botany is due to his wise habit

of studying his subjects in their systematic relations, and of
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devoting himself to a particular genus or group of plants (gen-

erally the more difficult) until he had elucidated it as com-
pletely as lay within his power. In this way all his work was
made to tell effectively.

Thus his first monograph of the genus Cuscuta (published in

this Journal in 1842), of which when Engelmann took it up we
were supposed to have only one indigenous species, and that

not peculiar to the United States, he immediately brought
up to fourteen species without going west of the Mississippi

valley. In the year 1859, after an investigation of the
whole genus in the materials scattered through the principal

herbaria of Europe and this country, he published in the first

volume of the St. Louis Academy of Sciences, a systematic
arrangement of all the Cuscuke, characterizing seventy-seven
species, besides others classed as perhaps varieties.

Mentioning here only monographical subjects, we should
next refer to his investigations of the Cactus family, upon
which his work was most extensive and important, as well as

iliJluMilr. and upon which Dr. Engelniann's author-

ity is of the very highest. He essentially for the first time
established the arrangement of these plants upon floral and

al characters. This formidable work was begun in

his sketch of the botany of Dr. A. Wislizenus's Expedition
from Missouri to North Mexico, in the latter's memoir of this

tour, published by the United States Senate. It was followed
up by his account (in this Journal, 1852), of the Giant Cactus
on the Gila (Cereus giganteus) and an allied species; by his

synopsis of the Cactaceae of the United States, published in the
Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

1856; and by his two illustrated memoirs upon the Southern
and Western"' species, one contributed to the fourth volume of
the series of Pacific Railroad Expedition Reports, the other to

Emory's Report on the Mexican Boundary Survey. He had
made large preparations for a greatly needed revision of at least

the North American Cactacece. But although his collections
and sketches will be indispensable to the future monographer,
very much knowledge of this difficult group of plants is lost by
his death.

Upon two other peculiarly American groups of plants, very
difficult of elucidation in herbarium specimens, Yucca and
Agave, Dr. Engelmann may be said to have brought his work
up to the time. Nothing of importance is yet to be added to

what he modestly styles "Notes on the Genua Vucca? pub-
lished in the third volume of the Transactions of the St. Louis
Academy, 1873, and not much to the "Notes on Agave? illus-

trated by photographs, included in the same volume and pub-
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Less difficult as respects the material to work upon, but well

adapted for his painstaking, precise, and thorough handling,

were such genera as Juncus (elaborately monographed in the

second volume of the Transactions of the St. Louis Academy,
and also exemplified in distributed sets of specimens); Enj>hur-

hia (in the fourth volume of the Pacific Railroad Reports, and

in the Botany of the Mexican Boundary) : Sagittarla ami its

allies; Callitriche; Isoetes (of which his final revision is probably

ready for publication), and the North American Loranth ame;
to which Sjxcijaiiiaiu, certain groups of Gentt<uia, and some

other genera, would have to be added in any complete enumer-

ation. Revisions of these genera were also kindly contributed

to Dr. Gray's Manual; and he was an important collaborator

in several of the memoirs of his surviving associate and friend.

Of the highest interest, and among the best specimens of Dr.

Engelmann's botanical work, are his various papers

American Oaks and the Conijerce, published in Trans
1 my and elsewhere, the i

iscientious study. The
study of the North A

the St. Louis Academy and elsewh

of his persevering

which he at length recognized and char

species,—excellent subjec
"

i..ns. IlLs rirst ,eparai,- publication upon

them. -The Grape Vines of Missouri." was published in LouO;

his last, a reelaoondion of the American species, with iimtres

of their seeds, is in the third edition of the Bushberg Cata-

logue, published only a few months ago.

'imperfect as this mere sketch of l.)r. Engelmann's botanical

need not be said, and yet perhaps it should not pass unre-

corded, that Dr. Engelmann was appreciated by his fellow-

botanists both at home and abroad, that his name is upon the

rolls of most of the societies devoted to the investigation of

nature, that he was "everywhere the recognized authority in

.."and that, personally one of the most'

kindly of men. he was as much beloved as respected by those

who knew him.

More than fifty years ago his oldest associates in this coun-

try—one of them his survivor—dedicated to him a monotyp-
ical genus of plants, a native of the plains over whose borders
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immigrant on his arrival wandered solitary and dis-

Since then the name of Engelmann has, by his

authorship, become unalterably associated

with the Buffalo-grass of the plains, the noblest Conifers of the

Eocky Mountains, the most stately Cactus in the world and
with most of the associated species, as well as with many other
plants of which perhaps only the annals of botany may take
account. It has been well said by a congenial biographer, that

"the Western plains will still be bright with the yellow rays of
E,<jd'untnuia, and that the splendid Spruce, the fairest of them
all, which bears the name of Engelmann, will still, it is to be
hoped, cover with noble forests the highest slopes of the Eocky
Mountains, recalling to men, as long as the study of trees occu-
pies their thoughts, the memory of a pure, upright, and labo-

rious life/'

II. Oswald Hker.

Oswald LTeer, the most eminent investigator of the fossil

plants and insects of the Tertiary period, died on the 27th of

September last, shortly after he had entered upon the seven ty-

m the year 1881. The nex
resided for 1

his father was the parish der-

ailed as minister of the Gospel
r he went to Zurich, where he

-est of his life. Here he studied medicine for a
time, but soon devoted himself seriously to entomology and
botany, of which he was fond from boyhood. In 1834 he
became Privat-docent of these sciences;" in 1852, when the
University of Zurich was developed, he became its Professor of
Botany, and in 1855 he took a similar chair in the Polyteclmi-
cum. Most of his earlier publications were entomological;

distinguished career as a paleontologist. His life-long friend,

the eminent Kscher von der Linth, appreciating his rare powers

iossil insects of the celebrated Tertiarv deposits of Oeniimen.
'I

1

he results of his labors in tins vir-m Held were published
between the years 1817 and 185.'!. His attention had from the
first been attracted to the plants associated with tiie insect

remains. His first paleo-botanir-.il paper appeared in 1851;
the three volumes of his Flora Tertiariu Ihintm were issued

between 1855 and 185i->: in 1862 his memoir on the fossil lions

of Bovey-Tracey (England) was published in the Philosophical

Transactions of the Eoval Society, London. About the same
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time also appeared a paper, in the Journal of the Geological

Society, on certain fossil plants of the Isle of Wight. For the

benefit of his health, always delicate and then much impaired,

he passed the winter of 1 854—55 in Madeira, and on his return

published a paper on the fossil plants of that island, and an

article on the probable origin of the actual flora and fauna of

the Azores, Madeira, and the Canaries. In this and in his

work, published in 1860, on Tertiary Climates in their Relation

to Vegetation (which the next year appeared also in a French

transition by his young friend Gaudin), Heer brought out his

theory of a Miocene Atlantis. His more extensive and popu-

lar treatise upon past climates as illustrated by vegetable pale-

ontology, his Urwelt der Schiveiz,—a vivid portraiture of the

past of his native country,—appeared in 1865, and afterwards

in a revised French edition, with his friend Gaudin (who died

soon after) for collaborator as well as translator. There was

also an English translation by Heywood, published in 1876,

and, indeed, it is said to have been translated into six lan-

guages.

In 1877 Heer completed his Flora Fossilis Helvetia;, a square-

folio volume with seventy plates, which extended and supple-

mented his Tertiary Flora of that country, being devoted to

the illustration of the fossil plants of the Carboniferous, the

Triassic, : Vetaceous, as well as the Eocene

ife-long delicacy of Hcer's health p mI his .

in person. B ;erials for his

ssing abundance, not

m his own country,--where, even 1 ! widely

disting . follow

iuereux, infon ns u<). a hidv

rpropcrty.nearUaa
"n

eo?" mi tun nelse:cpressly

hints, :md se nt themfo

by tons to Zurich,—hut from all parts of "the world collections

were pressed upon him, and his whole time and strength were
pven to their study. In this way he became interested in the

Arctic fossil flora, of which he became the principal investiga-

tor and expounder. His first essay in the domain which he has

made so peculiarly his own was 'in a paper on certain fossil

plants of Vancouver Island and British Columbia, published

in 1865; and in 1868 he brought out the first of that most
important series of memoirs upon the ancient floras of Arctic

America, Greenland, Soit/.bergen, Nova Zembla, Arctic and
Subarctic Asia, etc.; which, collected, make up the seven

quarto volumes of the Flora Fossilis Arctica. The seventh

volume of this monumental work was brought to a conclusion

onlv a few months before the author's death.
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Heer's researches into the fossil botany of the tertiary deposits

were very important in their bearings. They made it certain

that our actual temperate floras round the world had a com-
mon birth-place at the North, where the continents are in prox-

imity
; they essentially identified the direct or collateral ances-

tors of our existing forest trees which flourished within the

Arctic zone when it enjoyed a climate resembling our own at

present; and they lea

\

1 the dissimilarities

of the temperate floras of the Old and the New World to be
explained as simple consequences of established facts. Thus
Heer himself did away with his own hypothesis of a continen-

tal Atlantis by bringing to light the facts which proved that

there was no need of it. And, while thus justifying the ideas

which had been brought forward in one of the Memoirs of the

American Academy (in 1859) before these fossil data were
known, he was not slow to adopt and to extend the tentative

views which he had confirmed.*
A list of Heer'ss< ia given in the Botan-

isches Centralblatt, No. 5, for 1884. They are seventv-seven
in number, besides the seven quarto volumes of the t'hra Fos-

bring the vt

Although
Heer was for most of his life an invalid, suit',-]•in* from pulmo-
nary disease. For the last twelve years his w ork was carried

on at his bedside or from his bed! assisted by a devoted and
accomplished daughter; he seldom left his 1

pass the last two winters in the milder climate , of Italy. Last
summer, having finished his Arctic Fossil Floi •a, in the hope of

sheitere.fs- • lake of Gen eva, but without
benefit. He died at Lausanne, at his brothe
27th of September, 1883. It has been well said of him. in a
tribute which a personal friend and fellow nati

memory, that " a man more lovable, more sympathetic,anda
life more laborious and pure, one could scarce!

Heer was elected into the American Acaden
He is botanically commemorated in a gen
Melastomaceous plants, indigenou



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Physics and Chemistry.

1. The diffusion of Gases and Vapors.—A. Winkelm an:

examined the formulas of Meyer and Stefan in order to i

they agree with carefully conducted observations. His

included observations upon the diffusion of steam ; the ca

tion of the quotients ot the 'lifliision coetlicients ; the comp:
of these with the values derived from 0. E. Meyer's results

calculation of the diffusion coefficients from the observal

results upon the diffusion of ether vapor and of alcohol \

The apparatus consisted of a tube, the lower end of whicl

For the diffusion of steam in hydrogen, in carbonic aci

and in air, Winkelman finds discrepancies between the resul

given bv Meyer's formula and those given by observatio

For alcohol vapor in hvdrogen. in carbonic acid and in ai

zt::t: lair'"

2. Atn
held lasi

,. htituto di Snp.rlnri Pratiei e di Perfezionamento di Firenze.

Another brochure on the subject of Atmospheric Electricity by
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Luigi Palmieri has been translated into Gorman by Heinrich
Discher. Professor Palmieri has conducted electrical observa-
tions on Mt. Vesuvius for many years, and entei'tains views on
the subject of atmospheric electricity which differ from those
p'tiorally entertained by other physicists. lie believes that the

metal conductors in the air hut affects these conductors bv induc-

tion. He does not believe that the Thomson water dropper in

. a Mascart electrometer Milords a true indication

that of Peltier and tl

of a column of i
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abulated. The results obtained by the different methods,

temperature of freezing as the ohm.
The light emitted from a square i

5. A Manna! of
ITkxuv Watts, B.A.,

(P. Blakiston, Son &
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remarking that the problem of the origin of those rocks, both
stratified and unstratitied. which arc made up chiefly of crystal-

lino silicates, is essentially a chemical one. He then proceeded

schools in geology, as to whether granite and other crystalline

rocks were formed by igneous or by aqueous agencies, and
showed from recent writers that the" controversy is not vet
settled. He noticed, of the igneous school, both the plutonio and
the volcanic hypotheses of the origin of these rocks, and then con-

sidered the so-called met amorphic and metasomatic hypotheses,

lich would derive them by supposed chemical
'" ,

:r of igneous or
*

s next discusse*

;cessively deposited in a

liquid which surrounded

lying body of stratif
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liminisho.l portion, Hie n;ii ur:il contraction of
corrugations of tlic superincumbent stratified

xtly iu the s&

u-l.ytic r.M-UV

-Mr. Thomas Meehan, after
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ore or less of pyrite. This bedded condition may be observed
the mines of Ottawa County, and in the Kideau section toward
rth and Kingston in t lie Province of Ontario,
o. Xorth Cm-olhm PJio.ydiat, s ; by W. B. Phillips. 20 pp.

centIvdiseo
l

ver!

mevyhat similar to that of the phosphatic deposits of South

K-low the surface of the ground from 3 to 5 feet.

6. Krystallographische Untersuchungen an homolor/en und
<o»,.rr tl

'

1U;L\„. Kine von der Kai<.' Akademie dor Wi^ni-
ehafren in Wien mit dem A. Freiherrn von Banm^artner'schen
'rei-e u'eki-r.nie. dureh einen methodolo-jrischen Theil vermehrte,
'•liril't von Dr. Aristides Brezina. I Theil, Methoden, 35 <i pp.
vo. Vienna, 1884 (Carl Gerold's Sohn).—This m. ,

as been awarded the Bamn^irtner prize by the Vienna Acad-
"iv, is a profound work dealing with the methods of crystalline

implemented by m

fCE, on the"

A

1
. Indi
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proof sheet, but that his health was now "completely reestab-

lished." On the third ot Mav this excellent man died, at the age

of 49. Our former notices of the Arboretum $e<jrezia>non and of

the other works he was engaged in may idve some faint idea of

the irreparable loss which botanical science (especially in relation

unexpectedly sustained. We hope to give a proper biographical
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T. Jeffery Parker, B.Sc.Lond. 39V pp. 8vo, 74 illustrations.

London: Macmillan & Co., 1884.—This work certainlv succeeds
in its aim to be a continuation of the zoological part "of Huxley
and Martin's Elementary Biology, and in many ways is an im-
provement upon that very useful pioneer among books of this

class. It gives directions for dissecting ami examining the Lam-
prey, Skate, Cod, Lizard, Pigeon, and Rabbit—an excellent selec-

tion of readily obtainable forms. The paragraphs giving direc-

tions for each stage of the dissection are followed by careful

descriptions of the structures brought into view, and in many
cases the descriptions are illustrated by good figures in the text, a
prominent and excellent feature of the book, which supplies a
want long felt by those giving laboratory instruction in vertebrate

anatomy. s. i. s.

12. Handbook of Vertebrate Dissection : by H. Newell .Mar-
tin, D.Sc, M.I).,\M.A., and Wn.r.i.vM A. Moai.k, MI). Part
III, How to Dissect a Rodent.. 80 pp. 8vo, o illustrations. Xew
York: Macmillan & Co., 1884.—This covers essentially the same
ground as the last chapter of the work just noticed, and. on super-

ficial examination, does not compare favorably with it. The ani-

mal chosen, the rat, seems a less favorable subject for dissection

than the rabbit, is not so fully described as is the latter by Prof.

Parker, and the few illustrations given are all of the skull, which
is less in need of illustration than the brain and some other parts;

but the work will he very useful when a short time onl v is allowa-
ble- for the dissect ion and a small animal desirable, or" when the

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Laicrence Smith medal of the C. S. Xatlonrd Avadei
Since the death of Dr. .T. Lawrence Smith, Mrs. Smith has
erously given to the National Academy the sum of eight t

be used for a "Lawrence Smith Medal."' The followin:

The medal shall be awarded from time to time by the Nat
Academy of Sciences to any person in the United States. <>i

bodies the result- of which shall b, made public, and shall

" equal importance shall be made in regard
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to meteoric bodies at or about the same time in the United States

of America, and also in some other part of the world, each of

which might in the opinion of the Academy entitle the investi-

gator to he considered as a competitor for the medal, preference

shall be given in the awarding thereof to investigations made by
a citizen of the United States.

If at anytime or times the interest and income of the trust-

fund of eight thousand dollars shall exceed the amount necessary

for the striking of said medal, and the care of the said die and of

the fund, the "surplus shall be used in such manner as shall be

gations of meteoric bodies to be made and carried on by a

The deed of trust and the acceptance of the fund by the

Academv bears the date of the lith of May, 1SS1, and the signa-

tures „| Mrs. Smith, and the President of the Academy, Professor

O. C. Marsh.
2. Amtricm Aw/utmn for tin. A,h;;w„,eut of Science.—

The meeting of the American Association at Philadelphia will

the paper, or the paper
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man of the Life-History sub-Committee.—The pages of 1

volume are blank forms, with directions and li>r> of horn

tin- individual owning ;1 copy to enter all the facts relati

own physical characteristics and conditions through si

years or periods, and those of children or others depei

him, so that a permanent record mav be made for

placed. lie possessed in high
enumerated, together with aim
loii^contimu'.hpaiiistaking. mil

worthiness ; and it was by virti
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pressed himself very cmphat ically on tie- Chemistry of his day
and generation. Although never, we believe, actually occupied
as a teacher of chemistry, in the narrow sense of the word, lie

had none the less great intliieiice as a master, here in America as

well as in Europe. Indeed he long held rank as one of the most
prominent chemists of Great Britain, and was acknowledged as a

standard authority, the more especially in matters relating to the

application of scientific knowledge to acts of legislation, particu-

larly as regards sanitary aitairs and the conduct of mines and man-
ufacturing establishments. His researches on air, and rain, and
water are well-known and widely esteemed : he himself called them
atone time " the beginnings of a chemical climatology." So too

ventilation, and a variety of other subjects. Since 1863, he has

done his country and humanity good service, and the cause of

science as well, in his official capacity as Inspector-General of

alkali works.—an office which was perhaps create.! for him to fill,

and for the proper filling of which it may well be said that he was
specially created.

. say that no more difficult task could be presented to

ientitic habit of thought, accustomed to entertain con-

scruples. than that of composing differences such as

;h manner that while the sanitary requirements of the

od8 should be protected or made good, no injustice
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paper.
[Continued from page 17.]

Reduction of Barometric observations to sea-level.

I next proceeded to make a similar comparison of the obser-

vations at Summit station and Sacramento in California.

These observations, which nroin manuscript, were again loaned
me by Prof. J. D. Whitney. Table VIII shows the principal

barometric minima at Summit during a period of three years,

and table IX shows the principal barometric maxima at Sum-
mit during the same period. The hours of observation were
7 a. M., 2 and 9 P. M. and these hours are indicated by the num-
erals 1, 2 and 3.

The numbers in each of these tables were arranged in the
order of the mean temperatures, and divided into four equal
groups, and the average of the numbers in each group was
taken. The results are given in the first five columns of table

III, and the numbers in the following columns were computed
in the manner already explained for Mt. Washington. These
results for barometric minima accord well with those for Pike's
Peak ; but for barometric maxima the differences between the
observed reductions from Summit to Sacramento, and those com-
puted by Fen-el's formula, are three times as great as for Mt.
Washington, and more than twice as great as for Pike's Peak.
A portion of this difference is unquestionabty due to an error
in the assumed mean temperature of the air column. This is

shown by the observations at Colfax. For the California

Meteorological observations, Prof. Whitney selected three sta-

tions, Sacramento, Colfax and Summit; the first station being
elevated 31 feet above sea-level ; the second 2425 feet and the
third 7017 feet. These three stations are nearly in a straight

line, and Colfax is nearly equidistant from the other two sta-

tions. The table at the bottom of the next page shows the
mean temperature of each station for each month of the year.

Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVIII. No. 164.—Aug., 1884.
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Table VIII.— Barometric minima <a Summit, Cat.

Sacramento. Summit. M Sacramento. Summit. M,,,
No Date.
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Table IX

-Reduction of j

—Barometric m

lc Observations

Summit, Cal.

No Date
Sacramento. Summit.

M,an Date.
8a ramento. Summit.
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between Colfax and S

that the mean temperature of the air column
ento and Colfax is equal to the half sum of the

those stations, and similarly for the air column
then the mean temperature of
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the entire column between Sacramento and Summit will exceed

the half sum of the temperatures at those two stations, by the

quantities shown in column fifth of the above table. The
differences of pressure due to these errors of temperature for

the four lines in table III for barometric maxima at Summit,

-•036; — -037; -'053 and -'044.

— •287; — -185; —'102 and —'007,

which are the discrepancies between theory and observation

remaining to be explained ; so that twenty-three per cent of the

discrepancies appear to be due to the error in the assumed tem-

perature of the air column. In about half of the cases, the

barometric maxima occurred at Sacramento at the same time

as at Summit (that is, within eight hours of the same instant).

In two-thirds of the remaining cases, the maxima occurred first

at Sacramento, so that the second cause appears to have only a

slight influence at Summit. The main cause for these discrep-

ancies appears to be the small range of the barometer at Sacra-

mento, and the frequent want of correspondence between the

barometric fluctuations at the two places. The following table

shows, in decimals of an inch, the mean range of the barometer

at Summit and Sacramento for each month as derived from

the observations of three years.

Summit. Sacra'to.l Su.-Sa.
||

Summit. Sacra'to S,..-Sa.

(t-t;'...: 0-563 +0-133 .Inly ... 0-317 .i-:;.;:» —0052
February .

March..-.
April.....

.| -42L ___| -Til •TOO + -on

For the three winter months, the mean monthly range of the

barometer is -04.'i inch greater at Summit than at Sacramento,
whereas if the range was proportional to the mean pressure at

the two stations, the ran-.- at Sacramento Would exceed the

range at Summit by "261 inch.

The peculiarities of the observations at these stations are

best shown by a graphic representation. The accompanying
chart, plate II, shows the fluctuations of the barometer at Sum-
mit and Sacramento for the three months, Nov. 1870 and Jan.

and April, 1873 ; and for the last two months I have added the

curves for San Francisco derived from the Signal Service

observations. We see that for Nov., 1870, there is a marked
similarity in the curves at the two stations for the three prin-
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cipal fluctuations, but the minor fluctuations at the two stations

"bear but little resemblance to each other, and the entire baro-

metric range for the month at Sacramento is only two-thirds
of that at Summit. The resemblance between the curves at

Summit and Sacramento for Jan., 1873, is not quite as great, and
the entire range for the month at Sacramento is less than two-
thirds of that at Summit. The curve for San Francisco accords
better with that at Summit than does the curve at Sacramento,
and the range of the barometer is greater/ For the month of

April, 1873, there is not a single point of resemblance between
the curves at Sacramento and Summit, and the entire range of
the barometer at Sacramento is only 54 per cent of that at

Summit At San Francisco, on the contrary, in the large fluct-

uations, the barometric curve shows considerable resemblance
to that at Summit, and the range of the barometer is almost as

great. These facts seem to furnish the clue to the anomalous
character of the barometric observations at Sacramento. Sacra-
mento is situated in a valley between two ranges of mountains.
On the east are the Sierra Xevadas. 7000 feet in height, and
on the southeast they rise to the height of 10,000 to 12,000
feet. On the west side, is the Coast Range of mountains, rising
to the height of 3,000 to 4,000 feet, with a gap about fifty

miles wide, ihrough which flows the Sacramento river. From
the summit of the Coast Hanaro to the summit of the Sierra
Nevadas, is but little more than 100 miles. In this valley of
the Sacramento it is not possible that there should be much
cyclonic motion of the winds. The winds at Sacramento

id N.E. form only eight per c

the entire number for the year. The marked resemblance
between the curves at San Francisco and Summit for the larger

barometric fluctuations, seems to indicate that the cyclonic
motion of the winds at San Francisco is sometimes propagated
obliquely upward to the summit of the Sierra Nevadas, and in
sueh cases it sometimes leaves no sensible trace of its influence
^* Sacram nto. Y is i on iuiative freedom of the air at Sacra-
mento from cyclonic and ais'i . appears to
be the chief cause of the anomalies noticed when we compare
the observations at Sai Qto. The value of the
pressure coefficient which best satisfies the observations at

Summit and Sacramento is 60449 and that of the temperature
coefficient is -^
tions made at Grand St. Bernard and Geneva. As the Biblio-
theque Universelle de Geneve only gives the daily averages of
the observations for 1877-9 (the observations employed in my
^fifteenth paper) I selected the vears 1858, '59 and '60 for which
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the observations are published in full for four hours each day,

viz: 8 A. M., noon, 4 and 8 P. M. Table X shows the principal

barometric minima at Grand St. Bernard during this period of

three years, and table XI shows the principal barometric max-

Tab B X.— Ba fcm*V »^ * <? v,W & Bernard.
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ima during the same period. The hours of observation are

indicated by the numerals 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The numbers in each of these tables were arranged in the

order of the mean temperatures, and divided into four equal

groups as explained in the preceding cases. The first five col-

umns of table III show the average results, and the numbers
in the following columns were computed in the manner hereto-

rABLE XI.

—
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fore explained. In tables X and XI the pressures are given in

millimeters and the temperatures in centigrade degrees; but

for convenience of comparison, the results in table III are given

in English units. The results for barometric minima accord

well with those for Pike's Peak and Summit, but for barome-

tric maxima the observed values differ from the computed

values less than for either of the preceding cases. Can these

differences be ascribed wholly to the error in the assumed

temperature of the air column ? In order to decide this ques-

tion, I have examined the observations made by Plantamour at

several stations in the neighborhood of Ml. Blanc and published

in Memoires de la Societe de Physique de Geneve, volume xv,

pp. 399^03. The following table gives a summary of the

^
Column first gives the name of the station ; column second

its altitude in meters; column third the number of observations

made ; column fourth the mean of the observations made at the

stations named in column first; columns fifth and sixth the

mean of the observations made at Geneva and St. Bernard at

the same hours ; column seventh shows the difference between

the half sum of the temperature at Geneva and St. Bernard and

the mean temperature of the air column deduced from the

observations in the manner heretofore explained. The mean
of the differences in column seventh is 0°'40 Cent, or 0°'72

Fahr. These observations were all made in the months of

July, August and September, and the above difference has an

algebraic sign opposite to that of the difference in table III for

the summer months. If then we apply a correction for the

error in the assumed temperature of the air column, we only

increase the discrepancies which are to be explained.

The barometric minima at St. Bernard for the three years

here employed, occurred on an average 4*7 hours later than at

Geneva. St. Bernard is 50 miles east of Geneva and a barome-

tric minimum travels this distance in three hours, so that at

St. Bernard the barometric minima appear to be retarded 1*7

hours on account of elevation. The discrepancies shown in

table III are to be ascribed partly to this retardation but mainly

to the dissimilarity of the ] barometric curves at the two stations.
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The value of the pressure coefficient which best satisfies the

observations at Grand St. Bernard and Geneva is 60300, and
that of the temperature coefficient is -g-^-.

I next proceeded to make a comparison of observations made
at Colle di Valdobbia and Alessandria. As the Moncalieri
Bulletin only gives the daily averages of the observations for

1877-79, I selected for examination the years 1879, '80 and '81,

for which the observations are published in full for three hours
each day (viz : 9 A. M., 3 and 9 P. m.) in the Annali dell Ufficio

Table XII .-Baron,etric minima at Colle di Valdobbia.
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Centrale di Meteorologia Italiana. Table XII shows the prin-

cipal barometric minima at Colle di Valdobbia during this

period of three years, and table XIII shows the principal bar-

ometric maxima during the same period. The hours of obser-

vation are indicated by the numerals 1, 2 and 3.

Ta BLE XIII — Barometric m< ma at Co/fe di Valdobbia.
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Table III shows the results deduced from these observations
in the manner already fully explained, the pressures being
expressed in English inches, and the temperatures in degrees of
Fahrenheit. These results do not differ very widely from
those found for Grand St. Bernard, but the discrepancies

between theory and observation are somewhat greater. The
first question then is can these discrepancies be explained by
the error in the assumed temperature of the air column ? In
order to answer this question I have sought for observations of
the thermometer at stations intermediate between Colle di Val-
dobbia and Alessandria and have found two, viz : Biella,

elevated 434 meters above the sea, and Cogne, elevated 1543
meters. The following table shows the mean temperatures of
the four stations for each month of the year, deduced from the

three years 1879-81. The sixth column shows the difference

between the mean temperature of the air column and the half

sum of the temperatures of the upper and lower stations. The
sign + indicates that the former exceeds the latter.

Janu'y -253
Pebr'y 2 47 11

_6-a

- i-t;;t

2S3&
1

AleBB .aBlella

July.. 14*18 21°-37

:

Sept. J 18-47 1597

Nov." 6-23 577

1510 980 -0-38
10-30 5-40 -0-40
4-83 0-67 -0-04

This table shows that in winter the mean temperature of the
air column is almost 1° Fahr. greater than the half sum of the
temperatures of the upper and lower stations, and in summer
the former temperature is a little less than the latter; but this

error will only explain about ten per cent of the discrepancy
between theory and observation shown in table III.

Somewhat more than half of the barometric minima occur at
the same hour (i. e. the same hour of observation) both at Colle
di Valdobbia and Alessandria. On an average for the three
years, the barometric minima occur at Valdobbia three quarters
of an hour later than at Alessandria, and allowing for difference
of longitude, the actual retardation at Valdobbia is at least three
hours. The barometric maxima occur at Valdobbia on an
average three and one-half hours later than at Alessandria, and
allowing for difference of longitude the actual retardation is

about six hours. This will explain a portion of the discrepan-
cies between theory and observation shown in table III, but
the principal part is due to the dissimilarity of the barometric
curves at the upper and lower stations ; i. e. to the dissimilar

movements of the upper and lower strata of the atmosphere.
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The value of the pressure coefficient which best satisfies the

observations at Colle di Valdobbia and Alessandria is 60418

and that of the temperature coefficient is y^t.
It will be noticed that in all of the preceding cases (except

California) the error arising from assuming that the mean tem-

perature of the air column is equal to the half sum of the tem-

peratures at the upper and bwer stations is quite small. I

have endeavored to obtain information relating to the same

question from other parts of the world. In the Indian Meteor-

ological Memoirs, vol. ii, p. 135, is given a table showing the

vertical decrement of temperature in the Himalaya Mountains

for each month of the year at intervals of 1000 feet up to 12,000

feet. From this source I have derived the following table, in

which column second shows the mean decrement of temperature

for each 1000 feet of elevation for the three winter months, and

column third shows the same for the three summer months.

From these numbers we find that in winter, for an elevation

of 8000 feet, the mean temperature of the air column is greater

than the half sum of the temperatures of the upper and lower

stations bv 0°'82 Fahr.; and in summer the former is less than

the latter by 0°-94 F. These results are similar to those found

for the southern slope of the Alps. The observations in the

Sacramento valley make the mean temperature of the air col-

umn greater than the half sum of the temperatures at the upper

and lower stations at all seasons of the year, but the effect in

summer is much greater than in winter. The observations on

Mt. Washington and on the northern slope of the Alps indi-

cate an effect for summer similar to that in California, but much

The average value of the barometric coefficient deduced
from the observations at the five stations employed in this

investigation, is 60379, and the value of the thermometric

coefficient is -j-^. Hence the Laplace formula becomes

[(*+*£?)
(1+0-002606 cos 2 L)

' 11+52252 S \

20886860
~*~

10443430/
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The reduced pressures computed from this formula are

shown in column twelfth of table III, and the differences

between the observed and computed values are shown in the

last column. In computing the reductions from Summit to

Sacramento, I have applied to the half sum of the temperatures
at the upper and lower stations, the corrections shown on page
20. In the four other cases I have applied no such correction

because this correction appears to be quite small, and its pre-

cise value is not very well determined. We see that with low
pressures the computed reduction to the lower station is (with

one trifling exception) always too small ; but with high press-

ures the computed reduction is (with two trifling exceptions)

always too great. It has been shown that only a small part of

these differences can be ascribed to the error in the assumption
that the mean temperature of the arr column is equal to the
half sum of the temperatures at the upper and lower stations.

The discrepancies are mainly due to the dissimilarity in the
curves representing the barometric fluctuations at the two

In consequence of this dissimilarity, it happens that when
the barometer on the top of a mountain is at a minimum, the

barometer at its base is generally not exactly at its minimum,
or it is a minimum of an inferior order. The barometer at the
base is therefore higher than it would be if there was an exact
correspondence between the barometric movements at the two
stations, and the observed difference between the upper and
lower barometers is greater than that which theory would
indicate. On the contrary, when the barometer on the top of
the mountain is at a maximum, the barometer at the base is

generally not exactly at its maximum, or it is a maximum of
an inferior order. The barometer at the base is therefore
lower than it would be if there was an exact correspondence
between the barometric movements at the two stations, and the
observed difference between the two barometers is less than
that which theory would indicate.

Hence we see the utter hopelessness of discovering a formula
which shall exactly represent the barometric reduction to sea-

level at all pressures and temperatures, unless the formula takes
account of these dissimilar movements in the upper and lower
strata of the atmosphere; and since these movements are
greatly modified by the obstruction of the mountains upon
which the observations are made, and therefore vary with the
locality, such an attempt seems a hopeless undertaking.
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Introduc

This paper has been written

some of the results of a short trip

land in the summer of 1880. Since the object of the journey

was a commercial one in behalf of parties interested in some ore

deposits about the Notre Dame Bay, the observations and col-

lections were naturally confined to the immediate vicinity of

the mineral lands, and limited as to time.

In the descriptions of the rocks collected the object has been

rather to describe the rock structure and to trace its history, than

to enter upon elaborate descriptions of the contained minerals.

The principles employed for the nomenclature here given are

those announced in the Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative

Zoology, 1879, v, 275-278, and employed in my later petro-

graphical papers.

The key note is the belief that a large portion of the older

rocks now designaCed by various names were once identical

with their modern representatives, and that the present differ-

ences of the former from the latter are due chiefly, if not entirely,

to secondary changes since the time of eruption. The older

rocks are classed as varieties under the modern species whose al-

tered form they are supposed to be, and the mineral composition

is regarded not as a fixed but a changing factor. Hence the

traces of the original minerals and of the original structure of

rock are here allowed much greater weight in nomenclature
than is given to the secondary or alteration minerals, which

now form the chief mass of these older rocks.

The districts examined were chiefly various points between

Exploits Burnt Island and Betts Cove.

The Basalt Rocks.

Melaphyr {Lava Flows).

Much of the coast of Exploits Burnt Island is formed by a

series of lava flows. These flows are seen to have rolled and

tumbled over one another down the steep slopes in huge

rounded botryoidal and link-like masses resembling in their

irregular rocky structure a writhing mass of huge anacondas

or a pile of Bologna sausages. A succession of these flows

has taken place, the stiffening lava, like heavy tar, slowly

tumbling over the preceding flows and building up steep

slopes. The lines of motion and the scum-like v.

with the few large cells, are plainly to be seen, wonderfully
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preserved. This lava evidently was very pasty, and the flows
have a contour and surface that reminds one very strongly of

the recent lava flows of the Sandwich Islands. I have no doubt
that the eruption was of the same quiet kind, and the lava a

basalt of the same character as that now poured forth from
Kilauea.

The structure of these lava flows can be well seen at the
localities known as Great Lobster Cove, Break Heart Point and
Taylor's Nose. At the latter a fissure forming a cave by the
sliding of one side of the mass, with the subsequent sea action,

admits us into the interior of these flows, where the same
structure of a series of pasty flows— one above the other—is to

be seen.

The present outline of these slopes was formed by the
thick viscid basaltic lavas, the original surfaces of the flows
being still preserved. While indeed other flows may have
been removed, one thing is certain, the present surface is now
the surface of a flow. Not a trace of glaciation could be
found, but the fiord like character of this region seems to be
mainly due to the building up of steep slopes by lava, the
intrusion of eruptive masses and the jointing and faulting, with
or without a change of the relative position of the sea and
land. The whole region bordering on Notre Dame Bay has
clearly been the theater of tremendous volcanic activity which

least is of later date than the graptolite shales. The
absence of glacial phenomena is very striking to one us

New England ; Signal Head, by the city of St. John's, oeing
the only locality in which any such phenomena were observed
by me.

3 of the projecting rounded knobs of the above mentioned
procured. This is a fine-grained greenish-gray rock

weathering brown and holding small porphvritically inclosed
crystals of feldspar. The section (860)* is composed of an
earthy gray groundmass holding porphyritic feldspars. The
groundmass is made up of a dirty gray fibrous and granular
mass, formed undoubtedly from the alteration of a glassy or
globulitic base, and inclosing numerous minute ledge- formed
basaltic plagioclase crystals. Some viriditic or greeni<U mica-
ceous material of a secondary nature occurs, as well as traces
of ferruginous granules derived from the alteration of magnetite
grains. A few augite grains together with some pseudomorphs
after olivine were observed. Excepting the secondary changes,
this lava is in microscopic structure strikingly like that from
the eruptions of Kilauea in 1872, the microscopic characters
thus supporting the field observations. This rock is here
regarded as formed from a viscous glassy lava— a basalt, whose
* The numbers correspond to the numbers of rocks in the Whitney Lithological

Collection in the Museum of Comparative Zoology.
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present difference from that of Hawaii is due solely to second-

ary changes since eruption. In its present state it would be

called by most lithologists a melaphyr.

The same lava flows were seen on the south side of Law-

rence Harbor on the main land. The specimen procured is

somewhat more altered than the preceding, and contains calcite

and dark delessite (?) amygdules, besides some pyrite. In the

section the base is more decomposed and the feldspars are in

part obliterated by the secondary spherulitic structure induced

ion, which is here much more strongly marked than

in No. 860. A number of pseudomorphs after augite, <

composed of quartz grain
:

rior portion of dirty gre

delessite was seen which showed a dirty green ag

polarizing mass crossed by a band of lighter green fibrously

g delessite (?). Delessite and viridite are irregularly

scattered through the section and one pseudomorph of the

latter after olivine was seen.

Melaphyr {Bikes).

On South West Point of Exploits Burnt Island a number of

dark melaphyr dikes were observed. A specimen (8(35) from

one about two feet in width, cutting the diabase and striking

north and south, is a brownish black rock with yellowish

brown spots of decomposition, which resemble decomposed
feldspars. It weathers brown and cellular and contains grains

and crystals of augite, magnetite ana pyr

lolding larger augites,

greenish vr. • pseudomorphs niter olivine.

nierolites, biotite ami magnetite, hold

posed of a dense groundmass of

' "ng lai

The augite is mostly in yellowish and brownish elongated

crystals, containing magnetite inclusions. The biotite is in

brown irregular scales, while considerable calcite and a green-

ish fibrous spherulitic product were seen (delessite?). The
general structure of the rock is very similar to many nephelite

basalts, but no trace of feldspar was seen nor anything that

could be referred to nephelite. The augite and magnetite

alone, of the mineral constituents observed, are regarded al

original. All the rest appear to be secondary. The rock

effervesces with hydrochloric acid but does not gelatinize,

showing that the olivine is entirely altered and thaUiephelne

is not now present. This rock is regarded as an old and

altered basalt

Diabase.

The diabase (881) of Hoskin's Harbor, Thwart Island, occurs

in a dike about twenty feet wide, running north and south,

and cutting argillite. The rock is a gray finely crystalline
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diabase containing pyrites, and weathering brownish gray.
Section greenish gray, and appears to. have been originally

composed of divergent feldspar (plagioelase) with the inter-

spaces filled by irregular grains and dissected masses of augite,

magnetite, olivine (?), etc. At present the augite is in general
only slightly altered, and is of a brownish color or nearly
colorless. It is much fissured, sometimes cloudv and at others
altered to a greenish chloritic material. The feldspars are for
the most part kaolinized ami altered, although retaining dis-

tinct evidence of their triclinic character.

Of secondary products there occur, among others, considera-
ble chloritic material, some calcite, quartz, microlites, and
actinolite fibers. A few greenish masses were seen that may
be pseudomorphs of olivine granules, their forms ami polariza-

tion characters being the same as those of such pseudomorphs

At Tom Hall's harbor, on Exploits Burnt Island, the main
rock is a diabase cut by numerous later diabase dikes. The
former (850) is a grayish green crystalline rock showing feld-

spar and pyrite crystals. Under the microscope it is seen to
he composed of divergent basaltic plagioelase with the inter-

epidote is in granules varying from a yellowish to a colorless

state. This rock was found to be more or less jointed and
fissured, and where it was more broken than usual segregations
of copper and iron pyrites existed. These limited and worth-
Jess masses had been taken as evidence of extensive deposits
of chalcopyrite and considerable money expended in prospect-

A short distance from this locality at Green Island Cove,
some prospecting had been done in a similar diabase rock con-
fining some copper and iron pyrites. In the section the
-'•nnal structure of this (o'oo) rock is seen to be the same as

that of the preceding (850) but it has suffered further altera-

tion go that the feldspars are considerably changed. Some

This rock is also cut by diabase dikes, one of which (851) is

a greenish oTav finely crystalline rock but more compact than
the preceding and somewhat fresher. In the section it is seen
to be only a little less altered than No. 853. Considerable

-<>me greenish secondary hornblende was observed,
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Another diabase occurring near No. 850, and perhaps a por-

tion of the same mass, is more coarsely crystalline with pinkish

feldspars. At the western point enclosing Sargent's Cove, a

rained basaltic rock (867) occurs cut by fine-grained

diabase .likes (866).

The rock on the north side of Betts Cove is a diabase,

which on the weathered surfaces sho

of impure epidotic material. These

a superficial phenomenon, for they diminish in size and amount

No. 903 from Little Bay Mine, is a greenish rock flecked by

pinkish spots of alteration origin. Under the microscope the

greenish section is seen to be from a rock entirely altered, a

natural condition when it is realized that the dike from which

it came forms "the line about which is arranged the ore of the

mine. The section is composed of an irregular confused

granular aggregation of secondary epidote, chlorite, green and

white mica, quartz, feldspar, microlites, etc. The epidote and

chloritic and micaceous material predominate. This rock is

similar to some specimens in the collection from Sonora,

Tuolumne County, California.

At Sargent's Cove a coarse grained old basaltic rock, No.

867, occurs. This is of a dark greenish color and composed

macroscopically chiefly of black hornblendic crystals. The

section is composed of a confused mass of secondary greenish

and brownish fibers and crystals of hornblende, magnetite, talc-

like masses, carbonates, pseudomorphs apparently after olivine,

which seem to be mainly dolomitic, mica, etc. From many
observations that the writer has made on rocks of like character

he is led to regard all these coarse dioritic rocks as formed from

the alteration both of gabbros and coarse-grained diabases.

Porodite.

nguish these raelaph
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tertiary basalts of California. In most of the fragments the
fine basaltic feldspars retain their forms.

These rocks belong to the old tufaceous products to which I
have given the name of porodite,* but since the basaltic mate-
rial predominates in them they are placed under that species.

Mnette, or Ilk

At Great Lobster Cove a " mica
north 40° east, and thirty-two incln

from the edge of this dike and is a

of black mica and hornblende net

blende, magnetite, and biotite crystals. The rock is much
altered, but the augite is indigenous, and in relatively large

porphyritieallv inclosed crystals, haying a well-marked cleav-
age. The central portion of the larger augite is of the usual
pale yellowish color, but the exterior is of a pale pinkish-
brown tint, observed so commonly in the European augites.

Connected with this alteration of color is seen in some crystals
an immense number of straight hair-like microlites. The color
^H'l the microlites both appear to be associated with the altera-
tion. The augite is both in short, thick forms, and in elon-
gated crystals and microlites, and has more the character of
the augite of the andesites than that of the basalts. The
smaller crystals and microlites are usually of the pale pinkish-
brown color.

The hornblende is in both short and elongated crystals, with a
dichroism varying from light yellowish brown to dark brown.
It is almost identical in general appearance with the mica, but
ls optically different, while the cleavage of the hornblende is

nearly wanting. Both minerals are abundant. The ground-
paasa is composed of a pale yellowish or grayish mass, mostly
isotropic, but sometimes polarizing feebly; and containing
numerous microlites, granules, etc. It also holds calcite and
greenish fibrous spherulitic delessite (?), which sometimes forms
concretionary masses with centers of calcite.

No. 856 came also from the edge of the dike, but is more
decomposed. The section is essentially the same as the preced-
ing, but there are more fibrous products of decomposition and
more calcite. The augite is less in amount and the crystals
sometimes have a greenish dichroic center. Owing to the
greater alteration, the groundmass here shows generally some
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No. 857, from the central portion of the dike contains well-

developed biotite and augite crystals, with calcite and quartz

grains. Some of the biotite crystals inclose portions of the

rock mass in the center. The section is composed of a dense

groundmass of augite, biotite and hornblende microlites with

calcite, magnetite, and some grayish white binding material

generally isotropic. The augites sometimes have greenish

centers with yellowish external portions. One form, composed
of veins of viriditic material inclosing dolomite, resembled an

olivine pseudomorph. Considerable greenish lil>rous spherulitic

material, like delessite, occurs associated with calcite.

No. 858 is from the center of the dike and is essentially the

same as the preceding.

Of the ingredients of this dike, the augite and d

alone of the minerals observed are regarded as original mate-

rials, all the rest are considered to be secondary or alteration

No. 855 effervesces strongly with hydrochloric acid, but does

The difficult question with this mica trap is, what was the

original state of the rock. The characters now remaining indi-

cate that it was once a basalt or an andesite, its present condi-

tion being due to alteration since its eruption. The structure

of the porpbyritic augites, with their relation to the groundmass,

. indicate an altered andesite, while in many respects the rock

resembles the melaphyr, No. 865, previously described. The

preponderance of its original characters appears to be of an

andesite type, and it is with doubt classed under that species.

In a similar manner from their structure and pseudomorphs,
the minette (5015) from Himmelsfiirst, near Freiberg in Saxony.

and that from Weinheim in Baden (5080) appear to be altered

and old andesites.

Porphyrite.

A brownish gray rock from Wells's Cove, Exploits Bay, cuts

the argillite and is composed of a brownish gray granular

groundmass with greenish spots, and segregations" of calcite.

In the section it is seen to be composed of altered plagioclasa

and orthoclase, with ferrite, quartz, calcite and chlorite forming a

groundmass which inrlos.-s larger, altered porphvritic felds]>:U

crystals. The plagioclastic forms appear to have predominated,
although the alteration is so great the decision is doubtful.

In the present condition the mass is chiefly composed of second-

ary ferrite granules, quartz, calcite and chlorite, with micro-

lites, etc. It is difficult to say to what species—basalt, ande-

site, or trachyte—this rock belonged, but it most closely
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In the

The western part of Exploits Burnt Island shows an indu-
rated argillite (864), and jasper (862), associated with a fine-

grained conglomerate or coarse sandstone (863). The latter

under the microscope, to be composed of fragments of
quartz, magnetite, melaphyr, etc., cemented by a mat-
the hand specimen, jaspery and argillite fragments

were observed. The matrix is now altered mainly to a chlo-

ritic mass containing a few quartz grains, feldspars, etc. The
chloritic material -is mostly isotropic and in some places shows
a structure that might readily be taken for a fluidal one. This
seems to be owing to the crystallization of the chloritic scales

in vein-like deposits. The feldspathic fragments form the chief

portion of the section and are much altered now. showing
aggregate polarization, and having a fibrous kaolinized and talc-

like structure. The quartz is in irregular fissured grains con-
taining stone and fluid cavities bearing moving bubbles. The
melaphyr is much altered, retaining only its structure. While
this rock is composed mostly of ordinary detritus it may in

part be from volcanic ashes.

An argillite (868) coming from the southwest part of the

clasei are both a I'ragmental and a secondary production, proba-
bly through water action. A few broken crystals resembling

At Easter Cove, Exploits Bay (on the main land, near
Muddy Hole), the argillite is much indurated, although less

so than the preceding. The strata here show a \

from 30° to 90° (usually 60° to 80°) to the southward. The
strata are much contorted and bent, and in one place a gen-
eral northward dip was seen. A section of the argillite No.
869 closely resembles No. 868, being of similar character, but
finer grained and of lighter color. It is traversed by veins of
qnarti and calcite. Near Welles' Cove, Exploits Bay, the
infinite is black, laminated like a shale, and cut by dikes of

diabase and porphyrite.
On the west side of Lawrence Harbor the shaly argillite

stands nearly vertical and carries graptolites.
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Where the lava flows or intrusive masses come in contact

with the argillite the latter is often baked to a dark brick-red

jaspery mass, irregularly fissured, traversed by minute (juartz

and calcite veins and breaking with a conchoidal fracture.

One section (862) is composed of a reddish brown groundtaass

of ferrite globules mingled with secondary quart/ hdi

ti?n.
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nally cut by a dike (No. 903) parallel with which run three
bands of chalcopyrite which lie near the dike. In depth these
three bands pass into one, varying from six inches to four feet

in thickness, and the mixed chlorite schist and ore of the
upper portion of the mine is wanting. The character of the
workings and the geological structure seen in this mine show
that this deposit was an immense lenticular mass of schist

impregnated with impure chalcopyrite, the widest portion
being on the surface and gradually narrowing in depth. The
ore from this locality is mixed chalcopyrite and pyrite with
quartz, schist, etc.

The Eoberts Arm Mine is worked on two veins from two to

four feet wide in the eruptive diabase. The veins are com-
posed of quartz carrying very compact chalcopyrite. While
the veins widen in depth they do not appear to improve in

ntity

re°veVn.

tn

The
a

sanie

upon at a locality

is-uown as •^aiuiv vein ' aimut one-iourtn of a mile distant.

At Lawrence Harbor the old basaltic lava had been pros-

pected for ore and considerable work done, but the vein is

simply a gash vein containing quartz can-vine: pvrite. A vein
in the shaly argillite had been worked to some extent but

AtHoski its Bay, a -ravish

uth dike of diabase (881), about twenty feet

vidth. This diabase is cut by a few gash veins of pyrite,

little chalcopyrite and malachite,

to some extent by persons not
acquainted with their limited occurrence. The mode of occur-
rence of the copper ores in northern Newfoundland, taken with
the geological structure of the country, indicates the following

been cut through and through bv dikes and irregular masses of

eruptive basaltic rocks. During the time of this eruptive
activity, after the chief portion of this basalt had keen
extra vasated. the action of percolating thermal waters on the
eruptive rock and its fissured and broken adjoining sedimentarv
rock, led to the concentration and deposition of the copper,
iron, and quartz in the places in winch thev are found.- The
copper is here thought to have been brought up from below
finely disseminated through the basaltic material and later

concentrated by the percolating waters.

*See Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.. 1880. vii. lii::-i:;i : Proc. Host. -<>c. Nat. Hist.,

1880, xxi, 91-103.
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The productive masses of ore seen were found i

with these old basaltic masses, but generally deposited in the

adjacent schist or in decomposed portions of the diabase, for

the boundary lines of the eruptive masses afforded the condi-

tions necessary for the precipitation of the copper sulphide.

The eruptive masses are as a rule too massive and compact to

afford suitable places for the deposition of the ores, thus the

prospector is naturally to search for them in the schists adja*

cent to the large eruptive masses. The deposits thus occur-

ring are irregular segregations or impregnations of varying

bulk, but they do not promise in any one locality long "con-

tinued mining. It is perhaps best to do as seems to have been

done up to the time of my visit ; work the mines in an irregu-

lar slovenly manner, stripping out the ore masses wherever
found, so far as safety permits, with the idea of abandoning
the mines as soon as the chief portion of the ore is extracted.

The Betts Cove and Little Bay Mines at the time of my visit

presented to me the appearance of having been well worked
out, although considerable ore yet remained, particularly in the

latter.

One prevalent error regarding the rocks of this country
ought to be corrected, i.e. the belief that the ores are associated

with serpentine. No serpentine was seen hy me at any of the

points touched between Twillingate and Betts Cove exeept one

that vicinity, and Mr. Murray assured me it occurs at Tilt Cove.

the statements, so industriously circulated in almost every arti-

cle relating to the Newfoundland copper deposits, regarding

thl dLtricte Jeen bym?.
*° 8eipent,ne aieentlle > incorrect in

In closing, I desire to express my warm thanks to the veteran

director of the Geological Survey of Newfoundland, Alexander
Murray, C.M.G , for his many kind favors during mv -stay in

St. John's, and my regrets that ill health has compelled him to

resign the post he has so long held.
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Art. XV.—The Origin of Bitumens ; by S. F. Peckham, A.M.*

Speculation regarding the origin of bitumens has been pur-

sued during the last half century along several quite different

lines of investigation, and has been influenced by several differ-

ent classes of experience. Generally speaking, these lines fall

into three different classes and embrace those who regard bitu-

men as a product of chemical action, those who regard it as

indigenous to the rocks in which it is found, and those who
regard bitumen as a distillate produced by natural causes.

The argument for a purely chemical origin of petroleum was
first brought to the serious attention of scientific men by Ber-
thelot in 1866. He found that when carbonic acid or the
earthy carbonates were brought to react with alkali metals at a

high temperature, oily fluids were formed similar to or identical

with those found in petroleum. Byasson produced the same
fluids by causing steam, carbonic acid and iron to react; and
Clocz produced them by the reaction of boiling water upon a
carbide of manganese. The chemists of this school assume
that the alkali metals, iron at a white heat and spiegeleisen
with other raw chemical reagents, exist in the interior of the
earth, and that petroleum is formed by the reaction upon them
of carbonic acid in water which everywhere infiltrates the

terrestrial crust. These chemical theories are supported by
great names, and are based upon very elaborate researches, but
they require the assumption of operations nowhere witnessed in

nature or known to technology.
M. Coquand, who has written so fully upon the occurrence

of bitumen i'n Albania and Roumania, and C. H. Hitchcock,
have both advocated the theory that all forms of bitumen are

ted into more condensed hydro-carbons, appearing as fluid,

viscous and solid bitumens. In so far as this theory expresses
the fact that maltha represents an intermediate stage in the

transformation of petroleum into asphaltum and recognizes the
relation existing between marsh gas and the petroleum com-
pounds, it is entitled to consideration ; but in the chemical pro-
cesses of nature, complex organic compounds pass to simpler
forms, of which operation, marsh gas, like asphaltum, is a result-

ant and never the crude material upon which decomposing

The opinion that petroleum is indigenous to the rocks in

which it is found has been maintained with great vigor by
T. Sterry Hunt and J. P. Lesley, both of whom have based

* A^-rr.ui ni Ch;i|«r ( .'r \ of the Monograph ou Petroleum, prepared for the
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their views upon extended observations in Canada, West Vir-

ginia and Kentucky. At several localities in Canada, Dr.

Hunt lias observed the marine fossils of the Trenton limestone

filled with petroleum in which it was hermetically sealed,

and he regards the petroleum that saturates portions of the

Niagara limestone near Chicago, as indigenous to that forma-

tion. In a recent letter, J. M. Safford informs me that in

the limestone rocks that form the Silurian basin of middle

Tennessee it is not uncommon to meet with geode cavities

lined with calcite crystals and containing more or less petro-

leum. I am also informed by Edward Orton that the Clinton

limestone of Ohio, lying over the whole northern border of

the Cincinnati anticlinal, contains petroleum in small quanti-

ties. In J. P. Lesley's paper on " the existence of petroleum

in the eastern coal field of Kentucky,*' he has shown that

in Johnson County, Kentucky, the great Carboniferous con-

glomerate is saturated with petroleum at horizons now above

the level of the water in the streams that intersect the coun-

try. He thinks the Coal-measure plants contributed to the

formation of the petroleum and observes that "the specific

gravities of the oil. decreasing with the increase of the depth,

is a fact which -hows conclusively that a chronic evaporation

or distillation of the whole mass of oil in the crust of the earth

(within reasonable reach of the surface), has always been and

is still going on, converting the annual and plant remains into

light oils, the light oils into heavy oils, the heavy oils into

asphalt or albertite, the process being accompanied at every

stage with the liberation of gas.
1

' In his introduction to Report

III, of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, he re-

marks " that it (petroleum) is in some way connected with the

vastly abundant accumulations of Paleozoic sea-weeds, the

marks of which .are so infinitely numerous in the rocks, and

with the infinitude of corralloid sea animals, the skeletons of

which make up a large part of the limestone formations which

lie several thousand feet beneath the Venango oil-sand gronpi

scarcely admits of dispute, but the exact process of its manu-

facture, of its transfer, and of its storage in the gravel beds, is

utterly unknown." It is evident that in these later statements

Professor Lesley expresses his opinion respecting the changes

that convert the original petroleum content of the rocks into

the different varieties of petroleum now met with, although in

Lesley has been one of the most conspicuous ad

the opinion that the petroleum of the Appalachian system i;

indigenous to the rocks in which it is found. The
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from a peculiar decomposition of woody fibre. Bright and
Prestwich both regard the petroleum of England as [ndige>
nous in the limestones and shales, and the testimony of E. W.
Binney is conclusive as to the production of petroleum from
the decomposition of peat on Down Holland moss. J. D.
Whitney has suggested that the infusorial remains so abundant
in the sedimentary rocks of Southern California, are the orig-

inal source of the petroleum occurring in them.*
I think no doubt can be entertained that in certain localities

of limited extent petroleum and other forms of bitumen are

indigenous to the rocks in which they occur.

As early as 1804 Humboldt observed a petroleum spring
issuing from metamorphic rocks in the bay of Cumana and
expressed the opinion that it was " the effect of distillation at an
immense depth." .... Dr. J. S. Newberry and the late Pro-
fessor E. B. Andrews have both called attention to the similar

character of the distillates obtained from bituminous coals and
shales and petroleum and suggested that petroleum is a pro-

duct of distillation by natural processes and at low tempera-
tures. Daubree has in "Etudes sur le Metamorphisme " very
fully discussed the relation of bituminous substances to meta-
morphism and has proved by experiment the adequacy of such
an origin for all forms of bitumen.
The studies which I have made upon petroleum, extending

now over a period of more than twenty years, lead me to the

conclusion that as yet very little is known regarding the chem-
ical geology of petroleum. No one has studied the chemical
properties of different varieties of petroleum in relation to their

geological occurrence in any effective manner; it would there-

fore be extremely rash for any one to dogmatize with reference
to the origin of bitumens. I am, however, led to state the con-

clusions that a careful survey of our available knowledge of the

subject has enabled me to reach. I am convinced that all bitu-

mens have, in their present condition, originally been derived
from animal or vegetable remains, but that the manner of their

derivation has not been uniform. 1 should, then-lore, exclude all

chemical theories as impossible or unnecessary. There remains
the hypothesis that bitumen is indigenous in 'the rocks in which
it is found and that which regards all bitumens as distillates.

"Whichever of these hypotheses be chosen, the modifying fact

must be accepted that there are four kinds of bitumen

:

1st. Those bitumens that form asphaltora and do not con-
tain para fline.

2d. Those bitumens that do not form asphaltum and con-
tain paraffine.

* Dr. J. S. Newberry has lately erroneously attributed this theory to myself.
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3d. Those bitumens that form asphaltum and contain paraf-

4th. Solid bitumens that were originally solid when cold or
at ordinary temperatures.
The first class includes the bitumens of California and Texas.

They are doubtless indigenous in the shales from which thev
issue. It is also probable that some of the bitumens of Asia
belong to this class.

I have described the conditions under which bitumens occur
on the Pacific coast of southern California in great detail in the

bat I have made to the Geological Survey of that
State. The forms of bitumen that are found there are almost
infinite in gradation, from fluid petroleum to solid asp minim
In Ventura county the petroleum is primarily held in strata of
shale, from which it issues as petroleum or maltha, according
as the shales have been brought into contact with
phere. The asphaltum is produced hv

uen has reached the surface.
" These shales are inter-

stratified tli sandstones of enormous thickness, b a I no-
where observed the petroleum saturating them, 'although it

soi, (.tunes escaped from crevices in the sandstone, nor was the
bitumen held in crevices of Inrsre size nor under a hmh pres-
sure of gas; the disturbed and broken condition of
folded at high angles, precluding such a possibility.
The topography and stratigraphy of the coast ranges of

Santa Barbara, Ventura and ' Lo< Anmelo- counties 'are verv
complex. The Santa Barbara islan is o
these counties are volcanic islands, wl . u V s are
described as having formed cascades over dills of sedimentary
rocks as they descended into the sea. On the mainland no

•arsto have reached the surface, although along the
I from San Buena Ventura to Los Angeles, between

Las Posasand Simi, on an eroded plateau surrounded by low
• ol scoria are .mattered over the ground.

Ranges here appear to have been produced by par-
-. each successively higher, by which enormously

thick beds of sandstone, interstratified with shale, were thrust
up at an angle of about 70°, producing parade:
which were subsequently ended in such a manner as in many
mstanees to produce valleys and plateaus where the •

rnrouo-h to the softer shales beneath. This is the
case with the western extremity of that fold which, commenc-
ing at Point Conception, extends eastward to Mount San
Bernardino. West ol the Sespb t he sandstone crest has been
completely removed and the shales cut awav until, at the
Rineon east if Santa Barbara the erosion rea. •* - the sea-level,
and beyond, to the westward, the upturned edges of the shale
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form the bed of the ocean. The narrow plain on which Santa
Barbara stands, lying between the Santa Inez mountains and
the sea, consists of Pliocene and Quaternary sands and gravels
resting upon the eroded shales. East of the Rincon and
Mount Hoar, the table lands lying in the trough of the anticli-

nal gradually ascend until at the Sesp^ the sandstone caps the
high mountain to the eastward. This range, occasionally

broken by transverse canons, extends to near the headwaters of

the Santa Clam River near the Solidad Pass, where it becomes
merged in the San Rafael range. Between Point Conception
and Point Rincon, where a stratum of sand occurs saturated

with maltha, that substance has arisen and floated on the sea,

at tract nig the notice of travelers ever since that coast was
known to Europeans. At Point Rincon, where the anticlinal

recedes from the coast, maltha rises and saturates the Quater-
nary sands. As the ascending plateau passes farther inland

we find a line of outcrop of the bituminous strata on the east

and west sides of the basin in the line of hills east of Mount
Hoar and in the Santa [fiez mountains. East of the San
Buena Ventura River, the local synclinal fold in the shale

forming the Azufre mountain -ives four lines of bituminous
outcrop. In the canons of the Sespe, wherever the bituminous

beds' are the result.
'

'1 \- n l". 1 - nn\~ \alh-\-*
'

i li

cover the country east of Santa, Barbara and south of the Coast

Range present in the distance of a lew miles the greatest litho-

iogical variations, and expose the bituminous strata under the

greatest diversity of conditions. For this reason we meet here

every possible form of bitumen in every possible degree of

admixture, with soil and organic remains.

The second class of bitumens includes the petroleum- of

New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia. These
oils are undoubtedly distillates from vegetable remains, the

proof of which seems overwhelming. Pennsylvania petroleum
was examined in LS65 by Warren and Storer in this country,

and in 1863 by Pelouze and Cahours in France. They found

identical with those obtained in the destructive distillation of
coal, bituminous shales and wood when the operation was con-

ducted at low temperatures. Messrs. Warren and Storer also

— :.-
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the presence of steam, a black, tarn distillate is obtained along
with a considerable quantity of marsh gas, and very volatile

liquids that cannot be condensed except at low temperatures.
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If these distillates are re- distilled, the second distillate may be

divided into several different materials, beginning with marsh-

gas and ending with very dense oils heavily charged with

paraffine. It is impossible to conduct this primary or secon-

dare distillation without producing marsh-gas. but the amount

of this gas and the density of the fluid produced will depend on

the temperature at which the distillation is carried on and the

rapidity of the process. The use of superheated steam is

found to increase the quantity of distillate and to prevent over-

heating, and the formation of other hydrocarbons than those

belonging to the paraffine series.

The section compiled by Mr. J. F. Carll, for Report III of

the Reports of the Second "Geological Survey of Pennsylvania,

shows the Devonian shales above the Corniferous limestone

and below the Bradford third oil-sand 1600 feet in thickness.

This shale outcrops along lake Erie, between Buffalo, New
York, and Cleveland, Ohio, where it is for the most part the

surface rock in the neighborhood of Erie and southward to

Union City. Pennsylvania. No one can examine this shale

without noticing the immense quantity of fucoidal remains

that it contains. N. S. Shaler estimates the Devonian black

shale of Kentucky to cover 18.000 square miles at an average

depth of 100 feet, and to yield on distillation fifteen per cent of

fluid distillate. It is not necessary to follow him in his cal-

culations of the enormous bulk of this distillate as represented

in barrels; the important point in this connection, is that it is

a very persistent formation, being revealed by borings over a

very wide area, and doubtless extending eastward beyond the

boundaries of Kentucky, beneath the coal-measures which con-

tain the petroleum.

If, however, the Devonian black shales are inadequate both

in. iv descend still lower in the geological series to the Nash-

ville limestone and other Silurian rocks that underlie that region.

Professor Safford writes, in a recent letter, " The Lower Silu-

rian limestone in the basin of middle Tennessee is about 1000

feet thick. Including the Upper Silurian limestones, the

whole thickness of the limestones, in which are found occa-

sionally little pockets or geodes and cavities of petroleum, is

not far from 1200 feet. The most of the petroleum has been

found in the upper part (the Nashville) of the Lower Silurian,

as, for example, the larger cavities near or on the upper Cum-
berland River, in the neighborhood of the Kentucky line, both

within Kentucky and Tennessee." These limestones underlie .

the whole petroleum region of southeastern Kentucky and

middle Tennessee.

The objection urged by Professor Andrews, that the coals in
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the measures of Ohio and West Virginia, among which these

coals occur, have lost nothing of their volatile content, is with-

out force here. Professor Shaler objects that—"The condition

of the beds that lie below the black shale in the Cincinnati
group or in the Niagara section shows that there has been no
great invasion of heat since the beds were deposited. Clays,

which change greatly under a heat of 1000° Fahr., are appar-
ently exactly as they were left by the sea, and beds retain

their marine salts just as when they were deposited. Any
great access of temperature- in this deposit of the Ohio shale
would have been attended by an almost equal rise of tempera-
ture in the coal-beds which lie within a few hundred feet

above ; but these coal-beds are free from any evidences of dis-

tillation or consequences of heat. We have already seen
reasons for supposing an erosion of some 3000 or 4000 feet of

strata from this section ; if we could reimpose this section we
should probably bring up the temperature of these rocks by
the rise of the isogeothermals or lines of equal temperature
about 60°. ... We are not able to suppose that the accumu-
lation of strata would have elevated the temperature above
the boiling point of water. The hypothesis which may be
found to account for the formation of this coal-oil must take
into consideration the impossibility of its generation at another
point and its removal to this set of beds, and the impossibility
of supposing that it has been in any way the result of high
temperatures."

The range of temperature between "the boiling-point of
water" and " 1000° Fahr.," which is here allowed, is ample for

all purposes of explanation.
Mendeljeff objects that—"the sandstones impregnated with

petroleum, have never exhibited the carbonized remains of

is. In general, petroleum and carbon are never found
simultaneously."

These three objections— first, that the supply of organic
matter is inadequate ; second, that there are no evidences of
heat action upon the rocks holding the oil ; third, that there
are no residues of fixed carbon observed in the rocks holding
the oil—are the objections which have appeared to satisfy
those who do not accept the hypothesis that regards petroleum
a* a distillate. I think the first has been already answered

;

the second and third I shall now examine.
It is not the effects of heat, as represented by volcanic

action, that have produced petroleum, although in one notable
instance Silvestri found paraffine and other constituents of
petroleum in the lava of Etna. A comparison of the analyses
of the gaseous emanations of volcanoes with those of gas and
petroleum springs shows that the former consist mainly of car-
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bonic acid and nitrogen, while the latter consist mainly of

marsh-gas. Bitumens are not the product of the high temper-

atures and violent action of volcanoes, but of the slow and

gentle changes at low temperatures due to metamorphic action

upon strata buried at immense depths.

The extent of the Paleozoic formations of the Mississippi

vallev, and the general conformation of the bottom of the

ancientseas, has been fully described by Professor James Hall *

fie says: k
' In all the lower Silurian 'limestones we trace the

outcrop to the west and northwest, from the base of the Appa-

lachians in New York or in Canada, to the Mississippi River,

and thence still in the same northwesterly direction. ... In-

stead of finding the lower Helder.berg (Upper Silurian ),
strata

in lines parallel with those of the preceding rocks, the relative

direction of the main accumulation and the principal line of

exposures is diagonally across the others. . . . The line of

outcrop and of accumulation has been from northeast to south-

Gaspe, on the Gulf o! St. Lawrence. . . . The greatest accum-

ulation of materials in the period of the Hamilton. Portage

and Chemung LM
-

ull p S .Lower and Middle Devonian), lies in

the direction of the Appalachian chain. ... In Gaspe there

are 7000 feet of strata, . . . while in western New York the

whole together would not exceed 3000 feet. We have, there-

fore, the clearest evidence that the strata thin out in a westerly

direction. ... In considering the distribution of the masses of

the formations which we have here described, we find that the

greatest accumulations have been along the direction of the

Appalachian chain. The material thus transported would be

distributed precisely as in an ocean traversed by a current like

our present Gulf Siream: and in the gradual motion of the

waters during that period, to the west and southwest, the finer

material would be spread out in gradually diminished quanti-

ties, till finally the deposit from that source must cease alto-

gether. ... I have long since shown that . . . the portion

of the Appalachians known as the Green Mountain range is

^V\wv< in regard to ;,.' a ure;Ii extent are

. Paleontology, iii, 45-60.
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necessary here to discuss the nature or origin of

our purpose to know
that from the Upper Silurian to the close of the Carboniferous

^amorphic action. It is sufficient for our purpose t

period the currents of the primeval .ocean were transporting
sediments from northeast to southwest, sorting them into

gravel, sand and clay, forming gravel bars and great sand beds
beneath the ripples, and clay banks in still waters, burying
vast accumulations of sea weeds and sea animals far beneath the

surface. The alteration due to the combined action of heat,

steam and pressure, that involved the formations of the Appa-
lachian system, from Point Gaspe" in Canada, to Lookout
Mountain, in Tennessee, including the Carboniferous and ear-

lier strata, distorting and folding them, converting the coal

into anthracite and the clays into crystalline schists, along
their eastern border, could not have ceased to act westward
along an arbitrary line, but must have gradually died out
farther and farther from the surface. The great beds of shale

and limestone containing fucoids, animal remains and even in-

digenous petroleum, must have been invaded by this heat

action to a greater or less degree, and that "chronic evapora-
tion " of Professor Lesley must have been the inevitable conse-

quence.

Too little is known about petroleum at this time to enable
any one to explain all the phenomena attending the occurrence
of petroleum, upon any hypothesis ; but it seems to me that the

different varieties of petroleum, from Franklin dark oil near
the surface, to Bradford and Clarendon amber oil far beneath
the surface, are the products of fractional distillation ; and one
of the strongest proofs of this hypothesis is found in the large

content of paraffine in the Bradford oil under the enormous
pressure to which it is subjected. So, too, the great pools of

oil in southern Kentucky are without doubt distilled from the

geode cavities beneath and concentrated in fissures of the

rocks near the surface.

If this hypothesis, which embraces all of the facts that have
thus far come within my knowledge, really represents the

operations of nature, then "we must seek the evidences of heat

action at a depth far below the unaltered rocks in which the

petroleum is now stored. We ought to expect to find the coal
in its normal condition. We should not expect to find the

carbonized remains of organisms in the rocks containing the

petroleum. As the metamorphic action took place subsequent
to the Carboniferous era, we should expect to find the porous
sandstones of that formation in certain localities saturated with
petroleum. Moreover, we should expect to find these Coal-

measure sandstones and conglomerates on the western border
of the heated area, where the thinning out of the deposits
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVIII, No. 164.—August, 1884.
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brought down the Coal-measures nearer the Devonian

and Silurian limestones, first saturated with petroleum

then, through ages of repose, gradually cut down by e

into the canons of Johnson county, Kentucky, and exhi

all of the phenomena described by Professor Lesley.

The inadequacy of the scattered remains of plants i

Coal-measure sandstones as a source of the petrolc

nt
i send down
ngth of forty feet and a foot in diameter, "and these

be lafd together side by side at the bottom of the sea in a sin-

gle stratum, they would cover only a space of 200 acres.

Were it possible, which it is not, to compress and crystallize

these lignites into a stratum six feet thick, they might then

constitute a coal bed covering twenty acres. All the forests of

the Mississippi valley could not furnish to the sea from their

river spoils during a hundred thousand years one of the anthra-

cite coal beds of Schuylkill county."*

According to M. Coquand, the petroleum of Wallachia is in

the inferior Tertiary with mud volcanoes and rock salt ;
the

" Flysch a Fucoids" is the horizon in Moldavia, corresponding

to the formation in which it occurs in the Crimea, Transylvania,

Galicia, Volterra of Tuscany, the Appennines, Sicily, wri

Algeria, being everywhere rich in fucoids. The conclusions

reached by geologists regarding the occurrence of petroleum

in Galicia show that the central core of the Carpathians con-

sists of metamorphic rocks, on the flanks of which lie the

members of the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations, consisting

of limestones, sandstones and shales. The latter are for the

most part rich in organic matter both vegetable and animal,

such as fossil fucoids and fish. In East Galicia and Bukowina
heavy beds of black bituminous shales are particularly notice-

able. These formations lie in folds, the petroleum, which be-

longs to the third class, occurring under the arches of anticlinal!

rather than in the troughs of synclinals.

The facts to be obtained regarding the occurrence of bitumen

in Asia are very few. It appears to be generally concluded

that the formation from which the petroleum in the neighbor-

hood of the Caucasus arises is Tertiary; hut so far as I can

ascertain it issues rather from erratic beds of sand in superficial

clays than (nun any well-defined formation. Lartet appears to

regard the bitumen of the Dead Sea as of volcanic origin. The

petroleum of Java lies in the Tertiary beneath alluvium, which

flanks the volcanic core of the island.

Granting that the petroleum of the Niagara limestone at
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Chicago is indigenous, the invasion of that limestone by steam
under high pressure would cause the petroleum to accumulate
in any rock lying above, porous or fissured sufficiently to

receive it. The mingling of oils that produce asphaltum and
those that contain paraffine, and the occurrence of paraffine in

large masses in porous strata tilled with the remains of fucoids
and marine animals that (lank the core of crystalline schists

in Roumania and Galieia, oilers the strongest'support to this

hypothesis. The fact that the eruptive rocks of Lake Superior
and the metamorphic rocks farther east prevail to such an
extent that that vast inland sea has been supposed to be the

crater of an extinct volcanic lake lends the strongest support to

an hypothesis that regards the vast accumulations of petroleum
iii Western Canada as due to invasion of strata on the borders
of this heat center, in which the petroleum is indigenous, by a

sufficiently elevated temperature to cause its distillation.

Mud volcanoes and hot springs, it appears to me, are prop-
erly regarded as the phenomena attending the gradual subsid-

ence of metamorphic action in the crust of a cooling earth. The
accompanying petroleum or maltha is but the accident of such
phenomena when strata containing organic remains are still

invaded at a great depth by a temperature sufficiently elevated
to effect the distillation of their organic contents. Gas springs

may own the same origin, or the gas may escape from deep-seated

reservoirs, the product of a distillation long since completed.
Solid bitumens of the fourth class occur in great variety.

The universal distribution of bituminous material in rocks
was noticed in 1823 by the Hon. Geo. Knox. The occurrence

ated bitumen in metamorphic rocks, supposed to be
Laurentian, at Nullaberg, in West Sweden, has been described;
also it. the lower Silurian of south Scotland; in trap near New
Haven, Connecticut; and in northern New Jersey, all of
which are manifestly the results of the action of heat upon the
oiganio matter in stratified rocks. The occurrence of bitumin-
ous limestones in France and in the valley of the Rhone has
been attributed almost unanimously by French geologists to

the action of igneous or metamorphic agencies.
There remain the phenomena attendi — ^

large veins of solid bitumen in Cuba, West Virginia, New
Brunswick and elsewhere, for which no adequate explanation
has been proposed that does not regard them as the product
°l distillation from deep-seated strata, which has been projected
into a fissure formed by the sudden rupture of the earth's crust.

Dr. R. C. Taylor examined the vein which occurs in metamor-
phic rocks near Havana, and concluded that, "it was evidently
originally an irregular open fissure, terminating upward in a
"wedge-like form, having various branches, all of which have
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been subsequently filled with carbonaceous matter, as if injected

from below, and that not by slow degrees, but suddenly and
at once." No hint is given by Dr. Taylor respecting the age

of these rocks, as at the time he wrote (183?) the relation

between metamorphic and sedimentary rocks had not been

established. There is little doubt, however, that the veins in

New Brunswick and in West Virginia originated at nearly the

same time and subsequently to the Carboniferous era. It is

certain that subsequent to that era a great convulsion caused an

upheaval that in collapse produced the White Oak anticlinal

in West Virginia, very near the southern end of which occurs

the vein of Grahamite, cutting the horizontal sandstones of the

Coal-measures vertically. Those who mined the vein declare

that the material must have welled up from beneath into the

fissure the instant it was formed. Numerous fragments of the

wall-rock were found imbedded in the asphaltum twelve to

fifteen feet below the cavities from which they fell, with all of

their edges and angles sharp and exactly fitting each other.

Curious curved lines, resembling those produced when a stone

is dropped into mortar, are found on these horses, suggesting
thf probability that the horses fell into a plastic mass that rolled

upon them, producing lines of unequal pressure and adhesion
that remain after the asphaltum has cleaved from the horses or

enclosing walls. Moreover, neither the walls of porous sand-

stone, nor the horses, have absorbed the bitumen to the thick-

ness of paper. The significance of these facts was more
forcibly impressed upon my mind when I found among a suite

of specimens from the Albertite vein of New Brunswick a

piece of the inclosing shale, marked with the mineral in forms
almost identical with those observed on the sandstone horses

in West Virginia.*

In 1869 I made the origin of albertite and allied substances
the subject of a paper in which I compared the observations
made in New Brunswick and West Virginia with my own
observations of a vein on the coast of California, which is

exposed west of Santa Barbara, and stands vertical, cutting the

Pliocene and recent sands. With this vein are associated

lenticular masses extending horizontally, from which a sort of

talus projects vertically into the sands beneath.f Similar

deposits are described by M. Coquand as occurring in Albania.
He mentions in connection with the bituminous strata.

solfataras and mud volcanoes both active and extinct, with

which was associated more or less fluid maltha, which was

at first very liquid, but soon became syrupy and was finally

added to the accumulations of the bituminous cone. From his

* Very carefully drawn illustrations of these stones have been
.uuograph. + This Journal. O, xlviii. 363.
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statement it appears that solid bitumen occurs in great abund-
ance, filling variously formed cavities which in no oase pene-
trates the roof above the mass, "but was evidently injected from
below.'-' Here the maltha accompanies the water of springs

from deep-seated strata often in close proximity to active or

extinct volcanic action of the mild forms observed as solfataras,

mud volcanoes or salses. The great similarity in the occur-

rence of intruded Tertiary bitumens in Albania and California

is very remarkable.
It should be borne in mind that while this subject is one of

speculation, pure and simple, it is a subject that has its valu-

able consideration outside the domain of scientific enquiry or

curiosity, as affecting the sources and duration of supplies of

petroleum, its profitable development and commercial perma-
nence If petroleum is the product of a purely chemical process,

we should not expect to find Paleozoic petroleums of a compo-
sition corresponding with the simple animal and vegetable

organisms that flourished at that period, and Tertiary petro-

leums containing nitrogen, unstable and corresponding with
the decomposition products of more highly organized beings ;

but we should expect to find a general uniformity in the

character of the substance, wherever found, all over the earth.

The advocates of the chemical theory affirm that they provide
for a process the conditions of which are perpetually renewed.
It is thus continuous and at present active. On the contrary,
if petroleum is the product of metamorphism, its generation is

coexistent only with that of metamorphic action, an action

which we have no reason to believe has been prevalent on a

large scale during the recent period. If we accept this

hypothesis, the generation of petroleum must be considered as

practically ended.

Art. XVI.—On the Measurement of rapidly alternating Electric

Current- with (he Galvanometer ;* by L. M. Cheesman.

Preliminary.—-In view of the frequent use made of rapidly
alternating electric currents in determining the resistance of

liquids, etc., a more delicate instrument than the one we now
have for such determinations has become a desideratum At
Professor von Helmholtz's instigation I endeavored some
time ago to employ the deflections arising from electronui^netic
action for this purpose. The following pages give a" brief

account of the experiments made in this direction.
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After a number of experiments on the action of alternating

currents on soft iron, with rather unsatisfactory results, a phe-

nomenon first carefully studied by Poggendorff* was chosen

as a basis for further study. The phenomenon referred to can

be described as follows : if rapidly alternating electric currents

are passed through the coil of an ordinary galvanometer,

placed so that the plane of the windings makes an angle with

the magnetic meridian, a deflection takes place in such a direc-

tion as to still further increase the angle between the plane of

windings and the needle; in other words, the needle strives to

take up a position at right angles to the plane of the windings.

Poggendorff explained this by referring the phenomenon to

the action of the alternating currents on the temporary magnet-

ism induced by them in the needle of the galvanometer, the

resultant action of the currents on the permanent magnetism of

the needle being zero.

To examine this explanation more closely, suppose rapidly

alternating currents, each of equal intensity, to be sent through

the coil of a galvanometer placed so that the needle makes an

angle of about 45° with the plane of the windings. The mag-

netic effect of the coil on the needle can be divided into two

components, one parallel to the magnetic axis of the needle,

producing no rotation but tending to magnetize it positively or

negatively according to the direction of the current passing at

the moment; a second at right angles to the magnetic axis

tending to produce rotation in the needle. The effect of two

consecutive currents on the needle, the first positive and the

second negative, would evidently be as follows; the first with

the intensity ( + /) increases the magnetic moment (M) already

present in the needle by some quantity (m), so that there exists

a moment of rotation proportional to i(M+m); similarly the

second current with the intensity (

—

i) decreases the magnetic

moment (M) of the needle by the same quantity (to), so that

the moment of rotation in this case is proportional to — i(M -vi).

The moment of rotation therefore arising from the two consec-

utive currents is proportional to z'(M+m)—i(M— TO)=2<m,

independent therefore of the permanent magnetism of the nee-

dle. By a similar course of reasoning it will be readily seen

that the moment of rotation due to the horizontal intensity iTi

of the earth's magnetism tending to draw the needle hack into

the meridian is independent of the induced magnetic moments
and proportional to 2TM.

Preliminary experiments to ascertain whether the phenom-

enon above described could be employed for the desired

purpose were made with an ordinary galvanometer placed so

that the plane of the windings made1 an angle of about -±5°
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with the magnetic meridian ; the alternating currents were
obtained from a small induction apparatus of the du Bois-
Eaymond form. The following points were to be considered :

first, whether the apparatus was sufficiently sensitive, and
second, whether for the same intensity of

e currents employed in any way alter the pern

of the needle. The results of the experirm

always had a determined position, which it would not have
had did t"

magnetisi

both of the above particulars were sufficiently favorable to

warrant the hope that after a few changes a practical instru-

ment based on the above principle could be made.
Description of Apj)aratus.—The following is the form of the

instrument finally adopted. The circular coils and metal parts

connected with the damper of a galvanometer of Edelmann's
form were removed and in their stead were placed two coils,

each having 2200 turns of silk-covered copper wire (diameter
0-25mm). The play-room for the magnet was a right-angled

parallelopipedon, llmm in height, 61mm in breadth and length

;

the resistance of the two coils together amounted to 47-1 ohms.
The magnet consisted of eleven hard steel wires (diameter
l'6mm) securely fastened together and magnetized to saturation

by a large number of impulses of the magnetizing force. As
the deflection of the needle, other things remaining the same,
is greater as the product of its permanent magnetic moment
and the horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetism is less,

the sensitiveness can be heightened by diminishing the value
of this product. In this instrument, as noticed above, the

moment of rotation from the currents being independent of the

permanent magnetic moment, the reduction of either the per-

manent moment or the horizontal intensity would have the

result of increasing the delicacy. Should the permanent mag-
netic moment be reduced by using unsaturated magnets there

would be danger that the magnetic condition of the needle
would not remain constant when acted upon by the alternating

currents; the same result can, however, evidently be attained

without this disadvantage by fastening saturated magnets
together, some of them having their poles reversed ; the usual
method of diminishing the value of the horizontal intensity by
approaching permanent magnets is, however, to be preferred.

Magnetization of the Needle.—In regard, to the galvanometer
needle it is to be noticed'that the trustworthiness of the results

obtained with the above instrument depends on its not being
altered, except temporarily, by the action of the alternating
currents. The effect of a magnetizing force on a magnet is.
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strument based on the above principles would evidently be

impossible. Fromme* has shown that this is not always the

case, and from his experiments he draws the following conclu-

sions : first, that when steel is magnetized by a large number
of impulses of the magnetizing force the magnetic moment
approaches a fixed limit for every intensity of the magnetizing
force as the number of impulses increases; second, that after

the limiting magnetic moment for a force P has been reached.

forces between and P are incapable of effecting any perma-

nent change in the magnetism of the steel, and the temporary
magnetic moment induced by such forces is proportional to

the intensity of the force acting.

These laws would seem to require a more special investiga-

tion than has yet. been made regarding several particulars

before their unqualified acceptance; that however the currents

did not cause any sensible permanent alteration in the magnet-

ism of the needle employed in my experiments the following

experiments I think conclusively show. A permanent change
in the magnetic condition of the needle might consist either in

a change in the direction of the i

the permanent magnetic i

by the action of the currents it would evidently have shown
itself by irregularities in the position of rest of the needle after

the current had been acting: a graphic representation of the

positions of rest of the needle in a series of experimeott
extending over the greater part of a day, the current being
closed from time to time, showed, however, no such irregular-

ities. Had the second possibility occurred, that is, had the

permanent magnetic moment of the needle been altered by the

action of the currents, it would evidently have caused a change
in the delicacy of the instrument; this point was carefully tested

by repeated comparisons of the delicacy of the instrument with
that of a Weber's electro-dynamometer in the same circuit, the

results were such as to give no ground for assuming that the

delicacy of the instrument underwent any perceptible alteration.

Law of Defection.—According to the article of Fromme,
already cited, the induced magnetism in a magnet which has

Metized by a large number of impulses of the magnet-
izing force, increases proportionally with the force, for all

forces between zero and P. As mentioned above, some further

investigation is required in regard to this point before its appli-

cation to the case before us, and I hope to make this the

subject of a future communication. Assuming, however, that

the proportionality exists, the square of the intensity (t) of the

currents will be for small deflections approximate! v propor-

tional to the tangent of the angle of deflection (y?), when the

* Pogg. Ann. Ergsiazungsband, vii, 1870.
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axis of the windings of the galvanometer makes an angle of
45° with the magnetic meridian. For suppose the instrument
placed so that the axis of the windings makes an angle (a) with
the magnetic meridian and that the needle has experienced a
deflection <p from the meridian by the alternating currents

;

the conditions of equilibrium will evidently be,

MT sm<p=iWf{R) Bin(a-p),

M denoting the permanent magnetic moment,
M' the induced magnetic moment,
T the horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetism,
i the intensity of the alternating currents, and

/(E) a function depending on the number and form of the

windings, etc.

M' can be replaced by if(R)cos(a— <p). whence we obtain,

.,_ sin^ MT
l -C

Bm2(a-<p)>
C~ I/WT

For the special case a=45°, -.- 5?^ differs but 0'2 per

cent from tan <p, when ^=3°.
Delicacy.—The following table gives an idea of the delicacy

of the above instrument and its variation with the time of

vibration of the needle as altered by reducing the value of the

horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetism. The first col-

umn gives the time of vibration of the needle, the second the

quotient obtained by dividing the dellection observed on the

galvanometer by that of a Weber's* electro-dynamometer in

the same circuit, so that the same intensity of current acted in

each case, both deflections of course being reduced to the same
scale distance. The time of vibration of the dynamometer
spool was 20 sec.

22- 43

So that for equal times of vibration the galvanometer had
considerably greater delicacy, although the Weber instrument
had over 1300 more turns of wire than the galvanometer.

In conclusion, I should state that a number of determina-
tions of resistances by the method of substitution with alter-

nating currents were made with the above instrument with
very satisfactory results.
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Art. XVII— On some Specimens of Nickel Ore from Nevada;
by Spencer B. Newberry.

Within the past year have appeared frequent references to

the occurrence of nickel ores in Churchill Co., Nevada, all seem-

ing to indicate that a very valuable source of supply of nickel

has come to light. Through the kindness of Chas. Bell, Esq., o!

Sacramento, one of the discoverers of the deposit, I was able to

obtain a complete series of specimens from the different levels

so far opened, namely, the 10 ft,, 45 ft., and 60 ft. level, and the

80 ft. drift. The specimens amount in all to about 30 pounds

in weight, and are by far the finest masses of nickel ore I have

The sample from the greatest depth (80 ft.), consists of nearly

pure niccolite, which in the 60 ft. and 45 ft. specimens show the

progress of oxidation and hydration, this action appearing more
complete as the surface is approached. The specimen from the

10 ft. level (nearly eight pounds in weight), consists entirely of

the hydrated arseuiate, or aiiitabeiyit' , with but a small amount
of impurity. The analysis of a sample of the entire mass gave :

As.O. 36-44 "

H
2

24-77 "

The remaining five per cent represents small quantities of iron,

soluble residue,

letter accompanying trie specimens, J

copper, and inso traces of cobalt.

In his letter accompanying the sj;

following description of the deposit

"The property is situated in Cottonwood Campus, Chun h;!!

Co., Nevada. The ledge is perfectly incased, running 6,000 ft

N.E. and S.W., when it pitches into the Carson Desert and is

lost. The ledge is thirty feet between walls, the minora] lying

in veins, of which there are thirteen in all, each from ten to

thirty-live inches wide. The gangue which separates these veins

of ore is in layers from four to eight inches wide, and consists

of silica, iron, lime and magnesia. The same character of min-

erals extends throughout the whole length of the lead."

In view of the extraordinary purity and richness of the ore,

there can be little doubt that if future developments should

bear out the present indications outlined in Mr. Bell's descrip-

tion, the mines of Nevada will eventually become a very

prominent source of the world's supply of this valuable metal.
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Narrow gorges and abrupt waterfalls are seldom found in

old countries of flat rocks and moderate elevation. For a gorge
opens wider and wider in the course of its natural growth, and
becomes a broad valley in its maturity and old age; a waterfall

decreases in height as it is worn farther and farther back, until

at last it remains only as a faint ripple in the almost uniform
down-grade of its stream. Kentucky, Ohio, Western Penn-
sylvania and New York are old land surfaces of this kind, and
their valleys are broadly open, unless bordered by excess-

ively hard rocks, and waterfalls seldom break the even descent
of their watercourses, except where the great glacial accident
of prehistoric times has disturbed their flow. But within the

glaciated area, a stream may, even in the middle part of its

course, suddenly enter a narrow gorge, a true canon in minia-
ture, and leap down precipitous falls, while its fellows in the
same neighborhood and in the same set of rocks have the usual
open valley slopes of regular descent. Not unfrequently these

gorges are in rocks of very moderate hardness.
It will probably be discovered, when all our falls and ravines

are studied, that by far the greater number of them result from
the local displacement of streams from their old open channels
by blockades of glacial drift, or less commonly by temporary
obstruction from the glacial sheet itself. This important gen-
eralization has often been alluded to in geological reports, as

will be shown below, but it as yet finds no place in our text-

books, although glacial drift is as frequently an essential factor

in the production of our gorges and falls as in the making of
our lakes anil ponds.

It is of course to be understood that falls and gorges are pro-
duced in other ways also. The greatest gorge ofthe world, the
Colorado Canon, was formed by rapid downward erosion fol-

lowing the rapid elevation of the plateau in which it is cut;
but in such a ease, all the streams of the region flow in canons
of more or less pronounced form, and the cleft-like appearance
of the valley is not exceptional. Waterfalls are also found in

countries quite free from utaeial action; but such countries are

generally high, and the easeade. although old, is not yet old
enough to have worn its hard bench - rock back into a
smooth, gentle slope. The headwater streams that leap down
the ravines in the massive mountains oi southeastern Kentucky
give examples of this kind. Falls are also sometimes, but very
seldom, produced by faults

; the cascades of the Yosemite are
most plausibly of this kind, and some of the falls in Norway
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prove correct. But all

these examples are in regions quite unlike those of the moder-

ate relief and inconsiderable dislocation that are here to be

considered.

The following examples will serve to illustrate the impor-

tance of the connection between drift and gorges.

Professor James Hall called attention many years ago to the

numerous gorges of western New York.* They are nowhere
better shown than along the course of the Genesee. Above
Portage there is a broad, alluvial valley, the bottom of an old

lake ; thence to Mt. Morris the stream flows through a' mean-
dering gorge over three hundred feet deep, leaping down several

Calls, shut in by steep, rocky banks free from drift. Not far to

one side, the abandoned preglacial channel may be traced by
the heavy drift deposits, which when sounded by wells or

borings are found to have a very significant thickness. Lateral

streams enter the new channel in deep gorges; or, if small,

plunge into it in cascades, giving excellent sections of the upper

Devonian strata. Nearly every stream flowing from the south

over rocks of this age in western New York presents the same
features in a greater or less degree. A hundred examples Qpto

be cited where there is demonstrative proof of the recent origin

of the gorges. Farther north, from Mt. Morris to Kochester,
the Genesee again follows an ancient open valley, wandering
over alluvial meadows and seldom touching rocky strata; but

from Kochester to Lake Ontario it follows a second gorge, the

upper end of which is well seen from the trains of the New
York Central Railroad as they cross the bridge just above the

falls. The abandoned valley is probably a little farther east.

The gorge of the Niagara River is the largest single piece of

post-glacial erosion this side of the Mississippi. Just how much
of the gorge has been cut since the final disappearance of the

ice-sheet cannot now be said with certainty
; but it can hardly

be questioned that the greater part of this deep channel is of

tively recent origin, and that it had its beginning when
the former open drainage of the valley of Lake Erie was held

back, probably by drift obstruction, so as to form the lake and

force its overflow to choose a new line of esrump.- find to this

accident we owe
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south lakes of the western arm of New York must frequently
or always have a similar origin ; notably the gorge below
Taghannock Falls on the west side of Cayuga lake, and Wat-
kins Glen at the head of Seneca lake. Trenton Falls and
Ausable Chasm, farther east, most likely come under the same
class, but so far as the author knows there are no descriptions
of them sufficiently detailed to make the matter sure. Local
studies of these interesting spots would lead to valuable results.

The creek that joins the Mohawk at Canajoharie flows from an
open, flat, drift-covered country into a deep, narrow, rocky
gorge. Schoharie Creek has throughout the greater part of its

course opened a terraced valley in the drift-filling of its old
channel ; but a few miles below Gilboa it abruptly enters and
as suddenly leaves a rocky chasm, a few hundred yards long
and fifty or more feet deep. Here it has evidently lost its

former line of flow, and cut its new bed in the rocky slope of
its old trough. Rondout Creek does the same about two miles
above its junction with the Hudson.

Several of Professor Newberry's writings* call attention to

the old buried channels in Ohio and the numerous gorges
resulting from turning old streams into new courses. Rocky
River, for example, which enters Lake Erie seven miles west of
Cleveland, follows an open valley strewn with drift in the
upper part of its course, but when two miles above its mouth
it enters a narrow trough with rocky walls and floor and fol-

lows it to the lake.f A little west of its present point of dis-

charge its ancient channel is seen, now filled with clay to an
unknown depth below the present surface of the lake. Grand
river, in Lake county, is of similar character.:}: At the falls

near Akron, the Cuyahoga follows a narrow gorge and in two
miles descends two hundred and twenty feet in a series of cas-

cades. In the same neighborhood there is plentiful drift and
numerous small lakes among the gravel hills. Many lakelets
have been filled with peat, but nearly one hundred still remain
within twenty miles of Akron. From the falls to Cleveland,
where the Cuyahoga enters Lake Erie, the stream follows the
general line of its old course, but flows on heavy drift clays

\
""'' bnry the rocky bottom of the channel two hundred feet

aeep.g The rapids at the Sault Ste. Marie in the outlet of
Lake Superior, and of the Ohio at Louisville, are thought by
-Professor Newberry to mark new channels.
A few miles west of Chillicothe, in central Ohio, there is a

am called Paint creek, which flows for the greater
part of its course through an open, fruitful valley enclosed by
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hills of moderate slope about five hundred feet high on either

side. Suddenly and without apparent cause the stream turns

from this broad trough and enters a narrow gorge with steep

rocky walls not less than three hundred feet high, in which it

continues for about five miles on a circuitous course, until it

regains the broad valley three miles below its point of departure.

The abruptness of the change from the old to the new course,

and the striking difference between the gentle, drift-covered

and cultivated slopes of the former and the bare, precipitous

walls and rocky bed of the latter make this case an excellent

example for our consideration. There must have been some

strong obstacle placed in the old matured channel to cause the

creek to leave a course so well suited to its wants; to turn from

what it had been patiently at work preparing for unnumbered

thousands of years, and cut out a new passage through the hills:

and Professor Orton, who first, some ten years ago, gave a

detailed description of this notable locality,* concludes that the

obstacle was the ice of the glacial sheet that had its margin,

during its farthest southern advance, in this district. The

upper waters of the creek must have been held back by the ice.

aided by the drift, and risen behind them into a lake, whose

level is marked by heavy terraces of stra'ified drift, until a line

of overflow was found around the barrier: and along this over-

flow the gorge has been cut out. From the report of the same

geologist on (.'larkc Countwr we learn that its rocky floor

beneath the drift, wherever disclosed l>v streams, railroad cuts,

quarries, or borings, is extremely irregular, showing the exist-

ence of an old buried drainage system, the minor features of

which have been almost obliterated by the drift de]

deeply cover nearly all the surface and greatly reduce its relief.

The old channels were choked with sand and clay brought

there by the ice and water of the Glacial period ; and when

those strange conditions ended and the modern or
|

period began, the waters, gathering again from the rain and

springs, had to make new choice of channels. The lines of the

old streams were selected in the greatest number of cases, for

though their rocky troughs were buried deep out of siixiit. the

drift "mantle was still as'a rule lower there than on the adjoin-

ing hills. But sometimes the streams found their best escape

along new lines of flow; there they have abandoned the old

channels and wrought out new ones', and these constitute most

of the narrow gorges in the cliff rock that make so notable a

feature in the scenerv of this region.

The Falls of St. Anthony in the Mississippi at Minneapolis

and the gorge below them are shown by Professor N. H. Win-
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chell* to result from a displacement of the river from its older

and wider channel that ran west of the present course from a

point just above Minneapolis, down to the wide channel of the

Minnesota River, three miles above Fort Snelling. The Missis-

sippi, forced by an ice or a drift blockade to depart from its old

channel, rose till it reached the level of the limestone bluffs of

its eastern bank ; a lake was thus formed from which abundant

deposits of fine brick-clay remain. The overflow ran across

country about eight miles to Fort Snelling, where the old

channel was again taken ; in plunging over the limestone bluffs,

the waters gave birth to the Falls of St. Anthony. Since that

time, the falls have receded to their present position, leaving a

narrow valley below them ; and from the records of early

exploration Professor Winchell has computed that this recession

of eight miles has occupied somewhat less than nine thousand

years. The Falls of Minnehaha are in a side ravine branching
from this new channel of the Mississippi a little over a mile

above the original site of the Falls of St. Anthony at Fort

Snelling. Their ravine was therefore begun about a thousand

years later than the Mississippi channel, and being the work of

a much smaller stream, their recession is only about one mile

from the front of the new Mississippi bluffs. Several still smaller
falls along the bluffs have the same origin. The dalles of the

St. Croix and the rapids of St. Louis rivers, also in Minnesota,
may probably be referred to postglacial erosion, but explicit

statements of their origin are not to be found. The southern

peninsula of Michigan must also furnish many examples of

newly made falls and gorges, for the streams there are de-

scribed as generally flowing on the drift, but sometimes cutting

down into the rock.

Professor I. C. White, of the Geological Survey of Pennsyl-
vania, has given several excellent descriptions of gorges. Wal-
lenpaupack Creek, dividing Wayne and Pike counties in the

northeastern part of the State, is one of the most striking

examples of its class. In preglacial times, it had carved out a
wide and deep channel in Catskill strata from the Pocono
plateau northeastward to its junction with the Lackawaxen,
having a descent of four hundred feet in eleven miles without
any notable falls so far as can be discovered. During the
I ; facial period, the lower end of the channel was filled with drift
to a depth of three hundred feet, so that, where the ice melted
away, the re-established drainage found a shorter cut and lower
passage to the Lackawaxen about three miles above its former
mouth. For ten miles above the obstruction, the 'Paupack
meanders through a broad, flat, swampy valley, the bottom of
a recently extinct lake, with a fall of only half a foot in a mile

:
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it then enters a narrow gorge, and in one mile descends two

hundred and sixty feet in a succession of cascades and rapids.

Blooming Grove Creek, a few miles east of the Taupack, is

another example of the same kind. Again, Shohola Creek, a

tributary of the Delaware, once entered that river about half a

mile below its present mouth through a channel now deeply

buried ; the creek has cut down a new passage through the

rocky cliffs bordering the river, thus making the great gorge

at Shohola Glen since the close of the Glacial period. The falls

of the Raymondskill and the Sawkill, near the angle of Penn-

sylvania between New York and New Jersey, are both due to

new courses around obstructions in drift-filled valleys. The

Delaware, where these streams join it, flows southwest along the

outcrop of the soft Marcellus Shale, bounded on the southeast

by the back of a ridge held up by the Oriskany sandstone, and

on the northwest by the bluffs of the Hamilton group. In long

preglacial time, the streams from the northwest had cut deep

gaps through the line of bluffs, and had insignificant falls if

any ; now they plunge over the Hamilton cliffs. The evidence

of this change is perfectly clear and satisfactory. In the case

of the Sawkill, there is a point back of the bluffs about three

miles from the Delaware, where a narrow ridge of drift, only

twenty-five feet higher than the present channel, turns the

stream away from a low, deep, drift-filled valley to the east,

cut down far lower than the head of the falls : arid yet nothing

flows along this old valley but a trilling stream fed by a few

springs. The conclusion that it was once the course of the

Sawkill is irresistible, for the Sawkill brings all the water from

the back country needed to accomplish the excavation of so

deep and broad a trough. The drift-filling where the stream is

turned to its new course toward the falls is estimated to be

three hundred feet thick. The explanation of the new course

of the Raymondskill is equally conclusive. Professor White

suggests that the several other high cascades over the Hamilton

Creeks owe their origin to a diversion from their old channels

by drift-dams ; but no detailed study of their topography was

made.*
Other illustrations of our topic described by the same author,f

are found on the highlands northwest of 'Wyoming Valley-

Harvey's lake is a long, narrow, irregularly shaped body of

water, occupying an old buried valley to a depth of ninety

feet. The old outlet is closed by drift; the new line of over-

flow has already lowered the lake over one hundred feet by

* Geol. Perm., G6, Pike and Miraroe Counties, 1882, 57-62.

f Geol. Penn., G7, Wyoming, etc. Counties, 1883, 171, 131, 133.
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cutting a narrow, gorge-like channel, with bare outcropping
rocks free from drift for one hundred and twenty-five feet above
the lake level. Crooked Lake, also in Wyoming county but on
the other side of the deep valley of the Susquehanna, has the
same origin

; the old valley below the lake is now without a
stream, for the overflow has turned to one side, first running
with gentle slope over drift deposits ; then descending one
hundred and ten feet in a narrow gorge over a series of rocky
cascades. Here it joins Buttermilk Creek, the lower course of
which has been entirely changed by glacial deposits. Vast
heaps of drift are piled up in the old channel about the mouth
of the ancient stream, so that its modern representative is turned
aside to plunge over the cliffs of Catskill rocks into the valley
of the Susquehanna. In the deep, narrow gorge that has thus
been formed, the stream falls eighty feet in several cascades in
a horizontal distance of two hundred yards. The old valley
can be traced nearly clogged with drift heaps ; and the evidence
of the change in the stream's course is said to be singularly
clear and conclusive.

Other post-glacial valleys, with steep rocky walls and very
I are described by Mr. Carll in western Pennsylvania,

while the old valleys are broad and deeply filled with heavy
drift deposits.*

The most appreciative description that I have found of the
relation between drift obstructions and river gorges is in Mr. J.

Geikie's ' Great Ice Age.' Nothing can be more striking—this

author writes—than the sudden and complete change of scenery
that ensues upon the passage of a stream from its new into its

old channel. In the former the water frets and fumes between •

lofty walls of rock, which, seen from below, appear to rise

almost vertically from the river's bed. In such a deep, narrow
gorge the stream may continue to flow for miles, when of a
sudden the precipitous clilYs abruptly terminate, and the water
then escapes into a broad vale, with long sloping banks of
stony clay, sand and gravel. The burial of old valleys is

especially common in districts where they stretch across the
advance of the ice ; the gorges of the Avon and the Calder,
branches of the Clyde, are thus explained as post-glacial cuts, to
one side of the drift-tilled, pre-glacial channels.

f

Mr. A. Geikie writes of one of the most remarkable gorges
ill Scotland,^ that of the Mouse water, io the district of the
Cartland cra<rs. near Lanark. Tne, stream descending from the
*|>ady ravines of Cleirhorn flows smoothly for half a mile
through an old valJ clay. This
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valley runs on below the house of Baronald, but instead of

keeping this, which was probably its ancient course, prior to

bowlder-clay times, the river turns abruptly round in front of

Baronald, and plunges into the old Red Sandstone, through

which it has worked a dizzy ravine, some 200 feet or more in

depth, whose western precipices are known as the Cartland

crags. Emerging from this well-nigh twilight gorge, the river

rejoins its old channel and soon loses itself in the Clyde. Some

other examples are named.
That this clear description was not generally appi

shown in a later account of the same gorge, where although it

is recognized as of aqueous origin, wonder is expressed that the

downward erosion should have so greatly exceeded the lateral

In view of these many examples, it seems fair to regard the

falls and gorges of our Northern States as the result of glacia-

tion, and to group them with the rolling surface of the drift,

dotted over with ponds and lakes, as signs of an immature

drainage system. The long pre-glacial time of land-existence

gave our rivers east of the Mississippi ample opportunity to

perfect their courses ; to destroy all the lakes that must have

existed in great numbers while the land was rising and the

mountains were growing; to wear back all the falls until they

disappeared, or until they retreated to the higher regions of the

little headwater streams; and to widen all the valley slopes to

a well opened angle, except where especially hard rocks persist

in holding the streams within narrow channels. Then came

the ice invasion, bringing altogether new conditions over the

Northern States ; hills and ledges were rounded off and valleys

were widened and deepened ; the rubbish was strewn over the

country in a most irregular way, thin at one place, thicker at

another ; and although in part carried by subglacial streams, it

was chiefly scraped along by the ice itself. Its transportation

was under control of forces quite unlike those that prevailed

during pre-glacial times, and hence its deposition was largely

independent of the glacial stream courses. At the end of the

Glacial period, while the streams well south of the ice-limits

were still persevering in their perfect ways, those on the glaci-

ated area often found that much of their previous work was

lost and had to be done over again. As fast as the ice melted

back, the rivers took possession of the country, and while the

larger and stronger ones in nearly all cases found escape along

their accustomed channels, many of the smaller streams were

quite bewildered and lost their way among the heaps and

sheets of drift that masked their old valleys, and had to settle

down as best they might on the lowest ground they could find.

* Dougall, Falls of Clyde, Trans. Geol. Soc. Glasgow, iii, 51, 1871.
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They were restrained in lakes and ponds behind drift barriers,

and were turned aside from a life of comparative ease in their

well-prepared old channels to an age of hard work in active

rock cutting—and here we now see them, just accommodated
to their new lines of life.

An old stream, having its volume, its load of silt and its

slope so related to one another that its channel is eroded with
extreme slowness, comes as near to a condition of stability as

streams can. It has, after a long age of endeavor, at last

adapted itself to its environment, and has very little tendency
to variation. But any change in its condition of life sets it at

work again, seeking another attitude of satisfied equilibrium.
If, for example, the land across which an elderly, conservative
stream flows, is elevated with comparative suddenness, the
stream finds its point of discharge lowered, and thereupon sets

to work, with all the strength gathered from its whole drainage
basin, to cut the lower end of its valley down to the level of

quiet water again; and the deep cutting will work its way
backward up stream, requiring a readjustment to the new
slope up to the head of every little creek and rivulet of its

basin. For a time, during the change, the deepening of the
channel will go on faster than the widening, and the old flat

valley will be marked by a gorge-like trough along its median
line. Thousands of valleys of this compound form may be
seen in the streams of the Rocky Mountain region. Indeed it

was in that region that this important relation of the cutting

power of a stream to its " base-level of erosion " was first well

appreciated ; and its illustration includes some of the finest

work of our government geologists. On the other hand, if the
land were depressed, the level of dead water would advance
above the former mouth of the stream, and the submerged part
of the valley would be slowly buried in delta deposits.

Both of these changes are effected at once by the drift block-
ades that glacial action has thrown so plentifully across our
northern valleys. Above the obstruction, the stream becomes
a lake, and is' deadened into inactivity. Silt from the head-
waters settles here and in time will fill the lake and form a
marsh or meadow. On the lower side of the obstruction, the
stream finds a strong descent, and there begins the rapid deep-
ening of the channel chosen for escape. If this overflow chan-
nel be upon the drift barrier itself, and the down-slope below
it be pronounced, then the lake is drained before much thick-
ness of silt accumulates upon its bottom. In this way, many of
our marshy meadows have been formed. If the slope of the
outlet be gentle, or if a moderate down-cutting will make it so,

then the lake has a much longer life ; and this is the case of
the great number of our smaller lakes and ponds that still
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remain. Finally, if the overflow be turned aside from the old

valley way, and find its line of escape leading over steep slop-

ing rocks, the gorges, cascades and waterfalls will mark its line

and give character to the new channel. Even in soft, shaly

rocks, the down-cutting in sucli cases is much faster than the

lateral widening; and in the relatively early stages of develop-
ment the gorges will be narrow and steep-walled. We now
are in this stage, as is abundantly shown by the examples
already quoted. We have to thank the old ice-sheet for our

picturesque gorges as well as for our pleasing lakes.

It has been suggested that the gorges are in many cases the

work of subglacial streams during the presence of the ice,

instead of the effect of open water cutting in later times. To a

certain extent this may be true ; but when, as so commonly
happens, there are clear signs of the former existence of a lake

above the gorge, then the work must be considered essentially
: .;. For if the gorge had been cut under the ice, then

no lake would accumulate in the valley above it when the ice

melted away.
It is to be hoped that detailed observation mav be directed

to some good examples of these attractive elements of our

scenery, and that clearly drawn topographical and geological
maps may be prepared to illustrate the peculiarity of their

forms. A set of large diagrams, in which views and maps of

our gorges might form several members, is greatly needed to

aid the teaching of geography by giving far clearer under-
standing of the typical forms of landscape than is possibly

attained from description or from the small figures given in

ordinary text-books. Cannot some of those who enjoy appre-

ciative study of local geography during their summer tours aid

in the collection of such material? The points of special

importance for observation are : the topography and the general

geological structure of the region
; transverse profiles of the

stream above, below and in the gorge; a longitudinal profile of

the gorge showing its length, depth and descent; evidence to

prove the existence of an obstructed channel between the open
parts of the old valley above and below the gorge ;

effects of

the obstruction in forming a lake, marsh or meadow above the

gorge, and especially any terraces showing the former stand of

a lake above the present level of discharge. Maps, sections

and views would greatly improve a verbal description. The
small :m I vantage taken of the numerous opportunities for such
work as this shows the little success of our geographic teaching.

Cambridge, Mass., June, 1884.
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The fact that light has an influence on the electrical resist-

ance of the element selenium has been known since 1832.

The discovery was made by Superintendent Mai of the Valen-

tia cable station, and the results of a few experiments on the

subject were communicated to the Koyal Society by Lieutenant

Sale* in March of the year above mentioned. Since that time

.this property of selenium has received farther investigation at

the hands of Professor W. G. Adams, Dr. W. Siemens and
others, and some recent applications of it, more or less practical

nts on selenium it has also been est*

possesses the same quality of having
affected by light, though in a much less degree.

The effect of light on these substances is to diminish their

resistance. In the case of selenium this diminution has in some
instances been found to amount to a large proportion of the

entire resistance.! Tellurium shows a diminution of less than
one per cent, the greatest diminution obtained by Adams being
one three-hundredth.:}:

In the year 1877, Dr. Richard Bornstein of II

attempted to show that the property which had been established

in the case of selenium and tellurium was not peculiar to those

substances, but was possessed in common with them by gold,

silver, platinum, and probably by all other metals, though in a

very much less degree. He announced as the result of his

experiments that the effect of light upon gold, silver and plati-

num was to diminish their resistance by from one and one-half

hundredths of one per cent up to four per cent of the whole resist-

ance. Shortly after this, Siemens|j and Hansemann*[ of Berlin

undertook and completed an investigation in which they were
totally unable to detect any action like that described by Born-
stein. The matter rested here until 1881, when Bornstein pub-
lished** an account of a new series of experiments, from the
results of which it would appear that the electrical resistance of

silver is diminished one and one-fourth hundredths of one per
cent by the action of light. As far as the writer knows, noth-
ing more had been published on the subject when he made the

*Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond., May, 1873.

t C E. Fritts " On a New ihia Journal, Dec., 1883.

X Proc. Roy. Soc. Loud., June 17, 1876 and Jan. 6, 1876.

§ Phil. Mag., V, vol. iii, 1877, p. 481.

J Berlin Monatsberichte, June, 1877. flbid.
** Carl's Repertorn m. xvii l;,l., 2 mill :i heft, S. 164.
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series of experiments which are to be described in the present

Bernstein's first series of experiments were made upon plati-

num wires and thin leaves of gold, silver and platinum, mounted

on glass. His principal methods were two in number. The

first consisted in the comparison of the resistances of two wires

or plates by means of a Wheatstone's bridge, the plates being

alternately' illuminated. The second method consisted in the

observation of the logarithmic decrement of the swing of a gal-

vanometer needle, the galvanometer being coupled in a circuit

with a single plate which was alternately lighted and darkened.

The latter method is the one known as Weber's method of

damped vibrations. By these methods Bornstein obtained

results, which, although 'alike qualitatively, differed a great deal

in amount. Each set seemed to show that the resistance of the

metals examined was diminished by light, but the diminution

shown by the first method was only about one one-hundredth

of one per cent, while that shown by the second was from three

to four per cent. This difference Bornstein accounts for by

supposing that the passage of an electric current through a

metal diminishes its sensibility to light. The metals would

then be more sensitive when traversed only by the extremely

feeble currents induced by the swinging needle, than when the

comparatively powerful current necessary in the Wheatstone's

bridge was passing through them. Bornstein's results seemed

to show also that the action of light on the metals experimen-

ted upon was greatest when they had been kept in darkness

for some time, —a fact which had already been observed in the

case of selenium.

The methods used by Siemens and Hansemann differed from

both of those employed by Bornstein. These observers made

no direct measurements but noted merely the slight changes of

position of the index of a very sensitive galvanometer which

was coupled either in a Wheatstone's bridge, or in a simple cir-

cuit with a source of electricity and the metal plate to be

examined, the plate being illuminated and darkened at short

intervals In Hansemann's investigation, by means of a chro-

nograph, an exact record of the oscillations of the index was

kept and curves drawn to represent them. These curves give

no evidence whatever that the movement of the index depended

in any way on the illumination of the plates. The circuit

was closed for from five to ten minutes at a time, the Ikzht

being thrown on and off the plates every twenty seconds. The

movement of the needle during any period of illumination or

non-illumination never exceeded ten scale divisions, and its

direction as often indicated an increase as a decrease of resistance.

The sensitiveness of the galvanometer was tested at each scries
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of observations, and it was found that a scale division corres-

ponded to a change in the resistance of about five-thousandths

of one per cent. It will be noticed that the circuit was closed

during the entire time of each set of observations. In view of

Bornstein's theory that the passage of a current diminishes the

sensitiveness of a metal to light, Hansemann used as source of

electricity an iron-copper thermo-element having an electro-

motive force of less than -001 volt, and producing a current

comparable with those induced by the swinging needle in the

damping method. Hansemann also tried a series of experi-

ments by the damping method and found no diminution of

resistance. The change, however, which he could have detected

by this method was not much under one per cent.

Bornstein's second series of observations were entirely upon
silver, deposited chemically on glass, and consisted of direct

measurements of the ratio of the resistances of two plates by
means of a Wheatstone's bridge, with sliding contact wire.

He exposed his plates to the light for periods of fifteen minutes
each. The mean of his results shows a diminution of one and
one-quarter hundredths of one per cent, which he attributes to

the action of light.

The experiments of Siemens and Hansemann seem to Born-
stein to prove nothing concerning the influence in general of

light upon the resistance of metals. For in them the plates

were constantly traversed by a current, and moreover the

illumination was for exceedingly short intervals. As regards
the first condition, we know nothing of the influence of the

electric current upon thin sheets of metal, and this influence

should therefore be as much as possible done away with in

searching for a delicate effect, and in the second place the light

effect, if there is one, may take considerable time and the

exposures should therefore be reasonably long. Bornstein
therefore ascribes the fact that he obtains a different result

from Siemens and Hansemann to his long exposures and to the
fact that the current passed through his plates only during the

The further discussion of these points is left until after the
description of the experiments made by the writer.

These experiments were made in the Yale College Laboratory
in a room from which light could be entirely excluded. The
walls and furniture were painted black. The plates of metal
used were five in number and will be distinguished by the
letters A, B, C, D and E. A and B were of silver deposited
on plate glass by the method given in Browning's pamphlet
" A Plea for Reflectors." They were thin enough to transmit
about fifty per cent of light and were three and one-half inches
long by two broad. These plates were mounted on a slab of
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wood having two holes two and one-half inches square cut in

it. Over these holes the plates were laid, the edges resting for

three-eighths of an inch upon rolls of silver foil, through which

the connections were made. Two strips of wood were screwed

down over the edges of the plates to fasten them, and both

sides of the slab were then covered with black paper, holes

being cut in it slightly smaller than the plates. The plates,

thus mounted, were held in a common clamp-stand. These
plates were afterward shaved down to strips one-eighth of an

inch wide. In this state they will be referred to as A' and B'.

C, D and E were plates of platinum, gold and silver respec-

tively, deposited on glass in vacuo by Professor A. W. Wright
some years ago. They were all thin enough to transmit light

easily and measured one and one-half by one inches. These
plates were mounted in a small black wooden box having a

hole the size of the plate on either side, to admit the light.

The plates rested on strips of platinum foil, through which the

ooDneetiona were made, and against which they were firmly

pressed by hinged flaps of wood, which could be screwed down
as Rightly as desired.

s of the plates and connections were as follows:

Galvanometer.—A Thomson's reflecting galvanometer of 7096
ohms resistance was used. Its two coils were connected in

multiple arc, making the resistance 1774 ohms. The slit was
adjusted so that the spot of light was about two millimeters in

width, and the position of the right hand edge was read with
the assistance of a small magnifying glass. The feeble light

necessary for reading the scale was obtained, sometimes by
reflecting the vertical rays of the galvanometer lamp from a

sheet of white paper ; sometimes by admitting a little light

through a shutter. Generally, however, as it was necessary
only to record the movement of the index over a few scale

divisions, the light from the spot itself, owing to its sine,

enabled its position to be easily read off. The scale used was
a straight one. A resistance box made by Elliot was employed
by means of which 12320 ohms could be introduced into the

circuit by pulling out plugs. It was arranged on the decimal

Rheostat.—A sliding rheostat was used, having two parallel

platinum wires which could be connected in series or oaultipfe
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of two ohms. The slide Was worked by a long handle so that

the observer was never near the rheostat wire except for the
few seconds occupied in reading the scale. The latter was
directly beneath the wires and was graduated to millimeters.

At the end of the handle a micrometer screw was so arranged
that the slide could be moved an exact number of millimeters.

The rheostat was connected to the resistance box by a wire of
"289 ohm resistance, which was taken into account in making
all measurements. The rheostat wire was protected from the

direel radiations of the galvanometer lamp by a wooden screen
and no trouble from this source was experienced.

Battery.—A single Daniell cell of from ten to sixteen ohms
resistance was used. Very rarely two cells were used, coupled
in series. A key which could be used as a commutator, or
simply as a make and break circuit, was introduced in the
battery circuit.

Source of Light.—This was a common argand gas burner,
surrounded by a copper jacket having in its side a small
circular opening. The rays from this opening were brought
to a focus by means of a lens, at some little distance from the
plate, so that the spot of light thrown upon the latter was
about one and one-half inches in diameter. A screen, under
the control of the observer, served to cut off the rays from the
plate where it was desired. A cubical glass cell with a side of
three and one-half inches and filled with a saturated solution of
alum, was used in nearly all the experiments to cut off the
obscure radiations of the lamp from the plate. In one series,

sunlight was used, a beam from a heliostat placed in an adjoin-
ing room, being admitted through a hole in the wall. The
spot of light on the plate was of the same dimensions as before.

On account of the increase of temperature in the room it was
found necessary during part of the series of experiments to
place the plates in a separate apartment, the light being
admitted to them through a hole in the wall.

Methods.—It is impossible to say d priori, whether an effect
of light on the electrical resistance of a metal, if there were any
such effect, would be instantaneous or gradual. If the effect
were an apparent one, due to some direct action of the radiation
upon the current passing through the metal, the former would
probably be the case, but if the light effected some change in
the molecular structure of the metal, it would doubtless take
place somewhat gradually. However this may be, it was
thought best to divide the experiments into two classes; first,

those to discover whether there were an instantaneous effect of
hght, and second, those to discover the effect of exposures for
periods of from ten to fifteen minutes.
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Method I.—The plate was connected as one arm of a Wheat-

tone's bridge. Two of the other arms were made up of

ssistance coils, and remained constant ; the fourth could be

varied by pulling out plugs from the resistance box and by

means of the rheostat, whose wires were connected in series.

The resistance of the plate was measured in the ordinary way

to the tenth of an ohm by the resistance box, and further

decimal places were obtained by the rheostat, care being taken

to determine the length of double wire having a resistance of

one ohm at each observation. This was found not to vary at

any time more than a few millimeters from 265.

The resistance of the connections was determined at the close

of the series by substituting for the plate a sheet of silvered

copper of negligable resistance.

The sensibility, or number of scale divisions traversed by the

index for the introduction into the circuit of one millimeter of

rheostat wire, was also determined for each set of observations

in the following manner. The micrometer screw at the end of

the rheostat slide was so adjusted as to allow the slide a

movement of just one millimeter. Ten readings of the index

were then taken, the slide being alternately at its extreme

positions. The mean of the differences between every two

successive readings was taken as the deflection sought. By

this method the effect of a steady movement of the index in

one direction during the determination of the sensibility was

eliminated. As the stream lines in the plate can be regarded

as approximately parallel, the ratio of the resistance of the

illuminated portion to that of the whole plate is sensibly that

of their areas.

The percentage of change of resistance in the lighted portion

of the plate corresponding to a movement of the galvanometer

index one scale division evidently

-r.s.n.R.a'

where "r" is the ratio of the constant arms of the bridge, "*

the sensibility for one millimeter, " n " the length of rheostat

wire having a resistance of one ohm, "E" the resistance of

the plate, and " a " the fraction of the plate covered by the

light spot. It is assumed that the observer could detect a

movement of the index amounting to one-fourth of a scale

division.

The method, then, was as follows: The plate resistance and

sensibility having been determined, the index was balanced

and the circuit closed. When the spot was perfectly still, the

light was suddenly thrown on the plate and the movement of

the index, if any, was noted. The spot had generally a steady
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; toward the left corresponding to the increased resist-

ance of the plate caused by the heating effect of the current,

and to avoid waiting for the moments when it was at rest the
following method was also used. The movement of the spot
for three periods of ten seconds each was recorded, the plate

being lighted during the middle period, and the difference

between the second reading and the mean of the first and third

both \

with gas light

The illumination with sunlif

series of observations describ

nections were therefore left as in that method. The formula
used for calculating the percentage of change of resistance cor-

responding to a galvanometer deflection of one scale division

will also be found there.

Method II—Plates A and B were connected as two arms of

the bridge. The other two arms each consisted of part of the

resistance box and part of the rheostat, the wires of the latter

being connected in multiple arc. Moving the slide therefore

increased the resistance in one arm and diminished that of the
other. The length of wire having a resistance of one ohm was
thus determined. The index was balanced, one ohm taken
from the box and the index again balanced. Calling the
amount by which the rheostat slide was pushed up M, and
the length of wire having a resistance of one ohm n, 10 and 25
ohms respectively being the resistances in the box,MM .

25:10:: 24 + — : 10 approximately.

From this n was found in terms of M, and was found equal to

1100mm . As the plates were lighted alternately, it was assumed
that the effect of the light on the one died away at the same
rate that it increased on the other. The percentage of decrease
of resistance of one plate would then equal the percentage of
increase in the other and the observed effect would be due to
the sum of these two. The percentage of change in both
plates which would produce a movement of the index equal
to that caused by moving the slide one millimeter was calcu-
lated thus. If x is this percentage, then for plates A and B
when the ratio of the resistances in the box was 25 : 10—

25 +
nVo : ' C

-iroo
::25 +l:,°-^ ••-•000 per cent.

For A' and B' when the ratio of the r
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When plates A and B were illumii

tioned above, they were connected
change of resistance corresponding to a given deflection was

therefore calculated as above, except that as the light was not

shifted from one plate to the other, the effect mast be considered

as produced by a change in the resistance of one plate instead

of being the sum of equal changes in two plates, x was thus

found in this case to equal "013 per cent. The per cent of

change corresponding to any deflection D was of course —

,

S being the sensibility.

The light was shifted from one plate to the other by moving

the lens every fifteen minutes. During the last five minutes

of each exposure, observations of the first elongation of the

index were made once a minute and the means taken. Care

was taken to read the zero point before taking each elongation.

The circuit was closed for a few seconds only of the fifteen

xposure. Plates A B, A' and ]

With plates C, D and E the method of observation was the

same, but the bri
'

being connected i

and darkened at intervals of fifteen minutes. The change in

the resistance of the plate corresponding to a deflection of one

scale division was calculated as in method I.

It should be noted that the method of Hansemann, before

described, was also tried but was not successful for the retfOB

that on account of the long exposures it was necessary to keep

the circuit closed for several hours at a time, instead of for a

few minutes only, as with Hansemann, and during this time

the variation of the index from change in the zero point and

accidental causes was considerable. In this method there was

observed a steady increase of the plate resistance caused prob-

ably by the heating effect of the current, or it may be by the

passage of the current itself as claimed by Bornstein.
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Tables of Results {method I).

Deflection to right corresponds to diminished resistance;
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Hesults.—3Iethod II

Mar. 20

B

l i i-'S

1 •i
5

Mar. 29 13
B

!|
f'R

•002

B

B in-! - G-9

•01 7

•037

""* ,.,

B ~
4-1 I S-8

0002

«
B -itl -10-8 0065

A -24- - *''• 005

Apr. 10

B'

ii :1i
zi

,0,

Apr. 11 2-2 B' + 11-2

B' + 51-8

A' + 42- - 9-8 •004

Apr. 12

B'

B'
+ 13-2

+ 20'6

- 6-1

+ 162

- 37

•003"

B' + 29- + 12-1 •012 __
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Results.—Meth od 1

1

Date. Eemark8 . Plate. tt» Dip.

,• ,, ,,,;„,

Apr. 17
| s=2-2 c

(Platinum)

R=9'3
off

off •0002

of plate

n -26f>

D
(gold)

light off -12-2
R=63
a=l off

X
1

'6 - 14 •0014

•006

1 sc. div. off + 223 + 21-8 "022

"plate*

Apr. 26 r=100:10
71=265

B

off - 2-5

R=10-3 -18- •008

= •0005^' off

of plate

Apr. 27 R=103 off - 2-8

•022

L
s

So?S
off -344 -17-9 029

Apr. 28

1 sc. div.

off

;SS + 9 . •006

= 0007*

i
- 15
+ 3-6

+ 3-9

irn-iriil:irit\

•0024

Summary of Results.

Instantaneous effect— (mi tliotl I).

Increase of a few thousandths of 1

No diminution of more than -001

(Siiniight) increase of -004 per cer

Increase of -0002 per cent.
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Long evpostires—(method II).

A and B Mean effect on plate lighted—decrease of -0014 per

A' and B' " "
^

increase of -0053

It will be seen that the above results agree with those of

Siemens and Hansemann rather than those of Bornstein. The

latter's objections to Siemens and Hansemann's methods have

already been mentioned. The first, that the experiments were

made on the plate when the circuit though it was closed, apply

of course also to method I of the series just described. In

Bornstein's experiments by the damping method however, his

plates were traversed by a current, though of course a very

feeble one, and it is difficult to see how the difference between

a diminution of five per cent and no perceptible effect can be

accounted for by the fact that the current in one case was

intermittent and in the other constant.

Bornstein's second objection relating to the length of the

exposure is worthy of more attention. The exposures of

Siemens and Hansemann and those of method I, above, were

for a few seconds only. It seems well established then that

the effect of light on the electrical resistance of metals is not

instantaneous, and this is admitted by Bornstein. But method

II to which neither of Bornstein's objections apply,—since the

plates were exposed for periods of quarter of an hour each,

and the circuit closed for only a few seconds of this time—also

shows no appreciable diminution and it is this which conflicts

most directly with Bornstein's conclusions.

In the experiments described above the connections of plates

A, B, A' and B' were made with special view to the preven-

tion of any thermo-electric currents which might be generated

at the junction of two different metals by unequal beating

and which might by their effect on the galvanometer simulate

a decrease of resistance. It may be here remarked, however,

that in searching for an effect of any kind, many p
which become necessary as soon as the effect seems to appear,

in order to try whether it be real or simulated, need not be

taken when no effect at all appears. Thus it was tbongW

unnecessary to make all connections by means of mercury

cups, and common binding screws were used.

It may also be here mentioned that the effect whose exis-

tence is to be proved or disproved is of course the difference

between the effects of the light and the heat of the luminous
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rays. Th
Hanseraann s experiments, iiora

used no alum cell, measured the i

heat effect of both luminous and
there is a true diminution
ouojht to have appeared r

which have been described.

Taking all these things into consideration, it appears safe to

say then that if light causes any diminution in the electrical

resistance of metals, it probably does not exceed a few thou-

sandths of one per cent.

The rare mineral Yanadinite is found in the "Black Prince
Mine," Pioneer Mining District, Pinal County, Arizona, in

brilliant red and yellow hexagonal crystals. Qualitative testa

show the presence oi' vanadium, chlorine and lead.

The crystals occur in the seams of a partly decomposed rock
resembling trap, covering completely in some cases five square
inches of surface. They vary in size from one sixty-fourth
to one-eighth of an inch in diameter, sometimes reaching the

- length of one-quarter of an inch. They are often implanted by
the side and are then doubly terminated. The majority of

these crystals are of a deep red color ; some vary from a red at

one end through deepening shades of delicate straw-yellow to

orange and red at the other end. Others exhibit a succession
of layers of deep red and light yellow parallel to the basal plane.

Many of the crystals are cavernous, and fibrous, resembling in

their cavernous structure the prisms of pyromorphite. The
prismatic planes I are striated vertically, which in this respect
is just the opposite to what occurs in pyromorphite.
The simple hexagonal prism, without modifications, predomi-

nates as the crystalline form ; although in some groups of crys-
tals is found the combination of the two prisms /and 4-2, with
the basal edges replaced by planes of the pyramid of the first

series. These planes are very minute. I was unable to find

planes between and »-2.

Wulfenite is also found in this mine but not in very perfect

crystals.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Physics and Chemistry.

1. On the General Law of Solidification of Solvents.—Raoum
has studied the effect which is produced upon the point of solid-

ification of a solvent by dissolving solid, liquid or gaseous sub-

stances in it. If A represent the coefficient of depression, that is the

amount by which the temperature of solidification is lowered

when one gram of the substance is dissolved in 100 grams of the

solvent; M the molecular weight of the anhydrous substances

and T the molecular depression of the freezing point (that is, the

depression corresponding to the solution of one molecule of the

dissolved substance in 100 grams of the solvent) then MA= T.

The solutions employed were very dilute, containing less than one

molecule (in grams) "of the solid to two kilograms of the solvent.

The solvents used were water, benzene, nitrobenzene, ethylene

dilirotnide, formic acid and acetic acid, whose freezini: points

were respectively 0°, 4-96°, 5 -28°, 7"92°, 8-52° and 16*75°. The

following are the conclusions reached: 1st, All bodies, whether
s<»lid. liquid or gaseous, when dissolved in a definite compound
liquid, capable ,,f solidifying, lower the point of coimelation.

2d, There is for each solvent a maximum molecular depression

of the freezing point. And 3d. With all solvents, the molecular

depression of the freezing point, due to the different substances

dissolved, approximates to two mean value-, di fie rim: with the

character of the solvent, one of which is' double '"the other.

Thus for ethylene dibroniide these values are 117 and •">>. f" r

nitrohenzene 12 and 36, for benzene 49 and 21. for acetic acid

39 and 19, for formic acid 28 and 1+ and for water :>7 ami

18-5. The greater of these two values, which the author calh

the normal depression, is much the more frequent, except in

the case ot water. Since, with the same solvent, the substances

producing either the normal or abnormal depression belong to

well-defined groups, the depression observed mav be made use

of in fixing the molecular weight. All salts of the alkalies

tor example, when dissolved in water, produce a molecular

ight of : i givei ,-al molecnlcj

•e the

bodies d
icn they M-ehrtul ':

;

ui
i;;

,

-;:'
!

>V
!

!i

so that each

contains 'only; i Bingl, chemical tuolecule, the
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molecular depression is a maximum and the same for all bodies.
When the chemical molecules are united in pairs to form the

molecule, the depression has only one half its former
ice tin double molecule produces no more effect than the

single one. If the maximum molecular depie<— ion lie divided by
the molecular weight of the solvent, the quotient expresses the
depression produced when one molecule of the substance is dis-
solved in 100 molecules of the solvent. This value is tor formic
acid 0-63, for acetic acid 0-65, for benzene 0-64, for nitrobenzene
0*59, and for ethylene dibromide 0-63 ; being practically the same
for all. For water however, the value is 2'61, a value* four times
too large. This the author explains by the hypothesis that the
physical molecule of water consists of four chemical molecules.
The general law of solidification of solvents, Uaoult enunciates
finally as follows : if one molecule of any substance be dissolved in

100 molecules of any liquid, of a different nature, there is produced
a depression in the freezing point of the liquid which is always
about the same and approaches very near the value 0-63. Conse-
quently, the depression of the freezing point of a dilute solution, of
whatever sort, is sensibly equal to the product which is obtained by
multiplying the number 63 by the ratio between the number of
molecules dissolved and the number of the dissolving molecules.

In subsequent papers. Kuoult considers the application of this
law to the study of the distribution of acids and bases in solution,

and of the freezing point of acid and alkaline solutions. With
reference to the latter, he concludes as follows: Acids and bases
in this respect, may be sharply divided into two groups. The
hrst comprises those which produce a normal molecular depression
of the freezing point near 40°. The second includes those acids
and bases which produce an abnormal molecular depression near
20°. The bases of the tir.st group are all analogous to potassium
hydrate and, like it, are capable oi \W chlorides
all the bases of the second group. The acids o\ the first group
are all strong acids life . are capable
of displacing -. t.s all the acids of the second
group.—Ann. Chim. Phys.,VI, ii, 06, 03, 99, 115, May, 1884.

2- Oh the Production of Cyt.niuh* mul Pororyu,, h7t.it from



amine. On passing this substance through a red hot

is ,1 t.d yields hydrogen cvanide, ai

cyai ,ide : 111,1 hydrocarbon gases. On the large scale, r

lik( > 111.:>se emplpye< 1 in the
piv'd ; through

through
dilute sulphuric acid

i and then caustic alkali to al

hydrogeri cy anide. The 3 collected in a gash

for illumination. T
itit\ of ferrou: Ived in the alkali-eya

lion, obt: linecI as above.— 11 nil. Snr . 67;., II, xli, 449, Mr

3. On the iWjratfw i of Ma:rsh Gas.—Some y<

Gi.a DST.i \K ;md Tkiuk pointed orit that by the reacti

-'"Pi. ;ouple upon methyl i

V.!."", uars ulily produced, as follows :

CHJ +H2
+ ZnCu=CH

4 + ZnI(OH)4

These chemists have now devised a process by which thisss by which this r

arsh gas without

cleaning the zinc with dilute sulphuric acid, it w:

been precipitated on the zinc, and then well w;
water and then with alcohol. The apparatus
together and by means of a tap funnel opening

allowed to run into the latter upon the copper-zin
reaction began at once, the first liter of marsh

obtained, or 7053 c. c. reduced to normal terapel
sure. As the theoretical yield is only 7100 c. c. tl

about 99-3 per cent of the total quantity obtainah
tion can be shortened by raising the "teraperatu

methyl iodide and alcohol accompany the gas —
xlv, lot, May, 1884.

4. On the Crystalline Form of Jienflfhn,).-

Fink have examined the crystalline form of met
The crystals were exceedingly minute, the faces h:

of only 0-005 to 0-001 millimeter. They were ve
of a steel-gray color. On examination they pro 1

belonging to the hexagonal system,
^ delated from 'the an<a.'s being 1 : 1*5802

isal plane OP and the

ces observed on

r^P2°3rVI
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[Vttersson and llumpidge. the pyramid V. The authors think
the analogy close between beryllium ami /inc. the latter being in

all probability holohedral.—Ber. JBerl. Chem. Gee., xvii, 849,

5. On the Vapor-density> of Beryllium Chloride. — The im-
portance of the atomic weight of l.ervllium in connection with
the periodic law, has led NlLSOX and Pettekssox to undertake
the determination of the vapor density of its chloride. This
compound was prepared by heating the metal in a current of dry
hydrogen chloride gas. But as its vapor corrodes glass the
operation had to b,

The c an easily fusible and volatile snow-white mass,
de tip of minute crystals sometimes transparent. To deter-
ne the vapor density a platinum tube was enclosed in a tube
difficultly fusible glass and placed in an iron tube in an ordi-
ry combustion furnace side by side with another similar tube
itaining an air thermometer. The expelled gases were meas-
>d on separate manometers. Since the chloride loses chlorine

ly dried carbon dioxide before it was introduced. The vapor
isities were, at 490°, 6*7; at 520°, 4-174; at 589°, 3-067 ; at
'°, 3-031

; at 604°, 3-090; at 686°, 2'853
; at 720°, 2926 ; at

>°, 2-753; at 812°, 2'793. The calculated vapor density is for
" 13-65 and Be

2
Cl 8-310, BeCI tl55. For Be" 9-10 and BeCI,

70; and for Be' and BeCI, 1-385. Hence in the state of a
feet gas, from 686° to soo°, the molecule of beryllium chloride

represented by the formula BeCI, and the atomic weight of
vllium must be considered as 9-10.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges.,

> On Anilnmitu; a Ity.lmcarbon from Chamomile.—In exam-

raction of the flowers of chamomile (Anth<.n>ix tc>h;ii$), N .vnux



to play the same part in the caryophyllaeea' that inulin doe- in

the composite. It was obtained from the roots of Melandryum
album G. and of Slhue nthjaris <b by precipitating' the juice

first with a small quantity of alcohol to separate the proteids and

then with a larger quantity to precipitate (lie new body. After

preliminary pari 'ie.-it ion. it rotated to the right (o ) n= + 168° and

finally +190°. After boiling with 80 per cent alcohol, it crys-

tallized in small brilliant crystals. On inversion it oaves lactose

and a new difficultly crystallizable sugar,

is assigned to i'
'

3

xvii, 685, Apru\
I, oil of dcti nntnhuj th<> St.

.ctical determin-

5 beset' with difficulties, since platinun

this melting point. He there:

up foreign substances which change

fore recommends the use of the fol-

With pure platim
'he method is based

the hole. By suitable modi
current the melting of the

j

iv moment of comparison w

thermometer of small
.therefore adopted a tin
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liquid oxygen. On the expansion of the oxygen, the compresse
gas is liquefied. When the expansion is accomplished the cor
nection of the tube with the receiver is broken, and it i

brought slowly to the atmospheric pressure ; the liquid ga
boils at a temperature corresponding to this pressure. M. Wrc
blewski obtains the following results:

Oxygen, boiling point —184° C.

Carbonic oxide, -193°

On evaporating these gases in vacuo a temperature of —200°
C. can be obtained. It results from the' above that ordinary air

promises to be the refrigerator of the future. It does not require
to he prepared; to use it, it should first he compressed to the point
of liquefaction in metallic receivers. It should then he allowed
to pass into the receivers already cooled v.

and it can then be allowed to flow out. This use of air involves

April ix, 10ot. ... x.

10. The Scientific Papers of James Prescott Joule, D.C.L.,
L.L.D., etc. <r,7'pp. svo. London: 1884. (Taylor & Francis.)—The Physical Society of London has done a most
work for the advancement of phvsical science in -

reprinting the papers of Dr. Joule, and thus putting them in

convenient form for the use of students and workers. The im-
• tasting value of Dr. Joule's contributions to Physics

are so well known that this collection must he at once received
with the aj leserves. The papers included are
arranged in order of publication and number about one hundred,
*ome of which, however, are very brief. The most important of the
memoirs are those devoted to the discussion of the
by which the mechanical equivalent of heat was determined, a
subject with which the name of Dr. Joule will always be con-
nected : in first proving the existence of this relation and then
determining its value, and that with a marvelous degree of accu-

ume (reprinted from Scienc
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a brief but clear and readable statement of tlie theory of storms'

The subject is one which now compels serious attention in <•< Ttain

parts of the country, and this concise exposition is consequently

very opportune.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. The Kmm Hirer* of Maine ; by George H. Stone, of Col-

onel.. Springs, Colorado.* (Abstract from the Proa Amer. Assoc,

1883.)—Nearly all glacialists now agree that most of the kanie

gravels of the drift region were deposited by glacial streams.

There remains a difference of opinion as to whether these streams

were sub- or super-glacial ; but for the sake of hrevit

is here made to the literature of the subject. In my studies ot' the

drift in Maine, I think I have found evidence of both kinds of

Daring an exploration of Maine which continued for about five

of the till throughout the greater part of the state. I have never

the state, it must
at Portland, one n

surrounded by the I

If a ribbon or pocket of sand, not' an inch in thickness, ca

thus plainly distinguished from the amorphous till, surely

absence of such deposits from the great interior region is st

indication that the conditions were there different from what
were near the coast, A somewhat positive indication of

this difference was is found in the existence of pot-holes nea
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that the melting waters almost immediately plunge
11. But as we go backward toward the line of perpet-

rhere the ice is thicker and the melting less rapid,

ams upon the surface, the length depending upon the

e free from crevasses. How far do these conditions

?se of the great glacier of eastern North America ?

some linufation,'it is doubtful if the analogies of any
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which was scattered through the lower part of the ice, then the

kame-gravel began to gather on the bottoms of their channels.

Several of these kamo-rivers .were a hundred or more miles long, as

is shown by my map of the kames of Maine, published in the

Proceedings of the Association for 1880. Most of the kame-rivers

hare been described by me as probably flowing in channels formed
superficially on the ice, and that is my opinion still. Near the

eoa-l these channels may originally have been of sub-glacial origin.

Northward there was a region where the drainage of the -lacier

was chiefly by surface channels which final! \ found their wav be-

neath the ice at the southern limit of this region. The final inelt-

the great glacier took place largely at the surface, and this

linfall, caused great bodies of

^ d melting di
a

? cases these streams probably followed previously
formed sub-glacial channels for a part of their course, widening
them until the ice-arch collapsed by its own weight.
We may grant as great a development of sub-glacial streams in

the ice-sheet as anyone can reasonably consider is demanded by

any adequate representation of the conditions during the final

melting, when there was so vast an accession of surface water,

and also when the ice-flow had >o far ceased as to make it certain

that few if any additional crevasses would be formed. Tudor

viously formed sub-glacial channels far. and the sudden tlcnU
would lind their way over the lowest parts of the icejust as they
would over the ground. A great and sudden northward extension
of the superficial streams would be the result.

The above reasoning applies to Maine only, and other regions

isfs Com* to bet U- ,pp . ,'e t l..
•', U • l.i.t"' , W lk"«h'<

the ice-sheet performed, the less lik(dv will thev'be to contend (or

the privilege of imposing the local conditions, with which we are

most familiar, upon the whole drift-covered area.
2. Notes <>n T.rt ;„,->/ Shfllx; by Otto Meyer (Proc. Nat. Sci.

Philad.. isst, p. lot).— Mr. Mover, who is well versed in the

Tertiary paleonf-dogv of K.urope' throu-h |,N .nidu- and inves-
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.vith P. denticula Bast., after compari
German specimens of tlie latter. Mr. Meyer also descril.es the

i ih-prraxxs. Sir. Mover states further that

so Profess
"

•ill's, Cad,dns Pandionis of Verrill and Smith,
from the western part of the Atlantic, is identical with Cadulus
t/ndlns named I), xtalhrm t/nd/«s by Conrad, from the Miocene of
tiie Southern States; and that if .bAVevs is riu'ht. this species is

identical with Cnhdus Oliri of Scacchi from the Pliocene of

Sicily. It is to be hoped that Mr. Meyer may be able to continue
bis study of American Tertiary fossils.

3. The Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota,
\Uh Annua/ R.pnrt, X. II. Wi.wiii.t.i,, State Geologist. 220 pp.
8vo. Minneapolis, 1884.—This report is occupied chiefly with a

report on the minerals of the State by Mr. Winched, on "the crys-

talline rock, by Messrs. A. Strong and .7. II. Kloos, and on the

.rtsstatea

Ii nl ( ty. am '/at sacral
i

int.

in Wabasha County, and has been announced as taken from the
gravel at Willmar.

4. B. LottL

-,. Munual ,,/• th> Moss,-* of X»rth America; by Leo Les-

i«-»..-r :i . I'M-ton': >.' K. V'a-ino'.v Co!' 1^4." pp. » 47. py- fsvo.
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from later editions of the Manual, on the understanding that Mr.
Sulliv.iut, on the completion of his sumptuous l-o„,» M<m'or»m,
would prepare a synopsis of all the North American Mosses.
Hut early m t!io year 1873, just as this accomplished bryologist
was setting himself to the task, ho was taken away by an attack
of pneumonia. The authorship of this work was to be shared
will, his assori.no and near friend, Mr. Lesquereux. lint Mr.
Lesquereux was deeply engaged in paleobotany, and could only
from time to time snatch some moments for bryology. When
the time arrival in which he eould seriously give 'himself to this

microscope. He now solicited the cooperation of the late Mr.
dames, an acute bryologist, who, being comparatively free from
other engagements, could devote himself to the mic
investigation an. I illustration of Mosses, in which he had 'long

been an adept. With this important accession the
for this work went on successfully until, in Fel-ruarv. issC. Mr.

dame-, who had reached his 70th year, suddenly died, and the

work again devolved upon our aged and sole surviving hrvologist.

Bttt at length, u ith I ;U ,'i ,,f \Mr.

,'"m.

to specialists-

„t" ;:;:

in< oi 1 rather than
leaf.

;' ;:
-: ve been well t<

the gene •sanies. 1!

unit with hich we cannot be too

1:111,2 ;'• s llli\ >'lt, he-p ;;;;:„;

able and sole s



limited district oilbr a small base for the development of "the
idea of a classification founded on the phases of vegetable evo-
lution;" still it may serve the author's purpose as well as a
broader one would have done. The genera are said to be taken
chielly from "Dr. Asa (irav's Flora Californiensis." The title of
the work thus referred to is the Botany of California, and the
botanist mentioned as the author was only a contributor, a. g.

1. BoissikkV Flora Orh•ntnli*.—The second part of the fifth

volume w-as issued in April, 1884. It contains the Qraminece,
the Gymnospermce, and the Vascular (.'r>/pt<>,/<tu>;<t, and so brings
this great undertaking to completion, except' tor a supplement to

the earlier volumes, upon which the indefatigable author is now
engaged. The first volume was published in the year 1867. We
need not wait for the soon-expected supplement'before we offer

atulations to the author for this hat

remarkable because

our congratulations to the author tor this happy
this task of twenty years,

''

pi idled -ingle-handed.
8. Contributions to the Flora of North Patagonia ; by John

Ball, F.R.S., etc.—An article in the Journal of t lie Linnean Soci-

ety, vol. xxi (1884), founded on a collection made by an amateur.
M. Claraz, a Swiss gentleman ; to which is prefixed some interest-

ing remarks on the climate and indigenous botany «>f the region.

Engler has assigned good reasons for believing tha
in general favorable to the development of new ve
further, it may be remarked that the soil of the

ertyof the Fata-oniau Mora is to b
•»g<» indicated by Charles Darwin, w
of tree-vegetation from the pampas,
recently raised from the -ea. rbev
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cannot grow and thrive, but because the only country from which

they could have been derived —tropical and Bub-tropical South

America—could not supply species to suit the soil and climate.

So it happened in Patagonia—raised from the sea during the lat-

est geological period, and bounded on the west by a great moun-
tain range mainly elotliod with mi alpim llora \\ <|uiring t he pro-

tection of snow in winter, and the north by a warm temperate

only plants that couild occui >y tin • ne<

comparatively few w
tolerant

selves to the new ei i'l

the land cannot supp
from which a large

j

races unfit for emigr File |-i

duced species have at.read in ? his p:

to be accounted for,

species, than by the fact that

occupied."

IIT. Me
1. Prehistoric

(Proceedings o

May, 1884.)—Ii
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of these are of Pleistocene age, and belong to a period of partial

Bubmergence of the Nile Valley. Flint implements had been
alleged to be found in these gravels, but there seemed to be no
good evidet

by mechani
action. In the Lebanon, numerous caverns exist. These were
divided into two classes, with reference to their origin; some
being water-caves or tunnel- of subterranean rivers, others sea-

caves, excavated by the waves when the country was at a lower
level than at present. Both kinds have been occupied by man,
and some of them undoubtedly at a time anterior to the Plueni-

mal inhabitant s ami o-eon-raphical features of the region were diffvr-

ent from those of the present day. They were thus of various

auv-, rangiug from the 'lost-dlacial or Antediluvian period to the
time of the Phoenician occupation. Speaking as a geologist, from
a purely geological point of view, and from a thorough exami-
nation of the country around, there was no doubt but what there

was conclusive evidence that between the time of the first occu-

pation of these caves by men—and they were men of a splendid

physique—and the appearance of the early Plnenician inhabitants

of the land, there had been a vast submergence of land, and a

great catastrophe, aye a stupendous one, in winch even the Mediter-
ranean had been altered fron a small sea to its present size. In

illustration of this, the caverns at the Pass of Xahr-el-Kelb and at

Ant Kiins were described in some detail, and also, in connection

with these, the occurrence of flint implements on the surface of

modern sandstones at the Cape or Has near P.eyrout ; these last

were probably of much less antiquity than those of the more
ancient caverns. Dr. Dawson's address was illustrated by flint

ii'M' 1 " I'U-nts and bones collected by him during his recent tour in

the East.

2. New England Meteorological Society.—This society lias

recently been organized in Boston with- the aim of advancing the

science of meteorology a iid brim/m^ into cooperation the many
observers and students of the weather in New Kngland. At the

M. Davis, Secretary
KM ion*. Vol. l.-fh,
'loyal SorUty of C<ti,a
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four sections. I, French Literature, History ami allied subjects;

II, Kngli>h Literature, History and allied "subjects ; HI, Math-
matieal, Physical and Chemical sciences; IV, Geological and

Biological sciences. This first volume contains 16 papers in

section I, 9 in section II, 21 in section III and •_' 4 in section IV,

showing great scientific :n-t i\ it \ in the academy during its first

two years. Some of the papers have already been noticed in this

Journal.

4. Royal Society of New South Woks, vol. \\i, 1882.—Mr. A.

the Deniliquin or Baratta

jorite. H. Teniison-Wood
Istone for.natio.

o uind tr;

novations (Wilk es Kxpl.

The sam
i Palmer River. Queenslm
[•ropical rains il lustrated 1

General Discussioimf the Com



APPENDIX.

In the April number of this Journal (vol.

ie writer described a remarkable new Dinosai:
ie genus Ceratosaurus, and of the family C
he skull, vertebrae, and pelvis were described
at at that time little was known about the

known.
The most interesting feature in the extremities of this

Dinosaur is seen in the metatarsal bones, whicli are completely
ankylosed, as were the bones of the pelvis. There are only
three metatarsal element- in each foot, the lirst and fifth

having apparently disappeared entirely. The three metatarsals

remaining, which are the second.' third, and fourth, —

-

united

hind foot.

In figure 1, these coossified metatarsals of (', ^(tosmints art

represented, and for comparison the corresponding bone of s

penguin is given in figure 2.

In comparing these two figures, it will be seen that the three

elements of the Dinosaur are quite as elo.-eh

united as those of the bird. To the anatomist familiar wit'l

the tarsometatarsal bones of existing birds, the specimen
r|'l"'<'-enred in figure 1 will appear even more like this part it
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hind foot of this Jurassic Dinosaur
that of a typical bird.

?
o

r^\7 } ,/ Jtii u
1 V--Zj $ -mjii

M »

Figure 1 —United metatarsal bones of Ceratosaurus nasicomis, Marsh ; left foot,

front view. One-fourth natural size.

Figure 2.—United metatarsal bones of great Penguin (Aft !/- /'• "''

All knowr
single except
united, while

adult birds, living and extinct, with possibly the

ion of Archiropf<,</,,: have the tarsal hones firmly

all the DhiOMur'ta. except {', rntowniw*. have

these hones separate. The exception in each case brings r 1 1

e

has now been clearly demonstrated.

Yale College, XVw Haven. July 23d, 1884.
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Art. XXII.— On the Amount of the Atmospheric Absorptic

to the Nat. Academy of Sciences, in April, 1884.]

The earth is surrounded by an absorbing atmosphere, ami
we never see the sun or the stars except through it.

When we wish to know what the absolute brightness of the
sun or of a star is, we must then first ask what the degree and
kind of this absorption has been, and must add to the directly-

observed quantities of light, the amount that the atmosphere has
taken away. Accordingly, every one engaged in such researches

must determine in explicit or implicit terms for himself, or take
on trust through another, the amount of the absorption, which
there is great unanimity in fixing at about 20 per cent of the

whole (at the sea level.) Thus the earliest observations in the
last century give the light absorption as 19 per cent. The very
elaborate ones by Seidel of Munich give 21 per cent, those by
Pritchard at Oxford, 21 per cent; the most recent by Mueller
at Potsdam, 17 per cent; while the observations by Pouillet on
the sun's heat give 18 to 24 per cent; and almost all of a great
number which could be cited, whether on light or heat, give
about 20 per cent. It has indeed been recognized of late years
that the "light" rays are on the whole more absorbable than
those of "heat," and that, in particular, blue light is much
more so, but the difference between the mean coefficients of
"light" and "heat" as found by the usual methods is so small
that we may here continue to speak of this "light" absorption
of 20 per cent as closely applicable (in common estimation) to

heat also. Thus, the very careful series of Ericsson on the sun's
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVIII, No. 165.—Sept., 1884.
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heat gives about 21 per cent. In fact, many thousands of obser-

vations by scores of observers, during the past and present cen-

tury, seem to have determined this proportion with all the

exactness of which it is capable.

I have arrived at a result so wholly different, that, in the face

of such authority, I almost hesitate to announce it; for I have

been forced to the conclusion, that all these determinations are

in error; and not in some small degree, but by a quantity

probably at least equal to the total amount in question.

I hasten to say, that I do not dispute the general accuracy of

the numerous skillful investigators of known repute who have

made these determinations, but that I dissent from the method

in almost universal use for reducing them, for since it is certain

that none of these observers have been outside the atmosphere

to see what the radiation really is; all of them, however skilled,

must depend on inference to determine what it would be, if they

could thus observe it. It is certain that nearly all have used a

formula of which it seems capable of absolute demonstration

that it is not only erroneous, but that its error always lies in

one direction, so as to invariably make the calculated absorption

too small, and it may be further shown with an evidence which

seems little less than demonstrative, that the numerical value of

the error is very large in relation to the quantities involved.

I have been led however, not by theoretical considerations

alone, but by experimental investigation. (.luring the course of

which I have observed both near the sea-level and at great alti-

tudes), to the conclusion that the laws under which solar and

stellar light and heat are absorbed by the atmosphere, are so

complex that their complete comprehension is still beyond our

power, but that we may at least now improve our present wa|>

of studying them, for investigators have, however skillful in

their observations, commonly ignored the complexity of the

problem of their re luetion. and, assuming that k i-

we could wish it to be, have proceeded to compute the result '"}

such a formula as it would be most convenient for us, if nature

would follow. Thus, owiim to a natural tendenev to accept as

To justify this language, let us consider what ti

appears to be, at hist glance, and what the first sic-

dark room, the light is partly' intern!: -

dust or mist in the air, the apartment is \
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the light laterally reflected or diffused from them, and the direct
beam, having lost something by this process, is not so bright
after it has crossed the room, as before. In common language,
the direct light, to an observer in the path of the beam, has
been partly "absorbed/' and the problem is, to determine in

what degree. If a certain portion or the light (suppose one-
fifth) was thus scattered, the beam after it crossed the room
would be but four-fifths as bright as when it entered it; and. if

we were to trace the now diminished beam through a second
apartment altogether like the other, it seems at first, reasonable
to suppose that the same proportion (i. e. four-fifths of the re-

mainder) would be transmitted there also, and that the light

would be the same kind of light as before, and only di

in amount (in the proportion -f-X-ij-.) The assumption originally

made by Bouguer* and followed by Herschel and Pouillet, was
that it was in this manner that the solar heat was absorbed by

- naing s

the original heat could be calculated,

expenditure of energy i

course to be included.)
Let us (to repeat Bouguer's i

homogeneous absorbing

ess and cliern

ed by passage thr<

lion of the origin;

aes Ap. Then, si

3u

a

gh
a

tlie firat stratu

il represented by /

an identical effect

o on, the fraction

,

it will, on Boagn<
, ami Ap" will emc

p transmitted by of thickness

of a geometrical i rou'ivssio i. - > in it il the original heat be

:he amount transmitted at any point will be proportional

apply this to the estimate of the heat outside the atmos-

• (i. e. before absorption), let SJ be a small portion of the

Bouguer, "Traite de la lui
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which is here supposed to be of uniform density and constitu-

tion. (The effects of the actually unequal density of successive

strata, can, it is assumed, be calculated and allowed for.) Let

S be the observer's station, then ES would be the direction of

a ray where the sun is in the zenith, and, to fix our ideas, let

FS=2 ES; GS=3 ES; KS=4 ES, etc. The original heat A
turn (ES,

.

B (n

the sun's zenith distance became ESF) A;/ after absorptiorX r

three strata between G and S, etc. A, the original heat, ami p
the coefficient of transmission, are unknown ; but if we 1 an ice an

observation of the heat actually reaching S along FS (let us

call this heat m) and again later in the day along GS (calling

this second observed quantity n) we have in the particular case

supposed

whence A and p both become known. Designating the num-

ber of strata by e and the observed values (m or n) by t, we have

then A^e= *;"the exponential formula of Pouillet and later

investigators. Its fundamental (and erroneous) assumption is,

that the coefficient of transmission (p) is a constant.

It is no doubt true that a very sensible portion of the solar

rays is scattered by an analogous process in our atmosphere;

but we have in our present knowledge to consider that by

whichever of its effects we note it, this radiation is

but complex. Thus, we must remember that heat,

is of different kinds. To use Mellon i\s illustration, radiant beat

would to any eye that could 'see' it, appear to be of totally

different colors, and hence, it may be added, we ought no more

to attribute to it a single rate of absorption with regard to any

absorbing medium, than to assume that a blue and a red ray

would, pass through a red glass with equal facility. The state*

'ment of this fact, may perhaps seem superfluous' to the reader,

for it has long been in one sense well known. But in another

and most important sense it is not well known, and it cannot

be superfluous to recall its bearing on our present research,

since it is the neglect to follow it into its consequences which

has led to the error in question. Since then the solar energy

whether regarded in whole as " heat " or " chemical action," or

in part as " light," is the sum of an infinite number of

these may be conceivably influenced in an infinite diversity ^

ways by the different atmospheric constituents. I

larger particles rather reflect than diffuse the heat or

hence treat all wavedengths nearly alike, or diminish the direct

radiation by a nearly general absorption : minuter ones begin to
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act selectively, or on the whole more at one end of the spectrum
than the other : smaller particles, whether of dust or faintest

mist, and smaller still, form a probably continuous sequence
of more and more selective action, down almost to the actual
molecule, whose vibration is felt in the purely selective absorp-
tion of some single ray. The effect of the action of the grosser
<bist particles tii m, - to produce a general and comparatively

t "absorption" of all rays, after which the spectrum
would everywhere seem equallv is hot. The
effect of the molecular absorption, is to fill the spectrum with
evidences of the selective action in the form of dark telluric

lines, taking out some kinds of light and heat, and not others,

so that after absorption what remains is not only less in amount
but altered in kind. Between these two extreme examples of

absorption, we repeat, an unlimited number of others must ex-
ist

; but we shall need here for simplicity to first treat the whole
as coming under one or the other of these two types, a proce-

dure already more accurate than the primitive one followed by
Bouguer, Herschel and Pouillet, but which we recognize as

still but a convention, which is imposed on us provisionally by
the actual complexity of nature.

It will be seen now more clearly, that the whole primitive pro-

cess followed by Pouillet is an assumption, for it is simply taken
for -ranted that the same proportion will be absorbed by one
ike stratum as by another. On actually trying the experiment,
however, with media in the laboratory, Melloni long since ob-

served that like proportions were not absorbed by like strata ; and
the' reason was found in the fact just noted, that radiant energy
is not a single emanation, but the sum of an infinity of diverse
ones, each with it- own separate rate of absorption. It follows

that the coefficient of transmission is truly constant only in the
c--'se of the absolutely homogeneous ray, which the ordinary

photometer or thermometer cannot in the least discriminate;
and which the finest linear thermopile or bolometer can but

'v discern, and hence, that the original light of the
star, or heat of the sun, and the amount absorbed, can at best
only be found approximately. However familiar this principle
ni:t

.

v !,( ' in some departments of physios, astronomers and mete-
orologists have been slow in mal _ f is plication to the

present case, but have continued to deduce the brightness of the
SI:||

;>- or the Solar Constant, from observations in which the

radiation is either treated as absolutely homogeneous or in which
1! > non-homogeneity is scarcely recognized as a factor of impor-
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so pertinent an applk

it had been explaine

extended (by Biot) will seem more explicable, when it is re-

membered that no direct means of measuring the absorption ia

even approximately homogeneous rays till very recently ex-

isted, and that a departure from the old formula, which ignores

the difficulties, involves their recognition, and the devisal of

new processes to meet them. Even if we, by the employment

of such new processes, succeed in measuring the absorption in

approximately homogeneous rays, the approximation is chiefly to

homogeneity in wave-length, and not to uniformity of physical

properties in consecutive wave-lengths, so that we are unable to

represent the absorption as any continuous function of the lat-

ter. In other words, we may measure on separate narrow por-

tions (Jkv JX„ etc.) of the spectrum and determine for each its

apparent coefficient of transmission, ([>,, p a , etc.) which is in each

case some function of the wave-length, but we are not at liberty

to write that the original energy of the heavenly body

since our <pX is really discontinuous, a remark the import of

which will become more apparent in the sequel. For the pres-

finite number of parts and to sum the results.

I have already stated elsewhere* that in neglecting the fact

that the absorption is really selective we not only commit an

error, but an error that always lies in one way," so that any

determination of the absorption we make by the ordinary and

erroneous formula never errs by being too great, but is, bo fa?

as it depends on this formula, always, and invariably, too small.

The demonstration may be put in an extremely simple form,

but I am not aware that it has been elsewhere given, though it

was indicated in the proceedings just cited.

Let us firs ition of the heavenly body to be
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Let A have a special coefficient of transmission (a), and B
another, special to itself {b). Then, if we assume (still for con-
siderations of convenience only) that each of these portions, is,

separately considered, homogeneous, we may write down the
results in the form of two geometrical progressions, thus

:

ao& «i *——

.

fflc.

A
B b Bb

Aa2 Aa3

BZ>2 | B6»

Ao«

A + B Aa + Bb
= (M)

A«2 + B&2 Aa? + Bbs

= (N) ! =(0)

Aa4 + B6*

=(P)

:<av:;f<(X^y<>
The fractions here are the coefficients of transmission, as

deduced from observations at different zenith distances. They
evidently differ, and (as will be shown) each is larger than the
preceding.

In the above table Aa+Bb is the sum of the two kinds of

radiation as observed after absorption by one unit stratum (sec.

C=l) by the photometer, or actinometer; Aa'+Bb* is the sum
of the radiations observed after absorption by two strata (sec.

C=2) etc.; but we are here supposed to independently know
the really dual constitution of the radiation, which the photom-
eter or actinometer does not discern. According to the usual
hypothesis, the coefficient of transmission, which is the quotient
obtained by dividing the value after n absorptions by that after

n— 1 absorptions, or more generally that from the expression

/ Value ifter n absorptions

i ;ili>«>r|>! i

is in fact not a constant, as we shall prove
later; but we shall first show that, if we proceed apon the
ordinary assumption, the value obtained for the on-
of the star before absorption will in tin*

For, if We observe by a method which <

the two radiations, we shall have, if we i

ighta from our observation of u-

and again after two absorptions, the true
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^ Aa' +Bb3

which is algebraically less than the first, or correct value, for

the expression
(Aa)' (Bft)

9 (Ao + BJT
A«3 +

B6' ^ Aa* + Bb*

readily reduces to the known form

<? + b
i >2ab.

Moreover since a
%+V— 2ab—(a— by, the error increases ivith the

difference between the coefficients.

Now, in the general case, if we suppose the original radiation

L to be composed before absorption, of any number of parts

A n A
a , A

a , -f- . . . having respectively the coefficients of

absorption a
x , aa , a

3 , + . . . the true value of L is given by

a series of fractions which may be written in the form

whereas the value of the original energy by the

formula would be

1,=™-'
so that, all the quantities being positive, by a known theorem,

L>L„ and for the same values of A„ A 9I A„ this

inequality is greater, the greater the difference in the values of

the coefficients av a
3 , a

s
. . .

But this is stating in other words that the true values, found

by observing separate coefficients of transmission, are always

greater than those found when we do not distinguish between

the radiations of which the light (or heat) of the star or sun is

composed, and also that the amount by which the true values

are greater, increases with the difference between the coefficients.

We have stated above that the usual hypothesis makes the

coefficient of transmission a constant. It will be seen from the

above table, however, that it varies from one stratum to the

next; that it is least when obtained by observations near the

zenith ; and that it increaws progressively as ire </.*

horizon. For since a and b are each less than unity, each of

the sums Aa+Bb, etc., in the above table is less than the re-

ceding. It is also evident that their rate of diminution
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decreases as we approach the horizon, since

Aa'-Aa3>Aa8-Aa4 Bb*-Bb*> Bb*-Bb\
Hence

(Aaa=JBJ !,)-(Aa s-B& s

) > (A«' + B6 s)-(Aa4 + B64

).

Consequently the difference between the

is less than that of their denominators. In other words,
although both numerator and denominator decrease in success-

ive ratios, the ratios themselves increase progressively, and a
similar demonstration applies to the form

Aq' + BF /Aflf+ BfrV-L

But these ratios are the coefficients of transmission in question.

Again, a simple inspection of the form of the expression,

Aa a-Aa s>A« 3-Aa4 Bb*-Bb3 > Bb*-Bb<

shows that what is there demonstrated for two numbers and
two coefficients A, a, and B, b, is true for any number, even
infinite, which is the case we deal with in actual observation.

It is then universally true that when the numbers are pos-

Aa"+2 +Bbn+2 +On+a + 1

V

+ 8 +
<-Aa"+i+B^+i+Ccn+i+D^n+1 +

and hence universally true, that when the separate coefficients

of transmission are positive and less than unity (as is the case

in Nature), the general coefficient of transmission in the cus-

tomary exponential formula is,

(1) never a' constant, and (as determined from the customary
formula),

(2) ahuays too large,

(3) always larger and larger as >r^ <q>/rr <<ch. the horizon.

(4) The • of the heavenly body as found
by the photometric and actinometric processes, and the form-

ulae, in universal use, is always too small, a conclusion which
we have just readied by another method.
The above demonstration does not tell us in how great a

degree this coefficient is too large, and for aught we have here
yet shown, the error may be practically negligible.

Since the method oi i m
f
uo\ m istrably gives

too small results, the burden of proof might seem to rest on
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those who still employ it, who might now with propriety be

asked to show that the continued use of methods and formulae,

certainly in some degree inaccurate, does not lead to an error at

least as great as the total absorption in question. This has

never been done. There is a common assumption that if there

were any considerable error, its results would become apparent

leUoi
stance, two stars whose relative magnitudes are positively known,

give results closely agreeing with the ordinary formula when

one is near the zenith and the other near the horizon. At first

this looks almost like evidence that there can be no great error

in the determination of absolute magnitudes by the ordinary

formula, and yet this apparent proof is demonstrably a fallacy

It is certainly a specious one, but it is absolutely demonstrable

that the error might be enormous—that the actual absorption

might be, for instance, 50 per cent instead of 20, without this

gross discrepancy being detected by our present modes of obser-

vation. As the present methods are known to give, as 1 have

just said, values in substantial agreement (within three or four

per cent) from independent observations made at very different

altitudes of the sun or star, the proof of this last statement

may well be demanded, and I proceed to give it.

(It is admitted that the original energy is divisible into an

unlimited number of rays, each characterized by its own coeffi-

cient of transmission, and that these coefficients have values

varying from zero to unity.) Let this original energy of the

heavenly body be X, and let us denote as in table 1 the ob-

served energy after one absorption by M, after two, by N, after

three, by O, etc.

The assumption of those who admit the existence of an

error but maintain that it is negligible, is that since we do

know that O : N=N : M very nearly, therefore N:M=M:X
very nearly, or in other words that if observation proves that

M-: within three or four per cent, we are entitled to assume

that there is only a like small error in writing X=

energy be di 1

N
ake the fallacy of the preceding assumpl
rst considering a particular case. Let the

dth its own coefficient a, b, c, etc., so that

An + Bt> +Ce + Dd + + +Kk +U etc = ^

A«a + \W + Co' + Dd" + + + Kk> + LP etc. = J

Aa* + Bb +Cc3 + T><?+ + +Kk* + Lls etc=(
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We have only to assume that k, I, etc., are sufficiently near

zero (so that K, L and all other rays affected with such coeffi-

cients sensibly vanish before they reach the observer), to see

that the only quantities sensible to observation are those witb
relatively large coefficients as A, B, C, D, etc.. so that now

Aa +Bb +Cc +Vd + etc.=M
Ao* + Bb' + Cc' + Dcf + etc.= N"

Aa 3 + Bb* + Cc 9 + Dtf+etc.=O
From these values M, N, 0, etc., it is plain that we can never
estimate the amount of the extinguished rays K, L, etc., since

these do not enter into the observed values by any amount
sensible at all.

Now to the rays A, B, C, D, etc., which remain, and to their

coefficients, we may evidently assign any values consistent with

the conditions, which shall make the difference between == and

N
;y as small as we please, for in the equations

Aa +Bb + Cc + Vd -fete. _ Aa' +By + Co' + Dri' + etc.

Aa2 + B6a + Cc" + D<F + etc. Aa3 + B6' + Ccs + D<P + etc.
~~

we can always assign positive and real values to A, a, etc.,

such that E, may be as small as we desire.

But E represents here the apparent error of observation as

inferred from a comparison between "high and low stars."

Hence it follows that however close the agreement may be

of the final result is not indefinitely great.

If while the truth of the above proposition be admitted in

the abstract, it is still urged that we do not, as a matter of fact,

have reason to suppose that so indefinitely large a part of the
solar rays are quite extinguished ere they reach us, I would
point out that it is not in reality necessary to suppose the
present extreme case (i. e. that of a large part of the original

radiation being wholly absorbed), which has been taken here
only to make the nature of the argument more evident.

For if we agree (as we certainly may) that a notable portion
of the coefficients are near zero, and another notable portion
still but small fractions of unitv, what we have just shown for
an extreme case will also hold for the usual one, for it follows
from the previous demonstration that the sxivnter the discrep-
ancy between the coefficients, the more shall we underrate the
true absorption and the greater will be our error. To see what
the conditions actually are. in inl

formula, i
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ric absorption takes place. I have already spoken of the

general, or non-selective absorption, whose extreme type is the

scattering of light by large dust-particles in a sun-beam, and

now proceed to consider the other typical extreme, which is

that of purely selective absorption.

I have here some photographs* which I owe to the kindness

of Professor Rowland of Baltimore, in which we have a por-

tion of the spectrum near D, photographed when the sun was

on the meridian, and a second photograph of the same limited

portion at about half-past three in the afternoon, when the air-

mass traversed was only about one-half greater.

Notice, nevertheless, the immense difference caused by the

growth of telluric lines in this short interval. There is scarcely

a hair's breadth of the plate, which they have not invaded. It

is true the whole spectrum is not so densely crowded with

them, as this region is, and yet, broadly speaking, we may say

that almost the entire spectrum is visibly filled with telluric

lines, in all but juxtaposition, just before sunset.

What is a telluric line? A very narrow, black and cold

region, where the absorption has already done its full work, c~

'hi,i black and so cold, that it can grow very

little blacker "or colder. The extinction of the ray here is

nearly absolute, or in other words, its coefficient of transmis-

sion is very small indeed. If we consider the same part of

the spectrum at noon, we find that the region occupied by

these lines must in reality be darker than if there were no

absorbing air, even if the absorption has not progressed so far

that the individual absorption lines are visible, or distinct!*

black. But in fact we do see parts of them distinctly black

even at noon. Moreover, if we climb a mountain into the

upper air, we find great numbers of these rays practically

•ed even there, long before they have reached the

observer at sea level. In this way, I have myself observed

numerous telluric lines quite black on Etna,f and even at

greater altitudes, in the pure dry air of the Sierra Nevadas of

California, so that there is much reason to believe that at the

highest altitudes attainable by man, certain portions have already

disappeared from the spectrum, and that we cannot correctly

infer the original condition by any amount of observation on

the different rates of absorption of what remains. Irradiation

makes the telluric line appear narrower and weaker than it

really is. Photograph v in this respect is probably a more

trustworthy guide; and I think that those of us who are used

to seeing the spectrum of a low sun, and who have gathered

rect our ideas with advantage, by the'study of these admirable

f See also the important observations by Professor Smythe on Teneriffe.
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photographs, of which I will only observe, that when they
were taken, the air-mass at noon was 1*09 and in the afternoon,

1-60, so that all this increase of telluric lines, came with a very
little increment of the absorbing air, and is but a small part of

what we should see nearer sunset. Evidently the noon spec-

trum must be less bright, not only for the telluric lines dis-

tinctly seen, but for those indistinctly seen individually, or latent

only, and which come out as separate individual lines when
the sun is lower. It results from what has just been said, then,

that the part of the absorption due to telluric lines alone, is more
considerable than is commonly thought, and that the coefficients

of absorption and transmission, which have been obtained by
various writers on actinometry and photometry, are really in

general the mean coefficients obtained from the average of

hundreds of these alternations (and necessarily too small),

and yet more than this, that the smallest part included in the

field of the experiment, whether the telluric lines are sepa-

rately visible, or whether they are only latent there, is filled

with alternations of transmission and absorption, and therefore,

according to our previous demonstration, the mean result, even
when obtained by a linear thermopile or bolometer, must still

indicate too feeble an absorption. I speak now only of the

strictly selective absorption, but I again remind the reader that

there is also the partly selective and comparatively non selec-

tive absorption already mentioned, and that, practically, be-

tween the telluric line and the general absorption, we have
every intermediate coefficient of transmission from unity to

zero. The previous criticism applies then, though in a less

degree, to the few investigations where two or three coefficients

have been used, and even to investigations with the linear

thermopile or bolometer, using numerous coefficients, among
which I mean to include my own. I have done all I could to

minimise the error by measuring on rays as nearly homogene-
ous as possible, that is, by measuring on parts of the spectrum
so narrow, that they may be called, without exaggeration,

linear, a name which we may certainly apply to a hair-like

line \ of a millimeter in width, forming the working face of

the linear bolometer ; but even this strip, when laid down in a

considerably dispersed spectrum, covers more than the distance

between the D lines ; and if we fix our attention on that well

known region as a type, we see that this hair-like line itself

covers in this narrow interval alone, at least a dozen alternations

between brightness and almost total extinction, so that though
in respect to wave-lengths we may be said to measure approxi-

mately homogeneous rays with a linear instrument, in respect
to this local absorption, we do not. I am convinced that we
do not know what this absorption really is in amount, but I
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think we can now begin to see somewhat of what i

agree that the data

sent numerically tl

approximation. In this

table (II) we have certain numerical results consequent on the

approximative hypothesis that the total heat in sun or star is

divided into a certain finite number of parts, each one of which
has its own rate of absorption.

Here the radiant energy before absorption is supposed to be

divided into ten parts, A, B, 0, J, each hav-

ing its separate coefficient of transmission a, b, etc., an arrange-

ment which may be taken to represent some sort of adumbra-
tion of the complexity of nature's problem, and the method of

her work. It is given here only in illustration of the kind

and degree of the errors induced by use of the usual formulas,

and the demonstration already given in no way depends on

these numerical values, whose exactness I do not need to main-

tain, since they are offered merely in justification of the pre-

vious assertion, that the absorption at any rate may be more
than double what we think it (as in this specific case) without

our having means of knowing of our error through our present

formula.

It may, however, be incidentally observed that these values

do typify the facts, with a certain approximation to the real

for they are obtained by approxir
of the formon of equatioi

Aa +Bb +Cc +T>d +Ke etc.=M
Ao'+ B^-f-Cc'+Dtf+E*' etc.=N
A" 3 + B£ 3 + Cc3 -fDd3 + Ee s etc.=0

where M, N, 0, etc., do not differ widely from the results of

actual observation. The conclusion in this specific case there-

fore seems fairly typical of that in the general one.

We have here supposed that the radiant energy from the

sun or star before it enters our atmosphere is divided into ten

equal parts, each of which in general suffers some different

partial absorption. While no ray may be absolutely absorbed
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C = J = 1, though this

sary. It will be observed, however, tha

..,i :

the second column Aa = a, Bb = b, etc., so that the coefficients

of transmission, the ratios of each geometric progression, are

the same in this particular column, as the intensity after

absorption.)

A, B, C, etc.

II.

Aa, B6, Cc, etc. Aa*.B&*.Cc4.ete. A

1

•2

•8

A +B^
=x

A„ +B^
m

If we determine the coefficient

parison of II and III, we have ^="789;

if from II and IV, we have (^)*=
'812

5

if from II and V, we have ^\*=-825

and the corresponding mean absorptions are

'-5—. -©*-«* >-$)*-

So that all our observations at very different altitm

agreement in indicating an absorption of f

while yet all our inferences from them

If w'e observed 1

the different radial

we should have fr<
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(the true value) while the ordinary and erroneous method,

which does not discriminate, gives

A „ _ (Aa + B* + Cc4- . . . )
3

(5.9)
3 ..A + B + C + . . . =L______ _ ± = L__l=7.5 neBrly.

We give the most favorable case for the observer, where

(what is rarely or never actually possible), he begins his obser-

vation with the sun or star in the zenith, in a sky so change-

lessly serene that he may continue them up to a point where

secant £=4 (corresponding to column Y), and where the alti-

tude is less than 15°
;
and we here suppose ourselves to have a

prior knowledge both of the actual amount of the light or heat

before absorption, and of its composition, while he is assumed

to attempt to deduce the prior amount by the usual formula,

and from the usual observations, made in the gross by the

photometer or actinometer.

The successive values of the absorption thus found by

comparing a zenith observation with three successively lower

altitudes, are 21 per cent, 19 per cent, 18 per cent. All agree

much within the probable error of actual observation, as ob-

servers conversant with this matter will readily admit, and yet

the true value is all the while

T
5 - 9

1
-I¥.-o'

or41 Percent -

It will have been noticed in fact, that the determination- ol

this absorption-coefficient by various observers already cited,

differ among themselves as much as these values do from

each other, and if these conditions represent those of nature,

the result must be in practice, that years of observation will be

accordant in giving the wholly wrong absorption of from 19

to 22£ per cent, and that the actual i

"

crepancies poin

long undetected. While the observer, then, we admit, has

strong apparent evidence from the close agreement of his obser-

vations, that if there be an error in his formula, it is practi-

cally negligible, yet this evidence according to our demonstra-

tion is fallacious, and the actual error, as appears from the

numerical illustration, may icell exceed double the amount in

question, for the above values might be increased without

imposing any conditions but such as it may be reasonably

The writer believes the actual mean absorption of sun and

star-light to be not improbably over 40 per cent, at the sea

level ; but were the stars alone in question, the fact would have

but little importance, since their relative magnitudes (unless
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considerable color is present) remain nearly the same with the
false hypothesis as with the true one, and it is with their rela-

tive magnitudes that the student of stellar photometry is chiefly

concerned, for he desires to know their relative brightness at

the zenith rather than their absolute brightness outside the
atmosphere. »

With the sun, however, it is otherwise, for here it is the
absolute heat or light which is in question.

Accordingly, when we apply our above conclusions either to

problems of solar physics or of meteorology, the result is of an
altogether different importance. Almost all the phenomena of

meteorology would become predictable if we knew how much
heat reaches the soil, and how much, and in what altered kind,
is returned to outer space. To solve these problems we must
know how much is absorbed by our atmosphere; and there are
further reasons, independent of those cited, for believing that
this may be more than double what is commonly supposed.

It may be observed that the comparison of observations at

the base and summit of a very high mountain will enable us to

obtain much better determinations than the method of high
and low sun observations, not only on account of the diminution
of the absorbing air-mass, but because we thus avoid certain

systematic differences between the atmospheric conditions at

noon and evening (or morning) which introduce constant errors
into the results, in addition to those already considered. From
such observations I have been led independently of theory to

conclude that the absorption is greater than is commonly sup-
posed. But beside this method, which is in reach of but few,

there is another at the command of all, the significance of
whose results seems to have been hitherto overlooked.

If we are willing to agree that most of the solar heat is not
absorbed by our air in the sense of being accumulated there
(since this would heat the atmosphere to the condition of a
glowing gas^ we must, it 'seems to' me, admit that it is mainly
diffused toward and away from us by particles, so that nearly
all we lose by selective absorption from the direct light and
heat of the sun, we ought to find reflected or selectively diffused
to us from the sky, or turned away from us to outer space.* I
have been engaged in measuring the heat and light from the
sky around the sun, and that from the whole sky apart from
the sun. These measures are still incomplete, and I will only
say that they seem to show not only that the average amount
of blue light (to speak for the moment of blue light only) which

*See the investigation of Tvnd-ui on the cause of the blue color of the sky
Proc. Roy. Soc ationa oj'

- .

London, Edinburgh ;mu Dunlin I'ki:. Mu*.. F.->«.. 1*71. »t s>q.

AM. Jour. Sci.—Third Seriks. Vol. XXVIII, Xo. U)j.—Sep ..
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is thus scattered from an ordinary pure and cloudless sky at

the sea level, already represents a selective absorption of very

much over 40 per cent of the original blue in the direct sun-

light ; but that also the mean diffusion is, though less than this,

still probably over 40 per cent, and hence that to obtain the

actual light of sun or stat before absorption, we must proba-

bly add over 40 per cent to the observed value. To mnke
the propriety of this list statement clear, it may be observed

that if there were bright clouds in the sky, we should have

(as we know 1 y experience) more light from the clouds, than

from an equal 'portion of the blue, but that in this case, our

observing station would gain the added light at the expense of

those portions of the earth which were in the clouds' shadow,

and in this case, therefore, we should not be justified in adding

the light we receive to the observed sunlight to obtain that be-

fore absorption. But with a uniform sky, it follows'that every

point on the horizon enjoys

phere were taken entirely a'

by all the light which the

fact, by more, since this

only toward us, but also to <

Boughly speaking we ma

from the skv. but more in th< t on from the

skv than Iron, the sun. There is no reason to believe that any

*n ;

' Vr
] to] ortic n of star-light is diffused earthward, and this

:it. nt ot that which is diffused toward outer space.

2 n \ « wu mvtstiuatioiis. whether through observations at

the K-a level oj at mi altitude of nearly 15.000 feet, lead me to

belitve it probable that the mean absorption of light (and of

1 tat also) by our atmosphere is at least double that which

is customarily estimated, and also to conclude that fine dust

] articles, both near the surface and at a great altitude, flay a

n t re important part in this absorption, both general and selec-

tive, than has been heretofore supposed. I hope soon to make

public the result of an investigation into the composite char-

acter of the radiation, as an indication of what the sky has

selectively borrowed from the direct solar rays.

-;.n - sunshine that we do, at

he'
rident that if the atmos-

Duld grow brighter

phe;re is scattering light not

,

tha

.m the sky as we do from

fro]m tbeisun at midday than



Art. XXIIL— Tornadoes; by Henry A. Hazex.

" The true tornado," says R. H. Scott, " occurs off the west
coast of Africa and is identical with' the arched squall of other
waters." This restrictive definition of a tornado is not accepted
generally in the United States, where it is applied to an intense,

seemingly local, outburst, ordinarily preceded by a funnel-

shaped cloud, having a rapid rotation and a more or less slow
up-and-down movement. The better designation would un-
doubtedly be " whirlwind," but the term tornado has become so
well understood that it hardly seems wise to attempt a change.
The importance of a proper study and a good knowledge of

the forces, which underlie the formation of a tornado, will be
easily recognized when we consider the enormous loss of life

and property that is annually occurring in the west and south.

As the western States become more thickly settled year by year,
it is manifest that this loss of life will become greater unless

means for individual safety are provided in cellars and dug-outs
as already recommended, or some more general means be em-
ployed for destroying or diminishing the force of the storm as
it approaches a large city. Such an idea ma\ seem chimerical :

''in if Franklin in the eighteenth century devised so simple and
effective a means as ihe lightning rod for protecting buildings

deten

»ng, the evils under consideration. The devastation of large

;d the great terror induced at the possible approach
<>! a tornado in a heavy dark cloud are sufficient reasons for the
closest study of these phenomena.

It is the object of this paper, first, to set forth some of the
ordinary theories that are advanced for explaining the origin
and development of these outbursts; secondly, to show some of
the seeming difficulties in these theories: and thirdly, to point out

• few of the ch;
-diow lines of investigation upon which a further advance may be
made toward a true knowledge of the forces underlying them.
Ln fortunately, their origin is involved in much obscurity,

due in part to a lack of observation of the conditions imme-
diately preceding the sudden and destructive manifestations.
The following quotations from authorities will Buffice to show
some of the views at present entertained. One writer says:
"The inward rush of winds toward a depressed center is the
cause of our thunder-storms, which areonlv infant cvclones and
tornadoes. The whole country for 500 miles square from the
Missouri to the Ohio valley is covered with a mass of warm moist
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squires an upward motion, thereby giv

arrents of air which cool rapidly as they ris

mechanical result of the expansion of the ]

x>n a temperature is reached low enc

om the hitherto invisible moisture.

louds, the tendency to rise increases, so that in fact an upward

iction is experienced under the cloud and more air is drawn

i from all sides to feed this suction."
" Whatever causes a sudden uprusb of moist air contributes

> the formation of the cloud or the tornado. Hills or low

lountains are very effective. But it is equally important to

svs from the north toward a

d as it turns around the low,

and being denser, underruns and lifts up this warm air and is

in many cases more effective than a mountain in starting the

formation of a cloud and local storm."

Another writer gives a theory directly the opposite of this la*

and Bays : "Suppose a mass of warm, moist southerly wind lias

pushed itself below a colder northwesterly stratum. The warm

wind, feeling about for a point of escape through its cold cover,

soon makes or finds a vent where it can drain away ujwar!.

and then the entire warm mass even a mile or more in diameter

and often more than one thousand feet in thickness, begins a

rotary motion, rises at the center and passes away."
It is probable that theories upon the effect of the sun's heat

upon the lower atmosphere have been at fault. It has been

assumed that " this heat is developed in certain central portions

of greatest heat." It is ordinarily considered also that the heat

at the earth's surface is greatly increased and causes masses of

heated air to rise to great heights. We cannot determine pre-

cisely the area uniformly heated by the sun during the hottest

part of the day : however the temperature is well nigh at a

maximum for at least an hour. This would give a circle of

heated air over one thousand miles in diameter, which, if inland

and at sea-level, would be heated with nearly equal
on clear calm days. Experiment shows that, while the earth's

surface in sunshine becomes very hot, yet this heat does not

extend to more than two or three inches in the atmosphere. At

six inches the temperature is frequently from thirty to forty

degrees less than at the surface, and from this point it dimin-

ishes not more than one half a degree in six feet, showing that

there is no appreciable rising of heated air from the earth's sur-

The effect of the sun's heat may be considered as follows

:

the stratum of air nearest the earth will first be heated and
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gentle convection currents set, in motion, these will heat the

This is the explanation given by Prof. Hann of Vienna, who
futhermore considers the formation of cumulus cloud in summer
to be due to the action of vapor immediately at a height where
the dewpoint is reached, but that no great interchange of air

from the lower to the upper atmosphere will take place from
the action of heat alone.

Again, the evaporation and condensation of moisture are

advanced as important factors; it is stated for example: "Of
great importance is the action of vapor, as a great storehouse of

solar energy, required in the process of its evaporation, gener-

ally known as 'latent heat,'" and "condensation is attended
with the production of just as much heat energy as was lost in

the process of evaporation." Admitting for a moment that a

warm vapor-laden current of air has found its way to some height

above the earth, where is the evidence that a condensation will

produce any more forcible effect than would have been noted
in evaporation? If the process of evaporation goes on by
insensible degrees, why may not the converse process of con-

densation take place in the same way ? It would seem a hasty
conclusion that a mass of vapor can be cooled and condensed
so much more rapidly than it can be evaporated. Either pro-

cess requires time and certainly that of cooling a large mass of

air can only be accomplished slowly. That a rapid upward
rush and consequent expansion would cool the air is evident,
but it is by no mean? certain that there is this nprush, and
again that the cooling would produce any sudden display of

force. The fact that efforts at a computation of the probable
liberation of energy arising from such action have given most
diverse results, with even an absolute denial of any sudden
release of energy, shows that such an hypothesis must be accep-
ted with caution and should be supported by indubitable prac-

The theory that tornadoes occur where there are great con-
trasts of' temperature in warm southerly and cooler northerly
winds is not supported by the facts. This theory is partly
based on the assumption ' that tornado action occurs near the
center of a low area. It is admitted that immediately to the
north and south of a storm center there are strong contrasts of

temperature and there is a partial m.vtin" ^l warm and cool
winds, but there are no tornadoes at or even near that point.

Let us take a map of any region having upon it, very near
the time of the tornado, lines of equal pressure and tempera-
ture and directions of the wind. There will invariably be up-
on it a storm-center. Through the center of this draw a line
from southwest to northeast and we shall find on the north-
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west side low temperature and cold and dry northwest winds,

due to an advancing high area. On the southeast side, however,

the air is laden with moisture and is hot, there are frequent

rains, and well nigh uniform south and southeast winds. On
the southeast side also the isotherms are much farther apart

than on the northwest side. If now we project the tornado

tracks upon the map we shall find them in the region to the

southeast, and generally hundreds of miles from the storm-

center, where there are no northerly winds. A critical study

of tornado tracks upon a weather map will develop these poim

Jb'requently there are in the tornado

region higher temperatures in the north than in the south, and

very seldom will there be a lowering of temperature from south

to north any greater than the constant difference due to the

difference in latitude.

Again, there seems to be a disposition to advance some gen-

eral and sweeping theories about cold or hot winds underpin-

ning hot or cold winds, etc. It may be said that, in a condition

of equilibrium, the cooler air must flow beneath and, at all

times there would be a more or less insensible diffusion of the

two masses. It would seem difficult to account in this way for

the definite formation of a tornado and its onward advance dip-

ping here and there sometimes even across a state.

In seeking for a probable solution of the problem, and in

testing the assumptions made, we have to-day a powerful

adjunct in the weather map showing at any hour of the day the

precise meteorological conditions existing over the region of tor-

nado action. Such maps for three nearly equidistant hours of

the day have been published bv the 17. S. Weather Bureau

from 1872 to 1880. In order to ascertain the prominent facts

connecting tornado action with storm centers there have been

selected for this paper forty-one of the tornadoes described in

Sergeant (now Lieut.) Finley's paper, "Characteristics of 600

tornadoes," also published by the Weather Bureau. Before

the tracks were projected upon the maps, every torn-
special destructive action and at the same time a fairly well

determined note of time, was tabulated and of these none were

left out in the final result. Tornadoes between September, 1872,

and September, 1879, have alone been considered.
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In this table, column six gives the distance in statute miles

to the storm-center; the next two columns contain the direction

of the tornado from "low," the numbers indicate the number
of degrees from the north counting by east. Column nine

shows the approximate distance between isotherms ten degrees

apart, or the distance giving a temperature fall of ten degrees.

This column is presented here as only a rough approximation
;

it was found necessary frequently to take the line of measure-
ment at right angles "to the line toward "low," and the meas-

urements are vitiated by great irregularities in the conformation

of the isotherms. Column ten contains the general course of

the winds in a large region surrounding the tornado. Column
eleven gives, as nearly as possible, the distance to the nearest

north wind ; this was seldom measured in the direction of
" low ;" if it had been, the distances would have been much
greater. The last column contains the lowest pressure at the

center. This table brings out many most interesting facts and
merits careful study.

It has been assumed that a definite relation exists between
a " low," and the place of tornado action. Certain it is that no
extensive tornado action ever takes place without, the presence

of a
' ; low " of rather marked intensity. The probable influence

of " high areas " is for the present neglected.

A general average of this table gives the mean distance from
" low " 453 miles: mean direction, S. 39° E. : mean temperature
fall, ten degrees in 259 miles. The winds are almost uniform-
ly from the south and southeast, and if from any other

quarter, all are from that direction. The distances to the

nearest north wind are variable, in many instances there were
no north winds on the map near the "low" or the tornado :

the mean distance in thirty-one cases was 407 miles.

We may conclude then, first, that in the region of tornado
action there is no upward rush such as is supposed to take
place at a low center; secondly, that the winds are uniform and
there is no meeting of cool northerly with warm southerly
breezes; thirdly, that there are no contrasts of temperature,
the fall of ten degrees in 259 miles being no more than would
be expected from the influence of latitude.

Another most important point is the existence of extensive
hail and thunder storms in the neighborhood of the tornado,
which would seem to show an intimate relation between the

It has been commonly accepted that thunder-storms are local

phenomena, and that they are caused by heated air rising on
warm and sultry days and condensing its moisture in the nppei
regions. The facts," however, seem to show a much more par-

ticular cause. Take a verv recent instance, the earliest exten-
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ded thunder-storm of this year in the eastern United States.

This occurred February 14. 1884, and was first noted at

Amrusta. Ga., earlv m the morninir. It appeared at Lvuehbum,
Va., at 4 A. M., and at Variety Mills, Va., about the same hour,

where it seemed to come from southwest and passed off to east-

northeast. It passed over Washington, D. C. from west-south-

west at 6.25 a. M. toward east-northeast. It was noted at

Haverford College, Pa., and at New Castle, Del., at 8.30 A. M.

These times (about some of which there is a little uncertainty)

give the following velocity: Lynchburg to Washington, about

sixty-two miles per hour; Washington to Haverford College,

the same. The velocity across Washington, as determined by

•counting the seconds between the flash of lightning and trie

thunder, on the west as it came up and on the east as it passed

off, was a little less than a mile a minute.

It may not be that one and the same storm passed across

this whole region, though the evidence favors that supposition.

One thing is certain, namely, that the meteorological conditions

were suited to just such a development of thunder-storms over

a large extent of country. It seems probable that they could

not have been caused by the rising of moist heated air in a

single locality. It is believed that no thunder storm can occur

without a storm-center or disturbed region existing somewhat
near it. This center may not make itself known hy distinct

bendings of isobars, but it can be easily recognized by the

presence of cloudy weather and rainfall, with more or less

incurving of the winds. An attempt has been made to divide

thunder-storms into two classes— first, those caused in the

presence of a low center of pressure, and, second, those due

to the sun's heat. It may be admitted that the sun's direct

heat is an important factor in the formation of summer thunder-

storms, but this only acts in conjunction with the disturbed

region which is invariably present.

If, now, such a thunder-storm action is general, and is depend-

ent upon the presence of a storm-center, may we not hope by
careful observation at short intervals of time and space, in the

region over which the tornado action is expected to occur, to

obtain a sounder basis of fact to reason upon than we now
have?
One step further we may venture. If we can correlate

thunder-storms and storm-centers, may we not expect to obtain

by a critical study of the former some evidence of the forces

acting in producing the latter? By such critical study we
ought to be able to obtain answers to the following, among
the questions relating to tornadoes :

At what distances and in what directions do they lie from the

low center? How are they distributed with respect to thun-
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der-storms? How are they connected with each other and
what is their movement? What wind directions prevail?
What is the distribution of temperature? Is their relation to

storm-centers an invariable one ? What is the character and
distribution of hail storms? and so on. As a partial answer to

the last question, observation seems to establish a rule that hail

storms occur only in immediate proximity to storm-centers of

considerable ejiergy.

In order to be able to predict violent local storms and torna-

does we can accomplish much, as has just been suggested, by a

studv of a map containing the weather conditions over a large

region.

Some of the signs of probable tornado action may be enumer-
ated, in conclusion, as follows :

First—There must be a storm-center fairly well marked,
though this may be 600 or 700 miles away. Tornadoes almost
invariably occur to the south and southeast of this point.

Second—It is believed that the temperatures in the above
region should be above the mean. Great contrasts of tempera-
ture are not necessary, and if, in connection with these, an area
of high pressure is found to the northwest or west, no tornado
will ordinarily occur.

Third—In general the air should be moist.

Fourth—As extended thunder-storm action is an invariable

accompaniment of a tornado, it is believed that these may give

the above will prove an infallible guide, but ordinarily no tor-

nado will occur unless the above conditions precede it.

Prof. Tait of Edinburgh has recently published an article on
the origin of atmospheric electricity, in which betakes grounds
similar to those of certain French savants, namely, that as yet
we know little or nothing of the origin of this manifestation
of electricity. It would seem that J. Allan Broun's theory
that it is due to the direct influence of the sun's electricity upon
the moisture of the air, or possibly to the indirect effect from
the sun's heat is more satisfactory than the multifarious theories
of friction, evaporation, condensation, etc. However this may
be, it seems that the present theories on the origin of tornadoes
are no more satisfactory than those on the origin of atmospheric
electricity which are abandoned by Professor Tait. Certainly as
all theories in regard to lightning have proved inadequate upon
actual tests, so it should be insisted upon that no mere paper
theory of tornado action can be accepted.
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Among the gaseous bodies whose power of absorbing radiant

heat has engaged the attention of physicists, one of the greatest

interest is carbon dioxide (CO,, commonly called carbonic acid

gas), since as a constituent of our atmosphere, its "action has an

immediate bearing upon matters whose importance to us is evi-

dent. It would seem at first sight as if the determination of

the absorptive power of a gas were a matter of no great dim-

culty; yet this is so far from being the case that most conflicting

a (daily in regard to the absorption of water vapor, have

been reached by different investigators, the discussion between

Tyndall and Magnus on this subject being well known. Quite

recently the question has been revived, "In which of the gases

I
the atmosphere does the power of absorbing the sun's

rays lie?" And, indeed, when we consider that, according to meas-

urements made by different observers at different times and

places, the action of any one of the principal constituents of the

h\u .;
'

as yet be regarded as settled. That car on dioxide as

a remarkable power of absorbing radiant heat has long been

known, and withm the last few wars, methods of analysis based

upon this property have beei i invente d.
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given as the number of meters of pure CO, at the ordinary
atmospheric pressure through which the sun's rays if vertical

would pass in reaching the earth, the ratio of this to the depth
of the homogeneous atmosphere giving at once the percentage
of CO, required. It was to test the validity of this method,
(which however is of little practical value, since it is only appli-

cable in regions where the purity and constancy of the sky is

quite exceptional,) and in the hope of contributing something
toward the solution of the broader question first stated, that,

while working in the laboratory of Professor von Helmholtz at

Berlin during the winter of 1883, I devised and constructed
the apparatus presently to be described. In the mean time it is

well to examine the physical grounds which render the correct-

ness of the method a matter of greater or less probability.

In the first place it is evident that it is of fundamental
importance for its success that the remaining constituents of the

-ibute nothing to the absorption produced by
the CO, itself, and it is not difficult to show that the evidence
afforded by the experiments above quoted is insufficient to war-
rant the conclusion that this is the case. Since the absorption
of the whole depth of atmosphere above us, equivalent to 8

kilometers at the surface pressure, is but moderate (it is not

necessary here to be very precise), it is evident that that pro-

duced by the length of a column such as we are able to make
use of in our laboratories must be very small indeed, so small
that we could hardly hope for success in detecting it by the
usual direct method, the limits of error of our apparatus being
ouch larger than the quantity to be detected, and this even in

view of the fact that the absorption in the first layers of a gas
is greater than in the subsequent ones. In the case of CO,

Here we

to or comparable with that traversed by the sun's rays before

reaching our position on the earth, and may expect to produce
as great an effect.

The experiments of Dr. Heinrich Heine* are much more con-
clusive. By measuring with a delicate form of manometer
•he increase of pressure of the enclosed gas due to warming by
the absorbed radiant lieat from a Bunsen burner, he found that

while perfectly dry pure air produced no change whatever, the

admixture of -025 per cent of CO, produced a readily measur-
able increase, so that he was able to make very accurate analy-
ses of the air by comparing its effect (after drying) with that of

mixtures of known proportions. He did not however experi-
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ment on the absorption of air containing aqueous vapor or other

Further, the character of the absorption of C0
3
must agree

with that of the air if this gas is the seat of the absorptive

power of the latter, and this gives us an independent means of

decision. The absorption of a substance which permits the

passage of radiant energy will exhibit peculiarities of which

the following constitute the most marked cases. It may be

strongly selective, i. e. confined to certain definite wave-lengths,

by which lines would be produced in the continuous spectrum

of a luminous source whose rays had passed through the sub-

stance ; it may affect strongly rays differing but little in wave-

length, producing broad bands in the spectrum ; or it may ex-

tend over many wave-lengths, affecting each but little more or

less than the next in succession, by which no perceptible lines

or bands would be produced, although the intensity of the

spectrum would be weakened within wide and indefinite limita

The latter has been shown by Professor Langley*to be the case

with the atmosphere, and a very important part of this general

selective absorption is in the visible part of the spectrum,

increasing in amount with decreasing wave-length until it

becomes very powerful in the violet and ultra violet. Indeed,

even without the table of coefficients of absorption furnished

by Professor Langley, the difference in the appearance of the

sun at noonday and at sunset suffices to show that a very con-

siderable part of the action of the atmosphere is exercised upon

the visible solar rays. Since sharp lines caused by water vapor

are found in the spectrum (representing however in themselves

a very small amount of energy) the total atmospheric absorp-

tion is a complication of at least two of the above classes.

Further, the labors of the same investigator show that the

true value of the solar constant is considerably greater than

that deduced by ordinary actinometric methods/ so that there

by the action of carbon dioxide, assuming the latter to have been

correctly measured ; finally, analyses have shown that the per-

centage oi CO, in the air is tolerably constant in all parts of the

earth, whereas the absorbing power of the atmosphere varies

greatly.

The apparatus which I made for investigating the al

of C03
was originally intended to be used in connection with a

Rowland grating, so as to test the absorption of nearly homo-
geneous rays; but, owing to the limited amount of time at my
disposal alter it was completed, I was obliged to content invselt

with the use of artificial sources of heat, which, although far

from furnishing homogeneous rays, differed so widely in char-

acter that the results obtained seem to me to be sufficiently
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definite to indicate the true character of the absorption exer-

cised by carbon dioxide on the rays of the sun.

The tube containing the C02
in thiB apparatus was 18 cm in

and 1-7 meters long, made of tin-plate, and open at

both ends. It was placed vertically on a low tripod stand pro-

vided with foot screws, the lower end dipping into a shallow

annular trough filled with quicksilver, by which it was com-
pletely closed. Concentric with the trough, and likewise

supported by the stand, was a silvered glass concave mirror of

one meter focal length and 16cm in diameter, forming as it were
the bottom of the tube when the latter was in place. By this

arrangement the tube could be readily removed, while when in

place it was stopped in a perfectly air-ti^ht manner at the lower
end, and the direction of the axis of the mirror could be adjus-

ted by the foot screws without any motion being communicated
to the tube. The upper end was left open, and reached nearly

to a wide flat board, firmly supported in a horizontal position

by a suitable stand or scaffold, from which projected arms to

steady and hold the upper end of the tube. In this board,

perpendicularly above the center of the mirror, was a hole,

much smaller than the tube itself, over which was a combina-
tion of two rectangular plane mirrors, likewise of silvered glass,

joined at right angjes like a letter V, with the lower angle over
the middle of the hole and the reflecting surfaces facing out-

ward, so that each made an angle of 45° with the vertical.

The line joining their centers was therefore horizontal, and was
adjusted to a height of 6cm above the upper surface of the

board. In front of one of these mirrors was a slit, consisting

of a hole lcm square in a copper plate faced on the side next
the mirror with pasteboard. Directly opposite this, in front of
the other mirror, and at the same height, was a similar

although smaller aperture exposing the central strips of a bo-

lometer, which was held by a sliding carriage, so that it> dis-

tance from the mirror could be altered at pleasure. If then a

source of light was placed in front of the slit, the rays passing
through fell first upon the nearer inclined mirror and were
reflected down through the tube upon the large concave specu-
lum, thence converging back through the tube upon the second
inclined mirror, and brought to a focus in front of it, forming
an image of the same size and at the same height above the
board, as the slit, but lying on the opposite side of the two
mirrors, so that the bolometer aperture could be brought into
the image by sliding the movable carriage along its ways.
Between the slit and its image the rays had to pass through a

distance equal to four times the focal length of the concave
mirror or 4 meters, 34 meters of the distance being traversed
within the tube. To facilitate the adjustments the slit was
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made movable in its own plane through a small distance in

every direction, and all possibility of direct rays from it reach-

ing the image was removed by interposing a series of screens.

The bolometer used, for which I am indebted to the kindness

of Prof. Langley, had a resistance on each side of about 30 ohms,

and exposed a surface of 26 si- mm
. It was fastened up

hinged lid, which, when shut, brought the working surface of

the bolometer exactly opposite an aperture of the same size m
the copper plate that formed the front surface of the sliding

carriage, the bolometer in this position being otherwise com-

pletely enclosed in a copper lined cavity. The galvanometer

used in connection with the bolometer was a very small instru-

ment on Sir Wm. Thomson's plan with modifications bv Prof,

von Helmholtz. The mirror, on the back of which were cemented

two minute bar r

thread 6™
deflections were observed by the telescope and scale method,

and, as they never exceeded 10cm on the 126cm distant scale,

they required no reduction. Under the influence of the earth's

magnetism the mirror made a complete double swing in 1*5

sec, but was rendered so nearly astatic by means of a bar

magnet below the galvanometer pier, that this time was increas-

ed to 15 '0 sec, or, when a lamp was used as source of heat and

the apparatus had to be rendered less sensitive, only to 84 sec.

The galvanometer had a resistance of 173 ohms, ami.

by no means specially adapted to the purpose, its performance

in connection with the bolometer was in every way sal

The current used was produced by two small Darnell's cells,

and its strength, as indicated by another galvanometer, was so

constant as to render corrections for change of current unneces-

sary.

The lamp, or other source of heat, was placed in front of the

slit upon a shelf provided for the purpose, and all

except that passing through the slit was cut off by a large

screen faced with bright tin plate, which formed the front of

the ap] aratus. The exposure was made by means <>:

shutter in front of the slit, which was opened by the observer

at the galvanometer, when required, by pulling a cord.

Further, in order to cut off extraneous radiation and air cur-

rent-, the whole of the apparatus on the board was covered by

a box of tin plate, and the upper end of the tube surrounded

by protecting screens.

The manner in which this apparatus was used is apparent

The bolometer having been "balanced '" and the minors an<!

slit adjusted so that the image of the latter fell upon the bolom-

eter aperture, heat from the source experimented upon was ad-

mitted by pulling the cord, and the galv
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gravity could not escape, a smaller deflection was obtained,

indicating a certain absorption in a column of gas double the
length of the tube. It remains to describe the way in which
the filling was accomplished.

A short glass tube passing up by the mirror through the
bottom of the low stand could be connected at pleasure, by
means of a length of clean rubber tubing, either with the gas
generator or with a water air-pump in an adjoining room. The
generator consisted of a bomb containing eight kilograms of

pure liquid CO,, from which a practically inexhaustible supply
of gas could be drawn and the tube filled in as short a time as

desired. By disconnecting the generator and connecting the
air-pump the gas was withdrawn from the tube and ejected

from the room.
Such being the nature and arrangement of the apparatus em-

ployed, the manner of conducting an experiment was as fol-

lows: The doors and windows were opened half an hour before
the beginning of operations, and the air-pump connected and
set going, in order to fill the room and tube with pure air.

The room was then closed, the pump stopped, and a series of

exposures made at noted intervals of about 1£ minutes for half an
hour or more, in order to form an idea of the constancy of the
lamp (or other source), and obtain the rate of change of its

intensity. Then, without disturbing the apparatus, the tube
' was connected with the reservoir and filled with CO,, the

moment of overflow being tested by means of a spark on the
end of a wooden splinter, for which purpose a small offset tube
had been provided, branching off from the large one near the
top. In order to prevent air currents from disturbing the level

of the gas, the mouth of the large tube was covered during the

operation by a sheet of paper. When full, which was gener-
ally four or five minutes after connecting with the reservoir,

the gas was nearly shut off, a vc ing allowed
to flow to supply the loss by diffusion, and several observations
made as before with the galvanometer. These deflections
were, in the case of the lamp, somewhat smaller than the first.

The tube was then connected with the pump and the observa-

tinued, the deflections increasing as the level of the
CO, sank in the tube, and regaining their original value when
the gas was all out.

As an example, I give the record of observations made on
the 15th of March, the source of heat being in this instance the

non-luminous flame of a Bunsen burner.
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Seriks. Vol. XXV ill. Xo. 165.—Sept., 1834.
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Tiree . Deflec.inn*, Time.
|

Deflecinmn, Time. Deflec.innnn.

1

82-4 4"52-5m tilled with CO,.

22

563

ippar'tl.yaliout

If these observations be plotted on paper with abscissae pro-

portional to the time and ordinates proportional to deflections,

we obtain a curve showing graphically the absorption of the

rays from the burner at different times, and hence approxi-

mately for different thicknesses of CO,. From this curve we

take at time 4h 57'5m deflection with air in tube 78\Lm,n
;

deflec-

tion with C0 2
in tube 50'4mm reduced to time at 4h 57'5m .

This gives an absorption of 35 '5 per cent. From a consid-

eration of all the observations an absorption of 35*8 per cent

••k-i, that i . the tube i

Let us now consider the absorptive media inter;

tween the source of radiation and the bolometer face before the*

admission of CO,. We may disregard the glass chimney of the

kerosene lamp, since we may regard the whole com!
forming a single source of heat, remarking, however, that as

the glass is heated, and consequently radiates the same ray? it

absorbs, its absorptive effect is not so great as if it were placed

elsewhere in the path of the rays. Between the slit and the

bolometer we have then four meters of air and three reflecting

surfaces of silver. We have seen that the absolute absorption

of such a column of air must be very small, although doubtless

many times that of such a vacuum as can be produced by an

air-pump. The amount of C02 passed through in thu

is from 1 to 2 millimeters. The silver surfaces have been

shown to exercise a general selective absorption, increasing

gradually from the lower to the upper end of the spectrnm,

but nowhere exhibiting sudden changes. When the tube is

full of gas the conditions are exactly the same, excel

meters of the path of the rays lie in C02 instead of air. The

proportion absorbed by the silver is almost precisely the same

as before, that of the air may be neglected in either case, and

we may therefore take the ratio of the deflections obtained
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under the two different circumstances as the proportion of the

total radiation transmitted by 3*4 meters of gas.

The first source of heat employed was a kerosene lamp with
large argand burner and glass chimney, and was more constant

than any of the sources tried later, the irregularities in a series

of observations being only about one-half per cent of the aver-

age value of a deflection. Three experiments gave an absorp-

tion of 7*1, T -2 and 7 -9 per cent, the mean of which is 7"4 per

The next source was a copper plate heated from behind to a

point just below redness by a Bunsen flame, so that all of the

radiations consisted of invisible rays. Of these 11 per cent

were absorbed.

Next was tried the feebly luminous flame of the Bunsen
burner itself. This indicated a greater absorption than any of

the other sources, three experiments giving a mean of 35"8

per cent.

Next was tried a source consisting as much as possible of

luminous rays only. For this purpose I employed the lamp.

placing against the slit on the inside n water-cell with thin

containing ;i thickness of 15-.">"" :; water. This cell

cutoff UO per cent of the radiation from the lamp without

perceptibly diminishing the brightness of the image on the

bolometer, and a prism placed behind the bolometer aperture

absorption whatever was indicated in this experiment, which
v as repeated under various conditions of the apparatus. The
water cell completely cut off the rays from the Bunsen burner.

Finally,
I ts did do1 admit of experiments

•ith

*'
' gly she

loop, which cut off 38 per cent of the rays from the

cunsen burner, or more than the 3*4 meters of CO,. The soap
solution from which the film was obtained, when placed in the

water cell, indicated an absorption of the rays from the lamp
20 per cent greater than that of water.

1. That the luminous rav's of the spectrum are not appreciably
absorbed by a column of C0

2
3-1 meters in length, whereas it

has been shown that these rays are strongly absorbed by an
atmospheric column containing the same quantity of CO,. 'The
evidence afforded by the eye, inasmuch as the gas appears
perfectly transparent, is confirmed by direct measurement of
the energy of transmitted luminous rays. 2. That as the range
of the wave-lengths given out by the radiant source is narrowed
down toward a certain in visible" limit the absorption of the gas
becomes greater and greater, corresponding to the production
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of an absorption band in the ultra red of a continuous spectrum.

3. That the absorption is very considerable, and hence cannot

correspond to a narrow line, but rather to a broad and heavy

I therefore consider it most probable that

isphere is due one or more of the gref

sible part of the solar spectrum, which the (

of Professor Langley*
the invisible part of the solar spectrum, which the discoveries

nut further regard it as certain

that some other agent than this gas (which may not be water

vapor, or possibly even of a gaseous nature), contributes

essentially to the total absorptive power of the atmosphere, so.

that a method of analysis based upon this power, in which the

effect of the second agent is neglected, cannot lead to correct

The strongly selective absorption of CO
?

is also shown by a

single series of observations, such as that given at length above.

The deflections of the galvanometer rise very gradually as the

level of the gas sinks in the tube, being very little greater than

at first when it has fallen half way, then' increase mindly a>

the last portions of the pure dense gas are pumped out, and

continue to rise slowly for some time after. The latter rise is

caused by the gas, which, during the time occupied in pumping

out lias become diffused upward through the tube, so that the

air with in contains a much greater percentage of C0 2
than

before the beginning of the experiment, and the removal of

which requires considerable time. This is best seen in the

graphical construction, where these changes are represented by

corresponding inflections in the curve. The strong absorption

of the rays from the Bunsen flame is in accordance with what

Kirchhoff's law would lead us to expect, since this flame

consists principally of glowing C0 2
and H

2
0. The absorption

of rays from a source consisting entirely of heated C0 g
is still

more marked, as was shown by Tyndall in one of his experi-

ments, where one meter of C0 2
almost completely cut off the

rays from a flame produced by burni ig carlx n i lonoxide, CO,

in the air. Thus the absorption spectrum of C0 2
would be

the reverse of the spectrum of such a flame.

Berlin, April, 1884.

* This Journal, xxv, March, 1883.
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Early in 1882, Mr. Arthur Lakes, Professor in the Colorado
School of Mines, discovered a bed of plants and insects near
Fairplay, Colorado, in rocks much older than any that have be-

fore yielded insect remains west of the Great Plains
; the two or

three specimens he sent me were sufficient to prompt a more
thorough exploration of the locality, which I was able to make
the following summer, resulting in the discovery of a fauna
and a flora of considerable interest.

The plants have been studied by Mr. Lesquereux,* who pro-
nounces the species, some thirty in number, but in a very frag-

mentary condition, to belong to Permian types, and declares
the evidence to be decisive on this point.

The animal remains consist almost exclusively of insects,

and are two-thirds as abundant in species as the plants—an
exceptionally large ratio in beds where both occur. These
insects form an assemblage wholly different from anything
before known and, in contradiction to what Mr. Lesquereux
says of the plants, clearly belong 10 types of a more modern
character than any the Paleozoic series has yet disclosed. It is

not often that one may* speak so positively in the discussion of
fossil insects, especially when not a single one of the species
and only the smaller portion of the genera found have been
Previously known.- But in this case all but two or three of
the specimens obtained (some eighty in number) belong to a
group which of all Paleozoic insects has received the most
attention, namely, the cockroaches. This great preponderance
of cockroaches, and the fact that the few known genera found
hi this collection have hitherto been discovered only
coniferous and Permian rocks, would lead us at first to refer
the beds in which they occur to one of the Paleozoic series

;

put the presence of the other forms, and even the character-
istics of those which are referable to Carboniferous and Permian
genera, unmistakably point to a later horizon.

Paleozoic cockroaches are distinguished from living tvpes
oy the complete interdependence of two of the veins of the
front wing, and by the fact that the anal veins of the same
*Villg* invariably impinge upon the inner margin, and never,

;

l

;

'

!
» existing forms, upon tin- anal furrow. Ko'r theseancie.it

name of PalaeoblattariaB has been proposed, and all

paleozoic cockroaches whose front wings are preserved (and we
know them almost exclusively from these organs) fall into this

Coni°V°
me S

.
P
^
C 'mens of Permia» fo9sil PIanl9 fl

'om Colorado. Bull. Mus.
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stated five years ago the number of Paleozoic

species has been increased 25 per cent, and it is still true.

In the paper in which these points were first discussed no allu-

sion was made to Mesozoic cockroaches, as none had been

found in this country, ami the illustrations we possess of the

European species are in many cases by no means sufficient to

expose their structure; their study was therefore left until the

imperfection could be remedied. It was however recognized,

though not stated, that Paheohlattaria' exist in Jurassic rocks:

it is shown, for instance, by figures of Wealden species on the

fifth plate of Brodie's work on the "Fossil insects of the sec-

ondary rocks of England " (London, 1845), and by Di

Geinitz in his recent paper on the Dobbertin insects.* in which

one species is figured from the lower Jura; but the great mass

of Jurassic species are plainly more closely related to living

forms, and neither in the independent existence of the veins

which are characteristically distinct in Paleozoic types, nor in

the course of the anal nervules. do they show any affinity to

the Palaeoblattariae.

Eleven of the seventeen species of cockroaches, and five of

the nine genera found at Fairplay belong to the Palseoblattafiaa

These five genera are the following : Ktohlattina ( 1 sp ).
Petra-

blattina (2 sp.), Anthracoblattina—very doubtful, the specimen

being very imperfect—(1 sp.), Spiloblattina, nov. gen. (4 sp.)

and Poroblattina, nov. gen. (3 sp.). Only four of the eleven

species therefore belong to known genera and one of these is

doubtful
; but the difference is more marked than this: for the

species referred to Etoblattina is an aberrant form with an

excessively long internomedian vein; and both the species of

Petrablattina agree in differing from those heretofore known to

a very considerable degree. Of the new genera, Spi

is very peculiar in the strongly divergent and then convergent

curve of the externomedian and internomedian veins around a

large stigma near the middle of the wing, unknown in any

other cockroach, ancient or modern, so far as I know; but

otherwise it is related to Etoblattina: while Poroblattina '•-

more nearly related to Petrablattina, and especially to the two

new species of that genus from this locality.*

The average size of these Fairphiv Paueoblattarh<e is much

less than that of the Paleozoic Palaeoblattarise in general.

The average length of the front wings of the Paleozoic species

is 26mm ; that of these Fairplay Paheoblattariae, 16
ram

.
This

fact has its value, for the Jurassic species are nearly all of very

small size, and the wing-length of the remaining species from

*Zeitschr. deutsch. geol. Gesellsch., 1880. p. 510.
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Fairplay (i. e. those which do not belong to the Palaeoblattariee)

is less than 8*5, ranging from 6*5-1 l-5
mm

. This agrees com-
pletely with the size of Mesozoic species already known. The
average of all the Fairplay cockroaches is less than 13-5mm .

As to the six cockroaches from Fairplay which do not belong
to the Palasoblattarise, the characteristics of their venation, as

well as their small size, show them to be closely allied to

Jurassic forms, although the three or four genera to which they
belong are distinct from any yet characterized. Two of them
are distinctly allied to Eithma, a genus established rather loosely
by Geibel for. some species from the English Purbecks figured
by Westwood. They all have a decided Mesozoic aspect, and
would at once be considered Liassic or at least Jurassic by any
one familiar with the forms already known from these deposits.

They have-on the other hand an entirely different aspect from
any and all Paleozoic forms, and present no points of close

comparison with any Palasoblattarise excepting some of those
mentioned above from the same Fairplay beds, notably with
the genus mentioned under the name of Poroblattina, which
one of the genera not a little resembles.

This resemblance is of special interest because it points out
the method in which the change from Paleozoic to Mesozoic
forms has taken place, and does not bear out the suggestion
made in my memoir on Paleozoic cockroaches (based on a

comparison of the venation of the front and hind wings of
existing cockroaches), that the scapular and externomedian
were the two veins which were amalgamated in the historical

development of the group. For when we compare the series of
genera near the boundary line of the departure of the Palaeo-

blattariae toward later forms (those Paleozoic cockroaches allied

to Petral llj those brought to light by the

S at Fairplay, we find that in the Mesozoic species at
' e;i *t, it is the mediastinal and not the externomedian vein
which has blended with the scapular, although the externome-

may become blended with the others in living types.

"his amalgamation has proceeded by the enlargement of the

• a, which has crowded the mediastinal toward the
base of the wing, whose few remaining branches finally become
attached to the scapular vein, no trace of their former depend-
ence remaining visible.

We have then at Fairplay an assemblage of forms altogether
different from any thing hitherto found in the Paleozoic series
on the one hand, or in the Jurassic beds on the other. They
snow a commingling of strictly Jurassic forms with a larger

proportion of types which may"be called Upper Carboniferous
or Permian with a distinct Jurassic leaning. There is there-
fore a strong probability that the beds in which they occur
belong to the intermediate formation, the Triassic.
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If this should be proved, Mr. Lake's discovery will have an

added interest, from the fact that almost nothing is known either

of the plants or of the insects of this formation. Of the plants,

it is only necessary to point out that in the paucity of data, the

upper Paleozoic aspect of the few vegetable remains from Fair-

play can have but a negative value beside the positive proof of

the alliance of the insects to Mesozoic forms. Of Triaasic

insects our knowledge is exceedingly meager ; a single neurop-

terous larva from the Connecticut valley is all that the formation

has hitherto yielded in this country. In Europe we know of

only four species, each, I believe, from a single specimen :
one

of these is a cockroach, but it is entirely different from any ol

the Fairplay species, and indeed from any other known forms,

so that we get no light from this quarter.

It may be urged that as much the larger proportion of known

Paleozoic cockroaches come from Europe, our own fauna being

comparatively unworked, this discovery may only indicate for

America an earlier advance within Paleozoic times toward later

types. Besides the important consideration that this would be

in direct opposition to what we know of subsequent periods in

America, there are only two facts known to me among fossil

insects bearing on this point, one in favor of this hyp'-:

other against it. The first is the recent discovery in beds at

Kansas City, Mo ., said by the state geologists to have eight hun-

dred feet of Carboniferous rock- above them, of the wing of a

heteropterous Hemipteron, which i have called Plithan. Here-

in Europe no instance is recorded of any insect belonging to

this great group of Hemiptera' in Paleozoic rocks, the three ol

four Hemiptera so far found belonging to the homopterous

division. The other fact is brought forward in my memoir on

Paleozoic cockroaches, and is of far more importance, not only

because it is of broader significance, but also because it is drau n

from the same group as" that under discussion. The Paheo-

blattarise are divisible into two groups, the Mylacridse and the

Blattinarise, the former of which is in point of structure the

more primitive type. Now the Mylacridse occur only in Amer-

ica and form indeed about two-thirds of the.species known from

this continent. In Carboniferous times, therefore, as regards

cockroaches, America was more old fashioned than Europe, tfjd

we should look for the introduction of new element-
Europe than in America; yet the better explored Carboniferous

and Permian deposits of that continent have yielded no trace?

of anything akin to the Fairplay insects. The first appearance

of any such is in Mesozoic strata, and notably in the Lias.

So far as I know this is the first attempt to determ
of a deposit from its insect remains alone, and it is unfortunate

for its acceptance by naturalists that the plants give it, to say
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the least, no support, but rather are deemed by one competent
to judge, to be decidedly adverse to what is here claimed.
The paleqntological contradiction shown in the plants and

animals of the Fairplay beds is not unknown to American geol-

ogy, as every one is aware, but I do not know that it has been
pointed out in this country at this horizon or in this direction- •

the discordance appearing later in time, and the plants indicat-

>t an earlier age than the animals. An
' parallel case appears to be shown in Eastern Russia, for

in discussing the poorer strata of Kargalinsk, which he refers

to the Permian. Twelvetrees says, "as regards the flora [11
species] the list has a Paleozoic aspect, but a secondary one as

respects the reptilian remains" [4 species cited].*

Exploration of the locality will continue, and it is hoped that

future material may throw more light upon the question. It

may, however, be added that the few other insects lound appear
to have no Paleozoic relations whatever.

Art. XXVI.— On the Flexibility of Itacolurnite; by Orville
A. Derby.

Having had many occasions for observing the extensive
series of quartzose rocks known as itacolurnite in the gold and
diamond regions of Minas Geraes, Brazil, I have for some time
entertained a suspicion that the peculiar property of flexibility

would on investigation be found to be only a surface character.

I have already shown (this Journal, vol. xxvi, p. 34) that

much of the so-called itacolurnite belongs to a higher geological

horizon than that containing the flexible layers and that in the

mountain of Itacolumi itself only a small part of the mass of
the mountain is formed of the schistose beds of the lower series

of quartzites in which alone, so far as I am aware, the property
of flexibility has been observed. Even in the lower series

flexible portions are rather uncommon, and the greater part of
the mass is as rigid as any similar rocks.

Artificial openings into this series of rocks are extremely
rare, and so far itacolurnite has been studied in its natural out-

crops only at the surface, in which it is generallv impossible to

determine exactly how much the original characteristics of the
rock have been modified by weathering. For some time past
I have been on the lookout for an opportunity for studying

ied itacolurnite in order to determine whether or
not the flexible layers extend beyond the action of surface

agencies. Such an opportunity was recently afforded by the
newly constructed Rio and Mums railroad. This line, starting

Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. Loud., xxxviii. 495.
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from the valley of the Parahyba, crosses the Mantiqueira di-

vision of the maritime range of mountains into the southern

part of the province of Minas Geraes, and then follows the

course of the Rio Verde, one of the headwaters of the Rio

Grande branch of the Parana, in the mountainous plateau

lying to the westward of the Mantiqueira. The cuttings are

mainly through gneiss, in great part decomposed, but at

several points narrow belts of itacolumite are also cut through.

At a place called Jurumirim, the river and railroad pass by a

short, narrow gorge through a high ridge of itacolumite ex-

tending from S.W. to N.E. In the sides of this gorge the

rock is unusually well preserved and has been cut away to

give passage to the railroad to within two or three meters of the

drainage level. A few miles away to the northeast on the

: ridge is the village of Sao Thome das Le
itacolumite quarries which have afforded beautiful flexible

specimens. This locality is about fifty miles southwest of Sao

Joao D'el Rei, a typical itacolumite locality, from which this

formation has been traced continuously to and beyond the

Serra de Itacolumi at Ouro Preto. Though the intervening

region has never been examined, there can be little doubt that

the beds here examined are identical and continuous with those

of Sao Joao D'el Rei and Ouro Preto.

This cutting exposed very clearly the rock in its natural

state and a> :. ng waters and surface agencies.

The total thickness of the itacolumite series in the range of

hills is not far from 100 meters, of which about 40 meters near

the center of the series are laid bare in the cutting. Of the

• portion is composed > beds from

i thickness, in which flexible portions are

rarely found. In the lower part the beds are more schistose

or flaggy, and divide readily into lamina? of a few millimeters

to a few centimeters in thickness, the greater part of which are

more or less flexible. In this portion, water percolates freely

along the planes of stratification and lamination as well as

along the numerous joints, and it is difficult to find masses that

can with certainty be pronounced to be in their original state.

The beds strike N. 60° E., and dip to the N.W. at an angle

of 30°.

Among the heavy upper beds the action of the weather and

of percolating waters has been less general and an opportunity

of comparing weathered and un weathered portions is afforded.

The beds are traversed by fissures, and in the masses separated

by fissures and stratification planes, massive and schistose, com-

pact and friable, non-flexible and flexible portions may be

found within a distance of a few eentiineiers. and inexactly

the same relative position in the bed. Several such masses were

observed, of which one is represented in the following figure.
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hick and separated by
lither side, is traversed

tiddle by three cracks. From between two of these
cracks a prism-shaped mass had fallen out, leaving an open
space. Water percolating through these

cracks has opened several concealed

planes of lamination in the right-hand

portion (a) ; while to the left of the

cracks, although these planes are
(

clearly indicated by faint lines of color,

the stone shows no signs of yielding

along them, and fragments detached
with the hammer at b do not break
along the dotted lines more readily

than in any other direction. At b the rock i< exceedingly hard

and not at all friable or flexible, while at a it divides readily

into slabs two or three centimeters thick, crumbles to sand with

the pressure of the fingers and is slightly flexible. It should
be stated, however, that in preparing a microscopic slide from
the rock at b the thin slice showed a considerable degree of

, though perhaps not more than other granular rocks

which are not at all flexible in masses may exhibit under the

same circumstances. My experience in making slides is not

sufficient to enable me to form an opinion on this point.

The property of flexibility is best ^m in the thin plates

into which the rock splits along the planes of lamination, that

is to say, in the direction of the bedding. Owing to the diffi-

culty of detaching pieces of suitable shape it is not so readily

exhibited in other directions. At several points, however,

where thin slabs or irregular prisms had been separated by
fissures transverse to the bedding, it was also observed. The
planes of stratification and lamination are thickly covered
with silver-white mica, but in the massive portions of the rock

this mineral is not at all prominent.
From these observations it may be concluded that flexibility

is not an original characteristic of the rock, but that, like the

opening of the planes of lamination and the development of
hiability in hard granular rocks, which it accompanies, it is a

phase of weathering or of the decay brought about by perco-

lating waters. So far as known, it is limited in Brazil to beds
•of a certain definite geological horizon, apparentlv of Huronian
age. It would appear, however, that it "might occur equally
well i„ any fine-grained and thin-bedded or laminated quartz-

!te or ordinary sandstone. Further examination will very
probably show" that it is not limited to rocks of any definite

horizon or to any well characterized natural division of the

quartzose rocks.
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Art. XXVII.-
Rocks in the

N. Y.; by S. W. Ford.

During the latter part of the month of May, after a day

spent in the study of the Primordial rocks of the town of

• Columbia County, the writer made a hasty ex-

amination of the folded slates directly back of the Schodack

Landing railroad station, near the Hudson Eiver, and collected

therefrom two poorly preserved, but yet decisive specimens of

the well-kn ecies, 0. prislis. It occurred to

me at the time that the locality was one deserving more ex-

tended investigation; but owing to the pressure of other en-

gagements, I was then prevented from entering upon the work.

I have since, however, found opportunity to devote consider-

able time to the exploration of the region, and some of the

more important results obtained are herewith communicated.

The slaty rocks back of Schodack Landing station, and their

associated beds, occupy all the higher ground to the south as

far as the Columbia County line, and are even prolonged a

short distance into the town of Stuwesant in Columbia County.

In passing southward through Schodack banding, they sweep

westward as far as the Hudson River railroad track in two

conspicuous promontories, and finally disappear altogether,

about a hundred yards distant from the Stuwesant Primordial

beds,* & fault intervening. In these promontories the slates are

excellently exposed, and are bent and contorted almost beyond
description. They are fossiliferous at several different points,

but especially so along the line of the Hudson River railroad, a

short distance south of the county line, and about two hundred

yards north of the residence of Mr. Patrick McCabe. At this

locality there occurs a band of black slates, but slightly altered,

which has thus far vielded the following ten species of Grapto-

lites, described and' figured on pages 265-274, plates 72-74 of

the first volume of the Paleontology of New York, besides two

others, probably new or undescribed :

able to fully satisfy i
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In addition to the above, I have also obtained from this band
the young graptolitic forms figured on plate B of Decade II of
the Geological Survey of Canada (1865), figs. 15 and 18. In
view of all the evidence, I think there can be no doubt that

these slates are the exact equivalents of the Graptolite-bearing

beds of the Norman's Kill, near Albany. Stipes of the O.

Sagittarius have been obtained here over a foot in length, and
all of the species occur in a remarkably perfect state of preser-

The' Norman's Kill slates were assigned by the New York
Geological Survey to the horizon of the Hudson River group

;

and although doubts were subsequently raised by the investi-

gations of the Canadian geologists as to the correctness of this

reference, I became satisfied in 1871 and 1872, after an ex-

amination of the slates of various other localities on the west
side of the Hudson River, that it was. in all probability, the

right one. Nevertheless, so long as the graptolitic testimony
of the Norman's Kill beds remained unsupported by rtie evi-

dence of other Hudson River group fossils at that locality,

caution appeared to me necessary in pronouncing upon the age

characterized by simply one or more of these species of

tes, and not demonstrably their stratigraphical equiva-

i other places. For instance : in the summer of 1870, I

obtained specimens of Gm/>tnh'th><s pristis, O. scalaris, and a

third species which I was unable to determine, from the slates

immediately east of the Hudson River at Troy ; and later I

found good specimens of the first mentioned species in the

folded slates between Troy and Lansingburgh, along the line

of the Troy and Boston railroad; but I did not consider this

as demonstrative evidence of the Hudson River age of the

beds, although I now believe them to be of this age, in view
of the new facts that have recently come under my observation.

With the discovery of the rich graptolitic Locality in the

vicinity of Schodack Landing, I at once resolved to institute

:i careful search for other fossils in the rocks of the neighbor-
hood ; and before quitting the field, my researches were re-

warded with success. Directly back of Mr. Honsteins black-

smith shop, at Schodack village, there is a bed of limestone,

about two feet thick, and, in part, somewhat brecciated in

appearance, enclosed in the siates; and about a quarter of a

mile from the river, in the bottom of a deep gorge running
eastward along the Columbia County line, the same limestone
band, similarly situated, is again met" with. From the mode of

* The same or a simiku Uuxi. abounding in tin -;imc specie occurs about a

mile south of Castlefn. on an east-and-west road connecrini: with the regular-'',
-

. .

: „ . : «. . ,. , ,. ;i ;.... ;
.,- .»- •

graptoli
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occurrence of this band, I have no doubt that it is a regular

member of the slate formation. It is fossiliferous at both of the

points referred to, and has thus far furnished the following

species: Asaphus platycephalic, Calymene senuria, Orthis testu-n-

naria, Orthis lynx, Lq omena alternate and

the hemispherical variety of Chcetetes lycoperdon. None of the

species of this locality are distinctive of the Utica slate, and

both the limestone and its associated graptolitic slates represent,

in my estimation, the Hudson River group. It is possible,

however, that the Utica formation will yet be somewhere

recognized among the folded and contorted rocks of the region.

In view of what I have recently and for several years past,

observed in the field, the following propositions appear to me
to rest upon a good strong foundation of facts, and will, I have

little doubt, be fully sustained by future research :

1. That the rocks of the Hudson Eiver group skirt the

Hudson Eiver quite extensively upon the east in Washington,

Rensselaer, Columbia and Dutchess counties, or, at any rate,

extensively enough to entitle them to continue to be called tbe

Hudson River group ; although the better plan would appear

to be to discard altogether that designation, and go back to the

old term "Lorraine shales."

2. That a great dislocation, bringing up (at least for a large

portion of the distance) the rocks of the Primordial zone upon

the east side of the line of fracture, and placing them upon the

same level with, or even higher than, the rocks of the Hudson
River group upon its western side, runs from western Vermont
southward through the western portion of Washington, Rens-

selaer, Columbia and Dutchess counties; and that this disloca-

tion does not strike across the Hudson River opposite, or so as

to pass through Rondout, as some have supposed ; but, on the

contrary, before crossing, extends on southward beyond Rhine-

cliff station, in Dutchess county, for several miles.

3. That this dislocation probably occurred at the close of

the Lower Silurian as urged by Professor Dana.
-t. That over a considerable part of the territory traversed by

this fault, the Primordial rocks wall against those of the

Hudson River group unconformably ; but that, in the majority

of instances where they come together, the older beds have

been made to overlap the newer conformably.

Johnstown, N. Y., July 5th. 1884.
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Slope to the Great Uphec

Professor W. P. Blake first drew attention to the series

of mineral belts of the Pacific slope and their striking parallel-

ism to the mountain ranges, enumerating a considerable num-
ber of more or less continuous lines of ore deposits and stating

their relations to the mountain sjstem.f Mr. Clarence King
accepted and enlarged upon these facts4 All the structural

features of local geology, he says, including the distribution of

the precious metals are grouped in strict subordination to the

longitudinal direction of the ranges, and these represent folds

parallel to the main axis of the whole system of elevation. The
deposits themselves he ascribes to the solfataric action accom-
panying the ejection of igneous rocks, and these eruptions he
connects with the great orographical disturbances of the Juras-

sic and Tertiary eras.

It is fourteen years since the well known volume containing
these statements appeared, and in the mean time great addi-

tions have been made both to the number of known ore depos-
its on the Pacific slope and to our knowledge of the geology of

the region; contributions which throw some additional tight

on the relations between the broader facts of structure, and the

distribution of ores. Inmost respects the statements made by
Mr. King have been continual I>v suh.s' quent information. The
close relations between the folds represented by the ranges of

the Pacific slope and the occurrence of ores is placed beyond
questiou. Neither the ranges nor the deposits accompanying
them however, have proved on the whole so continuous as it

was once believed they might clo. The mountain system of

the Great Basin and Arizona may properly be regarded as a

vast chain
; the individual ranges being frequently interrupted

and represented, but not continued in the direction of their

trend, by fresh ranges. Similarly, while there is an evident
tendency in almost every mining region west of the Rocky
Mountains to prolongation in the direction of the trend of the

mountains, comparatively few of the series of deposits are suf-

ficiently continuous to be classed as mineral belts. Indeed it

would now scarcely be claimed that there are more than four
distinct ore belts on the Pacific slope, viz : the lead silver belt

of Utah, the gold belt and the quicksilver belt of California,

[r a I tfauum and my-
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and the chain of deposits which extend diagonally across,

Arizona.

In the Coast Eanges of California, quicksilver and chromic

iron occur at a great number of localities. The most southerly

quicksilver mine known to me is Las P.rietas, four miles from

Santa Barbara, and the most northerly the New Id nan, Doug-

lass county, Oregon. l< by an interval of over

600 miles." There are considerable differences in the width of

the strip of country embracing the known quicksilver deposits

which are very numerous in the latitude of Mt. St. Helena and

extend for a distance of about fifty miles in a northeast and

southwest direction, or at right angles to the general trend of the

belt, while to the northward of Clear Lake the deposits are

few and are separated by long intervals. On the whole, how-

ever, it is strikingly apparent that conditions favoring the

deposition of quicksilver ores have prevailed at numerous

points within a belt in most places of small width and which is

of great length. Messrs. Whitney and Gabb, as is well known,

ascribe the elevation of the Coast Eanges of California to a

post-Miocene uplift. The western edge of the area raised, or

the present coast of California, is nearly parallel with, and for

the most part very close to, the quicksilver belt.

The gold belt of California is extremely well defined from

the southern boundary of Mariposa county to the neighborhood

of Nevada City, a distance of about 150 miles, and near it is a

series of copper deposits scarcely distant enough to be regarded

as a separate system from a general point of view. Gold deposits

are found in great abundance but more scattered to the north-

west of Nevada county, and there is also a little gold to the

south at a number of points along the foothills of the Sierra

to its termination at Fort Tejon ; in fact though the gold belt

proper is comparatively short, there can be no doubt that a

gold-bearing zone of countrv lies along the western foot of the

Sierra for several hundred miles. This zone also coincides

with the western edge of the great area of Mesozoic rocks

which, as was established by the investigations of the California

State Survey and the Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, was

iter the close of the Jurassic.

The Utah ore belt lies at the western base of the Wahsatch

range and its southwesterly continuation. With the exception

of the Leeds (Silver R I
deposits of

the territory are included in this belt, which bears a very defi-

nite relation to the main line of crests. The Wahsatch also

forms the western edge of the Rocky Mountain ai

was uplifted at the close of the Cretaceous ; the famous Wah-

satch fault-line passing through or close to many of the mining
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The Arizona deposits lie i

the territory from southeast
or lies close to the dividing line between Paleozoic strata to the
northeast and the Archaean area of Southwest Arizona, depos-
its occurring both in the granites or crystalline schists and in the
Paleozoic limestones. The main contact between the Paleo-
zoic arid the underlying strata is laid down, in the geological
maps of the Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, continuously
from Virgin Canon to Camp Verde, a distance of 170 miles.

Farther south the most westerly occurrences of Paleozoic shown
are in the Pinal mining district near Florence and in latitude
32° 20', longitude 109° 40'. These are probably near the edge
of the area, though there is some evidence of detached patches
still farther to the south, and to the west of the general course
of the contact so far as traced. The Chiricahui range has been
shown by Mr. Gilbert to be largely made up of Paleozoic strata.

and the mines of the Tombstone district are many of them sunk
on deposjts in limestone. In this region limestones can hardly
be other than Paleozoic, and they are reported as containing
Carboniferous fossils.

The rocks adjoining the Paleozoic to the southwest are un-
questionably Archajan, for their relations to the Silurian are
clear at a great number of points, and their lithological charac-
ter in this region is very characteristic and persistent. The
edge of the Paleozoic has also been followed by Mr. Gilbert in
a westerly direction into California, near Owens Lake, whence
its course is deflected to the north (Mesozoic strata, in part over-
lying Archaean, coming in on the west) and it crosses the
fortieth parallel in longitude 117° 30'. The mines of Battle
Mountain, Austin, Candelaria, Cerro Gordo and Panamint all

He close to the contact. Scarcely anything is known of the
geology of the region north of Battle Mountain, but Mr. Meek
determined fossils c6llected on the northern boundary of the

es at the 114th Meridian bv Mr. Geo. Gibbs as Car-
boniferous,* and it is probable that the contact passes through
the mining region of Idaho.
The western edge of the Paleozoic in the belt of country

surveyed by the Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel represents
Nie structural line along which the Paleozoic area of Eastern
Nevada and Western Utah was uplifted at the close of the Car-
boniferous. In Arizona faults practically parallel to the trend
of the contact are known to have had an important influence
on the orography of the belt of country in which the contact
between Archaean and Paleozoic occurs, but how far if at all
the present exposure of Archaean is due to the erosion of Pale-

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVIII. No. 105.—Sept., 1884.
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ozoic strata has not been determined. The similarity and con-

tinuity of the two areas, however, give color to the su|

that in Arizona :i!.-> the \m sent contact substantially coincides

with the line of post-Carboniferous uplift.

The mining districts on the western edge of the Paleozoic

near and north of Owens Lake are at distances from one

another too great to justify their being regarded as i
-.

a belt if taken by themselves, but when their occurrence is

considered in reference to the Paleozoic area it seems difficult

to avoid the conclusion that they really form a continuation of

the Arizona belt.

A conclusion of economical importance evidently follows im-

mediately from the facts set forth, quite independently of any

theory whatever. It appears that a great majority of all the

profitable ore deposits west of the crest of the Wahsatch occur

a few miles in width which follow the western edges

of distinct geological areas, the Cretaceous in Utah, the Paleo-

zoic, and usually the Carboniferous, in Nevada and Arizona, the

Jura-Trias in Eastern California and the Cretaceous and Ter-

tiary in Western California. Analogy therefore points to the

neighborhood of the portions of these contacts still remaining

unexplored as the most promising for future discoveries. Geo-

it seems impossible to avoid the conclusion that the

profound disturbance of the rocks in the neighborhood of these

contacts was a condition of the deposition of the ores, thus

establishing for these cases an intimate connection between the

great events of geological history of the genesis of ore deposits.

The upheavals, however, cannot in general have been the

immediate causes of the formation of ores, for some of the most

important bodies occur associated with later volcanic rocks in

such a manner as to prove them far more recent than the

upheavals. This again indicates that the fractures which

attended some of these great orographical changes have con-

tinued through whole epochs unrepaired, as indeed is known

in part from other evidence.

s.u: Francisco, office of the TJ. S. )
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Art. XXIX.

—

Xotice of the remarkable Marin' Fauna occupi/iwf

the outer banks off the Southern Coa«t of Xew England. No. 9;
by A. E. Verrill. Brief Contributions to Zoology from the

Museum of Yale College. No. LV.

[Published by permission of the IT. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.]

Work of the Steamer Albatross in 1883.

During the summer of 1883, the new U. S. Fish Commission
steamer, Albatross,* Lieut. Z. L. Tanner, commander, continued
the work of dredging in the region of the Ghilf Stream, along
our coast, from off Cape Hatteras to Nova Scotia,f She is, in

construction, well adapted to do deep-sea work, and fully

equipped with improved apparatus, and therefore was able to

carry the dredgings much farther out to sea than the Fish
Hawk had been able to, in previous years. The stations most
distant from the coast were more than a third of the way to the
Bermudas. The greatest depth successfully dredged was in

2949 fathoms, at station 2099, N. lat. 37° 12' 20", W. long.
69° 39', August 2. Besides this, there were four successful
hauls in 2033 to 2369 fathoms, and 27 between 1000 and 2000
fathoms. Between 500 and 1000 fathoms there were 19 hauls,
and in less than 500 fathoms, 63, making a total of 116
stations. At nearly all these localities a large trawl was used,
r'" J

i many cases large quantities of specimens were obtained,

t depths. The bottom temperatures between 1000
1 fathoms were usually between 37° F. and 39° F., and

rarely, 40° (in one case, at station 2050, 49'5° was recorded in

1050 fathoms, and at station 2052, on the same day, 45°, in

1098 fathoms, but these cases may have been due to some acci-

dental cause, for at the same date other trials, at similar depths,
gave 39° ; I have therefore omitted these two temperatures, in
the table). Besides the ordinary temperature observations,

:. a;, well as of some of her

and 2000 f
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numerous serial temperatures, not given here, were also taken,

and the specific gravity of samples of water, from various

depths, was determined. The bottom at all the stations below

1000 fathoms was mainly composed of "Globigerina ooze,'*

usually having the consistency of fine sticky mud, commonly
of a dull olive-green or bluish color.* When washed through

a very fine sieve a variable, but often large, proportion remains

on the sieve, composed chiefly of the shells of Globigerina and

other foraminifera, of many kinds, but mostly minute. These

are usually mixed with a considerable amount of very fine grains

of siliceous sand,f among which are some grains of magnetite

and garnet. Green grains, apparently of glauconite, are also

The deepest localities were all rich in animal life, of many

kinds. A considerable number of interesting fishes were

obtained, many of them new to our fauna. Some of these are

new genera and species of great interest.

Yery interesting additions to our collections were made in

nearly every class of marine invertebrates, including many
undescribed species and genera, some of which are of great

morphological importance, while many of the described species

were previously known only from distant regions, on the Euro-

pean side of the Atlantic, in the arctic or antarctic regions, off

the coast of South America, in the West Indies, or even in the

Indian or Pacific Oceans. Thus our knowledge of the distri-

bution of the deep-sea forms, both geographically and in depth,

has been greatly increased. Some of these deep-sea species

were first described as fossils from the European ternary.

Moreover a considerable number of our shallow-water species

have been found to have a much greater range in depth than

was anticipated, many of them going down below 500 fathoms,

while some even go below 1000 fathoms.

On the first trip of the Albatross from Wood's Holl, which

was made July 16th to 19th, four successful hauls were made

with a large trawl, in 1346 to 1736 fathoms, on the 17th and

18th of July, two each day, besides the soundings and tempera-

mud is usual;.. - appearance to the naked eye, and some-

times by the sense of touch. .rlobitrerinaooze" are not dis-

tinguishable by these tests from "fine blue mud," or "sticky mud," or "fine gray

mud." Nor are the coarser foraminif. r •rum "sand" or

sandy mud." Thus the official records of this and other similar explorations do

not always agree with the determinations of tla- naturalists who subsequently

examine the samples of bottom. In many cases, howev. r sud
eventually made. Very p r 1;< 1 are often enclosed in the

hollow, bulbous bases of large Actinia. M.d. - ,mp s. imt. 1 aving been washed

free of their finer portions, might often serve to supplement or correct the official

records made from the samples brought up in sounding.
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Partial List of Stations occupied by the Albatross i
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i determinations, includii t temperature;

from the surface. On this trip about 10;

Invertebrates were obtained, not including the Foran

15 of Crustacea; 1 of Pycnogonida; 10 of Annelida; 1 of

Brvozoa ; 2^ of Sponges.

The Echinoderms were among the most abundant and inter-

esting of the deep-sea animals. About sixty species were

dredged by the Albatross, many of which are new to our

coast, though previously dredged on the European side, or in

the Caribbean Sea and still more distant regions. Others are

undescribed forms. Among the Holothurians were two gigan-

tic species, belonging to a peculiar deep-sea family of which

many species were brought to light by the Challenger expedi-

tion. These occurred in large numbers at several stations.

mostly between 1000 and 1500 fathoms, in some cases more

than a barrelful of one of them coming up in a single haul.

The largest and most singular one is a new species of Bentho-

dytes (B. gigcmtea Y.)* which is a very large, oblong, massive

species, flat below and convex above, sometimes 18 inches long

and 5 or 6 broad, having a gelatinous, translucent appearance.

but with a texture when fresh. The cartilage-

like walls of the body are very thick, often an inch or more,

and the visceral cavity is very small in proportion. Owing to

the dense and impervious, cartilage-like tissues, this species is

very difficult to preserve in alcohol, the interior decaying

before the fluid can penetrate the tissues, even when the

The second species is also a new form, Euphronides cornida
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V.,* related to E. depressa of the Challenger expedition. It

has two pairs of large, elevated, teat-like anterior tubercles, to

which character the name refers. In form it is not unlike B.
<!>'<fiiitea, but it is smaller, narrower, less massive, and has a

much thinner, reddish brown integument, without the car-

tilaginous character of the latter.

The starfishes were very numerous in the deep dredgings
and are represented by many interesting species. The most
abundant starfish was a, fine, new, orange-red species of Zoroas-
ter, of large size, with slender spinose arms. (Z. Diomedeo V.)f
About 200 specimens of this occurred at station 2035. It was
taken at many stations, in 1000 to 1600 fathoms. The most
common genus, as usual in very deep water, was Archaster, of

which numerous species occurred. Many of these are very large

deep purplish brown, fading to oran-e

Plates. Length of

f Zoroaster Diom
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and handsome, and are generally orange or orange-red in color.

Several are unlike those species from less than 500 fathoms,

taken by the Fish Hawk. A large, rather smooth Archasttr,

with a very large madreporic plate (A. grandis V.,)* and a

remarkably spinose species of a related genus {BerUkopeckn 8p£

nosus V.),f were associated with the Zoroaster at station 2035

and elsewhere, generally between 1000 and 2000 fathoms.

The Anthozoa were abundant, both in individuals and

species, in most of the dredgings below 1000 fathoms. About
40 species were taken, altogether, belonging to all the principal

groups. Several were undescribed, while others are new addi-

tions to our fauna, though previously obtained elsewhere hy

the Blake or Challenger. It was also a source of satisfaction

to us that we rediscovered, in larger numbers, the few remain-

ing species that the Blake and Challenger had obtained off our

coast, but which we had not previously dredged.
Among the Pennatulacea there are some highly interesting

forms. The remarkable deep-sea genus, Uvibellula, originally

discovered off the coast of Greenland, but hitherto unknown
off the eastern coast of North America, though recently dredged

. larger fhm the naxilhe. Latent! plates ^uarisli. the upper and

umiacral plates hear a curved, longitudinal group of 8 to 10 close spines,

entral ones longest. Oral plates rith an oval naked

in the middle between them, and margined by many short oral spinules.

diameter of madreporic plate, 10mm .

"
, long, rather slender, except atRays five, long,

singly, surrounds each plati nor granules. Upi
marginal plates rather small. . levate.l in tl e , .; ,1, m ore than 40 on each aid

each bears several m •, t. s nes md -iivde central, large and long, taper*

exceeding those ot the center of the disk. Lower marginal plates bear each

vertical row of about :\ spines, the upper one much the longest, and along the midc

of the arm as long as those of the upper plates, but becoming much smaller at t

slender spines and i transv. - out. row ..f nine! large) ones of wl

two inner are much the largest. Suckers large, tapered, pinched i

M)m" : smaller, 22»» Si

tthoma, etc.

BtuthnptCfc),. gen. i,..\ .
r :• .-. in having in
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in most other parts of the deep oceans by the Challenger and
other expeditions, is represented by several large and fine

specimens belonging to two species, one of which is probably
U. Ountheri Kolliker, taken by the Challenger in the eastern

Atlantic, while the other, U. Bairdii V.* seems to be new. In
this genus there is a handsome cluster of large flower-like polyps
at the summit of a tall slender stem.

Another new species, which was taken in 1362 to 2369 fath-

oms, belongs to the genus Kophobelemnon (K. tenue Y.)f This
genus we had not previously dredged, though a single speci-

men of a different species (K. scabrum Y.) had been obtained
by the Blake expedition in 1880. This was also taken by the

Albatross in 789 fathoms. A very elegant species, apparently

new, belonging to the genus Scleroptilum K., hitherto known
only from off Japan, occurred in large numbers at several

stations, in 1467 to 2369 fathoms. This I have called & eh-

gans.% It nearly always had a new species of Astronyx (A.

t'rmuspi-na Y.)§ clinging closely to it, which, like its host, was
bright orange.

* UmbeUula Bairdii, sp. nov. Stalk very tall and slender: axis quadrangular,
with concave sides ; basal bulb long, narrow ; rarhis short. >wo!lei>.

a j
? groups between the polyps :

;m,1 rarhis light y,-il.iw: of y,, (",;ds orange-brown.

-

lire swollen at kise and rove red all over with an
abundance of small slender spicula. The ealicles are frequently opposite, or nearly
so, but more generally alternate ; the lo.

the pairs of pol: sol ween theli »s< -

- :
..:
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Among the other interesting Pennatulacea is Anthoptilurn

MurrayiK., which was dredged several times in 640 to 1362

fathoms. It was first taken off Nova Scotia by the Challenger.

It was associated, in some cases, with the much larger A.

grandiflorurn. V., first described by me in this Journal from

numerous fine specimens obtained by the Gloucester fishermen

on the banks off Nova Scotia, but afterwards described by Kol-

liker as A. Thomsoni from specimens dredged by the Challenger

off Buenos Aryes, in 600 fathoms.

The Gorgonacea are represented by several fine species, some

of them conspicuous on account of their large size and bright

colors. The bush -like Acanella Normani, as usual in deep

water, occurred abundantly. Lepldisis rtwijophyllia V., which

grows in the form of tall, slender, unbranched stems, often two

or three feet high, with long, hollow, calcareous joints, alter-

nating with short horny ones, and with very long spiny cali-

cles, occurred alive several times, in 1098 to 1735 fathoms, and

dead in many localities, where its joints are very abundant on

the bottom and afford solid support for the attachment of other

species of Anthozoa, etc. Fine living specimens of Acantho-

gorgia armata V. were taken in 407 to 640 fathoms, and a

number of specimens of Pnmnoa kpadifera were dredged on

the outside of Brown's Bank, off southern Nova Scotia, in 101

to 131 fathoms. A very elegant plumose coral, the Dasygorgia

AgassiziiY., which has a slender, iridescent, calcareous axis,

with the main branches spirally arranged and the large polyps

obliquely seated, was dredyed in 1346 to 1362 fathoms. It

belongs to a peculiar deep sen family, Chrysogorgidre* recently

established by me for this and several related genera, oearly aU

of them elegant in form and colors. A new genus, belonging

to this family, was dredged in 858 to 1735 fathoms {Lepidogorgia

gracilis).-\

+ Lepidogorgia, l-vii. nov. Axis sim].!.-. iml.-M-.'nt. with , -a leave.. us. raui^e

p-colls large, oblique, cohered with fusiform spi.-ula : im-ii'
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In this Journal, vol. xviii, Dec. 1879. will be found a paper
on the geological structure of the Blue Ridge, at Balcony Falls,

Rockbridge County, Virginia, illustrated by a map and geolog-
ical section. As to their main features the facts there pre-

descriptions given have been

matrons that rest against the western
flank of the igneous and metamorphic core of the Blue Ridge

But, as regards the stratified beds flanking the main ridge
on its eastern slope, subsequent observations have modified the
views expressed on page 439 of the paper referred to above,
where the following paragraph occurs :

—

" The bedded rocks (1, a 6,) that rest upon the syenite are
very much metamorphosed, are gneissoid in character, and dip
toward the southeast. [Correct so far]. Then follows a bed of

forty or fifty feet of conglomerate and quartzite. bearing some
resemblance to the conglomerate sandstones on the opposite
side of the ridge, but so different in composition, texture, posi-

tion and thickness as to preclude the idea that they have any
historical connection. Over this a-ain we find another bed of

slate. These beds all dip toward the southeast while their up-
per margins reach beyond the underlying syenite and granulite.

and with their edges support the lowest beds of Primordial
rocks, where both extend nigh up on the ridges, beyond the
limits of the igneous beds."

It was a mistake, as will appear farther on, to class these as

Archaean beds. But some apology may be found for my mis-
take in the fact that Prol W. B. Rogers, in his notes on the
geology of Virginia, as found in Macfarlane's Geological Rail-
way Guide, speaks of the rocks between Lvnchburg and Bal-
cony Falls as all belonging to the Laurentian and Huronian
(his A and B) formations. I had not, however, seen that
note of his before the paper above quoted was published ; so
that I am entirely responsible for my own partially erroneous
conclusion.

After my paper on this subject had been published, suspi-

cions arose in my mind that the conglomerate and slate beds
along the eastern flank of the main Blue Ridge might be of
Cambrian aire, and so modified by the metamorphic agencies as

elsewhere diverted m\ ttent rom t

obscure; but engagen
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My assistant, Mr. Harry D. Campbell, and myself were re-

quested, a few months ago, to make a professional examination

of a belt of slate lying along the southeast base of the Blue

Ridge in the western corner of Amherst county. In this belt

the " Snowdon Slate Quarries " have been opened, and on tra-

cing its strike toward the southwest it was found to cross the

James River a little beyond the limit of the map and section

referred to above.

While examining the geological relations of the belt of slate,

my assistant discovered that one of the beds of sandstone un-

derlying the slate, abounded, at some points, in Scolithus borings.

Examinations extended lower down the River on the Amherst

side disclosed several alternations of sandstones, conglomerates

and slates, all dipping toward the southeast, but with decreas-

ing steepness until, as they approach the old ferry where the

Richmond & Alleghany Railway crosses the river, they become

approximately horizontal. Then changing their dip toward

the northwest with increasing steepness, a similar succession of

beds of sandstones and slates was found, with the lowest rest-

ing upon Archaean rocks, such as constitute the core of the

main ridge.

Thus we found what is manifestly a somewhat shallow Byn-

cline, about three miles wide, running parallel with the general

range of mountains, and occupied by successive beds of sand-

stones, conglomerates and slates, bearing a decided resemblance

to the lower members of the Cambrian beds, on the N.W. side

of the main mountain, though very considerably modified by

metamorphism ; so much so that I, as well as others formerly

regarded this syncline as of Huronian age, and I pointed it out

as such to Prof. C. H. Hitchcock some two or three years ago

as we passed it on the Richmond & Alleghany train ;
but the

subsequent discovery of a bed of sandstone in situ, contain-

ing characteristic Scolithus borings, settles the question that the

beds in question are of Cambrian age.

In confirmation of our conclusion, Mr. H. D. Campbell has

traced the Scolithus bed, with its accompanying conglomerate

for at least five miles on each side of the river For some dis-

tance from the margin of the river, on the Amherst side, the

higher members of the series appear to have been removed by

denuding agencies ; but on the S.W. or Belford side, he found

the " Balcony Rock "—the lowest bed of quartzite—well ex-

posed ; then, in the next higher sandstone bed, he found abun-

dant traces of Scolithus, corresponding- in position and range

with what had been found on the other side. Some of the

higher peaks a little remote from the river, he found capped

with the main Scolithus bed, the upper or typical Potsdam

-sandstone of this region. We may conclude therefore, that
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this portion of the Blue Ridge has been formerly spanned by
a grand arch, or series of arches, of Cambrian age, upturned per-

haps at the time of their upheaval—the broken fragments of

which have been carried away, and only the abutments left to

tell the story of a great catastrophe.

Washington and Lee University, August, 1884.

SCIENTIFIC I N T E L L 1 ( J 12 N ( II

1. Photographing Colored Objects in their Natural Shades.—
Professor H. W. Vogel has laid before the Physical Society of
Berlin the results of his long continued researches on this subject.

It is well known that unnatural pictures of colored objects are

generally obtained by photography, the darkest shades of blue

vhite, the brightest tints of yellow and red as black,

Professor Vogel has endeavored to render his plates

sensitive to less refrangible rays by alloying the silver coat-

with some substance capable of absorbing these rays. He
obtained in eosine, and more especially in its various deriva-

ls, coloring substances which possess merely a broad absorp-
i band in the vellow, and which >n\r the desired results. By

:ipp,,i

eee bodies in the right proportion on the dry gelatine

plates, the yellow of the colored objects ;i|>]vuv<l quite clear on
the photograph. ; but the blue was brighter. Thereupon Professor

Vojjfd inserted between the object and the camera a yellow glass,

which partially absorbed the blue rays, leaving the yellow unim-
paired. In this way photographs can be obtained, in which the
green and yellow and to some extent the red portions of colored

objects present the same vivid effects as the originals.

—

Nature,
June 19, 1884, p. 188. J. T.

2. Measurement of Magnetic Forces by means of Hydm.<tnti<-

Pressure.—G. Quincke has shown that electric force produces a
pressure upon insulating liquids placed in an electric field. The
effect is the production of a tension parallel to the lines of electric

force, and of a nearly equal pressure at right angles to the lines
of electric force, which :

at the
made, and also proportional to the dielectric constant ot the fluid

under consideration. He has now extended this investigation to

magnetic and diamagnetic fluids placed in magnetic fields. From

analogy we should have in this ease ,) = 11 : t
Maxwell's Elee-

The value of this for air is L " If the magnetic duid is hoi

by air, the magnetic difference of pressure in the fluid and i
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air may be expressed by ;i hydrosl

can be measured." The magnetic fields employed by
varied in strength from 300 c g. s. to 12,000 c. g."s. The liquid!

were placed in the magnetic field in a square trough of nickel-

plated brass plate, with vertical sides of plate glass and a round

iron base, which was placed upon the lower horizontal pole surface

of a Ruhmkorff electro-magnet, the upper pole plate being brought

upper pole Mirtaee was connected by means of a thin brass tube

with a sulphide of carbon manometer and a long India-rubber

tube provided with a tap (Wied. Ann., xix. 1S83. p. 710). It was

found that under the influence of magnetic force the hydrostatic

pressure at the bounding surface of air and the magnetic or dia-

magnetic fluids, parallel and at right angles to the lines of mag-

netic force, undergoes the same increase or decrease; and that the

resulting pressure i< of the same magnitude parallel and at right

angles to the lines of magnetic force. The magnetic increase in

height was in some cases more than 32 : with magnetic fluids

and — 0'7 ram with diamagnetic fluids. Quincke gives' a full table

of the values of the magnetic effect upon different liquids, and

shows that the method adopted might be practically employed m
measure the intensity of a magnetic field. He also show- that

not >ensibly altered in a strong magnetic field. The quantity

which (h Wiedemann term*, atomic magnetism ( I'ogg. Ann., cxxvi.

lstio, p. 23) can also be calculated from Quincke's results.— Btr-

Ihtfr SUzungsberichte, Jan. 17, 1884; Phil. Mag., June, ISs-i, p-

447-459. J. T.

3. Production of very low Temperatures.—M. L. Cau.i.etet

has discovered that formene or Marsh gas can lie employed to

liquefy oxygen without the employment of mechanical mean> tbr

lowering the temperature of boiling of the cooling liquid. For-

mene is easily compressed and cooled in etl

atmospheric pressure. In the state of a lhjuid it is extremely

mobile, and in passing to the ga-eous <tate h \\ er< tie

sufficiently to immediately liquefy oxygen. This method ta*kt

: of oxvgen a very simple process.— Co>i)/>tts RlH'?"*-

p. 1565, No. 26, June 30, 1884. J. T.

ode ^LoXllay

difficulty in w

hi orate of silver sri
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it to keep any loose silver from dropping on the cathode. The
anode is immersed in the solution of silver salt; and at the end
of several hours a measurement of the weight of silver deposited
is made by weighing the bowl cathode in a chemical balance.
This process is found preferable to weighing the loss of weight

-M. Bachmetieff has made at the University of Zurich
an extensive series of experiments on this subject, the first part of
which is now published in the Journal of the Russian Chemical
Society (vol. xvi, fasc. 3). He arrives at the conclusion that
magnetism irrespective of currents of induction produces changes
of temperature in magnetized bodies and that this "magnetic
heat" is equal to the product of the magnetic moment by the

speed of rotation of the molecular magnets.

—

Nature, July c

p. 223. j. t.

6. Radiation of a Swan incandescent lamp at different tern

peratures.—H. Schneebeli employed in his investigation th<

method of Svanberg and Lan-lev. The resistance of the lamj
while cold was 80 ohms. The following tables exhibit the results
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representative one. Exhibitions devoted exclusively to electricit

and its applications have been held with most pronounced succe;

in Paris, Munich and Vienna, at each of which America partic

pa ted Largely, and carried off her full share of honors. The
subject is one which occupies a 1

tion ; and an exhibition in this c

represent the great progress which the science has made since

the period of the Centennial, and which shall especially show

how largely the world is indebted to American discovery and

invention for the advances that have been made, will not only

possess an unusual attractiveness, but if proper use is made of the

ove most beneficial as a popular educator,

i most fitting, that the first electrical exhibi-

i should be undertaken by a scientific body

of such assured standing and unquestioned respectability as the

Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania
The buildings, in which the exhibition will be held, occupy

several blocks, and are situated at 32d and Lancaster avenue, in

West Philadelphia, within a convenient distance from the heart

of the city, and readily accessible from all directions by the steam

and street railways. The exhibition is announced to open on

September 2d, and to close on October 11th. The system of

classification which lias been approved by the committee having

the work in charge is very elaborate, and, "in its general features,

original. The exhibits will be grouped under the following -oven

sections : Section I, Production of Electricity ; Section II, Electric

Conductor- Section 1 1 1, Measurements; Section IV, Apt
of Electricity; Section V, Terrestrial Physics; Section VI, His-

torical Apparatus ; Section VII, Educational and bibliographical.

Each of these sections is subdivided into numerous classes.

The committee charged with the duty of preparing a schedule

of the tests to be conducted, of the apparatus and machinery, lia~

prepared and published a code in accordance with which the

work shall be carried out, and has invited a large number M
eminent specialists in electricity and mechanics to cooperate in

the work. These tests will include the steam boilers and engine-.

as well as the special electrical apparatus and machinery.
The project of the exhibition is international in character, tui'l

by all the leading

gaged in the field of electricity

completely the subjects of the electric telegraph

lighting by the several systems (arc and incandescen

telephone; microphone; electric signaling systems for i

ting by the

clocks, time telegraphs and
recording <

mining, naval and military <
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the transm
and to metallurgy ; and a multi

Many of these exhibits which are being prepared by the lead-

ing companies engaged in eleci > iarge, and
all will be in the highest degree instinctive. The historical

portion of the exhibition will be full ; and the collection of the
literature of electricity and magnetism will be an attractive

feature to the student and professional man.
The utility of the exhibition will also be enhanced by a series

of popular lectures and by a thorough system of labelling, ho the

benefit of the many to whom the exhibit would be otherwise

unintelligible.

The meeting of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science will take place in Philadelphia while the exhi-

bition is in progress, and many members of the British A>socia-

tion, which meets this year in Montreal, have sign/ •

intention of being present. To this gathering will be added the

American Institute of Mining Engineers, the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, and other bodies less prominent.

Anticipating this gathering of scientific forces, and with the
view of utilizing them for the advancement of science, the Frank-
lin Institute appealed to Congress to authorize the holding of a

"National Conference of Electricians" to convene in Pi

during the period of the exhibition, to discuss matters of interest

affecting the present state and future progress of the science, and
to make public the results of their deliberations. This project

was favorably acted on by Congress and approved by the Presi-

dent, who has caused to be announced through the Secretary of
State, the appointment of the following gentlemen as members of
a commission "which may in the name of the United States

conduct a National Conference of Electricians . . . and have the

direction of the scope and character of the work of the confer-

ence/' viz: Professors H. A. Rowland, M. B. Snyder, J. Willard
(-^>!, s . John Trowbridge. C. A. Young, (i. F. Brackett, Dr. W. H.
Wahl, Professors Simon Newcomb, Qt. F. Barker, E. J. Houston,
R. A. Fisk, Francis C. Van Dyck. The first meeting of this

was held «,„ Thursday. August 7th. in Philadelphia, at

the Hall of -hip of Pro-
fessor Rowland. From the scientific eminence of this commission.
the results of the Conference promise to be of the first importance.
As another evidence of the interest which the fo

electrical exhibition has attracted, it is worthy of note that the
Royal Society of London has deemed it of sufficient importance

Dr. John Ilopkinson, Mr. W. II.
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will prove itself equal to the task it has set itself t(

add fresh laurels to those it has earned in the past.

8. fitudes pratique sur les Marees flxwiales

le Jl'/sraret, application aitx Travaux de la Partie inarithw. >hs

M. Comot. 389 pp., large 8vo, with an atlas of ten

plates. Paris: 1881 (Gauthier Villars; New York, F. W. Chris-

tern).—This work by M. Comoy is a valuable contribution to a

difficult and complex, and at the same time, highly interesting

subject. The author approaches it from the practical side,

through the results of numerous personal observations and pub-

lished records rather than by means of mathematical analysis.

The opening chapters contain a simple discussion of waves of

translation and oscillation, after which tidal waves in general are

Considered, and then the more difficult subject of tidal waves in

rivers— all in a clear and satisfactory manner. The chief interest

of the volume centers in the discussion of the Mascaret, a phenom-

enon to the study of which the author has devoted much time and

labor. The mascaret is the name given in some parts of brauce, as

on the rivers Garonne and Dordogne, to the peculiar wave which

advances up the river something like a wall at the head of the

tide; it is a similar phenomenon to the Bore on the Ganges, the

Prororoca in the Amazon and the Barre on the Seine. It is a

capricious phenomenon on some rivers of a country, varying

much in its action, sometime- almost disappearing and again

regaining its original intensity. The author discusses this portion

of his subject with much thoroughness, going over the views of

others as to the cause of the phenomenon and then

his own on the same subject. The author shows the effect tipon

the mascaret of the varying conditions, such as depth of river-

bed, width of channel, etc. ; he also discusses the influence upon

the fluvial tides of public works undertaken in the rivers to

facilitate navigation. In the final chapter he gives a detailed

study of the principal rivers of France in their relation to the

II. Geology and Hinekalogy.

1. Preliminary Paper on the Terminal Moruim or ' v

Glacial Epoch; by T. C. Chambkklix. llo pp. 4 to. with maps

and plates. From the 3d Ann. Rep. of the Director of the V. >
Geological Survey, 1881-82.—This important paper by ProfeiW*

Chamberlin is briefly noticed at page 68 of the last vol

Journal. It commences with a statement of general priiicipi'^

with regard to the drift, and a description of the mm
kinds, arrangement and distribution, and then chives details with

regard to the structure, form
the " Terminal Moraine of th€

The relation as to position between this second* terminal niorain

and the southern limit of the " drift-bearing area," or the extreme

limit of proper glacial transportation, is well presented on tb<
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map making plate xxviii. The two limits are not separated along

the islands south of New England. Westward, the extreme limit

n ... laid down by Messrs. Cook and Smock for the part

of it in New Jersey, Lewis", in Pennsylvania, and Wright, in Ohio

and Indiana; and' farther west it crosses the Mississippi at M.

Louis, readies its southernmost point, on the parallel of •',*
,
along

the Osage River, and then runs northwestward and northward,

30 to 100 miles west of the Missouri.
^

The moraine belts referred to the "second glaeiiil epoch," m

have thrown much 1'ndit on the glacial phenomena

America. A brief statement of his general ivsul

by him in a paper in this Journal, publi>ln d in AugiM

part of the details earlier in volume ii of the Uei„

Wisconsin Geological Survey. In the present ivpor

maps and full descriptions are presented ot the wond

L^eglachu; .an'l.-iN,! X.tU

these, a Mohawk

in that valley/ But he

The writer ha^iven

yet observed in New la

as greater than this—probably 3,500 feet.
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nd northeast of Albany have a south-southwest direction a higher

;e-summit existed to the north-northeast toward or within" the

rea of Vermont. It seems probable that all the phenomena can

e accounted for, by the view. diverging a little from Professor

!hamberlin's, that New Kngland with nearly all New York was

Ad, •.'.,,

'essoi•Cham-

to how far the morainic loops of the eastern hall' ot New York

may be accounted for on the view of one
glacier suhdivided at bottom by the valley depressions of the

underlying land.

Prof. Chamberlin, in speaking of the !.<>,,.. lda„<l moraine >k-

•avels and clays, up to a level usually of eighty feet and often

•eater, are Tertiary (where not Cretaceous), and "the subdivisions

to high or low regions appear to have existed in these older de-

bits of Long Island before glacial deposition took place. Over

southern range, and those of the great bay-like valleys of the

north coast, as well as that of the long gradual slope of the south

coast from 80 feet to sea-level, bowlders are almost uniformly !
sent (the cases of slips down the bluff fronts excepted). So com-

plete an abseirt-e occurring in the midst of the deposits of a termi-

nal moraine is a striking fact. The writer has found no way to

solve the puzzle except by supposing that these low parte WOt
occupied by water when the drift deposition took place ;

that

the stones fell into the water and were afterward covered up by

stratified deposits of sand and gravel, for this is the

of the deposits of these lower lands of the island. The whifc

and vellow Tertiary clays, white sands and grave! are beautifully

displayed at Stuart's beds near the middle of the island west of

. about 80 feet above the sea. Further, I was led to
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conclude that the Peconic Bay depression cut through the Ter-

tiary, and the deep depressions occupied by the broad and inany-

anned Las- of tin- north coasts (which an- of wonderful extent for

a land of so little height having no rocks in sight) were part of

the results of under-glacier streams of the Glacial era. before gla-

cial deposition had made much progress; that these were thus

made deep, and afterward became submerged in the opening of

the Champlain period, the era of subsidence, melting and dej.osi-

The writer may here state also that in 1873, in his paper on the

Glacial and Champlain eras in New En-land (this Journal, v,

210), he makes the suggestion that the coarse drift oi Long-

Island was probable evidence o\ a terminal morainx <!erotitJe^m

true that nobodv know- whether the glacier may not have exten-

ded miles outside of Long Wand when at it- farthe-t limit, a

view the same paper favors, l'i
r eomea

Jersey is nearly in a line with the southern coast of Long Island.

2. Pennsylvania Gtohn/ical Snrven. Report Z: on the Ter-

minal M<>rai»< in Penns
;/
/ra»io_ and Western Xe>c York; by

H. C. Lewis. 300 pp. Svo, with maps, photographic view- and
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into an accumulation of typical till, holding kettle-holes and filial

with bowlders, Hemling in a great curve first westward and then

northward il readies the base of the Kittatinny Mountain three

miles east of the Wind Gap. Ascending to the top of the Kit-

tatinny Mountain (1600 feet above tide) the moraine crosses it,

being well shown upon the very summit, and. entering Monroe

Countv, crosses the great valley between the Kit tatinny and the

Pocono, enclosing in its course several moraine lakes/ Having

emsscd this valley ami reached the base of the Pocono escarp-

ment it swings shar]il\ back and around Pocono Knob. Immedi-

ately afterward it ascends the steep face of the mountain to the

wide plateau on top. -2100 feet above the sea. Crossing the cen-

ter of Kidder ! ownship. Carbon County, it reaches the gorge of

the Lehigh River about ten miles north of Mauch < hunk, which it

crosses at Hickory run. Without swerving from its general

•

.
_.

'

" —
>
•> '

wliicl it ci sm- :,t I'm ch 11 .v. . lie, i ,p. * ,!i It hiv. been

su mi! (! ^''feet cr'Z "the high 'red
'

i

' valh-y and til

reek to the North or Allegheny
The summit of the Alleghenie

rith glacial strire and other ma

illage of Loyalsock," turns at rig-

where eh
The lit

the south
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It crosses the Conewango River seven miles north of Warren,
forming immense accumulations in the valley of the river. Then,
trending west in Warren County (still at a general elevation of

after another, and forms a line separating not only the glaciated
from the non-glaciated regions, but also the cultivated from the

ami densely wooded regions.'
1

After crossing Craw-

Ohio State line in the middle of Darlington township, thirteen
miles north of the Ohio River, in latitude 40° 50'. The moraine
thus leaves Pennsylvania at precisely the latitude at which it

"The total length of the moraine is about 400 miles. It

crosses the Delaware at an elevation of 250, the Allegheny at

an elevation of 1425, and the Beaver at 800 feet above the sea

(225 feet above Lake Erie) ; but upon the high lands of Potter
County it rests on ground nearly 2600 feet above tide and its

surface must have been about 3000 feet."

The thickness of the till is stated to varv from a mere sprinkling
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state of Pennsylvania, and then its bending around in Catta-

raugus County, New York, for another southward extension.

Consequently the glacier between Cape Cod and the Boston

headlands, on the east and Cattaraugus County on the west,

had an arched front, the chord of which arc along latitude

42° 15' was nearly 500 miles long, and the versed sine, about

120 miles. It was the southern front of the portion of the great

ice mass which covered New England and New York, and the

regions to the northeastward, from whose higher portions the

Professor Lewis's report is fully illustrated by maps and views.

3. Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.—Besides the volume

by Professor H. C. Lewis, above noticed, the survey has issued

recently also the following reports :

Report D3, Vol. II, Part I : The Geology of the South Moun-
tain belt of Berks County ; by E. V. DTnvilliers, with maps and

plates, and an atlas, 1883.

Atlas to D4, Vol. I and II.

Report H7: a revision of the Bituminous Coal Measures of

Clearfield County; by H. M. Chance. 19s pp. svo, with maps

Atlas of the Western Middle Anthracite field to illustrate

v/». l>t<r;„},!,i. Ar;,;,?;./, t . .(

Lamellibranehiates discovered in the New York Paleos
number about 600, and 500 are from the groups al

Oriskany sandstone. Professor Hall recognizes am
ineipiivalve species, under Pectenid;c, 5 genera, the 1"
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feldspar has been changed either into a mass of minute highly
- ales, or to a line granular mass, with weak

polarization ; the mica and hornblende have completely disap-

peared and in their place there is a greenish fibrous substance
with carbonates and numerous crystals of a yellow mineral not
found in the fresh rock; the zircon is unchanged, hut the titanite

has also completely disappeared. It is to the last change that the
greatest interest is attached. The mineral which has taken the

place of the titanite has a wine-yellow to honey-yellow color and
shows under the microscope quadratic ml rhombic sections; the

agonals. The crystall

thus found to be tetragonal, the torm that of a squ
mid. Cleavage parallel to the base and to the pyramid v

observed. By use of the Sonstadt solution the specific gr:

pyramid. Cleavage p*
also observed. By use

found to be between
scope the terminal pyran dal igh w - determ . < 1 t'rom tin sec-

tions to be 98° 24', and the basal edge of the rhombic sections
136° 16'. These angles, as also the characters previously given,

agree with those of octahedrite ; moreover, the presence of

titanium was also proved by che
doubt as to the identity of" the

tnical means t 1ms leaving no
mineral. The

and titanic iron, and the author re>gards that tin

though frequeiitly overlooked

? crystals.—^/,hrb. Mtn.,l88B.
6. ChlorophtiHvfmm Amslut ('<> .—Mr. Gkobgk

othJ New Vo
of the variety o f fluorite called

ddorophaue, from Amelia Countv, Va.,—the loca

tumished the remarkable specimei is of microlite and monazite.

Fontaine (this Journal, xxv, 333), who*
of the phosphorescent light which it gi

ature. Mr. Kunz states that, while had

specimens of this mineral, phosphoresce!)
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inous Light, which by the warmth of the hand is intensified ;
when

placed in boiling water it becomes green, and on a heated iron

plate it becomes an intense emerald green. Most of the material

is more or less flawed, so as to render it very friable to the touch

;

this variety seems to phosphoresce at even a lower temperature

than the more compact form, and is either a light green or a yel-

lowish green.

7. Brief notices of some recently described Minerals.—Man-

erals from the Moss mines in Nordmark, Sweden, recently de-

scribed by L. I. Igelstrora (Geol. F5r. Forh., vii, 210 et seq.,

1884).

—

Mangunostibiite occurs with other manganesian minerals

in the crystalline limestone enclosed in the ordinary granulite of

Sweden. It appears as small black grains, probably belonging

to the orthorhombic system. It is compact, v.

and greasy luster ; the powder is brownish. It is infusible before

the blowpipe, and perfectly soluble in hydrochloric acid. An
analysis afforded:

—

24-09 7-44 55-77 5-00 4-62 3-00= 99-92

for which the formula 5MnO, (Sb, As)
a 6

is calculated.

. I irmttoUtt (from tvfuaTotitiijS, color ot blood—the name should

properly be haematolite or hematolite). Also occurs in cavitiei

limestones in small crystals of rhombohedral form with

cleavage. ±ne color is transp:

rick red. An analysis gave

:

As a 6 MnO FeO MgO CaO H 2

for which the formula 2(Mn
J
As

2
O

g) + 8MnH3
O

a
+ 6H,0 is adc*-

Ahnafihrite (hemafibrite) occurs in a mixture of magnetite and

terpentine. It forms spheres a centimeter in diameter, which are

radiated and fibrous in structure, the form belonging, ao'orling

to observations by Bertram!, to the orthorhombic system. The
color is blood-red, resembling the mineral just described. Au
analysis gave :

—

As 3O s MnO FeO MgO CaO H5

for which the formula 2Mn
3
As,0

9 + ^111^0,4-611,0 is calcu-

Hematolite and hnnaril.i

position, and they are also near to the allaktite of A. Sjogren,

ntly described from the same locality (this Journal, xxvii,

form i> a hexagonal prism with rlx

malysis l>y M. Daniour gave:

—
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28-45 3-19

for which the formula 3Fe

separates
—Bull. V

CV
'>///,.,

IK.— M. Dai

phosphate of alur iina ana :

of Minns Geraes i n Brazil.
_

?a 3
, 3SO, + 4H„0 is calculated, winch

clearly from the other known iron

,
vii, 126, 1884.

has uivcn the name goyazite to a

lime which he has identified among
n the diamond sands of the province

It is found in small rounded grains,

parent, of a Yellow white n>lor; they show one cleavage. The

hardness is that of apatite and the specific gravity 3-26. An
analysis gave :

—

-Bull. Soc. Min.,

hinner. It beain the imprint of I

Pork, Wm. We:
^eipsic. It will

,nd Canada, by l

rlerbarium, Can
t botanists.

2. The Orchids of New Enqla
Hknuv Baldwi

'

N. New York: ,
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v.

study may be expected
tifically and independently \ aluable, without any sacrifice c

larity. The figures might be better, and they \

;
bv neat magnified views of the parts.

'* Fit3. The Student's Flora of the British Islands; by Sir Joseph
I). IIookkk. Third Edition. London: Macmillan & Co., 1884.

—This third edition gives evidence that the great popularity of

tins woll-plaiuo'l and well-executed Flora continues undiminished.

It is not increased in size; the changes, though not inconsiderable

in the treatment of certain groups and species, are not striking:

but the revision has been evidently been critical. Subspecies are

more largely adopted: varieties accordingly play a diminished

part,— a fair compromise between the schools of narrow and wide

limitation of >pecies, and perhaps a necessity in the long-worked

floras of Europe. " Characters concerned in the process of fertili-

zation " are also introduced into this edition. A good beginning,

would seem to be needed, and attended

by change in position (as in cases like S>ro/>h d>/ria, Epilobium
<,//. ccc.) might well be indicated.' The different modi-

not pronouncing the h in th, seem to

words according to their fancv, prob
letter could do no harm. If we turn
Endlicher, and to Bentham and Ho
they had done so in the present ins

wrong. Although Linmeus (who did
" Orobanche qua- Hypopithvs diei poi

Hypopithvs lutea" from Mentzel, in 1

is //>/r »jdh/s. So far as we know, th
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every edition of his Genera Plantarum, writes u Hypopity.-,; DilL,*'

showing that he had no intent ion »>t :i 1 1
«

• r i 1

1

lt the form ol the word.
We may therefore conclude that Jussieu and DeCandolle and
their successors have followed the rule of priority as well as the
sense of the word in writing (not Hypopi'thyx) hut Hypo pity$.

5. 2%e structure and /Unction of Lenticels.— Heinrich* Kle-
hahn confirms Stahl's description of the minute anatomy of these
organs, and shows by experiments in winter (similar to those by
Haberlandt in summer), that they aid in the transfer of gases and
aqueous vapor. He further shows that in some shrubs devoid of
lenticels, rifts in the hark, connecting with the intercellular spaces,

serve the same purpose.—Ber. d. deutsch. hot. (itscllsch., I, ii, 113.

Diphenylamin. Molisch uses

1 1 18 to dry sections. If

either of the salts above named is present, a deep blue coloration
appears, which <oon changes to hrownish yellow. IJrucin in about
the same strength is nearly as sensitive a test, producing a tran-

sient red or reddish-yellow color. Molisch employs this" method
also for approximate determination of the amounts of the salts

present, and finds that the percentage decreases from helow up-
ward in the plant.— In.r. <hr dti/tnc/). hot. ( /'< n> lh»'haft, i, 150.

mode of growth of many palm:-. The essential points of differ-

ence between these results and those obtained hy other observers
relate to the development of the fronds. M The fronds are devel-
oped in connection with the >;,)>tr<il "bundles in the phyllophore.
lii regard to the origin of the bundles it is sufficient at present to
say that they originate at the apex of the phyllophore, and are
developed in it, with it, and as a part of it. Von Mold and
Hirbel maintain that these bundles -row up into the phyllophore;
< Taudichaud that they grow downward from it. from the frond
bases; Von Martins, 'that they grow both up and down, while I

'iiaintain that they are perfected in all directions at the same
tiiae, though the Literal -rowth continues to a certain extent
;dter the longitudinal growth has ceased, and that they can no

"! the bones of the > >vard into' the limbs.
It is true that the genera! lengthening >f the bundles fakes place
at the superior end, but tin re is :l growth beside this. At the

appearance of the fronds at the apex of the phvllophore the
fibro- vascular bundles
as intimately as they are in the perfectly developed frond. The
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same in number, and have exactly the same connections, direc-

tions and relation t<> each other that they have in later life. But

in the perfected frond we find them larger, longer and harder,

and in the perfect stem the internodes are longer, the stem and

bundles larger, while the whole plant has grown both longi-

tudinally and laterally." g. l- g.

8. On the Physiological significance of 'Water-ghimh and

Nectaries ; by Walteb Gardisee. (Proceedings of the Cam-

bridge Philosophical Society, Nov. 12, 1883.)—These Water-

glands are peculiar structures, consi-ting of modified parenchyma-

cell-, which occur at the end <>t fihro-vascular bundles, are pro-

tected by epidermis, and communicate with the exterior through
' '-pores. The cells in these glands are rich

—

; from one to the other form ot

The exudation from the glands consists in most cases of nearly

pure water as in Fuchsia, or of saline solutions, as in many of the

Saxifragaceae. The amount of liquid secreted by these glands has

been shown by Sachs to be dependent on root-pressure, and tobl

greatest at the period of minimum transpiration. Si

the pressure of a column of mercury for root-pressure, Moll con-

firmed the results obtained by Sachs. Volkens holds that these

glands constitute a mechanism of the nature of a safety valve to

relieve too great hydrostatic pressure in the plant, and that where

such glands with pores are not present, the office i- performed by

slightly modified stomata. At this point Gardiner takes up the

adding notes relative to the differences between these glands as

they occur in monocotyledons and dicotyledons. Xo gradual

stages between them can be detected as yet, by comparative

study, and this gives some support to the view that these group*

of plants have been regarded as early branches from a common
ancestor, and that there is not a gradual ascent from one group

to the other. Gardiner further calls attention to the fact, but

apparent exceptions to this broad statement' can be partly ex-

plained away, such orders as Graminea?, Aroidea?, and Orehida-

ceae, needing for their growth a plentiful supply o\' moisture.

Now we have in monocotyledons glands of very simple structure.

and here there is little or 'no resistance put in between the vascu-

lar bundle and the free surface. In dicotvledons there arc well

developed glands in -onie plant- like ( 'allit r'iche. when' we should

se they cannot possibly be needed. In the glands of dicoty-

! there is a very pronounced ie-i-tance to the escape of water.

and a greater root-pressure is required to brine- about exudation.

The constituent cells of the plant-tissue are also n

turgid in consequence of the increased pressure, and the water «,

nz
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so to speak, parted with less freely. In monocotyledo
the supply of water is fairly r~--**

Of nectaries the author take- substantially the view of Sachs,
namely, that their activity is dependent upon the activity of the
nectar-cells themselves, ami is independent of root-pressure. His
views conflict with those of Wilson, who attributes the activity

to osmosis. Wilson based his conclusions upon the passage of

through the cuticular membrane of leaves when thei

placed thereon any substance which can cause osmosis, and the

fact that the passage ceases wholly when the substance is with-

But Wilson, at any rate, does not explain the exudation
of the nectar required to start the osmotic apparatus of the gland.

Moreover, Gardiner objects to the use of a strong solution of

sugar by Wilson in his experiments, since nectar in some cases

contains only one per cent of sugar. He quotes from Sachs the

statement, that the secreting cells "absorb water (containing

substances in solution) with great force on one side and exude it

on the other," and this solely by their own living activity. The
grand period of such activity may be and probably is of short
duration, and the further exudation of nectar may be occasioned
in the way that Wilson pointed out, namely, by simple osmosis.
The paper by Gardiner is accompanied by an excellent set of fig-

ures illustrating the structure of the water-gland of Sayifruga
crustata. s. i". <;.'

9. Respiration and Transpiration of Fungi.—The following

conclusions have been reached by Bonnier and Mangin (Annales
des Sc. Nat., Mar. 1884), after a series of carefully conducted
experiments with apparatus of novel construction. 1. Respiration
is increased by elevation of temperature, but there is no optimum.
2. Diffused light retards it. \\. The more refrangible rays of
light are most efficient in respiration. 4. The rate increases with
increased moisture in the air. The ratio of the amount of car-

bonic acid evolved to that of the oxygen absorbed varies in dif-

ferent speck's but is less than unity, bu"t for the same species does
™t vary with pressure. The relation is constant under all teut-

ratures. As regards transpiration, the following results are

corded: Elevation of temperature augmcit- the rate; and so

does diffused light, but increased moisture hi the air diminishes

peratures.

10. The Principles of Zo
PP. 8vo. (Proc. Biolog.
paper the author considers
ti'/n both for the land am

Arctic realm, not well de

F2SS;
after head Dr.

e (\ul on' the

(2), the Pararet.tlion, or" i

various coast regions betw

id'ttm Strait's of Fuea oi

lorth temperate realm.

een the isocrymes of 4^1° and 68' F.;
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(3), the Tropicalian, or .Tropical realm, between the

68° F. north and south of tin- equator, or the Torrid

reef seas of Dana. (4.) The JSJotalian, or south temF^«^
and extending-, "provisionally," between the southern isocrymes

of 68° and 44° F. ; and (5) the Antarcticalian realm, or Antarctic

realm. The above pertain to surface or shallow-water regions.

Dr. Gill names the deep-water region, the Bassidian realm, putting

the whole in one division, though recent investigations apparently

The author concludes from his survey of the subject, that

" freshwater types are the best indicators of the early relations of

respective regions;" "the Hying, ami especially migratory, types

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Earthquake in the jThhlh „„,1 Eastern States, August 10,

1884.—On Sunday. August 10, between seven and eight minutes

after 2 i\ M. tlie Middle and Ka-tern States experienced a decided

shock, more severe and extensive than has occurred

district affected. It nowhere did anv damage bevoi

crockerv and occasionally cracking a house wall. No bodily

injury was caused, although it is stated that one or two death/

resulted from the mental effect of fright upon persons in feeble

health. The time was very near 14h. 7±m. Several close time

observations have been reported, but it is not yet possible to

say whether they indicate a progress of the wave in any par-

ticular direction. So far as yet "compared, the reports seem to

point to the formation of a fault in the geological strata some-

where in the neighborhood of New York Bay, as the probable

A fuller notice may be expected in a later issue. C. g. k.

Errata.—Article by Professor Langlev, on page 171, hue : '

from top, the formula *(Aa* = Bb 2
) — (Aa 3 — B6 3)>, should read

(Aa* +Bb 2)-(Aa* +Bb*)>.
Article by Mr. S. W. Ford, on the age of the rocks in the

vicinity of Sehodaek Landing' : on page \>m. the la-: -

the note should read : It is possible therefore that the two groups

here come into contact, etc. ; and on page 270, 12th line from

the foot, the name Honstein should be Hauenstein. In Professor

Campbell's article, p. 222, 25th line from foot, three should be two.
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It is now more than Haifa century since the publication of

Ins experiments the velocity was determined at which a revolv-

ing disk with alternate black and white sectors began to

present a homogeneous surface to the eye: and this rate was

taken as the measure of the duration of the image formed upon

the retina by the bright parts of the disk. Upon substituting

red, yellow and blue sectors for the white ones, Plateau found

that the velocity necessary to this appearance of homogeneity

was not always the same, being greatest when yellow was

alternated with black upon the rotating disk, and least in the

cases in whieh the white 'sectors were replaced by blue ones.

This discovery—that the duration of the impression made
upon the retina bv ludit depends upon the composition of the

fay—became the basis of Plateau's theory of retinal after-

images. It has found a partial confirmation in some experi-

ments by Emdmanmf and has been very generally accepted by
Hie writers on Phvsiohnrieal Optics: and vet after fifty years

our knowledge of the manner in which the duration of the

• quelqiu

, Vol. XXVIII, No. 166.—Oct.,
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measurements are given in the following table:

Duration of color-impressions according to Plateau.

olor of the Total duration of Undimmed durati*

The total duration of the image was determined from the

slowest rotation which would entirely blur the black sectors of

the revolving disk. The time during which the image re-

mained undimmed was calculated from the velocity necessary

to give the face of the disk a uniform tint.

Emdmann found the duration of the images to be :

White =0-25* Red=0-24'
Yellow= 0-27" Blue= 0-22" to 0-29'

These values probably refer to the total duration. Helm-

holtz* found the undimmed duration of the image when the

disk was illuminated by lamp-light to be ^ of a second, by

moon-light -^ of a second.

Deeming this phenomenon worthy of further study, the

writer has determined, by a modification of the method of

Plateau, the persistence of the retinal image as a function of

the wave-length of the ray producing it. The measure of the

duration of the image, adopted in the experiments to be de-

scribed, was the longest interval which could be allowed to

occur between successive exposures of the retina without inter-

fering with apparent continuity of vision. An ordinary one-

prism spectroscopef was so placed as to give a fairly pure spec-

trum of a beam of diffuse white daylight, the Fraunhofer's

lines being well denned. A black disk 240nnn in diameter, with

four narrow open sectors 5mm each in width, was rotated before

' h :•':.'.

f Professor Ro< i i M< d, n < mi,. - , tn ,i to v I the writer owes

,' '

•
<;[_ >:.•

,
. I.-;.- ;

:, <:
:

. .

• .<-...-•
d in the eye-piece of the instnro ent •

to entt-r the instrument; ami In v.iv> . of rotation it

nicker and presented a steady uniform appearance. This observation would give

,
. - •

' .:;._• i '•....;.-.
,

. ., •: :.: ;:•: ;,>-•
'

strength on the eye, in the case of the selected color."
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the slit of the spectroscope at the rate of two or three revolu-

tions per second. The spectrum of the intermittent ray thus
formed presented a very curious appearance. In the extreme
red, one could observe but little change of luminosity as each
black sector intercepted the light, but toward the center of the

spectrum the perturbation became more and more marked,
until in the region just beyond the D line there was simply a
flash of light at the passage of each open sector, followed by
an interval of darkness of noticeable length. Toward the violet

the disturbance decreased again, until near the end of the visi-

ble spectrum the interruption could no longer be detected.

This preliminary observation showed in a most striking man-
ner how differently the various portions of the spectrum affect

the eye. It only remained to determine the velocity of the
disk at which each spectral region appeared entirely persistent

and to calculate therefrom, as Plateau had done in the case
of his parti-colored disks, the duration of the corresponding
retinal image.
The portions of the spectrum chosen for comparison were

situated as follows:

Red

Blue .. 4784
Violet 4382

A diaphragm in the eye-piece of the spectroscope enabled
the observer to exclude, during the course of each experiment,
all parts of the spectrum not under observation.

It was found by experience that the lowest velocity produc-
ing continuity of vision could be best determined by taking
advantage of the following phenomenon. The transition from
a broken to a persistent retinal image is marked by the appear-
ance of a peculiar blur or shadow in the center o"f the field of
view. At a certain velocity of the disk, jrjst as the image
begins to lose its definitely intermittent character, this shadow
always appears

; fading at a slightly higher rate of rotation to
give place to a field of unbroken illumination. The velocity

- to is disa
|
earance was accordingly adopted as

the best measure of the duration of the image formed by the
light from the different parts of the spectrum. The' first

attempt to carry out the comparison of the images produced
by different wave-lengths showed that the time to be measured,

' the time of apparent constancy" as Plateau terms it, fluctua-
ted through a very wide range, changing with the intensity of
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the light and with the condition of the observer's eye. The
variations due to the change of sensitiveness of the eye were so

marked and so rapid that any attempt to compare different por-

tions of an extended series of measurements had to be aban-

doned. The increased accuracy to be derived from a large num-

ber of readings was more than overbalanced by the errors due to

variations in the condition of the retina. By running rapidly

through the spectrum, taking a single measurement in each

region, it was found possible to obtain series of readings during

the course of which the eye had not appreciably varied.

The method of observation was very simple. The axle

upon which the disk revolved was connected by an endless

band with a fly wheel of weight sufficient to insure the neces-

sary uniformity of motion. This fly wheel was turned by the

observer, who increased its speed, watching the spectral region

under inspection, until the appearance of the above mentioned

shadow indicated the transition from interrupted to continuous

vision. The motion was then kept as nearly uniform as pos-

sible for one minute, during which an assistant counted the

revolutions of the disk. The observer, by watching the field

of view mean time, could detect slight changes in velocity.

The following tables give some of the results obtained bj

this method. The wave-lengths are those of the middle of

each spectral region. Although the brightness of the spectrum

and the sensitiveness of the observer's eye were not the same in

the different series, they did not vary appreciably, so far M
known, between the beginning and end of any single series.

exposure.

0-00259 secoi

0-00214
"

0-00153
"

0.00221 "
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0-00175

0-00144
0-00188
N-0023 <

0-00286

Inspection of these three tables and of the accompanying
irves shows that the image formed by yellow light is less per-

stent than that produced by any other color, and that the

duration of the image iu«n
end of the spectrum. Aside from the i

in the comparison of single observatioi
three curves representing series A, B, and C, are of the same
general character. The minimum of duration is in the same
region in each burve. It will be seen that the Juration of the
image is least in the series corresponding to the brightest spec-
trum and greatest with the darkest spectrum; ami that changes

ss ail'ect the persistence of the una-es formed by the
different spectral regions in nearly the same proportion.
The law of the dependence of the duration of color-impressions

upon the intensity of the ray could doubtless be determined by
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repeating these measurements with spectra of known and varied

3& The writer indeed made a series of preliminary

measurements with this end in view. The spectrum of a gas

flame was substituted for that of daylight and its brightness

varied by the method of Vierordt, i. e. by changing the width

of the slit At the low intensities thus obtained the fluctua-

tions in the sensitiveness of the eye were so great as to defeat

the object in view. The observations only served to confirm

the fact already established, that with diminishing brightness

of the spectrum the image increases in duration.

By comparing the curves A, B, and C with that indicating

the relative luminosity of different parts of the solar spectrum,

as measured by Fraunhofer and independently by Vierordt,

we find that the maximum of luminosity corresponds in posi-

tion with the minimum of duration of the retinal image. The

impressions produced by the~ corresponding wave-lengths, but

the two are not directly comparable because the luminosity was

determined for a vastly brighter spectrum. The effective

brightness of the spectrum for which the persistence of the

retinal image was measured, was, according to Talbot's law for

the luminosity of rotating black and white disks, only Tfi »s

great as that of the spectrum of uninterrupted daylight, seen

through the same instrument. The difference is about that

between the intensity of light reflected by white paper, on the

one hand, and from a lamp-blacked surface on the other.

Since the relative sensitiveness of the eye for different wave-

lengths varies with the intensity of the ray, being proportion-

ately much greater for the more refrangible rays when the

intensity is small, the luminosity curve of a faint spectrum

* The relative luminosity of different portions of the spectrum as determined

and Vierordt are given in the following table, I

retina, and because tney
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would be much flattened, at any rate toward the violet, and its

values would be more nearly in inverse proportion to the dura-
tion of the retinal images, in series A, B, and C.

To determine whether the general form of the curve for the
duration of color-impressions was the same for all eyes, Mr.
Wilson Sterne, of Texas, who had been assisting the writer in

the measurements already described, made the following set of
readings. The conditions were the same as those under which
series B had been obtained. As may be seen from the follow-
ing table and from the corresponding curve (D), the variations
in the duration of the image upon Mr. Sterne's retina are very
different from those represented in series A, B, and C. The

:: of yellow lasts longer, while the green and blue
images fade more rapidly. These measurements were repeated
many times, the curve always taking the general form shown

Revolutions Interval between Duration of
tral region. per minute.

(red) 0*0831 seconds. 0-00226 secon
(..r:mg t.) 214 0*0688 <*

(v,l!,,n-) 00614 0*0016?

224 0-0653 " 0-00178 "
(Mm')' 190 0-0770 " 0-00210 "

It seems very probable that no two observers would obtain
the same curve, but our present knowledge of physiological
optics is not sufficient to enable us to point out the true cause
of the variation. Perhaps unusual sensitiveness of the eye to
certain portions of the spectrum may iessen the duration of the
corresponding color-impressions, just as the increased brightness
01 the rav itself is known to do. If this be true, the phenome-
non stands closely related to color-blindness; the precise nature
of the relation can only be determined by comparing the sensi-

ectral tints with the
duration of the image produced by the same colors.
A minor phenomenon observed during the course of these

experiments seems to show that the duration of color-impres-
sions does not depend, fundamentally, upon the wave-length of
the ray producing them; but that it depends, like color itself,

wholly upon the character of the nerves affected. When the
enure spectrum of the intermittent ray was observed, with the
disk in very slow rotation, so slow as to cause flickering even
in the violet, the image of the yellow and green portions disap-
peared first, leaving behind it a dark violet band extending the
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whole length of the spectr

disk, this band could be maintained in a nearly qui€

while the dominant color of each wave-length appeared and

disappeared with the passage of each open sector. This phe-

nomenon can be readily explained in the terms of the Young-

Helmholtz theory of color, of the truth of which it affords at

the same time new evidence. Each wave-length produces three

separate impressions upon the retina, the sensation of red upon

nerves intended for the transmission of that sensation, the sen-

sation of green, and that of violet, upon nerves adapted to cany

those impressions to the brain. Tin
blended in a resultant color-sensati

depends upon the rel : the components. Upon

the wave-length of the impinging rays it depends only in bo fa

as these have a greater or less power of affecting one or the

other of the three sets of nerves. The effect of stimulating

"red," "green" or "violet" nerve, is always the sei

call red, green, or violet, as the case may be, no i

the nature of the stimulating agent, and
color-impressions is due primarily to variations in

with which these nerves recover from the action of the

ray. Of the three primary sensations, green is the most tran-

sient and violet the most persistent. Upon this sup

ray of light under ordinan eiremn-tnnees. the final impre.^n.n.

after the ray has ceased to" act, will be one of violet.

This observation upon the spectrum of an intermittent ray

is closely allied to a variety of well known experiments, in

which color-impressions are produced by the slow movement of

white objects upon a black ground. Aside from the dying

away of one component of the image after another we have to

take into account the varying rajmlitv with which different

color-images reach their maximum intensity. To this uitter

cause von Helmholtz* and others ascribe the production of

"subjective" colors in these eases. Taken in conju
two causes are capable of producing a irreat variety of "sub-

jective " tints. Those produced bv the n
ance of the yellow and green portions oi tl

to the colors which white assumes to green-blind
|

depth of color depending upon the rate of rotation of the diss-

As the disappearance of these components
of the red portions of the image, the effect will be ihi

tial red-blindness combined vit i
.- ..m-l.'iii 1 m-s.

' " surface would successively become p>
nk '

ns varies also with the length

h Von Helmholtz : Handbuch der physiologischen Optik, p. 380.
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produce apparent uniformity of surface upon black and white
disks. He found that any two disks composed of alternate
black and white sectors will attain a uniform tint at the same
velocity, provided the black sectors in the one are equal in

each other and to the white sectors in the other disk.
That is to say, a black disk with narrow white sectors presents
a homogeneous surface at the same velocity as does a white disk
with the same number of similiar narrow black sectors ; and
this holds true, no matter what the number and width of the
sectors may be. In a more recent paper, Plateau gives some
measurements of the rate of rotation of such disks. The law
was not put to a test in his experiments, as it might have been,
since the disks for which measurements were made were black,
with white sectors never exceeding the black ones in width.
The present writer, to determine the manner in which the

duration of the retinal image varies with the length of exposure,
made use of black disks with two diametrically opnosed, open

,
sectors, the latter varying in width from 45° to 176£°'. Through
the open sectors of these revolving disks the intermittent spec-
trum ot a gas flame was observed, and, as in the experiments
already described, the velocity of rotation was increased until the
yellow portion of the spectrum ceased to flicker. From the
velocity of the disk and width of the black and of the open
sectors, was calculated the duration of the image formed during
various exposures. The following table shows the results:

Exposure of retina, Duration of the image,

0-1314 " 0-0654

02316 " 0-0463 "
0--1506 " 0-0409 "

0-7566 " 0*0327 "

These values are not in accordance with Plateau's law. The
series, unfortunately incomplete, indicates that upon
the time during which the retina is exposed, the d
the image approaches a finite minimum, (probably about 0*02"

[or the intensity in question). By decreasing the exposure,

however, the duration of the image would seem to become indefi-

nitely extended. Plateau's law cai I to th imit requires

tion of the image to become indefinitely long for an

-a! exposure, and to become zero for an
ejual to a single revolution of the disk. We know by the study
of after-images that their duration after short exposures of the
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retina may be very long, but that a long exposure should be fol-

lowed by no after-images seems contrary to common experience.

The results of the experiments described in this paper may

be briefly summed up as follows.

1. The study of the duration of color-impressions produced

by different portions of the spectrum, confirms, in the main, the

results reached by Plateau.

2. The persistence of the retinal image is a function of the

wave-length producing it, being greatest at the ends of the

spectrum and least in the yellow.

3. It decreases as the intensity of the ray producing the

image increases.

4. The relative duration of the impressions produced by the

different spectral colors, is not the same for all eyes.

5. The duration of the retinal image is in inverse order to the

luminosity of the colors producing it.

6. Each wave-length of the visible spectrum produces three

primary impressions, red, green and violet; of which green dis-

appears most rapidly and violet is the most persistent. Upon

the different rates at which these impressions die away depend

to a great extent the "subjective" tints of moving objects.

7. The duration of the retinal image depends upon the length

of time during which the eye has been exposed, being very

long after short exposures and approaching a definite finite

minimum value as the exposure increases.

University of Kansas, June, 1884.

The occurrence of lightning-tubes (Blitzrohren) or fulgurites,

as they are frequently named, in this country has received little

attention and it is very rarely that specimens have found their

way into our museums. This cannot be due to their scarcity

for there is good reason to believe they are common in the

western part of the United States. They deserve special atten-

tion because they are the product of an exceptional method of

fusion.

The terms fulgurite and lightning-tube are frequently used

synonymously; but it seems desirable that the former be ap-

plied to the substance resulting from the electric fusion and the

latter to the tubular form in which fulgurite usually occurs.

Mr. L. C. Johnson has just called my attention to -

ning-tubes found by Mr. Silas Stearns on Santa Kosa Island

south of Pensacola, Fla. Mr. Stearns reports that where the tub-

u lar Ei agments were found there was a crooked trail of them lead-
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ing from a tree struck by lightning, so that in this case, as well
as in the one noted many years ago (1790) by Priestly, their
electric origin is clearly indicated.. Each of the two I

is about 50 centimeters long, and the diameter of the tube
varies from 7 to 15 millimeters. The smaller one retains its

cylindrical character, but the other while in a plastic condition
was collapsed by the pressure of the surrounding sand. Not-
withstanding the fact that the walls of the tubes are only about
0-25mm in thickness they are not fragile. They are pierced by
numerous small openings, with fused edges, which help to
make the surface very rough and irregular. Upon the outside
the tubes are dull, but within they have a brilliant lustrous
glazing. The fulgurite is translucent, of a light gray, almost
white color, and contains many gas cavities. Under the micro-
scope it appears for the most part perfectly clear and amor-
phous. There is rarely seen a light brown clouding, due to
the presence of oxide of iron in the sand from which the ful-

gurite was produced by the electric fusion. Remnants of
quartz -rains may be discovered in the colorless glass, but they

Last summer a party of the U. S. Geological Survey, in my
charge under the direction of Cant. Dulton, while making a

iveoiinoissance of the Cascade Range, ascended Mt. Thielson,
which is the most acute and precipitous peak south of the
Columbia. It is the majestic remnant of a large deep crater to
the southeastward. Ensign E. E. Ilayden, who alone ascended
the upper portion of the peak, reports that the last two hundred
feet are very dangerous, the summit being small and the foot-
ing insecure.* Among the specimens collected upon the sum-
mit are several of fulgurite, that had been formed by the fusion
of an interesting basalt, in which instead of augite, there is a
rhombic pyroxene associated with the olivine. Chemical anal-

.;;7
> has shown that the rhombic pyroxene is hypersthene.

This basalt holds the same relation to hypersthene-andesite as
ordinary basalt does to augite-andesite, and it may be desig-
nated hypersthene-basalt

Although fulgurite is frequently formed by the fusion of
loose sand it is seldom seen in connection with solid rocks.
Saussure found the hornblende schist on the summit of Mont
Blanc coated with drops and bubbles of blackish glass which
were attributed to lightning. A yellowish enamel formed by the
fusion of in ved by Ramond on one of the
prominent summits of the Pyrenees. In the same region he
round a similar effect produced upon fragments of siliceous
fetid limestone. In all of these cases the fulgurite occurs as a

.: -.;..
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lite (?) (Klingstein porphyr) in th

boldt found it on one of the very
of Mexico, where it had resulted fro

trachytic porphry " (andesite?). Th
Thielson, is very small and precipitous, and the vesicular,

spongy rock furnishes insecure footing. Here lightning-tubes

were found penetrating the porous mass, and in several ease- it

seemed as if the fulgurite, welling up out of the tube, had over-

flowed the adjoining surface. The most interesting and exten-

sive development of fulgurite, however, has been pointed out

by Abich as occurring upon Little Ararat, in Armenia, where

the whole summit of augite-andesite is perforated by numerous

lightning-tubes to considerable depths. Wichmann examined

the fulgurite microscopically and found it a pale green glass

full of gas pores.

The fulgurite of Mt. Thielson occurs in the form of a super-

ficial coating and liu'htnin^-iubes. Although spread over a

considerable surface, it is not evenly distributed, but is arranged

in patches of drops and bubbles of glass in very much the same

way as paint which has been put upon a greasy surface. The

drops and bubbles of gl -» an trrinslue* r a fhavi i
greenis

brown color. Many of them have conical depressi<

appear to have been produced by atmospheric pressure while

the fulgurite was in a viscous state. The thickness of the coat-

ing between the bubbles is about <>2mm
, and lighter colored.

At several places where lightning-tubes descend from the sur-

face into the rock the fulgurite has accumulated around the

hole. The rock is porous and at places even spongy. The

cavities are lined with minute clear coloi

appears evident that this structure has not been"produc >d >

the electricity. Lightning-tubes, ranging in diameter from b r -'

to 20mm
,
penetrate the rock a few inches? They appear to nave

been formed by lining preexisting tubes and cavities wit i f; K "

gurite; for there is no evidence of compression in th<

rock. The fulgurite wails of one of these tubes has a thickne-;

of 2mm
;

it is filled with round hubbies so as to be ,

ceous and its interior is bnghtlv glazed. The hardness <>t t^

fulgurite is a little below that of ordinary glass. It is rata-a

tough, strongly lustrous, and has a specific gravity
In the flame of an alcohol lamp thin splinters readily fuse with-

out intumescence. The groundmass ot the rock l'us« s mnv -"

readily than the fulgurite to a very dark glass. S

ments of the fulgurite when heated become strongl

It appears to be entirely insoluble in strong acids, even i' 1

aqna-regia, and is not affected by boiling solutions of potassium
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hydrate or sodium carbonate. The accompanying figure (fig. 1)

represents a section of one side of a lightning-tube and shows
the relation of the fulgurite to the unaltered basaltic rock
which appears beneath. Its line of contact with the fulgurite

is irregular. The black-bordered olivine grains and crystals of

feldspar project into it and show no prominent effects of the fu-

sion, while the hypersthene is distinctly rounded on the edges

and the groundmass has been melted much more readily than
anv other portion of the rock. The fulgurite is divided into two
more or less distinct bands. The band (c) nearest the middle of

the lightning-tube is a uniformly light coffee-brown glass, which

contains a number of Dearly spherical vesicles. Between the
zone of pure fulgurite (c) and the unaltered rock (a) there is a
narrower belt (b) in which the fusion has been less complete
and the dark fluidal banding parallel to the length of the tube
' s prominent. This zone is frequently more or less granular.
It is not only penetrated by crystals of feldspar, hypersthene
and olivine projecting from the adjacent rock, but envelops
numerous crystal remnants of these minerals scattered through-
out. It contains some small round bubbles, but they do not
;, i'i"'ar nearly so abundant as in the fulgurite described by
Wichmani) from Little Ararat; nor have I been able to dis-

cover any radial arrangement in the longer axes of the larger

vesicles. The superficial coating of fulgurite is composed wholly
of coffee-brown glass without any marked fluidal structure.

A striking feature of the fulgurite is the absence of all pro-
ducts' of crystallization from the electric fusion. It is true that

fulgurite frequently envelops crystals and crystal fragments,
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but these are easily recognized as remnants of that portion of

the rock melted to produce the fulgurite. They are not the

products of crystallization from the electric fusion but from

previous volcanic fusion. The entire absence of all ci

and all microlites which are usual ij lyte, bja«

lomelane and obsidian may be used as a means of disting

fulgurite from other natural glasses. It is doubtless due to the

the source of the heat being very limited in both time

and space, the cooling is so sudden that there is no opportunity

given for the crystallizing forces to act before the mas*

fees place very suddenly is shown by the light-

ning tubes in loose sand where, by the electric current, thfl

sand is thrust aside, a hole made, the sand fused, and the tube

formed and cooled in many cases before the sand can rash to-

gether again to fill up the hole. In some cases, however, the

pressure of the sand is so great that the tube while soft is col-

lapsed without breaking. That the fulgurite was cooled very

suddenly is shown also by the fact that when heated red hot

for but two minutes in aBunsen flame and then examined under

the microscope the beginnings of crystallites can be readily

detected. As already stated, the microscope revealed the fact

that the fulgurite was formed chiefly by the fusion of the ground-

in order to determine more fully the character of the material

melted, an attempt was made to "crystallize the fulgurite. A
completely amorphous fragment nearly as large as a pea was

kept at a red heat in a Bunsen flame for six hours. It fused

very slightly on the exterior and lost its vitreoua

entirely. A thin section of it under the microscope showed

that it had assumed a distinctly, radial-fibrous, n

of fUl:larger portion of fulgurite was taken, finely pul-

verized and fused in a small platinum crucible before a blast

lamp for nearly five hours without intermission. When cooled

the fused mass in the lower part of the crucible was found to

be clear and colorless, while the upper portion was tou

and basaltic in appearance. Under the microscope the dark

colored portion was found to be crow did with distin.

feldspar microlites and a multitude of others, very minute, whicii

were indeterminable, besides many minute octahedrons of mag-

netite. Between these microlites, arranged in a basaltii

could be detected a trace of pyroxene, apparently
with considerable brownish tdass and dark idolm litic base. A 11

interesting feature in this section is the accumulation of the

smallest microlites into elongated groups (fig. 2) in wl

individuals are parallel, as if to indicate their ultimate combin-

ation to form a single crystal. The clear and colorless portion

of the fused mass found upon the bottom of the crucible coo-
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tained many perfect crystals of feldspar and shows very com-
pletely their development, from bundles of microlitic fibers.

The fibrous bundles (fig. 3) frequently have irregular ends, but
the sides are generally straight. Consolidation begins in the
middle, as represented in figure 4, and gradually advances both
ways, until a perfectly clear compact crystal of feldspar (fig. 5),
without any trace of fibrous structure, is completed. The elon-
gated groups of parallel microlites (fig. 2) appear to be one of
the earliest stages in the development of the feldspar crystals
in this case, and growth is analogous to that of the hornblende

Zirkel in the diorite from New Pass, Neva-
da. That the fulgurite is formed chiefly by the fusion of the
groundmass of the rock is shown clearly also by the following
chemical analysis made by Professor Clarke and Dr. Chatard in
the laboratory of the IT. S. Geological Survey. The amount of
fulgurite obtainable .from the hand specimens was very small
and sufficient for only a partial analysis. The alumina and
iron were estimated together, and the amounts of potash and
soda were not determined.

Silica (SiO„) 5504 55-85

Alumina (Al
2
O

s) | oa .QQ 22-95

Ferric oxide (Fe
9
O

f ) \
/b ^ 4-59 -

Lime (CaO) ' 7-86 841
Mamusia (MgO) 5'85 3-08

Potash (K.O) 2-67

Soda (Na
20) 2-16

Loss by ignition I'll 0'52

98-85 100-23

The groundmass was separated from the olivine, hypersthene,
and all but a trace of the feldspar by means of Thoulet's
solution, and the magnetite was removed from it by hydrochloric
acid. The presence of a larger proportion of magnesia in the
fulgurite indicates the fusion of some of the hypersthene.
Nearly all of the fulgurite is either superficial or confined

to the lining of oreexMin-- cavities. This is what we should
expect from the well k tricity always spreads
itself upon the surface of a body. A small portion of the ful-

gurite, however, seems to have been produced within the adjoin-
ing compact rock by fua a. It occurs in small

Regular nodules or strings, frequently full of bubbles and occa-
sionally possessing a distinct fluidal structure approximately
Parallel to the course of the electric current. It is difficult to

conceive how a distinct fluidal structure may have been pro-
duced in these small masses, which were but momentarily
viscous and completely hemmed in upon all de le t

flue to the repulsion of the particles among themselves. It is
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well known that particles electrified by a passing current repel

each other most forcibly in the direction of the current, and this

repulsion may perhaps explain the lines of motion in the envel-

oped fulgurite as well as those which are so prominent parallel

to the length of the lightning tubes. To the same repulsion

may be due, at least in part, the accumulation of fulgurite

about the openings of small tubes upon the surface of the rock.

In describing such accumulation one author has remarked

that the tubes seem to have boiled over. The effusion of ful-

gurite from the tubes was doubtless facilitated by the expan-

sion and forcible ejection of the air within the cavity. The

heat developed in the rock by the lightning is only momentary

and proportional to the electrical resistance. The high temper-

ature of any individual crystal within the heterogeneous path

of the current may depend chiefly upon the resistance which

that mineral offers ; for the elevated temperature is of so short

duration that the increase due to conduction at any point would

be small. The brevity of the whole operation indicates that

the fulgurite is the product of fusion purely and not in any

siderable degree c

another.

the formation of fulgurite holds nodefii

the order of crystallization when the v\

[ten magma. The ground mass (la&t
]

passing current. Next to these

xhibits but slight traces of modifica-

tion and the infusible olivine remains wholly unchanged. So

far as observations have yet been made upon the production of

fulgurite by the fusion of a heterogeneous rock it a

the amount of melting experienced by each ingredient depends

chiefly upon its degree of fusibility.

Notwithstanding the valuable researches of numerous observ-

ers on the electrical characters of minerals
to determine bow important a factor the electrical refl

each mineral may be in determining the composition of the ful-

gurite. On account of the diaphaneity of the conductor and the

great strength of the current by which fulgurite is produced it

affords an excellent opportunity for the study of elect

The presence of a porous rock, rich in iron, upon a

acutely poii ted n i n-s immit in a region of violent electric

storms presents the most favorable condition for the extensive

formation of fulgurite.

TJ. S. Geol. Survey, Washington, D. C, May 27, 1884.



Art. XXXIIL— On the fVrrirmnrj.hnsisnf Pyroxene to Hornblende
in Rocks; by Geo. H. Williams.

It has long been recognized that pyroxene and hornblende
are two different crystallographiu forms of essentially the same
molecule, of which the former is most stable at high, the latter

at ordinary temperatures. As early as 1824 Mitscherlich and
Berthier melted tremolite at the potteries of Sevres and found
that on slowly cooling the mass crystallized in the form of
augite.

1

In 1831, G-. Rose repeated " the same operation with
actinolite from the Zillerthal with the same result.

3 The con-
stancy of this change at temperatures of fusion has also been
abundantly verified by the more recent experiments of Profes-
sors Fouque and Michel-Levy of Paris, who found it impossible
to artificially produce hornblende. In every case where this

mineral was employed, it changed at high temperatures to
augite.' In natural lavas hornblende crystals are frequently
observed to have undergone alteration around their outer edge
into an aggregate of minute augite and magnetite crystals.

4

This is probably due to a caustic action of the magma, which,
on account of an increase of temperature, partially dissolves the
completely crystallized hornblende individual. The same
change is observed when any amphibole crystal is subjected for
a time to the action of a fused basic rock.

6

Rose maintained
that hornblende in lavas was always younger than the augite,
having been formed at a lower temperature. Though further
study has failed to altogether substantiate this statement, the

• fact remains that, while all attempts to produce
hornblende artificially have thus far been unsuccessful, augite

;

!s readily obtained by simple fusion.
No less conclusive is the proof that at ordinary temperatures

the augite molecules have a tendency to rearrange themselves
m the hornblendic form. Here nature furnishes the evidence
which the laboratory fails to supply. In 1831 G. Rose de-
scribed crystals of hornblende, collected bv him during his
journey with A. von Humboldt to the Uraf Mountains, winch
Possessed the external form of augite.* Some of these were
even found to have a core of true augite. At first they were
regarded as instances of parallel growths of the two minerals.
but subsequently Rose7

himself gave the real explanation of
their origin by showing that the hornblende, which was fibrous

\
Pjgjfc Ann., xxii, p. 338. 1831. • 5 lb.

J
K. Oebbeke B4, p. 474.

6 Pogg. Ann., xxu"l831.
eUeS

' '"* *
* U "''xxiii.' p. til, 1834.

'

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVIII, No. 166.-Oct., 1884.
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in structure, had evidently resulted from a gradual and often

incomplete molecular change of crystals originally altogether

augite, just as monoclinic crystals of sulphur may be observed

to slowly pass out into an aggregate of orthorhombic individ-

uals when subjected to circumstances different from those

under which they were formed. Later, Rose8 and others de-

scribed this alteration of pyroxene, to which he applied the

name uralite, from many other localities, and with the intro-

duction of the microscope as an aid in studying rocks

found to be exceedingly wide spread.

It is generally conceded that temperature is not the only

influence which'conditions the crystalline form assumed by

pyroxene-hornblende molecules. Hornblende is often observed

as a primary constituent of certain (generally acid) lavas,
J :

seems probable that augite may be formed at comparatively

low temperatures. The chemical constitution of the mass in

which the crystals are formed, as well as other conditions not

now understood, are doubtless influential. Nevertheless, the

general tendency on the part of the pyroxene- hornblende mole-

cules to attain a" state of stable equilibrium seems to be in the

manner described above, since no change of augite into horn-

blende at high temperatures, nor of hornblende to augite at

ordinary temperatures, has ever been observed.

Quite recently the possible wide-spread geological importance

of the paramorphosis of pyroxene to am phi bole in accounting

alteration of other rocks, originally augite, has attracted much

attention. This change has been carefully followed in Norway,

Austria,
10 Saxony 11 and several other European localities,'

5
as

well as on this continent in New Ham pshire," Wisconsin,
1
* and

in the region about Baltimore.
16

In a large majority of cases

t
ved

d it

allage as well as Common augite • und eveii co tnpact original

u-nblende und an alteration

ge of the crystal tmvard the cei jgates of horn-

ende fibers wl lose itxes are somel imes app roxii natch" parallel

those of the .:>!'!-!! lal crvstal. so In the Balti-

i>re gabbros a i of white hornblende, rcsemblii:

e. is generally pro*sent between the pyrox and the green

Pogg. Ann . xxvi ', 1833.

t'..^iii.m-fiihrenden Schi efer von Bergen, Norvvegen, trans-

F. Becke : Tschermak Min. und Petr. Mi tth., 1882, p 157.
1 J. Lehmann : Di< nirl rystiilHnon St-hief.- rgesteine. Bonn, 1884, p. 190.

vves : Metadoleiyte from Littleton, N.

Dg: this Journal, July, 1883.
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uralite, while the latter exhibits a marked tendency to become
•compact along its outer edge.

Instances of the change by paramorphosis of a pyroxene
crystal directly into a single individual of corn} tact hornblende,
without the intervention of anything resembling uralite, have
heretofore hardly been observed in sufficient perfection to place
their nature beyond all doubt. Augite crystals more or less

completely surrounded with a rim of compact hornblende have
frequently been described, but almost universally regarded as

parallel growths of two original minerals, just as Rose at first

I the occurrence of uralite.
18 That this may indeed

be the true explanation in some cases is most probable, but
I am convinced that in many instances it is insufficient. In
1878 Dr. Gr. W. Hawes 17

figured and described an occurrence
side by side of augite and basaltic hornblende as an instance
of pararnorphism and the same interpretation was put two

r by Professor R. D. Irving
18 upon similar cases occur-

ring in certain Wisconsin rocks. In neither of these instances,
however, are the proofs of polymorphism adduced entirely con-
vincing. Several cases therefore, recently noted by the present

*J1 ter, where such a direct change of pyroxene to compact
ia admirably exhibited in every stage, seem worthy

of a brief description.
As members of that remarkable trroup of massive rocks ex

-

I'o-d just s«..,th of IVekskill, on the Hudson River, to which
Pl ' .:<-" >r J. D. I):ma l, as recently applied the name Cortlandt
^'"s: tii. tv are several apparently distinct types, occurring in
the most intimate possible relations on the northern shore of
Montrose Point, A microscopic examination, however, reveals
the fact that these types are not in reality as distinct as they at

They all consist largely of compact brown horn-
Wende, together with more or less augite and hypersthene and
a V:it,yin;j;, though urenerally small proportion, of a basic feld-
8
l'
a ''- Their principal differences consist in coarseness of their

gram and the relative amounts of the different bisilicates

Pj**ent They were evidently all derived from one magma
' very beautifully the structure termed by Fritsch

' " Eutaxitic," which is so commonly observed in

ke trachyte and phonolite. All of these rocks
which contain pyroxene show the direct change of this mineral

< brown hornblende in an endless variety of cases,
shall only attempt to describe one or two where this process

gy of New Hampshire, pp. 57, 206. PL VII, fig. 1.

Vy.T|3
^
m

'

% P
"

17
°' ^" °

f
'

1Unhl9e
'

thl8 J°Urna1
'

m
'

foe Iteschreibung der Insel Teneriffe, 1868, p. 414.
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is especially apparent. These must serve as types of all the

One rock from the locality just mentioned consists of an

exceedingly fine-grained, jet black mass in which occasional

bronze-colored crystals of hypersthene are easily visible to the

unaided eye. The microscope shows the groundmass to be

composed essentially of small oval grains of brown hornblende

with here and there a similarly shaped crystal of hypersthene

or plagioclase. The large porphyritic crystals of hypersthene

are all undergoing pars uals of brown

hornblende. Fig. 1 represents one of these magnified thirty

diameters. The interior portion is readily recognized under

microscope as hyj

while showing no signs of crystal planes, is only so far irregu-

lar as the development of the crystals of the groundmass lyw£

adjacent to it requires. The interior boundary of this rim

however, i. e. the line of contact between it and the hyper-

nost irregular imaginable. The most deli-

possible tongue

vpersthene as displayed m
' spots, w"here, as already observed

— characteristic inclusions remain, is covered witl

tongues and shreds of hornblende of a delicacy and tenui y
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which it is impossible either to adequately describe or portray.
The hypersthene and hornblende substance, which are well
distinguished by differences of color and optical orientation,
are not in reality separated by sharp lines of contact, as from
the nature of the case it is necessary to represent them in a
drawing in black and white. They everywhere shade into one
another by insensible gradations. The transition is so gradual
that it is often impossible to detect the exact point where it

occurs even with the highest power of the microscope. Every-
thing in the slide seems to indicate that a slow change from one
mineral to the other is in progress, which has started at very
many points throughout the entire body of the crystal and is

only complete around its outer edge. A short examination of
this section would, I think, be sufficient to convince any one
that this is no instance of a parallel growth.
The optical orientation of this secondary hornblende is very

remarkable, and shows conclusively that the alteration is to a
single, perfectly homogeneous crystal, corresponding in all

respects to the original hypersthene individual. Nowhere does
""> -*"ondary mineral exhibit any signs of a fibrous ?'

-kven the smallest and thinnest particles are perfectly compact
and all are identical in their optical behavior. The hyper-
sthene crystal, as can be readily seen between crossed nicols,
is a polysynthetic twin, consisting of several lamellae. The
position of the twinning trace, though not visible in ordinary
hght, has been indicated on the drawing. Curiously enough
all the hornblende connected with the hypersthene has precisely
the same optical arrangement. The larger middle portion, as

the fine lamella (marked b in the figure) of both the
hypersthene and hornblende are in twinning position to the
two ends and the smaller middle portion (marked a), and all the
particles of hornblende, whether around the edge or upon the
surface of those hypersthene lamellae having the same crystal-
lography position, extinguish the light between crossed nicols
<*t the same instant, while all particles contiguous to the other

e lamellae are seen to be in twinning position with
relation to them. The twinning trace divides the finest shred
of hornblende as sharply as it does the hypersthene substance,
;u "i tin; narrow lamella, b, extends across the hornblende rim
Just as though it were part of the original crystal.

. / ! additional proof were needed it would seem to be furn-
Phed bv the smaller crystal of hypersthene inclosed in the
WPPer part of the larger one. This exhibits in a smaller scale
aJJ «-he phenomena just described. It is also surrounded by a
zone of compact hornblende, which evidently extends to the

.

lrr»its once occupied by the hypersthene. There are the same
Regular patches of hornblende over the surface, but here, the
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original crystal being simple, the secondary mineral all has the

same optical orientation.

Fig. 2 exhibits a similar case of paramorphosis of augite to

brown hornblende in another section of the same rock. The
crystals are cut nearly perpendicular to their vertical axes and

show very plainly that their orthopinacoids are parallel. The
change has here taken place in somewhat larger patches than

in the former instance and the boundaries between the two

minerals are somewhat more distinct, but there can be little

doubt that the process is the same in both.

These two cases described in some detail must be regarded

as typical of a great variety of others, nearly or quite as good,

which when taken together make the evidence of paramorpho-

sis, at least as far as the [articular rock inquestion isconcerned,

very satisfactory. It has been already mentioned that the

groundmass of this rock is composed almost entirely of rounded

grains of compact brown hornblende. Interspersed I

these are frequent hypersthene grains of precisely the

shape and in every possible Btage of transition to hornbl

tly identical with that making up the bulk <

Tb. upposition, therefore, tha
inally a hypersthene rock (norite), like others which occur

close connection with it, and that its present form (diorite) h

been due to gradual molecular alteration, seems quite natur;

although not perhaps capable of rigid proof.

Several rocks from other localities have come to ray noti

which seem also to show strong indications of the direct chan

of pyroxene into compact hornblende.
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Microscopic sections of gabbros from Eagle Harbor, Ash-
land Co., Wisconsin, the possession of which I owe to the kind-
ness of Professor R. D. Irving, show the undoubted change of
the pyroxene into single individuals of compact brown horn-
blende, as recently described by him,* 1 although in none that I

have examined is the change as plainly exhibited as in the rocks
from Montrose Point. The wernerite-hornblende rock, in con-
nection with which the apatite deposits of Scandinavia occur,

have been recently studied by II. Sjogren," who called them
tUpyrediorites. They are regarded by this author as a peculiar
facies of a gabbro, formed from this by the panimorphosis of feld-

spar to wernerite and of pyroxene to hornblende. Both brown
and green hornblende are produced in this way. I am indebted
to Mr. Frank D. Adams, ol the Canadian Geological Survey, for

the opportunity to study a series of sections of both the Swe- .

dish rocks and others exactly like them, occurring in connec-
tion with the apatite deposits near the Ottawa River in Canada.
All of these show the gradual change of pyroxene to compact
green hornblende in a manner closely resembling that exhibited
by the Cortlandt rocks.
The so-called " black granite " from Addison, Me., seems to

have originally been an augite-plagioclase rock containing
some biotite. The augite, however, is to a large extent under-
going paramorphosis to corresponding crystals of compact
green hornblende, and so far has this process progressed, that
the rock would now be classed as an augite diorite or at least

as a proterobase. In the Baltimore gabbros the change of

diallage to compact green hornblende has been observed,
although far less frequently than that to uralite. Doubtless
many cases which have been described by European litholo-

gists as parallel growths of pvroxene and hornblende might be
Still better explained by paramornhoaia.

.
Before leaving this subject

inquire into a possible cause
rearrangement, of pyroxene to __r
that dimorphous substances require different conditions for the

assumption of their dilterent crystalline forms. The molecular
groupings, of which such forms arc the outward expression,
are not accidental but must alwavs be in accordance with the

circumstances under which thev were produced. If the condi-
tions most favorable for the' assumption of one form are

subsequently changed to such as are more favorable for the

existence of the other, then the molecules are no longer in a
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state of perfectly stable equilibrium. Were they free to move,

they must at once rearrange themselves to suit the altered con-

ditions, but if they have passed into the solid state, this

tendency to rearrangement may not be sufficient to overcome

the force of cohesion. Sometimes indeed, as in the case of

monoclinic sulphur or arkansite, the crystal structure is

actually pulled to pieces and the matter rearranged in accord-

ance with existent circumstances. More frequently, however,

the molecular tendency can only manifest itself in an optical

disturbance ?\l;il!ard
i3

has recently shown that crystal- of

boracite above 265° C. become altogether isotropic, and Klein'
4

has argued from this fact that the mineral is dimorphous, crys-

tallizing in the regular system above, and in the orthorhombic

system below this temperature. Merian86
has also shown that

tridymite becomes optically hexagonal at high temperatures,

and, according to Klein," even leucite loses its twinning lamellae

and behaves like a regular mineral at a temperature consider-

ably below its fusing point. The effort of the molecules to

change their arrangement in accordance with the change of

temperature here produces a tension, resulting in optical

derangement but no new form.

In the case of the dimorphous pyroxene molecule there

must be a similar tendency to assume the hornblende form,

which, as we have seen, is the most stable one at ordinary

temperatures. It is not probable, however, that this tendency

alone would be sufficient to effect a complete change of crystal-

line structure. If, on the other hand, the assistance of some

external agency could be introduced, which would render the

molecules more or less mobile without increasing their temper-

ature to a point where the augitic -mode of arrangement is

more stable than the hornblendic, it will readily be seen that

they must assume the form best in accordance with the lower

temperature. Just such an external agency as this would

seem to me to be furnished by the pressure to which rocks are

subjected in the formation of mountains. If hornblende is

melted, the molecules become easily movable and a rearrange-

ment naturally takes place to suit the altered conditions. The

reverse of this process it would be very difficult to accomplish

in the laboratory, but in nature it appears to be the commoner

of the two. The recent experiments of Spring as well as the

observations of Ileim and others in the Alps, seem I

that pressure may cause molecular movements in -

out rupture, just as heat does. Of course this

produces heat but acting as slowly as it does in the elevation

33 Bui. Soc. Min. de France, v, p. 144, 1882.
24 Neues Jahrbuch fur Mia., etc., 1884, i, p. 185 ref., ib., p. 237.

* lb., 1884, i.

" Xachriehten der kon. Ges. d. Wiss. Gottingen, May, 1884.
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of mountains, there is no reason to assume that the actual tem-
perature of the rocks is thereby raised to anywhere near the
point of fusion. May not then the force which has elevated
the mountain chains have been also an efficient cause of the
paramorphosis of pyroxene in rocks? Certainly this idea
gains great support from the exceedingly intimate association

se hornblende rocks with perfectly massive gabbros
and diabases in many different localities. In the great gabbro
area west of Baltimore the massive diallage and hypersthene
rocks occur everywhere imbedded in and passing by gradual
transitions into more or less schistose amphibolites, which
differ from them mineralogically only in the crystalline form
of the bisilicate constituent. These amphibolites have through-
out the whole area a nearly parallel strike and dip, and many
other facts, which cannot' here be enumerated, indicate that
their schistose structure is, like slaty cleavage, the result of
lateral pressure. That the amphibolites have resulted from
the paramorphosis of the pyroxene in the gabbros is abund-
antly proven both by microscopic study and their relations in

the field, and the fact is very significant that throughout the
area, as a rule the schistose structure is developed in proportion to

the completeness of the paramorphosis." This could hardly be
I except by the supposition that both were pro-

duced by the same cause. Unless a mass of rock were
absolutely homogeneous, a lateral pressure exerted upon it

would not act equally at every point. Wherever its action
was greatest, there it would first tend to develop a schistose

structure, perpendicular to the direction of pressure, and there
too it would probably first render the paramorphosis of pyrox-
ene to amphibole possible.

According to the recent very admirable descriptions by Dr.
J- Lehmann" of the so-called " Flasergabbro " group near Ross-
wein and Penig in Saxony, the phenomena there exhibited are

apparently very similar to those displayed by the gabbros near
Baltimore. The action of lateral pressure was so great as in

many cases to have caused an actual crushing of the massive

diallage-hypersthene rock and the result has been a schistose

amphibolite enclosing lenticular masses of unaltered gabbro.
The association of schistose hornblendic rocks with massive

°»es containing pyroxene is known at very many localities

both in Europe and this country. Jukes long ago -

that many areas of hornblende rocks might be accounted for

°y the alteration of old lavas, and this idea seems now to be
S1 The writer hopes soon, under ihe auspices of the U. S. Geological Survey, to

timore amphibolites and gabbros.
* a Ueber die Entstehung der Altkrystallinen Schiefergeeteine, etc., Bonn, 1884,
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sry interesting phase ot metamoi

:

ck to another resulting from the change of

crystalline structure in a dimorphous constituent, due to pres-

sure and change of temperature from a higher to a lower.

It is not my desire to claim that pressure is the only cause

of the paramorphism of pyroxene, or, indeed, that it is ever

absolutely necessarv. The range of observations is as yet too

small to 'allow of" any generalization. These thoughts are

thrown out as suggestions and it will in future be interesting to

note whether this change has taken place on as large a scale, if

at all, in the rocks of undisturbed regions, as in those which

show unmistakable signs of having been subjected to great

pressure.

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, May 30, 1884.

Aet. XXXIV.— On the Southward ending of a great Synclinal

in the Taconic Range; by James 1). Dana. With a map
(Plate III.)

[Bead before the British Association at its session in Montreal.]

The Taconic question, although American in its facts, bears

no less profoundly on foreign than on American geology ;
for

it is largely a question as to the age and origin of crystalline

rocks. I have therefore thought the subject an appropriate

one for a meeting of the British Association.

My stratigraphical work in the region of the Taconic Eange,

begun in 1870, I have continued during the last two years;

and it is my purpose to present some of the results of ray

recent investigations.

The discussion with regard to the Taconic rocks has been

greatly complicated, from the first, by Professor Emmons's
extension of the term Taconic to the rocks of other regions

besides those of the original Taconic, because they were sup-

posed to be—not proved to b'e

—

supposed to be of the same age

and system. My work has been among the original Taconic

rocks, those of the Taconic Eange and its bordering limestone,

which, together, gave to geology, through Professor Emmons,
the term Taconic and tin- lirst ' facts and conclusions on the

subject ; and of these alone I speak.
This Taconic Range extends along the western border of

New England, between Middlebury in central Vermont on the

north and Salisbury in northwestern Connecticut on the south,

and encroaches by its western slopes a little on the State of

New York. The distance between these points is about 150
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miles. The line of ridges, after dwindling to a low narrow
strip in Salisbury, continues on southward; and this continua-
tion is geologically a part of the range, although it does not
bear the name on maps ; but of this more southern portion I

do not now propose to treat.

The general conclusions presented by me in earlier papers,

published in this Journal from 1872 to 1881, are fully sus-

tained by my more recent studies, and I therefore briefly state

them.

First: as to the rocks. The schistose rocks constituting the

Taconic Range vary gradually, as we go from north to south,

from argillyte or roofing slate and the smooth, faintly crys-

talline hydromica (or sericite) schist, to chloritic mica schist,

and still coarser kinds of mica schist containing garnets and
staurolites.

Secondly : as to the structure of the range. These schistose

rocks constituting the range lie, in general, in synclinals or

compound synclinals. In the narrower portions the beds dip

eastward across from west to east, leaving it ambiguous whether
the uplift is anticlinal, or synclinal, or monoclinal. But in

other wider portions the beds of the two sides dip toward the

axis of the range, and often at a small angle, thus exhibiting
the fact that in such parts the structure is synclinal, and ren-

dering it probable that it is so elsewhere.
Thirdly : as to the unity, or not, of the eastern and western lime-

stone belts. These belts of crystalline limestone, one extending
along the east side of the Taconic Range, and the other, less

continuously, along the western, blend with one another through
broad low regions or valleys crossing the Taconic line, and thus
prove that they are portions of one formation.

Fourthly: as to the stratigraphical relations of the limestone and
schist. The great limestone formation passes underneath the

schist of the Taconic Range as a lower member in the mountain

; and, consequently, the eastern and western lime-

stone belts are outcrops of opposite sides of such synclinals,

To give the proof on this point for a part of the range is one
of the objects of this paper.

Fifthly: as to the age of the limestone and schist. The lime-

stone,' which is part of the Taconic system, and, as just stated,

Vermont and° eastern New York, shells, corals and cricoids of

the Lower Silurian, ranging in age from the infWior divisions

of the Lower Silurian to the superior. Hence, the schists of

the Taconic synclinals, which overlie the limestone and are

younger than it. are of later Silurian age, and probably of the-

age of the so-called Hudson River group or Upper Llandeilo

flags.
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The subdivision of the Taconic system into an older and a

newer Taconic was first made by Professor Emmons, the pro-

pounder of the system. But the division was not based on any

facts connected with the original Taconic rocks—those of the

Taconic Range—but on the perplexing facts that beset the

subject after additions of other Taconic rocks and regions had

been made. No facts favoring in the least such a subdivision

have been reported from the Taconic Range.

Among those broader portions of the Taconic Range in which

the pitch of the beds is for the most part toward the axis of

the mountain and in this fact bear positive evidence of a syn-

clinal structure, there is the elevated region called Mount
Washington, situated in southwestern Massachusetts and north-

western Connecticut. This Mt Washington portion of the range

is that referred to in the title of my paper

—

"On the Southward

ending of a great Synclinal in the Taconic Range ;" and to the

description of it I now proceed.

Mount Washington rises boldly above the limestone plains

and valleys adjoining it. Its length is about twelve miles, and

its average width five miles. The limestone area on the east of

it, in Sheffield, Massachusetts, and the bordering part of Con-

necticut, is nearly ten miles wide, and that on the west, in

Copake, about three miles wide. The summit of Mount Wash-
ington (called Mt. Everett) has a height of 2,624 feet above the

sea. The mean height of the extensive summit region is over

2,000 feet, and 1,300 feet above the limestone plains at its

eastern, western and southern base.

The accompanying map shows, on a scale of 0*8 inch to the

mile, the outline of the southern part of the mountain area

of the schist (the part in Connecticut), and the limestone at its

base: the portion shaded (by transverse lining) being that of

the limestone.* The circles enclosing Fe indicate the localities

of iron-ore pits. For the heights on the map I am indebted to

Mr. Pettee, civil engineer and surveyor, of Lakeville, Conn.

There are also isolated ridges of schist in the limestone por-

tion (the oblong white areas on the map) ; and there are a few

small areas of limestone (lined on the map, like the rest of the

limestone) within the region of the schist, one near Copake

on the west side, and nine others in the southwestern part.

I will first state the facts which prove the structure of the

mountain to be synclinal.

First. The dip, both of the schist and limestone, along the

opposite sides of Mt Washington m Massachusetts, ifl

axis of the mountain. On the west, the dip is eastward—usu«

* The map accompanying this article, presented to the British Association,

. -ton. I propose to publish soon a map

of all of Berkshire, and an uaan, with full details.
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ally between 30 and 60 degrees. On the east side, it is west-

ward ; in a large portion, only 10 to 25 degrees or not diverging
widely from the horizontal, but in other parts ranging up to

45 degrees, and also to 60 and 70 degrees. (On the map the

strike and dip are indicated by T-shaped symbols; the length
of the stem of the T is inversely as the amount of dip, and
the point of junction of the top and stem marks the locality of

the observation.) In an east-and-west section through the

highest point of the mountain (the peak, Mt. Everett, in

Massachusetts,) the dip on the west side in Copake is 40 to 50
degrees eastward: at Mt. Everett, which is near the eastern

border, 35 to 60 degrees westward ; and at the base directly

below, in Sheffield, 15 to 30 degrees westward. At the latter

place [which is near the house of L. Roys] the limestone makes
the lower 150 feet of the eastern front, and above it are the

beds of schist, their cut edges making its face.

of the beds at the western foot, and
fig. 2 a section at the eastern.

My observations on the dip at other points in Massachusetts

sustain the conclusion as to the synclinal character of the

mountain-mass.* The synclinal is really a compound synclinal,
-.-..':'-',:-;-:• ' -,

; :

This is suggested by the two limestone valleys running deeply
into the mountain area < '

2. The general syncli nal character of the m< mnta in is i ndicated

also about its

small limesto

southern

n

X
thi

e

s

m
n
y
r't

In the s<

of the m
.nth.

''•.
!l

-

,:3t of the

1 on the map , the limestone in one part was bare for a breadth
only of a fevv yards, tlle mica sch:lit overlying a Dd 00

i openedit on either si de and tc i the south. juan

for the sake of the lii nestone, and . consequ rthe cover of

* The following are some obaerred strikes and dips at
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f <

oved, so as to reveal the anticlinal position of the
1

' t now caps the limestone on all but th

fig. 3, a view of the quarry. The di|

rocks. The schist now caps the limestone on all but the uppei
m

' lip of the

limestone is southeastward in

in the southern, the latter being the direction of the axis of the

little anticlinal.

In the limestone area No. 2, which is hut a few rods from

No. 1, there is another similar anticlinal of limestone; but the

schist is not here seen in actual contact with the 1

owing to the soil between (fig. 4); and hence, although the

dip indicates that the schist is the overlying rock, the case is

not as satisfactory as the preceding. In another small area,

No. 3, the limestone and schist are in contact, and dip together

northward at the low angle of 20 degrees, as in fig. 5.

The other areas of the group are longer belts and have the

dip of the limestone throughout eastward, and mostly 30 to 50

degrees; and since the limestone is the underlying rock, as

number one indicates, they are all, if not monoclinal, as is

hardly possible, small overturned anticlinals, which have had

their tops worn off so as to show the limestone beneath. The

very narrow strip, No. 9, the westernmost of the number, out-

crops in the bottom of a small trench occupied by a brook, and

the outcrop has a width of but three to four yards. The stream

has here worn through the schist to the subjacent crystalline

limestone. The handsome mottled coloring of the limestone

has led to the designation of the place as a marble quarry,

although no quarrying has yet been carried on.

3. The synclinal structure of the mountain is app
along portions of the southern edge of the schist. At Ore Hill,

one and a half miles west of Lakeville (ore-pit b on the map)

the schist overlies limestone
; for the bed of Hmonite wiw

which limestone occurs is reached by excavating through 40

to 60 feet of more or less decomposed schist— as may be seen

on the southeast side of the ore-pit; while at the Chatfield
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ore-pit (ore-pit c) 400 yards south, the schist fails, and only

drift material covers the limestone and ore.

The ore-pits that have been opened about the base of Mt.

Washington, fourteen in number, are situated near the junction

of the limestone and schist ; and, in view of the facts that have
been mentioned, this means— near where the limestone emerges

from beneath the schist. I here add that the iron ore (Jim unite,

or, as the miners call it, brown hematite) has resulted from the

oxidation of iron, the iron existing in some state of combina-
tion in the limestone and schist, and chiefly, I believe, in the

The facts presented appear to be sufficient proof that the

structure of the Mt. Washington part of the Taconic range is

synclinal.

The dying out of the Mount Washington synclinal southward
has some features of special interest.

In the first place, the schist area abruptly narrows (as is seen

on the map) along an oblique line through the village of Lake-
ville, from a breadth of four miles to that of six-tenths of a

mile near Ore Hill.

In the second place, while the mountain three miles north of

Lakeville is 1,200 feet high above the limestone, it is only 150

:; tin- narrow neck to which it is reduced near Ore
Hill.

Again, the pitch in the beds in the last three miles is

i in some parts, instead of eastward or westward,

showing a flattening out of portions of the synclinal and sub-

ordinate anticlinal^. But these southward 'pitching surfaces
• ... as i I ortUward strike.

The variations in strike and dip are so frequent that the direc-

tions could not be indicated on a geological map unless it were

made on a very large scale. The small areas of limestone in

the southwestern portion, numbered 1 to 9, are, as already

explained, the sites of some of th —of those of

them which had the underlying limestone so near the surface

that erosion has succeeded in exposing it to view.

Tt thus appears that in the dying out of the synclinal, besides

: ll tU'iiinir of portions of the general svnclinal :u I the intro

'hictioti of southward dips, there was also a multiplication of

small subordinate flexures.

,
Further, there is a multiplication of ridges of schist in the

Several such ridges, some quite small are situated, as the

s, southeastward of the mountain near the village of

Salisbury
; and others occur farther east. They consist of the

-same mica schist as the mountain, and look like fragments of
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the same formation. They are not, however, horizontally-

bedded fragments: for thcv have, generally, an eastward dip,

often a high dip ; and the facts seem to show that most of

them are synclinal llexuivs; that they occupy the troughs of

local synclinals in the limestone; that, as Mt. Washington con-

sists of schist contained in a broad limestone trough, these

6
isolated schist ridges, except in

m occasional mono-

ghs, so pushed c

that the dip of the schist is gen-

,' erally eastward, as illustrated in

i like those of the Taconic Range just

^....lgton. The ridges to the southwest

Mount Washington are of like character, though larger and

The statement that these isolated ridges are for the most

part synclinals, I could illustrate by numerous sections from

other parts of the Taconic region; but this would lead me

from the special subject before us, and I leave it for another

I close by enumerating some of the subjects illustrated by

the facts that have been presented, and a few of the conclusions

flowing from them.

1. The facts have illustrated the features of a mountain

synclinal; its compound synclinal structure; its variation* IB

character as it dies out. As the mountain is a sj/nch'nal with

subordinate anticlinals and synclinals in its mass, so what is

now a broad limestone area was (as I might make cleat', it not

so already) an area of anticlinals with subordinate synclinals

and anticlinals ; and the schist ridges occurring isolated in the

limestone stand in general in the synclinal troughs of the lime-

stone area.

2. As the schist is the overlying rock of the region, and

exhibits the cut edges of its beds in the precipitous sides of the

mountain above the limestone, this schist once spread over the

limestone area; and the stratum, judging from the greatest

height of Mt. Washington, was at least 2,000 feet thick.

3. The limestone, which spreads to a width of three miles

about Copake, west of Mt. Washington, continues southward

and southwestward by two lines to the Hudson River. The

wider and more northern belt reaches the river at Poughkeep-

sie, having one break of three miles in its course, and at some

points it contains v.- Lower Silurian shells,
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corals and crinoids. This fact, paralleled with that of the
occurrence of similar mountain-synclinals and Lower Silurian
Dossils in the Taconic region of Vermont, affords paleonto-
logical evidence of the Lower Silurian age of the limestone of
the Mt. Washington part of the Taconic region ; and, since
the fossils are partly those of the Trenton period (or Llandeilo
group), they make, as has been stated, the schist of the
mountain to be that of the Upper Llandeilo flags or Hudson
River group.

4. Since the schist of the mountain is not older than the
Llandeilo flags, or the upper beds of the Lower Silurian, it fol-

lows that not only roofing slate, hydromica schist, and chloritic

hydromica schist, but also coarse mica schists, garnetiferous
~nd staurolitic, have been crystallized at as late a period in

ical history as the close of the Lower Silurian.

crystalline rocks were crystallized and rendered
garnetiierous and staurolitic while lying in beds over a great
limestone formation of Lower Silurian age, which also was at
the same time rendered crystalline.

6. The making of the extensive ore-deposits (beds of limon-
Ue, some of them over 100 feet deep), through oxidation and
the decay of rocks, could not have commenced before the
close of the Lower Silurian md aftei the close, it would not
have been commenced before an emergence of the rocks from
the ocean had taken place, since air is needed, as well as water,
for such oxidation. In view of the occurrence of limestones of

later Upper Silurian (Lower Helderberg group) overlying

ed Lower Silurian and Cambrian slates of eastern

_ near Hudson in Becraft's mountain and Mount Bob,
and looking as if portions of a once extensive Upper Silurian
formation covering much of New York State east of the Hud-
son River, it is probable that the emergence of the rocks from
the ocean just referred to did not take place before the end of
ll ie Upper Silurian.

The conclusions I have presented as regards the synclinal

character of Mount Washington and the rest of the Taconic
range, and the Lower Silurian age of the rocks, is the same
that was held and put forth by that most thorough and cau-
tious geologist, the former able head of the Geological Survey
of Canada, Sir William Logan* The chief point of difference

between us is that he, under the then existing paloontoh-gieal

evidence, made the limestone to precede instead of to include
the Trenton group. In stratigraphical conclusions we are one.

'"

[''''ill credit to earlier and later authors who have published e-
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. XXXY.—On sujposed Qlaciation in Pennsylv*
"" Oaryill Lewis,

With a map (Plate IV, but
Terminal Moraine ; by H. Caryill Lewis, Professor of

dleere.

In a "Report on tbe Terminal Moraine in Pen

and Western New York, 1

I have said (p. 45) that " with the

exception of a narrow district which I have called I

the line of drift hills which crosses Pennsylvania lies at the

ed district," and (

eparating the glaciated from the

non-glaciated regions."

Bat in his letter of transmittal, Professor J. P. Lesley, the

State Geologist, in referring to the limit of glaciation, makei

the following statement: 2

" Two remarkable phenomena, however, stand in the way oi a

positive and final assertion respecting tbe limit of the

extension of the northern ice, in spite of the well-mai

its terminal mnr in- , \ 1/ : serateh' - '">bsi 1 \ < d on tin

Schuylkill and Dauphin County; and vast grooves or notches in

the crest of the Kittatinny mountain, for which no ex
|

suggested by the drainage system of the country.

(1.) "Respecting the first very little can be said, but that little

is important.

"In 1850-51 Professor Edward Desor of Switzerland, ami my-

self, observed glacial scratches pointing southward upon the bare

outcrop of conglomerate which makes the crest of L<

tain west of Ashland. The testimony of the distingu

ist to their genuineness is sufficient"! We were both of us per-

fectly well acquainted with the nature and aspect of -

and felt sure that these polished surfaces, grooves, etc., were not

of that kind, nor could they have been produced in that way: tor

they crossed the eroded edges of the beds.

(2.) "Some years afterward I observe-

the natural vertical east wall of the small

it is crossed by

the turnpike from Harrisburg to Halifax. The opposite we»

wall had been cut to the vertical by the engineer-. '- ,'A;
"

covered with sections of blast holes ; "but the east u ill i •• '

been touched, and was covered with horizontal gla< al _' j'

und scratches crossing the deeply south-dipping bed-plane-. l "

this case I had no one with me to verify the observation, but 1

feel as sure of the nature of the exhibition as in the former

t Z. Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvi
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serious attempt has been made to construct a satisfactory hypoth-
esis of its origin. ... A long, straight, sharp-crested ridge, 1 Oi *o

feet high on a base two miles wide, is here, not split by a fault,

nor gapped by a stream, but worn smoothly through to half its

altitude. The raggedness of the mountain crest ceases and
smoothly rounded slopes descend to the smoothly rounded bottom
of the gap which is lined with sand and gravel. . . It is evidently
a deep cross-groove smoothly made and finished by some agent of
erosion acting slowly and continuously—but an agent quite differ-

ent from a river. ... I can see no serious objection to the sup-
position that the front of the ice-sheet may at one time have ad-
vanced the necessary two miles and banked itself against the
mountain at the Wind Gap
the origin of the Wind Ga
ward from the level of the bottom of the Gap, a fan-shaped slop-

omndcd howldcr drift which has evidently all come
Wind Q tp, and has probably been brought thn

which made the gap (altl

Professor Lesley then repeats an explanation for the origin
of the Wind Gap which he made in 1882, that it was due to
the overflow of a vast lake which he supposed to cover a large
}'<u-t of Monroe and Carbon Comities, which i a Ice was due to a
-eat ice-dam at the Lehi-h Water Gap. But as this dam
*°ttld bave had to be 1100 feet high in order to deliver the
water over the crest of the mountain when the Wind Gap was
begun, and as the glacier did not cover the region about the
Lehigh Gap, he -'rants that such a supposition is untenable.

(4.) He then mentions a topographical feature six miles west
of the Lehigh Gap, saying :

" It looks as if the bowl had been made by some kind of water-
[ '- hut if so the mass of water must have been extraordinarily
great and must have shot clear of the top of the mountain—an

mt only possible in case the back valley were filled with
we to a height exceeding that of the mountain."

In addition to the passages just quoted, there are a number
of other statements ma gists which describe
further supposed evidences of glaciation in Pennsylvania south
n

\ the terminal i

(5.) Mr. C. E. Hall has published two short papers which are
also quoted in the preface to Report Z. In the first of these'
Qe calls attention to the bending over of slate outcrops both
north and south of the Lehigh Gap, which he regards as due to
the southeastward movement of a glacier.

(6.) Mr. Hall also mentions a mass of debris a few hundred
yards north of the gap, concerning which he says :
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" The only explanation I can gn
formed by the glacier after it ha<

sihly a lateral moraine."

He also believes that the Wind Gap shows evidence of the

passage of a glacier.

(7.) In his second paper
4
entitled " On Glacial Deposits in

West Philadelphia," he describes a gravel opening between

Spruce and Walnut streets west of 45th street in West

Philadelphia, where, having found bowlders of Oneida con-

glomerate, Medina sandstone, Triassic shales, and probably

Clinton and Oriskany, as also a few pieces of trap, he says:

"From all these evidences I have concluded that this belt of

drift deposit is no other than a glacial moraine formed by tin

Schuylkill glacier receding from the site of the city."

He states also

:

" that the surface of the gneiss where laid bare is comparatively

smooth, and shows evidence of having been polished, though so

soft as not to retain the marks of glaciation."

(8.) Prof. F. Prime, Jr., has stated
5
that

'•A ulaoial moraine may be traced from the Wi
Kittatiuny Mountain through Ackermanville, Bangor and _V\d-

liamshnrg to Portland on the Delaware river. . . . West <f tlit

Wind <.ap no urlacial moraine can l>c seen so far as the Lei.ii.d<

,-ivpr TW, it existed, however, there is little doubt, ami was

shed away again by aqueous action, to be re-deposited

as modified drift," etc.

(9.) Agai n he says ir the same cation :

"Another
south of the

gen station

Lehigh : it extends fro

an the North Peims\ 1\

exists in the Saucon

m Friedensville ainios

mia railroad."

Valley

to Id-

(10.) In

states that. 2tSI County, 8
the same g

were obtained of gla

that

eologist

cial de-

"the -lacier,. e„min- thro.K.d, the saps ,

and in places riding over its rtvst, came down to the South

Mountain/' In the" statement that in Lch'mh (<

scratchings "were, with a single exception, nowhere found: >^'

subsequent erosion of the ^-oft shite- of the Hudson Kiver group?

and of the soluble underlying limestones, having removed all

traces of any scratches which may have existed" he appears to

add strong evidence of the truth of his conviction.

*Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, xiv, 633. >Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc xviii. Bfc
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(11.) Prof. J. F. Carll in his valuable report on the Oil
Eegions7

includes an extended discussion of the glacial drift,

and holds that

"besides the main southward movement of the glacier, every
feature in the Allegheny valley south of Olean shows an ice

movement townrJ th> mirth," and '• as there is no red rock in the
northern branch valleys and no northern detritus in the southern
branch valleys, ... 'it follows that the northern ice-flow, south-
ward, met a southern ice-flow, northward, and both moved west-
ward side by side."

8 He makes the origin ..f this northward

I
aoierin the "upper branch valleys of the Allegheny

River in Potter and M'Kean counties,'" and believes
8 that the

Salamanca " Rock City " was formed by glacial erosion.

These eleven localities, each lying south of the terminal
moraine, some of them considerably so, are, I believe, the only
ones in Pennsylvania south of that line which have been regan lei I

as showing evidences of glaciation by geologists of acknowl-
edged ability. Several local writers in the State have mistaken

I trap bowlders for glacial erratics, or fallen into
similar obvious errors,

10
but these are not worthy of mention.

If these statements, given in such detail, remain unquestioned
facts, H must be granted that the "terminal moraine," so-called,
w a misnomer, and that the evidences usually relied on to dis-

tinguish glaciated from non-glaciated regions are insufficient.

It seems to be of importance therefore, that any investigations
pt the terminal moraine should be supplemented by careful

into all reported evidences of glaciation south of that
moraine.

It is proposed, therefore, to review each of the above eleven
statements in turn.
The accompanying map represents by small colored circles

the approximate position of each of the localities of supposed

south of the moraine, numbered in accordance with
the following descriptive paragraphs.

(1.) The strire on the crest of Locust Mountain west of

Ashland, and south of lit. Carmel, have been frequently refer-
red to,

11

and since they lie " 25 miles south-southwest of the
great moraine (Berwick) " are of the highest importance.

I have crossed Locust Mountain in three places west of

Ashland, have walked along its summit south of Mt. Carmel
tor a considerable distance, and have explored, on foot and by

'Report III. I Loc. cit
,
p. 379. 9

p. 390.

l and Futhey, p. 186. History of Bucks

I Geological S

Geological Railway Guide, p. 102. Report C
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driving, the vallej^s both north and south of the mountain for

many miles in each direction. I have also carefully examined
the sides and ledges of the mountain and, thanks to careful

instructions and a diagram given me by Professor Lesley,

believe that I have succeeded in finding the very spot where

Professors' Lesley and Desor saw the striae

I found no moraines, no till, not a single transported or

scratched bowlder, no kames or terraces, and no stria?. There

was not a single sign of glaciation, and both mountains and

valleys were in all respects similar to other non-glaciated

mountain regions about the anthracite coal basins.

The mountain is formed mainly of Pottsville conglomerate

(No. XII), a coarse white conglomerate with often large peb-

bles, and here characterized by numerous impressions of an

unusually large calamite, probably Calamites duhius Artis

(Calamites bistriatus Lesq.).

The impressions of this calamite are sometimes two to three

feet long and from one to three inches in width, and are

marked by a series of narrow parallel furrows, running longi-

tudinally. The articulations are unusually distant and the

are flat or only ightlv ro unded, often eiitirely colorless, no

ma! rWi 1 remaining, ai id, appearing often

parallel 1 ines crossing a 1 ace of conglomerate,

have prohablv been mistaken lor daciai stria-. I'

sionsof these calamites occur on the very led ire near the top

of the mountain south of Mount Carmel which was supposed

to be glaciated.

(2.) On the summit of Peters (Fourth) Mountain, where the

Dauphin and Halifax turnpike, -'. is a sman

notch, some 15 feet deep, the east and west sides of which are

nearlv vertical walls of Pocono sandstone. The sandstone dips

65° S. 10° E., and there is a small coal vein in it par: way

down the mountain. After an examination of the region between

here and Ham si mm. including the slopes and crest of the

mountain, I was unable to find any trace of glaci)

The east wall of the notch is covered by numerous horizontal

strife, as stated by Professor Lesley, but these strue are not oi

glacial origin, but are undoubtedly slickenskles. The slicken-

sides occur on the cleavane planes of the sandstone, these

cleavage plane- beitm at about riifht mmies with the plane ot

bedding. Unlike a glaciated surface, the rock forms project-

ing angular crags, with irregular laces, cut by a series ot

cleavage planes, on several of which the slickensides appear

The slickensides do not make continuous lines nor occur on a

single plane, thus diiiernm' from Pacini strife. Nor do they
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stone not yet separated. I hammered down some of these
blocks and found the slickensides quite as well marked on the
inner surface of the block just detached as they were on the
vertical wall. This locality is over sixty miles south of the
terminal moraine.

(3.) When studying the limits of glacration in 1880 and 1881,
I was aware of the statements that had been made concerning

I tion at the Wind Gap, anil took special care to exam-
ine that localih thoi ,_}.]>

j
irficulnrh as it lies so near the

terminal moraine. Within three miles of the gap, glaciation
is proved by undoubted evidences. Scratched and tn
bowlders, some of them of Adirondack granite, polished and
striated rock surfaces, unmodified till, glacial lakes, kames and
moraines, are all close at hand, but all stop suddenly at a point
less than three miles away. I did not see a single scratched or

ted bowlder in the gap, nor any striae or other signs of

A long trench made for a projected railroad had
been cut in the bottom of the gap, offering an excellent
opportunity to study the character of the debris at that place.
M presented no evidence of glacial action. The fragments
Wo!V "lastly angular, and composed of the same Medina sand-
stone (No. IV) which formed the two sides of the gap. They
1 ::,li L'vnimitly fallen there from the mountain. The "smoothly
rounded slopes" referred to showed no evidence of glacial or
U'Mitous erosion, their form being due to the mass of angular
irost-broken talus which covers some of the crags.

^<>rth of the Gap, and at nearlv the same level, the soil is

j

i!l
;
d with fragments of Clinton red shale and sandstone (No. V),

bei ng made of the underlying rock. No rounded or trans-
ported bowlders were here seen, although cliffs of Helderberg
hmestone and Oriskany sandstone occur immediately north.
A few miles to the northeast, however, in the glaciated region,
Jarge blocks of both of these formations are strewn in abun-
dance along the northern flank of the mountain.

12

:
Nor eould any " fan-shaped sloping plain of rounded bowlder

dnft" south of the gap be discovered. It is true that the
whole valley south of the gap is strewn with water-worn rounded
bowlders and with beds of clay, both of which were brought by

j

J-tera issuing from the melting glacier a few miles eastward.
* have been able to trace the course of a wide river, which,
Nsiil ii-; from the base of the glacier west of Bangor, Slowed

JV'^ward p :ist iYn-ariril amf Hellerville into the valley of
Pushkin Creek, and thence to the Delaware. Another ureal
st -vam (lowed down the vallev of Martin's creek, while at the
same time there was a lanre siib-«r!aeial drainage backward to

Portland, as shown 1 The bowlders and
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the bowlder-bearing clay which cover a great part of Northamp-

ton County south of the Wind Gap have clearly not come

through the gap, hut from the glacier on the south side of the

Immediately in front of the gap there is a great mass of sharp,

frost-broken talus of Medina sandstone, which forms a sloping

plain leading up to the gap. The rock fragments are not

rounded or water-worn, but angular and often of large size. I

am led to believe that all this work was accomplished long

before the Glacial epoch.

An example on a small scale of the power of waters to earrv

sandstone blocks far away from their original outcrop, may be

protitnbly studied within a few miles of Philadelphia, near Kin-

o: Prussia, a locality which I briefly described some years ago.'
4

The Wind Gap does not seem to require any unusual or

extraordinary origin. Like most mountain gaps, it appears to

be the result of long continued pre-glacial erosion.

Its smooth outlines seem to me to be due to the uninterrupted

course of atmospheric influences. Had a stream flowed through

it in recent times, the talus would have been carried off and

the sides of the gap become steep, as at the neighboring Dela-

ware and Lehigh Gaps.

Still another consideration bears against the idea that the

Wind Gap was cut down by a glacial stream.

A number of studies at points along the extreme edge of the

glaciated area, where the moraine crosses river valleys, have

led me to believe that neither the glacier at its cap nor the

waters issuing from it have been able materially to modify

the topography. In many cases the terminal moraine lies on

the very floor at the bottom of a narrow valley. Had the

glacial or post-glacial waters been able to excavate such a

valley, the moraine would now lie above the stream. As in-

stances, we have the moraine crossing the valleys of Fishing

Creek, Columbia County ; Great Valley Creek, Cattaraugus Co.,

N. Y.; the Susquehanna, Allegheny, Conewango, and Beaver

Rivers. The evidence gathered from the conditions, on these

and many other streams, is all opposed to any theory that the

Wind Gap was made either by glacial waters or by ice.

(4.) The same arguments, that have been used in referring to

the Wind Gap. are just as appropriate in considering the extra-

ordinary hypothesis proposed to account for the Bake-oven.

There is the strongest proof of the absence of all glacial acttoo

at this place. I find no evidence that the glacier approached

the Bake-oven nearer than twenty miles.

(5.) The Lehigh Eiver was one of the great waste-weirs of

the melting glacier. All the way from Hickory Run, where
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the moraine crosses it, down to its junction with the Delaware,
heavy masses of water-borne drift mark the ancient flood, and
show that it was 200 feet in depth. Where the banks of the
river are steep, as they generally are as far down as the Lehigh
Gap, the drift is represented by scattered bowlders only, all

the rest having been washed away. Juat north of the gap, for

example, at a point one mile below Weissport, I found a large
rounded bowlder of conglomerate six feet long lving upon
a bank of shales of VIII,' at an elevation of 150 feet above
the river. Smaller ones occur up to a height of 180 feet.

But south of the gap, where the easily eroded slates of II f form
an open rolling country, large masses .of bowlders imbedded in
a yellow brick clay cover the region on both sides of the river
in beds sometimes more than ten feet deep. This deposit
differs from glacial till in the rounded character of its bowl-
ders, in the greater preponderance of clay, and in its more or less

evident stratification. It certainly cannot be said to have » all

the characteristics of a glacial deposit." It overlies Hudson
River slate which, as Mr. Elal! observed, is broken rind crushed
over, though not by a superincumbent glacier. The decom-
posed slates were naturally bent and crushed as the bowlder-
laden flood crushed over them. Other cases could be cited at

localities fifty miles farther south. A similar occurrence above
the Lehigh Gao, also descril.ed by Mr. Hall, is of like character
and origin.

(6.) The mass of debris across the mouth of the Aquanchi-
cola Creek, supposed by Mr. Chance and Mr. Hall to be a

as none of the characters of a moraine, either topo-

v or internally. Such accumulations are common at
the meeting of two dpift-laden streams. The materials are

water-worn, and the bank is leveled off by water, presenting
none of the contours of a true moraine. I could find no trace
of glaciated surfaces anywhere in the vicinity There is in

fact nothing to indicate that this bank of drift is at all unusual
or different from the other deposits along the Lehigh, which
are the evident result of aqueous deposition.
On the so-called " Eddy-hill" just north of the Lehigh Gap

1 found no rounded stones or drift of any kind, and there is

nothing to indicate that this conical hill made of Clinton red
shale has been materially modified in shape since pre-glacial

times.

(7.) In a former paper
1 * I have endeavored to show that Mr.

Hall was mistaken in supposing that there- is a glacial moraine
•n West Philadelphia. The gravel deposit at that locality is

Jdentical with that which occurs all along the Delaware from
Trenton to Wilmington, and belongs to what I have called the

15 The Surface Geology of Philadelphia and vicinity. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc, 1880.
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11 Philadelphia brick clay " and the " red gravel." It is a strati-

fied deposit made at a time when this region was submerged to

a depth of about 180 feet, and is bordered by the ''Upland

Terrace." It is, I believe, also a mistake to state that the

ing gneiss shows signs of polishing. As elsewhere

about Philadelphia the gneiss is decomposed, and some of the

decomposed portion has been mingled with the lower strata

of the gravel. At many localities in the vicinity the gravel

may be seen lying on very uneven surfaces of gneiss quite

unlike the floors beneath true till.

(8.) Professor Prime has very naturally confounded the true

moraine at Bangor and Ackermannville with the Kame which

runs through Williamsburg (Mt. Bethel) and Bangor.
16 The

topographical features of kames and moraines are very similar,

ait a special examination of their internal structure

are liable to be confounded.

(9.) The supposed moraine in the Saucon valley is merely a

deposit of stratified drift, similar to those already described on

the Lehigh and at Philadelphia. The bowlders are water-worn,

not scratched, and lie at an elevation less than 180 feet above

i Bethlehem.
Professor Prime's remarks about glaciation in Lehigh

Northampton Counties, south of the terminal moraine,

prove to be due to the difficulty of distinguishing at times, be-

tween glacial till and aqueous deposits. It is true that as the

glaciated area is approached from the south, the stratified sur-

face deposits become very like true glacial drift. The bowlders

become more numerous' and larger, and stratification is not so

evident. Occasionally also strias are seen on the bowlders,

•especially in the larger river valleys,, where the water waB

deep enough to float icebergs. Both Professor I. C. White

and myself have experienced some difficulty of this kind in

the valley of the -
est of Berwick. But

the absence of typical till, of stria-, and of moraines, and the

fact that the deposits south of the t< i nu il n u iii

to districts below a fixed elevation, serve to distinguish them.

1 do not here include that, as yet, unexplained phenomenon
winch, more clearly shown in the western part of the State, I

have called "the fringe."

As to the glacial striae in Lehigh County, Professor Prime
has admitted to me that his reference to them was due to a

mistaken observation.

(11.) The only evidence upon which Professor Carll rests his

conclusion as to the northward (low of a McKean County

glacier, appears to be" the occurrence of pebbles and bowlder

of the red rocks of the Mauch Chunk (XI), Pocono (X) and

15
v. Report Z, p. 52, 53, 62. » Report III, p. 379.

(10.) .

i,l No
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C&tskill (IX) formations in the valley of the Allegheny river at

Olean and Allegany, the rocks mentioned occurring only to the
south of these towns. But he seems to forget that the Alle-
gheny river flows northward to these points, and that it is just
as capable of carrying rock debris northward as the Delaware is

of carrying it southward. There is no necessity for a glacier
as a transporter.

I have made a careful examination of the high region which
Professor Carll would make a glacial center, and have found in

it no trace of glaciation. No smoothed rock surfaces, no stride,

no till, no perched erratics, and no striated pebbles were noticed
in McKean County, which I believe to have completely escaped
the glaciation that has invaded every other county of the
northern tier in this State. The Salamanca "Rock City," which
Mr. Carll thinks was cut down by a stream of ice, is a remnant
of a nearly horizontal sheet of Pottsville conglomerate (XII).
It lies just south of the moraine and probably within the
" fringe." But that it is due either to the glacier or to the gla-

cial floods is extremely improbable. " Rock cities " like " pul-

pit rocks" and "monument parks'' are characteristic of a

non-glaciated region, where long continued atmospheric erosion
has been uninterrupted either by glaciers or floods. The well
known function of a glacier is to obliterate angular promi-
nences, not to create them. I have been able to find no glacial

marks of any kind at the Salamanca H^ek citv. nor any evidence
that its origin was diilerent from that of the Olean Rock city or
similar phenomena elsewhere in the non-glaciated district.

In conclusion, I may perhaps be permitted to say that, while
regretting the necessity of ma ons to those
for whom I have the highest regard, I have felt it to be neces-
sary both in auswer to certain requests that have been made, 17

and also as a vindication of my deduction as to the truly ter-

minal character of the Pennsylvania moraine.

Germaiitown, Pa., July 28, 1884.

The following is the history ol th • Wichita County meteoric
mass, as given me by Hon. Henry P. Brewster, Commissioner
of Insurance, Statistics and History of the State of Texas, a

gentleman whose personal knowledge of the State in its early

found on the upper waters of Red River,

the county of Wichita, not far from the Red River

" Science, vol. ii. No. 41. p. 054.
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itself, on the opposite side of that stream from the part of the

Indian Territory at present set apart for the Kiowas, Coman-
ches and Apaches. It had been set up as a kind of " fetich

"

or object of worship or veneration by the Indians, " who re-

vered it as foreign to the earth and coming from the Great

Spirit," at a point where several converging trails indicated

periodical visits to the spot. In 1858 or '59 Maj. Neighbors,

then commanding at Fort Belknap, sent a wagon after the mass,

and had it brought into the fort. It was thence sent in a gov-

ernment wagon to San Antonio, and subsequently moved to

Austin, and there deposited in the old Capitol building, where it

remained until the destruction of the building by fire some three

years ago. Removed from the ruins, it was placed in a passage

on the ground floor of the temporary Capitol now in use while

the new and very handsome structure, intended for the perma-

nent seat of the State government, is being erected. During

last winter the meteorite was turned over by the State au-

thorities to the University of Texas, and is now preserved in

the University building at Austin.
The mass has an irregular, elongated pear-like shape, some-

what flattened, a good deal larger at one end than the other, with

tolerably smooth general surface, but with well marked con-

cavities or shallow pittings—in eve^ way presenting the appear-

ance of a typical metallic meteorite. There is no well-defined

crust, but merely a thin, closely adhering film of oxide on

the surface. There is no appearance of any effect from the Capi-

tol fire through which it passed ; very probably the weight of

the mass may have carried it rapidly, on the giving way of

the floor, down to some position in the basement in which it

was sheltered from the heat by masonry rubbish accumulated

over it. The dimensions of the specimen in its original state

Maximum length 595 millimeters.

Maximum breadth ...305
Maximum thickness ..223 "

little under 160 kilograms, as determined

a L
atform balance.

A piece was cut off one end in order to display the character

of the interior. Most of the iron was compact, and tolerably

soft, tough and malleable. Here and there occurred nodules

of troilite of considerable size, the principal ones ranging from

5 or 6 up to 23 millimeters in diameter. Siirns of the presence

of thin plates of schreibersite could be seen even without

the use of acid, but that ingredient is not very .

The average specific gravity of the whole mass was probably

pretty fairly represented by that of a slice weighing 201 grams,

which was found =7-841 at 24° C.
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A polished surface having been etched with nitric acid,

Widmannstattian figures were clearly brought out, the broad
bands of crystalline nickel-iron (with finer subordinate mark-
ings upon them) contrasting strongly with the more sparingly

occurring, well-defined, lustrous line's of schreibersite.

planing rj

Nickel R-342

Cobalt -265

Manganese trace

Copper -018

Tin '004

Phosphorus '141 )

Sulphur 016
j

Graphitic carbon... '190

Silica , ) ,

Magnetic oxide iron \
132 t

A separata • troilite nodules proved them
to consist of ferrous sulphide with a little nickel and traces of

and chromium. The nickel may very possibly
have existed in the form of minute granules of nickel-iron or

schreibersite, and the chromium may in like manner be referred
to an admixture of littl reelite.

The most interesting point about this specimen is perhaps
the probabilit' A it- <>n line a separate portion of the same
meteoric fall from which was derived the large iron meteorite,

weighing 1635 lbs., first described by Col. Gibbs in 1814, and
which has long been a prominent object in the mineralogical

collection of Yale College at New Haven, Connecticut. The
latter is said to have been found " near the head of Trinity
River, a few miles west of the Cross Timbers, Texas, lat. 32°7',

long. 95° 10' west of London.'
1

It is said to have been "one of
a large number of meteoric masses which are reported to exist

at the locality mentioned above." The statement of locality is

not quite clear : the spot designated by latitude and longitude is

rthern part of the present Cherokee County, near the

line of Smith County, and rather on the head waters of the

Neches than of the Trinity, though not far from the latter, and
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perhaps does not altogether exclude the idea of simultaneous

tall, and it is of course quite possible that the mass found to be

regarded with attention and veneration by the Indians may have

been by them carried to the spot where they afterwards pre-

served it. There seems to be some uncertainty as to how
many meteoric irons from Texas have before now been noticed,

and are to be found in the mineralogical collections of the

world. In a catalogue of the collection of Professor C. IT.

Shepard, published in 1857, in the second part of his treatise

on mineralogy, p. 436, there is mentioned a meteoric iron from
" Texas (Red River), U. S. A., found in 1808." In Rammels-

berg's Handbuch der .

; zig, 1860) are noticed,

p. 917, specimens from "Red River in Louisiana," and from

"Texas," with the statement that according to Partsch these

are probably identical ; this opinion is undoubtedly correct

;

the analyses quoted show that both represent the Yale College

specimen. In the recent (1880) catalogue of meteorites in the

collection of the Indian Museum at Calcutta, No. 108 is quoted

on p. 38, as two specimens from "Red River, Texas, U. S. A.,

found in 1814," No. 27, on p. 31, as a specimen which "appar-

ently has been fired, from Denton County, Texas, TJ. S. A.,

found in 1856," and No. 39, on p. 32, as from " Brazos River,

Texas, TJ. S. A., found in 1856." It may be questioned

whether Nos. 27 and 39 refer to portions of the same or of differ-

ent masses ; the same date is given, but the shortest distance

from any part of Denton county to the Brazos is about 40 miles,

this county being traversed by affluents of the Trinity. The
specific gravity of the iron now described agrees closely with

that reported for the Gibbs meteorite of the Yale College

collection. The results of the chemical analysis are also very

similar to those obtained for the latter by B. Silliman, Jr. and

Hunt. It is stated that this latter " encloses a few small masses

of magnetic pyrites ;" this statement probably referring to troi-

lite nodules like those which are rores in the

University of Texas specimen. The Widmannstattian figures

developed by etching this University of Texas iron do not closely

resemble those of the Yale College specimen, as shown in ^

lithographed figure published in connect ion with the (Gottin-

gen) inaugural dissertation on metallic meteorites of Wm. S.

Clark (1852), copied from one published by Professor B. Silli-

man, Jr., but the difference of appearance may be largely due

to difference in the planes of section in relation to those of crys-

tallization in the particular pieces submitted to the etching

University of Virginia, August 11, 1884.



A a it-Bnptiste-Andre Dumas.

Jean-Baptiste-Andre Dumas was born at Alais. in the
south of France, July 14, 1800. His father belonged to an an-
cient family, was a man of culture, and held the position of
clerk to the municipality of Alais. The son was educated at

the college of his native place, and appears to have been des-
tined by his parents for the naval service. But the anarchy
and bloodshed which attended the downfall of the First Empire
produced such an aversion to a military life that his parents
abandoned their plan, and apprenticed him to an apothecary
of the town. He remained in this situation, however, but a
short time; for, owing to the same sad causes, he had formed
an earnest desire to leave his home, and, his parents yielding
to his wish, he traveled on foot to Geneva in 1816, where he
had relatives who gave him a friendly welcome, and where he
found employment in the pharmacy of Le Royer.
At that time Geneva was the center of much scientific

activity, and young Dumas, while d - luu- n- his duties in the

. , had the opportunity of attending lectures on botany
by M. de Candolle, on physics by M. Pictet, and on chemistry
by M. Gaspard de la Rive; and from these lectures he acquired
an earnest zeal for sci< The laboratory of
the pharmacy gave him the necessary opportunities for ex-

perimenting, and an observation which he made of the definite

proportions of water contained in various commercial salts,

although yielding no new results, gained for him the attention

idship of De la Rive. Soon after we find the young
philosopher attempting to deduce the volumes of the atoms in

solid and liquid bodies by carefully determining their specific

gravities, and thus anticipating a method which thirty years
later was more fully developed by Hermann Kopp.
About this time, young Dumas had the good fortune to ren-

der an important service to one of the most distinguished

physicians of Geneva, whose name is associated with the bene-
ficial uses of iodine in cases of goitre. It had occurred to Dr.
Coindet that burnt sponge, then generally used as a remedy
for that disease, might owe its efficacy to the presence of a
small amount of iodine; and on referring the question to

Dumas, the young chemist not only proved the presence of

iodine in the sponge, but also indicated the best method of ad-

ministering what proved to be almost a specific remedy. It

was in connection with this investigation that Dumas's name
* Prom the Proceedings of the American Academy of Science vol. xix, Boston,
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first appears in public. The discovery produced a great sensa-

tion, and for many years the manufacture of iodine prepara-

tions brought both wealth and reputation to the pharmacy of

Le Royer.
Soon after, Dumas formed an intimacy with Dr. J. L.

Prevost, then recently returned from pursuing his studies in

Edinburg and Dublin, and was induced to undertake a series

of physiological investigations, which for a time withdrew him

from his strictly chemical studies. Several valuable papers on

physiological subjects were published by PreVost and Dumas,

which attracted the notice of Alexander von Humboldt, who

on visiting Geneva, in 1822, sought out Dumas and awakened
in him a desire to seek a wider field of activity than his present

position opened to him. In consequence he removed to Paris

in 1823, where the reputation he had so deservedly earned at

Geneva won for him a cordial reception at what was then the

chief center of scientific study in Europe. La Place, Berthollet,

Yauquelin, Gay-Lussac, Thenard, Alexandre Brongniart, Cu-

vier, Geoffroy St. Hilaire, Arago, Ampere, and Poisson, all

manifested their interest in the young investigator. Dumas
was soon appointed Re>etiteur de Chimie at the Ecole Poly-

technique, and also Lecturer at the Athenoaum, an institution

founded and maintained by public subscription for the pur-

pose of exciting popular interest in literature and science; and

from this beginning his advancement to the highest position

In 1826 he married Mdlle. Herminie Brongniart, the eldest

daughter of Alexandre Brongniart. the illustrious geologist, an

alliance which not only brought him great happiness, and at

the time greatly advanced his social position, but also in after

years made his house one of the chief resorts of the scientific

society of Paris. The many who have shared its generous

vili appreciate how greatly, for more than half a

century, Madame Dumas has aided the work and extended

the influence of her noble husband.
1828-29 Dumas united with Theodore Olivier and Eugene

Peclet in founding the Ecole Centrale des Arts et Matt*

factures, an institution which met with great success: i'i

which, as Professor of Chemistry, Dumas rendered most efficient

service for many years, and in 1878 had the very good fortune

to aid in celebrating the iiftieth anniversary of his own (omnia-

tion, and to see it acknowledged as among the most important

and efficient scientific institutions of the world. In I

succeeded Ga}^-Lussac as Professor at the Sorbonne: in 183o

he succeeded Thenard at the Ecole Polytechnique ;
and m

1839 he succeeded Deyeux at the Ecole de Medecine. Thus
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before the age of forty he had filled successively, and for some
ously, all the important professorships of chem-

istry injrans except one. This exception was that of t

with which he was never perm
ugh it was there that he delivered his

) of France, with which he was never permanently connected,

the History of Chemical 1* - >pnv, * hen temporarily supply-
ing the place of Thenard.
Dumas early recognized the importance of laboratory in-

Paris when he first came to what was then" the <

world's science : and in 1882 founded a laboratory for research
at his own expense. This laboratory, first established at the

e .School, was removed to the Hue Cuvier in 1339,

Mvadv; meed students,
Unoug these students
-aia.uV.
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after the Revolution of February, he accepted a seat

U^lative Assembly offered him bv the electors

-^n-omiissri ie itoi Valenciennes. Shortly afterwards the
dent of the Republic called him to fill the office of Mini:
Agriculture and Commerce. During the Second Emp
was elevated to the rank of Senator, and shortly at":

entrance into the Senate he became Vice-President of tin

Council of Education In order to reform the abust
•v'hieh nuMi rioiH of !\r

but he retain*
fall of the Secc
an abrupt term
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man who had held such a conspicuous position under the Im-

perial government was obliged to vacate his place. Some vears

previously he had resigned his professorships because Ins

official positions were incompatible with his relations as teacher,

and now, at the age of seventy, he found himself for the first

time relieved from the daily routine of official duties, and free

to devote his leisure to the noble work of encouraging research,

and thus promoting the advancement of science. He had

readied an age when active investigation was almost an impos-

sibilitv, but his commanding position gave him the opportu-

ne v of exerting a most powerful influence, and this he used

with great effect. In early life he had been elected, in 1832, a

member of the Academy of Sciences in succession to Serullas;

in 1868 he had succeeded Flourens as its Permanent Secretary

:

and in 1875 he was elected a member of the French Academy

It was, however, as Permanent Secretary of the Academy of

Sciences that Dumas exerted during the last venrs of his'life

his greatest influence. He was the central figure and the

ruling spirit of this distinguished body. No important com-

mission was complete without him, and on all public occasions

he was the orator of the body, always felicitous, always elo-

quent. In announcing Dumas's death to the Academy. M.

Holland, the presiding officer, said :
—

" Vous savez la part considerable que Dumas prenait a vos

travaux et vous avez bien souvent admire, comme moi, la

haute intelligence et la tact infini avec lesquels il sayait

imprimer a nos discussions les formes moderees et courtoises

inhe rentes a sa nature et a son caractere. Sous ce rapport

aussi la perte de Dumas est irreparable, et cree dans rAcademM
un vide bien difficile a combler. Aussi, longtemps encore nous

chercherons, a la place qu'il occupait au Bureau avec tant datt*

torite, la figure sympathique et vene'ree de notre bienaime

Secretaire perpetual.

And while Dumas was still occupying his conspicuous posi-

tion in the Academy, one of the most distinguished of his Ger-

man contemporaries* wrote of him: "An ever-ready interpre-

ter of the researches of others, he always heightens' the value

of what he communicates by adding from the rich stores of bis

bv the authors of those researches'"

"When the writer last saw Dumas, in the winter of 1881-82,

the great chemist had still all the vivacity of youth, and it was

February 6. 1880, to wh<
debted for much of them*
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difficult to realize his age. He took a lively interest in all

questions of chemical philosophy, which he discussed with
great earnestness and warmth. There was the same fire and
the same exuberance of fancy which had enchanted me in his

lectures thirty years before. At an age when most men hold
speculation in small esteem, I was much struck with his criti-

cism of a contemporary, who, he said, had no imagination,
although he spoke with the highest praise of his experimental
skill. At that time Dumas showed no signs of impaired strength.
But during the following year his health began to fail, and he
died on the 11th of April', at Cannes, where he had sought a
retreat from the severity of the winter climate of Paris.

Dumas was one of the few men whose greatness cannot be
estimated from a single point of veiw. He was not only emi-
nent as an investigator of nature, but even more eminent as a
teacher and an administrator. Beginning the study of chemis-
try at the culmination of the epoch of the Lnvoisierian system,
and regarding, as he always did, the author of that system with

fit admiration, he nevertheless was the first to discover
the weak point in its armor and inflict the wound which led to
its overthrow. Without attempting to detail Dumas's numer-

view to discovering the relations of what he called their molec-
ular or atomic volumes

;
and it is no wonder to us that the

problem proved too complex to be solved at that time. After
his removal to Paris he took up the much simpler problem
which the relations of the molecular volumes of aeriform sub-

Bent, and his paper " On Some Points of the Atomic
Theory/' which was published in the Annate de Ghimie et de
Physique for 1826, had an important influence in developing
our modern chemical philosophv. Gay-Lussac had previously

observed, that not only the relative weights of the several fac-

tors and products concerned in a chemical process bear to

eacn other definite proportions, but also, when v

niteand still simpler' ratio. Moreover, on the phvsical side,

Avogadro, and afterwards Ampere, had conceived the theory,
that in the state of gas all molecules must have the same vol-

ume. It was Dumas who first saw that these principles fur-

nished an important means of verifying the molecular and
atomic weights.

" I am engaged," he writes, " in a series of experiments in-

tended to fix the atomic weights of a considerable number of
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bodies, by determining their density in the state of gas or vapor.

There remains in this case but one hypothesis to be made, which

is accepted by all physicists. It consists in supposing that, in

all elastic fluids observed under the same conditions, the mole-

cules are placed at equal distances, i. e. that they are present

in them in equal numbers. An immediate consequence of

this mode of looking at the question has already been the sub-

ject of a learned discussion on the part of Ampere.''—and

Avogadro as the author subsequently adds,— " to which, how-

ever, chemists, with the exception perhaps of M. Gay-Lussac,

appear to have given as yet but little attention. It consists in

the necessity of considering the molecules of the simplest gases

as capable of a further division,—a division occurring in the

moment of combination, and varying with the nature of the

Here, it is obvious, are the very conceptions which form the

basis of our modern chemical philosophy ; and at first we are

surprised that they did not lead Dumas at once to the full reali-

zation of the consequences which the doctrine of equal molecu-

lar volumes involves in the interpretation of the constitution of

chemical compounds, and to the clear distinction between "the

physical smallest particles" and "the chemicallv smallest par-

ticles," or the molecules and the atoms, as we now call the

physical and the chemical units. This distinction is implied

throughout Dumas's paper already quoted, and is illustrated

by a striking example in the introduction to his treatise on

"Chemistry applied to the Arts," published two years later;

but the ground was not yet prepared to receive the seed, and

more than a quarter of a century must pass before the full har-

vest of this fruitful hypothesis could be reaped.
There were, however, two important incidental results of this

investigation from which chemical science immediately profit-

ed. One was a simple method of determining with accuracy

the vapor densities of volatile substances which has since been

known by Dumas's name. The other was a radical change in

the formula of the silicates. On the authority of Berzelius,

who based his opinion chiefly on the analogy between the sili-

cates and the sulphates, the formula SiO, had been ac-

cepted as representing the constitution of silica. But from the

density of both the chloride and the fluoride of silicon Dumns

concluded that the formula was SiO
a , a conclusion which is now

seen to be in complete harmony with the scheme of allied com-

pounds. To Berzelius, however, the new views appears

wholly out of harmony with the system of chemistry which he

had so greatly assisted in developing, and he opposed them

with the whole weight of his powerful influence, and so far

succeeded as to prevent their general adoption for many years.
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Still, " the new mode of looking at the constitution of silicic

acid slowly but surely gained ground, and it is now so firmly
rooted in our convictions, that the younger generation of chem-
ists will scarcely understand the pertinacity with which this

innovation was resisted."*

But if this investigation of gas and vapor densities brought
a great strain upon the dualistic system, the second of the three
great investigations of Dumas, to" which we have referred, led
to its complete overthrow. The experimental results of this

tton would not be regarded at the present day as re-

r".n ™Ue and cannot be compared either in breadth or intri-

cacy with the results of numerous investigations of a similar
character which have since been made. The most important
of these results wore the substitution products obtained by the
action of chlorine gas on acetic acid. They were published in

a series of papers entitled "Sur les Types Chimiques," and the
capital point made was that chlorine could be substituted in

:

"' a i irge part of the hydrogen without destroying

lucts; and the inference was, that
w»e qualities of a compound substance depend not simply on
the nature of the elements of which it consists, but also on the
maimer or type according to winch the elements are combined.
To the chemists of the present day these results and infereu-

cos soern so natural that it is difficult to understand the spirit
w "i' which they were received forty years ago. But it must
oe remembered' that at that time the conceptions of chemists

moulded in the dualistic system. It was thought
that chemical action depended upon the antagonism between
metals and metalloids, bases and acids, aenfsalts and basic

'u.t the qualities of the products resulted from the

i such opposite virtues. That chlorine should unite
ft'ith hydrogen was natural, for no two substances could be

e; bn? that chlorine should supply the place of
';.'• li '"^"M in a chemical compound was a conception which the
dualists scouted as absurd. Even Liebig, the "father of
Organic Chemistry," warmly controverted the inter:

" ;l! ' Our. is had given to the facts he had discovered. Lie-

had successfully investigated the chemical relations
,f

'
- niiar class of organic produ ts He had, however, worked

on the lines of the dualistic system, showing that organic sub-
staiK-es might be classed with similar inorganic substances, if

;'<• assume that certain groups of atoms' which he called

'''"'npouiid ra.i ea>~. •
' c- of elementary sub-

st""ws. In t i, , litio of the o mic part of 'I uulv* Chem-
lsr,

i

f-eariiu. his name, Organic Cnemistrv is defined as the

"Chemistry of Compound Radicals/' and the formulae of
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organic compour
Liebig's conceptions were therefore naturally opposed to those

advanced by Dumas, but it is pleasant to know that the con-

troversy which arose never disturbed the friendly relations

between these two noble men of science, who could approach

the same truth from different sides, and yet have faith that

each was working for the same great end. In his commemora-

tive address on Pelouze, Dumas expresses toward Liebig

sentiments of affectionate regard, and Liebig dedicates to

Dumas, with equal warmth, the German edition of his "Letters

on Chemistry."

By the second investigation, as by the first, although Dumas
gave a most fruitful conception to chemistry, he only took the

first step in developing it. His conception of chemical types

was very indefinite, and Laurent wrote of it, a few years later;

" Dumas's theory is too general; by its poetic coloring, it lends

itself to false interpretations; it is a programme of which we

await the realization." Laurent himself helped towards this

., and in his early death left the work to b -

and friend Gerhardt, who pushed it forward with great zeal,

classifying chemical compounds according to the four types of

Williamson, Wurtz, and many others, greatly aided in this

work by realizing many of the possibilities which fcl

suggested ; and thus modern Structural Chemistry gradually

grew up, in which the types of Dumas and Gerhardt have been

in their turn superseded by the larger views which the doctrine

of quantivalence has opened out to the scientific imaginat. on.

It is a singular fact, however, that, while the growth began in

France, the harvest has been ehietlv reaped l>v Germans: and

that, although in its inception the movement was strongly

opposed in Germany, its legitimate conclusions are now repu-

diated by the most influential school of French chemists.

The third great investigation of Dumas was his revision ;>t

the atomic weights of many of the chemical elements, and in

none of his work did he show greater experimental skill. His

determination of the atomic weight of oxygen by the synthestt

of water, and of that of carbon by the synthesis

dioxide, are models of quantitative experimental work. To

this investigation as to a 1 . s oth. i ork, Dumas u is_d ivrt. 1

first, he had aimed to exhibit the relation.-, of the elementary

dv classing them in groups of allied bodies; an i at

the meeting of the British Association in 1851 he h

the chemical section by the eloquence .and force win:

exhibited such relations, especially triads of elementaiv s---
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and selenium; phosphorus, arsenic and antimony: calcium,
barium and strontium ; in which not only the atomic weight,
but also the qualities of the middle member of the triad, were
the mean of those of the other two members. Later, he came
to regard these triads as parts of more extended series, in each
of which the atomic weights increased from the first to the last

element of the series, by determinate, but not always by equal
differences, the values being, if not exact multiples of the hy-
drogen atom according to the hypothesis of Prout, at least mul-
tiples of one half or one quarter of that weight. There can be
no doubt that these speculations were more fanciful than
sound, and that Dumas did not do fu ! iusti -e t« earlier theories
of the same kind ; but with him these speculations were
erely the ornaments, not the substance of his work, and they

e-1 lin ely the constants of ch
thus to lay a trustworthy foundatic
structure of science coukfsafely be built.

That exuberance of fancy to which we have referred made
Dumas one of the most successful of teachers, and one of the
most fascinating of lecturers. It was the privilege of the
writer to attend the larger part of two of his courses of lectures
given in Paris in the winters of 1848 and 1851, and he remem-
bers distinctly the impression produced. Besides the well-
arranged material and the carefnliv prepared rxperiments, there
was an elegance and pomp of " circumstance which added
greatly to the effect. The larirt? theatre of the Sorbonne was
filled to overflowing long before the hour. The lecturer
always entered at the exact moment, in full evening dress, and
held to the end of a two hours' lecture the
of his audience. The nlanipulations were entirely left to the
care of a number ofassistants, who brought each experiment to

a conclusion at the exac
squired. An ele-anee
fration, and a beauty of exposition, which could not be excel-

Jed, were displayed th
French audience added t

To the writer the leerares of Dumas were brought in con-
trast to those of Farada'v. Both were perfect of their kind,
but very different. Farexlav's method was far more simple and
nfrtural, and he excellec1 Dumas in bringing home to young
blinds abstruse truths hv the logic of well arranged consecutive
experiment. With Damas there was no attempt to popularize
science: he excelled in clearness and elegance of exposition.

Ye exhausted the subje.3t which he treated, and was able to

uound details which by most teachers
would have been made c

Two volumes of Durnas's Lectures have been published;
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one comprises his course on the Philosophy of Chemistry, do-

livered at the College of France in 1836; the other contains

only a single lecture, accompanied by notes, entitled " The Bal-

ance of Organic Life," which was delivered at the Medical

School of Paris, August 20, 1841. In both these volumes m\\

be found the beauty of exposition and the elegance of diction

of whicli we have spoken, and they are models of literary style.

But of course the sympathetic enthusiasm of the great man's

presence cannot be reproduced by written words.

The lecture on " The Balance of Organic Life " was prob-

ablj the most remarkable of Dumas's literary efforts. It dealt

'

simply with the relations that the vegetable sustains to the

animal kingdom through the atmosphere, which, though now

so familiar, were then not generally understood; and the late

Dr. Jeffries Wyman, who heard the lecture, always spoke of it

with the greatest enthusiasm.

As might be expected, Dumas's oratory found an ample field

in the Chamber of Deputies and in the Senate; and whether

setting forth a project of recasting the copper coinage or a law

of drainage, or ridiculing the absurd theories of homeopathy,

he riveted the attention of his colleagues as completely as he

had entranced the students at the Sorbonne.
In the earlv part of his life, Dumas was a voluminous writer,

and in 1828 published the "Traite de Chimie appliquee aux

Arts," in eight large octavo volumes, with an atlas of plates

in quarto. But besides this extended treatise, the two volumes

of Lectures just referred to are his only important literary

works, lie published numerous papers in scientific journals.

which, as we have seen, produced a most marked effect on the

growth of chemical science. But the number of his mono-

graphs is not large compared with those of many of his contem-

poraries, and his work is to be judged bv its "importance and

influence rather than by the extent of the field which it covers.

In his capacity of President of the Mumeij al Council at Pans,

of Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, of Vice-President

of the High Council of Education, and of Perpetual Secretary

of the Academy of Sciences, Dumas had abundant opportunity

for the exercise of his administrative ability, and no one has

questioned ids great powers in this direction; but in regard to

his political career we could not expect the same unanimity ol

opinion. That he was a hberal under Louis Philippe, and :i

reactionist, under Louis Napoleon, mav possibly be reconciled

with a fixed polincal faith and an unswerving aim for the pub-

lic good; but his scheme for -'civilian billettiug '

have been compelled" to billet artisans employed in public

works) leads one to infer that his statesmanship was not equal
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to his science. Nevertheless, there can be no question about
his large-hearted charity. He instituted the "Credit Foncier,"
which flourishes in great prosperity to this day; he also

founded the "Caisse de Retraite pour la Vieillesse," and several
other agricultural charities, which, though less successful,
afford grout assistance to aged workmen. Louis Napoleon
used to say in jest that the whole of the War Minister's budget
would not have been enough to realize M. Durnas's benevolent
Bchemes; and once, half dazzled, half amused, bv one of the
chemist's vast sanitary projects, he called him the " the poet of

It was to be expected that a man working with such eminent

centers of the world's cultuiv. 3 nth medals,
»"d marks of distinction of every kind. It would be idle to

enumerate the orders of knighthood, or the learned societies, to

which he belonged, for, so far from their honoring him, he hon-
ored them in accepting their membership. It is a pleasure,

however, to remeinbor'Uat he lived to realize his highest am-

France has added his name in the Pantheon

"Aux Grands Hommes la Patrie Keconnaissante.''

Art. XXXVIII.—A New Meteorite ; by I. R Eastman.

While staying over Sundav in the citv of Grand Rapids,
Mich., in September 18S3, 1 saw in a local newspaper a refer-

ence to a strange, heavy, metallic mass which was to be seen in

the store of Mr. C. G. Pulcher. Early Monday morning I

found the store and immediately recognized "the meteoric

character of the mass.
It was roughly pear-shaped, 14 inches long and 9'6 inches in

diameter at the thickest part, and weighed 114 lbs.

It was discovered about May 15, 1883, by Michael Clancy, a

contractor, while making an excavation for building purposes
on land belomjini: to the Catholic Church in Grand Rapids.
It was found about three feet below the natural surface of the

ground wedged between two large bowlders and was removed
with considerable difficulty. The finder feeling certain that he
had secured a valuable prize kept his secret for some weeks
and expended much time and labor with hammer and cold
chisel in the attempt to cut off the smaller end. He succeeded,
however, only in mutilating the unusually tinespecimen by cut-

tlr>g a groove about three-sixteenths of an inch deep quite

around the mass and six inches from the smaller end.
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Mr. Pulcher could not then be induced to part with the mass

but I finally secured a few grains in weight, from the bur left

by the chisel, from which Mr. F. W. Tavlor of the Sn

Institution made a preliminary analysis with the following

result

:

Weight of specimen submitted to analysis 24 grains.

Iron 94-543

Nickel 3-815

Cobalt __ 0-396

Insoluble residue 0-118

The fragment was somewhat oxidized which accounts in pari:

for the shortage. The entire specimen is now in the Smith-

U. S. N. Observatory, August 26, 1884.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Scientific Associations.

1. The British Association.—The fifty-fourth meeting of the

British Association, which opened in Montreal on I

h.'hl'b nd tl;. lit. \i ! <in it HHt.-i .i I h was not wh

maiiv misiriviiifTs that the experiment was tried. Its pik'o >^

reflects <,nvat credit upon the management and mu<t he grat liv-

ing to all concerned. Between 800 and 900 members o

Atlantic in order to he present; and the courtesy :'

lar--i \\ incr. ised tli* nit 1 in itten la «< . M-T
berof persons who h.rmail y j-ie.ed the A.—ciati ' '

excellence. After a tew words of welcome from the Goven
General, Lord Lansdowne— in winch he gracefully nientio

upon Principal Dawson—Sir Wm. Thomson, acting for Profe?
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its the accumulation of material is so rapid that there
ger of indigestion. By a fiction as remarkable as any to
rid in law, what has once hern published, even though- it he
Russian language, is usually spoken of as 'known' and it

;n forgotten that the rediscovery in the lihrary may he a mc

hing but the laborious accumulation of ' facts, it would so

ie to a standstill, crushed as it were under it own weigl
I suggestion of a new idea, or the detection of a law, sup<

es much that had previously been a burden on the memor
by introducing order and coherence facilitates the retentii

:he remainder in an available form Two processes a

s at work side by side, the reception of new material and I

estion and assimilation of the old The work whi
erves, but I am afraid does not always receive the most cred
bat in which discovery and explanation go hand in hand,
ch not only are new facts presented but their relation to o

nted

U.-ue era!

.'-.'. '.;'.

appears strange and almost monsi
1 the place thev do in!

general ed
ly be denied that their supremacy is t li-

er than of argument It is useless

upon the supposition that the majority o

knowledge of the languages <
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accounted for on the kinetic theory. Sir Henry E. Roscoe, a-

President of the Chemical Section, reviewed with great ability

the progress of chemical theory, from the death of Ber/.elms. in

1848, to the present, and closedVith :i valuable discussion of the

•

,g on the chemist. Mr. W. T.

ical Section on the " Correlations

the Biological

physiology
Leti'oy. the Geographical Section,

Mr Kictiara iempte, tne oecuon ui bwhu^
Seier.ee "and Statistics, on "The general statistics of the British

Empire;" Sir Fredk. J. Bramwell, the Mechanical Section, on

"The relation of mechanical science to other sciences,
1 ' and Dr.

E. B. Tylor, the Anthropological Section, on " Some American

aspects of anthropology."
A-ain. the character of the papers presented was in general ot

a high order. Among the most important of those read m th.

Physical Section may be mentioned those by Lord Rayleigb, "A
lecture experiment on induction." "On telephoning through a

spot-spect

graphing the solar spec

i of metals



.- and "On coal-tar coloring matters;" by Dr. J. H.

Gladstone, " On the present state of our knowledge of refract ion

equivalents;" by Professor Frankland, "On the chemical aspect

of the storage of energy ;" and by Professor Tilden, " On some

phenomena of solution."'

Two excellent features of the sectional work should be noted.

The Hist is the discussion of fundamental ipiestions. In the

Physical Section, the subjects discussed were :
' The seat of the

electromotive forces in the voltaic eel!," the discussion being

opened by Professor O. J. Lodge, who took ground .-

contact theory; and "The connexion of sun-spots with terres-

opened by Professor

observations, on tidal observations in the Kn-di.-i Chanu

rVdixo,!'. -ime" " '

r

Nor was the social element forgotten at. the Montreal me

day, the 30th, ex
to Lake Memphn

us. The weather ww
sting was equal to the scientific 01

Academy of Music,

lacing this meeting as exceptionally large

mrsdiv morning Sept, 4th, in the



Professor Lesley, and speeches of welcome being deliver*

Governor Pattison an. I .Mayor Smith. In the afternoon, tin

Presidents delivered their addresses to the respective sec

Professor Eddy, in Section A. took for his subject "The p
state of mathematical training in our colleges; its aims, its

mgley, in addressing St ction ( '. took - < 'hemica! Affinity" as i:

bjectj considering the thermal, the electrical, and the tin

ethods of studying it. Professor Thurston spoke to Section

i -The mission of science :" Professor Winchell to Section Ec
The crystalline rocks of the northwest;"' Professor Cope i

> Section Hon "Ma

embarassment in the reduction am
observations. "As to the form of 1

pretty evident that before long it w

attempts to determine exactly wh
nearly corresponds to the actual ti

the earth's rotation, produced by the causes alluded to a few imp-

utes ago, will protrude and become intolerable. Then a new

unit of time will have to be found for scientific purposes, founded



Aiiu-ric

,l>r. W. Thomson "Me

alloys ;" of Professor We
the energy use*! by an orga:

se of Dr. Springer on " Tor

on Thursday brought about 200; and more
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came by other routes. They were made honorary

American Association, and many of them took an

le work of the sections. Among the papers thus

ae mentioned those by Professor Sir Win. Thom-

of potential in conductors experiencing

its discovered by Hall;" by Profewoi

James Dewar on " Electric discharges in relation to the equilib-

rium of gaseous atmospheres" and "The density of solid carbonic

acid ;" by Professor J. C. Adams "On the general expression t« r

the value of the obliquity of the « eliptic at an\ given time, taking

theory of atmospheric refraction and on i

; - method 01 finding

the motion of the moon's apogee ;" by Professor A. Vernon Har-

lamp for producing ; i constat! t flame ;"

on "Heating from
"Late researches or i the sol:

by I Vote:ssor Rob.
describing a model o

droid ;" by Professo r H. N. Moseley
and other sense organs on the shells (")!

vulgaris with young in fishes

trap of that plant" and "On the feat!

E. B. Tylor "Remiirks on

tZliJimJtoS^
J. O. M

:'!o",;'!T;

J. Biddu'lph Martin, I'roh.sso rs \V. F.

H. Hennessey, Valen
Saunders.

stituted a new and
the efforts of Professor J. W.
C had three discuss

opened by Professor F. W. C larke; <|,
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of the University of Pennsylvania on behalf of the citizens of
' ia. After the address the Academy of Music was

thrown open for a annul promenade concert and "reception for the
of the evening. On Tuesday evening the Local Com-

mittee uaw a brilliant reception at the Academy of Fine Arts,
and on Wednesday afternoon the Ladies' Keception Committee

-':'Y
a- eh ming Lawn l\>t\ on the grounds of Haverford

Local Com V^ ^nTversity* <rf

I^.msylvania, bv the Women's Medical College, by the Zoo-
;-ns'to witness Mr. Muy'Tidge's Instantaneous pho-
ik, and by the Botanical section of the Academy

The excursions, moreover, were on an exceedingly liberal scale.

J/
to Ion, I;,,!,, to (a, M„ 1 , V City The

oJogieal Purvey,

local botany of

t"d upon dry plates obtained from the manufactu
'• Jocr. soi.—Third Series, Vol. XXVIII, No. 166.—Oct., 1884.
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ectromotive forces in general. Mr. Hazen, of the Ui

ethod of studying the iVeuiirncy and character

10 path of these st<>rn - nd r)n r. u'ions of low baroi

' ?; !

'.'

::

- V
'

he refer

Mr. Shelford Bid

fended Mr. Bidwe



2. Magnetic Polarity anJ Neutrality; by Professor D. E.
[ughes, F.R.S.—The following oarairraphs are from the begin-
ing and close of a paper by Professor D. E. Hughes in the Pro-
eedings of the Royal Society, No. 231:

tion of
•on, and
simply
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the structure) the niolccuh .

>y Major Davip IWr

J/o<A'r» 7////A A.'

a;,, ^

useful information much m< <!<<! in view of the constantly uicrea

ing use of high explosives, and the often comparative ignorance o

those who handle them. .

5. Light; by 1'. G. Tait, M.A., etc. 2T6 pp. 12ma Ednj
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Journal (xxvii, 488) is now followed by a no less valuable com-
panion volume on Light. This volume is the more welcome since
fontrihutions to the department of physics of which it treats,

III. Geology and Natural History.

^emor James Hull <>„ the '• Hmhon Elver" age of the

^'lerneath each section «h



Hoosic slates, then made "Hudson Ri

Sri( nf!p'r I/ih/Hitfrnrc.

precise period of the

graptolites ; and hence the limestone adjoining them ai

formable in bedding with them was reasonably referred

At the Montreal meeting of the P.ritish Association Professor

Hall expressed his belief in the synclinal character of Mt. Wa.di-

ington—the subject of the writer's paper at page 268 of this

volume, and in "the general synclinal character of the Taconic

Kange. J. D. i).

2. Earthquakes of Ischia.—The facts connected with the earth-

quakes of Ischia, from 1828 to 1883, and the theori

forward in explanation, are discussed by Dr. Francis Duliois. in

a paper published in vol. vii of the Transactions of the Seismol..-

ieal Society of Japan (p. 16, read Dec. 20, 1883). The following

Resum l.—Whwt then do we realiv know about the I>.-hi;ui

earth M uakes? Whatever is admitted by all or denied by none

All Ischian earthquakes of which any special record has been

made resemble each other, in fact arc a counterpart of one another,

differing only in intensity, having a special type of which the
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(3) Tli e fact of t lit- < arflnpmk • \:< >t having heen sensibly felt in

Naples or on the adjoining shore >houl<l net influence our judg-
lent much either way, for in 1857 Capri scarcely felt the shock
.iiich was very severe in the promontory of Sorrento. Now the
romontory and the islaod belong to the same geological forma-

i connection with the lschian earthquake, as happening at that

1 !-a,te.'
'

\V1
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tureof the "Azoic" and the opinions of the various investigators

in "Azoic" regions or writers on "azoic" questions are here

reviewed by the authors, by means of a free use of citations and

full explanations, ;• . i bv critical remark-.

The criticisms arc largely just, though often expressed with a

positiveness not altogether consistent with t"

termined by the

nable subjects foi

Among the conclusions set forth, that as to the azoic condition

of the "Azoic" era seems to be quite to<> doubtful to be accepted

is still among problematical things; that the limestones of the

o-sils, so far as is positively known; but

1884!—Besides a Jem

'reek, Illii



Geology and Natin.ru
'

Mr. Collett has increased much the value of the volume bv t

insertion of a colored geological map of the State, compiled fr<
the labors of the former sTau- Geologist. Mr. Cox, and those
other workers in Indiana geology.

5. .Fossils as a criterion of Geological equivalency.—

T

geological age was the address before t

geological section of the British Association at Montreal by:
president, Mr. VY. T. Blanford, formerly deputy superintendent
the Geological Survey of India. After reviewing the facts, ai

pointing out the diversitv oi opinh ns as to a-e, connected \vi

the Tertiary Mammalian* deposits of Pikermi, Greece, of Siwal
in the northwestern Himalaya, and of Sii.d ; those pertaining
the fossils, chiefly plants, of the Gondwana system of India, ai

those of the coal-measures of Australia and the Karoo beds
South Africa, Mr. V mfnrd states 1 actions to the common

1°; i-ne g< - gne<i on

ih The same is probably the case with the I

Africa.



' the globe, that such determinations are

linnesota, vol. I of the Final Report;

ketch of explorations in Northwestern

(10*3), iTampielin (1688), De L'Isle (1703), De Beauharnois

(1737), Buache (1754); and that of Nicollet, of 1842, the result

of an important topographical survey. The physical features of

Minnesota are next described by Professor Winched ; the build-

cepting that two of thorn are by Mr. M. W. Harrington. Of the

portions " and some scattered outcrops elsewhere ; and this drift in

the southern half of the State is an almost unbroken mantle from
J00 to 2()0 and sometimes :>oo feet thick. The geology of the

is the result of a careful study of the rocks, which included trials

of strength br-ido ordinal y and chemical analyses, the former by

Professor .1. A. Dodge, the latter by the same and his assistant

Beaver Bay Lake Co., 3, 4. \Va't'al),V>enton'('o.,' afforded :

SiO Q A10 s FeO, MgO CaO K aO Na»0

S. On the, I)e>

F.G.S. 208* pp. I
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evidence of being the result of much investigation. It discusses
of Hi- \arions mmTaof Carlxmifevous corals and

gives description, of many new species. A lar^e number of
species are figured on the plates, ami many of the figures are
from thin [] 18 ( , g growth and bud-

work on geolo:

10. Micros
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of 135 feet below the surface, occurs a stratum of black i

11. International Geological Congress.—The meeting of

International Congress at Berlin has been deferred a yea

consequence of the cholera in Europe.
12. Text-book <>r I>,.«>;rth; Mi^endn,,,/ ; by Hilary Ba

mann-,F.G.S. :*$>•.,,,,. 12.no. London, IsH (Longmans, Gre-
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to ho present, is Ca,He
4
P

i

.O,. +4H„0, which requires: phosphorus

ed that a ne

thoroughly sm

!:§Brz:tEsS
. Deeps, <( /•

!_ha, S^'t'S :!

:i' at Mo
before tlie Biological

nt real. II. '

Uves^j'Vlollu:

;:::ni;;;l ;

';
:

:;;!:i of I/m;j u^,' these Lei,,-, so far

ies. Mr. Mosehv eon-

littoral speeies are hifgclv tVe,- swi ,'n min- ami pelagic, a, el tliat

pelagic species are often 'larval in for,,,, favors the hleaof their

IV. Miscellaneous Sc

tef/e, vol. xiv, Pt. I, 324
j

Photometer durum the >/e<

*S Director, ai.h'.l bvA,



J//V- lhrn , on* Intelligence.

ling preliminary nl.-ervatious and those on 8'

''stars tVi .general cata-

mected with the work.

Mexico 1
' (see t

Gulf of Mexicc
included withi.

definite

^"pS

3 Bureau of Scientific Information, Academy ol'Xa
return stamp (two cents) is all that is asked.
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The bureau consists of the following prisons : Joseph Leidy,

M.D.,M3 itozoa, Vertebrate Pah
,'otts. Pond Lite, Fresh-water Sponges and I5n o/.oa ;

George W. Tryon, Jr., Conehology ; Benjamin Sharp, M.D..

Worms, Annelids, Histology; G. H. Horn, M.D., X-rtl. Ameri-

can Coleoptera ; II. C. McCook, D.T)., Ants, Spiders, Insect

Arehheeimv; Ilenr\ Skinner. M.D., North American Moths:

Eugene M. Aaron, * Diurnal kepidopiera ; \V. N. 1

- ! ,s ( .
;

s,Hi,T, h-oii.r. M 1) No

J. T. Roth, ck, Vegetal, F! -, fv : I Lamso.i Scril-ner,

':.'.;.;'",': v
:

::

;

'

;

' -. '

'.•'

;.,. 1 ,h>o- v: Harrison Allen, M.D.,

Teratology; .' (.'.' i^ II . ' M < ' M. i m.
,

a I
1

_\

ty of Natural History. Chairman,

Professor
I etary, Professor An.,

'
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the same section, is a matter of some convenience for travelers and

great advantage' for tlif railroads ; hut if is secured -

which not only outweigh these advantages, but are in fact quite

needless, since" the desired end can be better attained by the total

abandonment ot any attempt to force an erroneous standard of

time upon the conmiunitw and the adoption of the rec

tion of the Geodetic conference.

. - / •
.

."',
- . '

kind ro'n, .1 if ol , di\ Monot th, m , „, , j.n

nil;- this end fulfils all these conditions; it

>s than those required tor the so-called 'utand-

North American railroads; and it cannot fail

, commercial and scientific advantages, while

o the various bonds which are, of late years,

i of the earth in closer relations."

I>;.V nn«. iral [li^ry.

. 8vo, illustrated 1
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id the for dis-
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for both. There opportunities may be afforded for a passing

acquaintance with the botany of the Atlantic border of the

United States, in company with the botanists of the American

Association, who are expected to muster in full force.

What may be asked of me, then, is to portray certain out-

lines of the 'vegetation of the United States and the Canadian

Dominion, as contrasted with that of Europe
;
perhaps also to

the actual diiTerences between the two floras may be ascribed.

For, indeed, however interesting or carious the facts of the

case may be in themselves, they become far more instructive

when we attain to some clear conception of the dependent rela-

0^0° which \thas cLnt °"

As to the Atlantic border on which we stand, probably the

first impression made upon the botanist or other observer coin-

ing from Great Britain to New Knuland or Canadian shores,

will be the similarity of what he here finds with what lie left

behind. Amoi,.. the trees the White Birch and the Chestnut

will be identified, if not as exactly the same, yet with only

n'o' ^!nt , V, '.! m,!l i\ ~ ' '.. mill intonation

Larches of the two coun-

mI still more those of the

semblin- Oaks. And so

i proceed westward and

srpower the similarities,

ides the likeness seems to

reason of which is '"» l

*t upon which theahorig-

pened patches of land for

encroachment Not very

lotable measure .,; ,
, s (,,„,! Knr. '!'''•

Is of which came in SlM'f|-> rain "in t he cod- ai id llceco

the imported fodder Ol OS!ttle

'

and' shnv , :
,ml in the

but not always appi lie'h a-ri

imen2ial people unwiti iogij comrey '

the plants i
ami am-
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mals of one country to another. So, while an agricultural
people displaced the aborigines which the forest sheltered and
nourished, the herbs, purposely or accidentally brought with
them, took possession of the clearings, and prevailed more or
less over the native and rightful heirs to the soil.— not enough
to supplant them, indeed, but enough to impart a certain ad-
ventitious Old World aspect to the fields and other open
grounds, as well as to the precincts of habitations. In spring-
time you would have seen the fields of this district yellow with
European Buttercups and Dandelions, then whitened with the
Ox-eye Daisy, and at midsummer brightened by the ca-rulean
blue of Chiccory. I can hardly name any native herbs which
in the fields and at the season can vie with these intruders
in floral show. The common Barberry of the Old World is

an early denizen of New England. The tall Mullein, of a
wholly alien race, shoots up in •very pasture and new clearing,

:u-vompauied by the common Thistle, while another imported
Thistle, called in the States '' the Canada Thistle." has become
'} veritable nuisance, at which much legislation has been leveled

According to tradition the wayside Plantain was called by
the American Indian "White-Man's toot." from its springing

this continent. Moreover there is another reason for surmising
that this long-accepted tradition is factitious. For there was
Already in the country a native Plantain, so like Plantago
""(/"" that the botanists have only of late distinguished it. (I

acknowledge my share in the oversight.) Possibly, although
the botanists were at fault, the aborigines may have known
dm difference. The cows are said to know it. For a brother

botanist of long experience tells me that, where the two grow
together, cows freely feed upon the undoubtedly native species,

and leave the naturalized one untouched.
It has been maintained that, the ruderal and agrestial Old

World plants and weeds of cultivation displac the indigenous
°nes of newly-settled countries m virtue o( a strength which
they have developed through survival in the struggle of ages,

under the severe competition incident to their former migra-

tions. And it does seem that most of the pertinacious

^''ds of the Old World which have been given to us may not

be indigenous even to Europe, at least to Western Europe, but

belong to campestrine or unwooded regions farther east ; and

nts of pastoral and agricultural peo-

ple, they may have played somewh;
Weste " they have been playing here,

he pose
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cious idea of increased strength gained by competition. Oppor-

tunity may count for more than exceptional vigor; and the

cases in which foreign plants have shown such superiority are

mainly those in which a forest-destroying people have brought

upon newly-bared soil the seeds of an open-ground vegetation.

The one marked exception that I know of, the case of recent

and abundant influx of this class of Old-World plants into i

naturally treeless region, supports the same conclusion. Our

associate, Mr. John Ball, has recently called attention to it.

The pampas of Southeastern South America beyond the Rio

Colorado, lying between the same parallels of latitude in the

South as Montreal and Philadelphia in the North, and with

climate and probably soils fit to sustain a varied vegetation,

and even a fair proportion of forest, are not only treeless, but

excessively poor in their herbaceous flora. The district has bad

no trees since its comparatively recent elevation from the sea.

As Mr. Darwin long ago intimated: "Trees are absent not

because they cannot grow and thrive, but because the only

country from which they could have been derived—tropical and

sub-tropical South America—could not supply species to suit

the soil and climate." And as to the herbaceous and frut<-srent

species, to continue the extract from Mr. Ball's instructive

paper recently published in the Linnean Society's Journal, "in

a district raised from the sea during the latest geological period,

and bounded on the west by a great mountain range main'v

clothed with an alpine llorn requiring the protection of snow in

winter, and on the north by a warm-temperate region whose

flora is mainly of modified sub-tropical origin—the only phmts

that could occupy the newly-formed region were th<

tively few which, though developed under very different con-

ditions, were sufficiently tolerant of change to adapt tl

to the new environment. The flora is poor, not because the

land cannot support a richer one, but because the 01

from which a large population could be derived are inhabited

by races unfit for emigration."

Singularly enough, this deficiency of herbaceous plants is

being supplied from Europe, and the incomers are B|

with great rapidity; for lack of other. forest material even

apple-trees are running wild and forming extensive gr0^
eS -

Men and cattle are, as usual, the agents of dissemination. But

colonizing plants are filling, in this instance, a vacancy whicu

was left by nature, while ours was made by man. W ™K
agree with Mr. Ball in the opinion that ti-

the intrusive plants have spread in this part of South America

"is to be accounted for, leas by any special fitness of the immi-

grant species, than by the fact that the ground is to a great ex-

tent unoccupied."
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The principle applies here also ; and in general, that it is

v rather than specially acquired vigor that has
given Old- World weeds an advantage mav he inferred from
the behavior of our weeds indigenous to the country, the
plants of the un wooded districts— prairies or savannas west
and south,— which, now that the way is open, are coming in

one by one into these eastern parts, extending their area

. :>nd holding their ground quite as pertinaciously
as the immigrant denizens. Almost every year gives new

i of the immigration of campestrine western plants
into the Eastern States. They are well up to the spirit of the
age; they travel by rail-way. The seeds are transported, some

Is ol cattle and sheep on the war to market, others in

the food which supports them on the journey, and many in a
tt'ay which you might not suspect, until you consider that these

is run east and west, that the prevalent winds are
from the west, that a freight-train left unguarded was not long

fg"
blown on for more than one hundred "miles before it could

' not altogether on down grades, and that the bared
and mostly unkempt borders of these railways form capital

dens of' his home. Great Bril am is . h h Npu d>le

American tiees and shrubs. 1 »th ot the

and western sides of our contine II

they almost wholly refuse sue iation. But the m<
familiar am 1 longest-establishec 1 repre: ves of ou

"
r II.

(certain west;ern annuals excepte i from the Atla

tic coast. A.mong them are the Virginia Creeper or Ampi
:''.V

as here, and w
think, displa,ys its autumnal critnson as brighitly there a:* alo

the borders of its native wood
meet with it.

; the Red and Sugar
autumnal <d< woods. bul riirdv male*

show in Eu rope, perhaps for li

autumn ; the ornat
.

h
> as. A/a!--;is, Rhododendrons, ,

specially

American piants in England, although al th . Rnoloi,- udro

°f the finer sort are half Asiati lardy American
.';.

I

As to flowering herbs, somewhat of the i
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an American first gathers wild Primroses and Cowslips and Fox-

gloves and Daisies in Europe, may be enjoyed by the European
botanist when he comes upon our Trilliums and Sai

Cypripediums and Dodecatheon, our species of Phlox, Coreop-

sis, etc., so familiar in his pinions; or. when, crossing the con-

tinent, he comes upon large tracts of ground yellow with

Eschscholtzia or blue with Nemophilas. But with a sentimental

difference; in that Primroses, Daisies, and Heaths, like night-

ingales and larks, are inwrought inio our common literature and

poetry, whereas our native ihuvers ami birds, if not altogether

unsung, have attained at the most to only local celebrity.

Turning now from similarities, and from that which inter-

change has made familiar, to that which is different or

peculiar, I suppose that an observant botanist upon a survey

of the Atlantic border of North America (which naturally fu^

and mainly attracts our attention) would he impressed by the

comparative wealth of this flora in trees and shrubs. Not so

much so in the Canadian Dominion, at least in its eastern part:

but even here the difference will be striking enough on com-

paring Canada with Great Britain.
The Coniferse, native to the British Islands, are one Pine, one

dumber, and a Yew : those of Canada proper are four or live

Pines, four Firs, a Larch, an Arbor-Vita-, three Junipers, and

a Yew,—fourteen or fifteen to three. Of Amentaceous tree?

and shrubs, Great Britain counts one Oak (in two marked

forms), a Beech, a Hazel, a Hornbeam, two IVircl.es, an Alder,

a Myriea. eighteen Widows, and two Poplars—twenty-ek'nt

species in nine genera, and under four natural orders. I n

Canada there are at least eight Oaks, a Chestnut, a Beech, two

Hazels, two Hornbeams of distinct _e i ia, six IViv -. two

Alders, about fourteen Willows and five Poplars, also a Plane

tree, two Walnuts ami lour Hickories: s ; \ Lortv-emht spe« >->

in thirteen genera, and belonging to seven natural or.ieis

The comparison may not be alto-ether fair; for
flora is exceptionally']."*'!'. ,, v ,.,

l lor j s ] a , :( ] s so situated. But if

we extend it to Scandinavia, so as to have a contim
equivalent area, the native Coniform woe
by one Fir, the Amentacem bv several more Willows, a Pop-

lar, and one or two more Birches_ .„> additional orders nor

genera.

If we take in the Atlantic United States east of the M s-~

sippi, and compare this area with Europe, we should find the

; the types increasing as we proceed southward, but

about the same numerical proportion would hold.

which is practically confined to the trees and shrubs—* ,-

the extra-European types, which, intermixed with familiar ol<1-
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world forms, give pec a liar features to the North American
flora,—features discernible in Canada, but more and more
prominent as we proceed southward. Still confining our sur-
vey to the Atlantic district, that is, without crowing the Missis-

^Hiti,u \ \ i , ias no legu-

^Cercis of iteow^
three species of Locust, two of them tine trees, and two Honey
Locusts, the beautiful Cladrastis, and the stately G vmnociadus.
Only the Cerci^ has ai Km neat re it » sin,;. For relatives
of the others we must look to the » ,„...,! .panes." region.

2. The great development of the Ericaceae (taking the order

tribe, that is, of the I We possess on tins

side of the Mississippi 3<> ,-enera and not far from 90 species.

All Knrope has on v 17 -en en. and barelv oO species. We

.wealth ofpe

A
'

'

>. K ,

It is interesting
ward in the valle

The wealth of t

hardly anything .''
- ' V
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the world in Asters and Solidagoes, as also in Sunflowers and

their various allies, is rich in Eupatoriaceae, of which Europe
has extremely few, and is well supplied with Yernoniacese and

Helenioideae of which she has none; but is scanty in all the

groups that predominate in Europe. 1 may remark that if our

larger and most troublesome genera, such as Solidago and Aster,

were treated in our systematic works even in the way that Ny-

man has treated Hieracmm in Europe, the species of these two

genera (now numbering 78 and 124 respectively) would be at

least doubled.

4. Perhaps the most interesting contrast between the flora of

Europe and that of the eastern border of North America is in

the number of generic ami even ordinal types here met with

vholly absent from Europe. Possibly
tiliguish these into tw<o sets of differing history, ,

Onewiflrep-
sent a tropical elem

robably acquired or been able to hold its poshtioo so far north

re. (In l this whole sur-

Florida is left out of vie

b, »tany as essentially Bahamanand Cuban, w;,th a certain ad-

ixtureof northern €dements.) To tin vpe I refer such

ses ami shrubs as Asimina, sole representative3 of the Anona-

ce8B out of the tropicsi, and reaching ev en to lat. 42 :
Chryso-

a tropica] suborde r: Pinekneva represent-

eorgia the Cinchc tribe ; the J3ac-

c!i aria of our coast, ncaching even to 1 igland: Cyrilla

and Oliftonia, the fornler actually West Indian :
Bumelia. rep-

resenting 1 ord^r Sapotacese; Bieno nia and Tecoma

of the Bignoniacea?

;

Forestiera in leaeem: Persea of the

Li

i

lurineas; and finalbf the Caetaceae.

11 allude only to a

Anion- the herbaceous

peculiar orders.

Anion-' theni i reckon Sarrat

North American leprest-ntative

tomacea?, represented by Ehex

the west coast of Ir

place, though on this

land. It may be a su

probably of chance in

The other set of e>

Atlantic North Ameri
a view which I have i
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may be said to represent a certain portion of the once rather

uniform flora of the arctic and less boreal zone, from the late

Tertiary down to the incoming of the Glacial period, and which,

brought down to our lower latitudes by the gradual refrigera-

tion, has been preserved here in eastern North America and in

the corresponding parts of Asia, but was lost to Europe. I

need not recapitulate the evidence upon which this now gen-

erally accepted doctrine was founded: and to enumerate the

plants which testify in its favor would amount to an enumera-
tion of the greater part of the genera or subordinate groups of

plants which distinguish our Atlantic flora from that of

Europe. The evidence, in brief, is that the plants in question,

or their moderately till co-exist

in the flora of eastern North America and that of the Cliino-

Japanese region, the climates and conditions of which are very

similar; and that the fossilized representatives of many of

them have been brought to light in the late tertiary deposits of

the arctic zone wherever explored. In mentioning some of the

plants of this category I include the Magnolias, although 'here

t < i Liri Mleiuh ill i ml the Sehizandras and II urns

are divided between the two floras; and 1 put into the list M. mis-

series of wholly exrra-Kuropean type- which are identically <>r

in the east'-- Boras, sac is I i

and Hydra.-
j

Oaulop yllam, D

Jefferaonia and Podop'.Mln.n 15 i i; -" ^ 1

it
1 , in 'lVrihti t

1

<

J |uu ih ut spe-

cies of Xanthoxylum, the equival \\\ an 1
lentieai species of

Vitis, and of the poisonous spec:

which it will be safer not to handle); the Horse-chestnuts,

!l <-)v called Buckeyes; the Negundo, a peculiar otlshoot of the

Maple tribe; when you consider that almost every one of the

by a species in Chi
peculiar Legumii
flora is represenl
Japan, and so of some herbaceous Legu
remember that the peculiar small
!s the principal type has its othe
region

; that the species of Phil
Itea, Astilbe, Hamamelis, Dier
which carpets' the ground under
creeping over the shaded ho^rs

:

flower of early spring; Elliottia
;
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of which I need not rehearse); Styrax of cognate species:

Nyssa, the Asiatic representatives of which affect a warmer

region; Gelsemium, which under the name of Jessamine is

the venial pride of the Southern Atlantic Stairs: Pyruluria

and Buckleya, peculiar Santalaceous shrubs; S;>

Benzoins of' the Laurel family ; Planera and Madura :
Paehv-

sandra of the Box tribe : the great development of the Ju-lan-

dacese (of which the sole representative in Europe probably

was brought bv man into southeastern Europe in pre-liistmie

times); our Hemlock-Spruces. Arbor-vita', Ciiatmeevpans.

Taxodium and Torreya, with their East Asian counterparts.

the Roxburgh iacea-, represented by Croomia — and I miuht

much further extend ami particularize the enumeration—you

will have enough to make it clear that the peculiarities ol

the one flora are the peculiarities of the other, and that the two

are in striking contrast with the flora of Europe.

to regard the two antipodal floras thus compared as the I ivon I

heirs of the ante-glacial high northern flora, or rather as tin?

beneath larm •iv u Imitmal i D all the longit udes, we may

well infer that tl ie ai icestc 6 present northt>rn temperate

plants w wide Iv di I throughout tl ieir northern

home. In their >rced mi unition southward geographical

epofigonition andeli m;iiiti differences would beg in to operate.

Perhaps Eur less open than i

of Am erica and eastern Asia, although there is raft*

son to think thai (.iivmdand was joined to Scan imavia. How-

ever that be, we know that Europe was fairly w.

with many of thy vegetable tvpes that are now abs-

with most of them.' Those that have been recog

mainly trees and shrubs, which somehow take mosl i

' <,. but the herbaceous vegetation prob;,'

panied the arboreal. At any rate, Europe then possessed

Torreyas and Gingkos, Taxodium and Glyptostrobus, Liboce-

drus, Pines of our five-leaved type, as well as the an

other American forms, several species of Juglans answering to

the American forms, and the now
|

ili ' v A: i

Carja, Oaks of the American types, Myricas of the two

American types, one or two Planer-trees, species of Popal l]&

answering to our Cotton-woods and our Balsam-]
safras and the analogues of our Persea ami Benzo-

ls and a Liriodendron, Maples answering to

also a Negundo, and such pee
genera as the Locust, Honey Locust, and Gymnocladus.
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understand how Europe came to lose these elements of her
flora, and Atlantic North America to retain them, we must
recall the poverty of Europe in native forest trees, to which I
have already alluded. A few years ago, in an article on this
subject, I drew up a sketch of the relative richness of Europe,
Atlantic North America, Pacific North America and the eastern
side of temperate Asia in genera and species of forest trees.*
In that sketch, as I am now convinced, the European forest-

elements were somewhat under-rated. I allowed only 33
genera and 85 species, while to our Atlantic American forest
were assigned 66 genera and 155 species. I find from Nyrnan's
Conspectus that there are trees on the southern and eastern
borders of Europe which I had omitted, that there are good

may rise to arboreal height which 1 had counted as shrubs.
But on the other hand and for the present purpose it may be
rejoined that the list contained several trees, of as many
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skiold that, anterior to the Glacial period, Europe was 'bounded

on the south by an ocean extending from the Atlantic over the

present deserts of Sahara and Central Asia to the Pacific,' all

chance of these American types having escaped from and

reentered Europe from the south and east seems excluded.

Europe may thus be conceived to have been for a time some-

what in the condition in which Greenland is now. . . . Green-

land may be referred to as a country whiHi, having undergone

extreme glaciation, bears the marks of it in the extreme pov-

erty of its flora, and in the absence of the plants to which its

southern portion, extending six degrees below the arctic circle,

might be entitled. It ought to have trees and it might support

them. But since their destruction by glaciation no way has

been open for their return. Europe fared much better, but

has suffered in its degree in a similar way."*
Turning to this country for a contrast, we find the continent

on the eastern side unbroken and open from the arctic circle to

the tropic, and the mountains running north and south. The

vegetation when pressed on the north by on-coming refrigera-

tion had only to move its southern border southward to enjoy

its normal climate over a favorable region of great extent ;
and,

upon the recession of glaciation to the present limit, or in the

'hich i

country gave great advantage over Europe. The line ot ter-

minal moraines, which marks the limit of -hioiatmn rarely passes

the parallel of 40° or 39°. Nor have auv violent changes occurred

here, as thev have on the Pacific side of the continent, within

the period under question. So. while Europe was suffering

hardship, the lines of our Atlantic American flora were casun

impaired.

tains of Europe, while thev have in part determined the com-

parative poverty of its forest-vegetation, have preserved there

a rich and widely distributed alpine flora. That
North America is iiisi-niiicant.

'

It consists of a few arctic

plants, left scattered upon narrow and scattered mountain-tops.

or in cool ravines of moderate elevation: the maximum alti-

tude is only about 6,000 feet in lat U on the Whim Main-

tains of New Hampshire, where no winter snow on'

summer. The best alpine stations are within easv reach of

Montreal. But as almost cverv s 1M ,.,es is common "to Europe,

and the mountains are not ma-mm-cn! thev oiler no great
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considerably above 6,000 feet;
ical attractions of their own, but they have no

alpine plants. A few subalpine species linger' on' the cool
shores of Lake Superior, at a comparatively low level. Per-
haps as many are found nearly at the level of the sea on Anti-
oosti, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, abnormally cooled by the
Labrador current.

The chain of great fresh-
by the brimming St. Lawrem
our botany, beyond the bringing down of a few northwestern
species. But you may note with interest that they harbor
-mtdn maritime sp eies mementoes of the former saltness of
these interior seas. Cakile Americana, much like the European
Sea Eocket, Hudsonia tomentosa (a peculiai < ist; e. <> is u< n is

imitating a Heath), Lathyrus maritimus, and Ammophila are-
nana are the principal. Salicomia, Glaux, Scirpus maritimus,
Ranunculus Oymbalaria, and some others mav be associated
with them. But these are widely diffused over the saline soil

which characterizes the plains beyond our wooded region.
I have thought that some general considerations like these

!,11ght have more interest for the biological section at lame than
any particular indications of our most interesting plants, and
of how and where the botanist might find them. Those who
in these busy days can find time to herborize will be in the
excellent hands ,'>( tie Canadian 1 -t n ~N. A* 1'

tJ^Mr brethren of '-the States" will be assembled to meet their
v '*itors.

i ,d the Philabe pi ians , e,eort them to r.li.di elassie

ground, the Pine Barrens oi New Jersey. To have an idea of

long wedge of the Carolina eoasi

quite to New York harbor, bringi

of the in

at this sea
their sultry proper home. Years ago, when Pursh and
Leconteand Torrey used to visit it. ami in my own vou.mer

.yellow Fringed Orchises, Lachnanthes and Lophio a. t , ir: -r

-X-yrises and Eriocaulons, the curious grass Amphiearpam with

cleistogamous flowers at the root, the showy species of Chrys-
opsis, and many others, must still abound. And every botanist
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will wish to collect Schizaea pusilla, rarest, local, and

among th<3 smallest of Ferns.

If only the s€;ason would allow it.

station of s]v,m:,! interest,

—

Wilmingtoii, on the : eoa;3t of North

Carolina. Can, excited the

greatest ii

;!;:;, ;;

,
both popular and sc

is the only and the ver
'ule'ifuu"•'v

here, of all

aried devel-

merit' For this v local h ome of Dionfea

;

lmost all the North American species

here or near by are most of the species of Sarracenia, of the

bladder-bearing Utricularias,—one of which the President of

our Section has detected in fish-catching,—and also the largest

species of Pinguicula.

But at this season a more enjoyable excursion may be made

to the southern portion of the Alleghany or Appalachian

Mountains, which separate the waters of the Atlantic side from

those of the Mississippi. These mountains are now easily

reached from Philadelphia. In Pennsylvania, where they con-

sist of parallel ridges without peaks or crests, and are of no

ginia: but it is in Xorth Carolina and the adjacent borders of

especially its deciduous leaved portion, is still to be seen to

greatest advantage, nearly in pristine condition, and composed

greatest variety and abundance of shrubs, and a good share ot

the most peculiar herbaceous genera. This is the special home

of our Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and Kalmias: at least here

they flourish in greatest number and in most luxuriant erowth.

Rhododendron maximum (which is found in a scattered «;,v

even as far north as the vicinity of Montreal) and Kahuia hiti-

folia (both called Laurels) even become forest trees in some

places ; more commonlv thev are shrubs, formiim dense thicket-

Only on the summits do we tiud Khodo.

the higher wooded slopes the yellow ai

Azalea calendulacea : on the lower, the p

spread A. viscosa. The latter part of Ju
to explore this region, and, if only one p
Roan Mountain should be preferred.

On these mountain tops we meet with I
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geographical distribution. With rarest exceptions, plants
which are common to this country and to Europe extend well
northward. But on these summits from southern Virginia to
Carolina, yet nowhere else, we find—undoubtedly indigenous
and undoubtedly identical with the European species—the
Lily-of-the-Valley

!

I have given so much of my time to the botany of the Atlantic
border that I can barely touch upon that of the western regions.

Between the wooded country of the Atlantic side of the
continent and that of the Pacific side lies a vast extent of
plains which are essentially woodless, except where they are
traversed by moun tain -chains. The prairies of the Atlantic
States bordering the Mississippi and of the Winnipeg country
shade off into the drier and gradually more saline plains, which,
with an even and gradual rise, attain an elevation of 5,000 feet
or more where they abut against the Rocky Mountains. Until
these are reached (over a space from the Alleghanies westward
ofabout twenty degrees of longitude) the plains are unbroken.

tt'e pi iiru,s cas ,
I

t , Mismss m tin M ~
i

; " Minnesota, have been either greatly extended or were even

r

"iade treeless under Indian occupation and annual burnings.
1 hese prairies are flowery with a good number of characteristic

uiy of them evidently derived from the plains farther
west. At this season, the predominant vegetation is of Com-

ciallj of Astern and S. lidagoes, and of Sunflowers,
Sil phi ums, and other Helianthoid Compositas.

^
The drier and barer phdns beyond, clothed with the short

Buffalo-Grasses, probably never' bore trees in their present
'"" except as now some Cottonwoods (i. e. Poplars) i

*'

s of tlmargins of the long rive
from the Rocky Mountains to ttie Mississippi. u est

. more and more saline: and Wormw-

some of them sui generis or at least peculiar to the

northern Asia.' Along'"" ith' this i mon eampotrh

which 1 suppose came from the southward, and to whi
again refer.

Then come the Rocky Mountains, traversing the w
tment from north to south ; their flanks wooded, but r

so,—chiefly with Pines and Firs of very few species, s
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a single ubiquitous Poplar, their higher crests bearing a well-

developed alpine Horn. This is i he arctic flora prolonged south-

ward upon the mountains of sufficient elevation, with a certain

admixture in the lower latitudes of types pertaining to the

There are almost 200 alpine Phaenogamous species now
known on the Rocky Mountains : fully three-quarters of which

are arctic, including Alaskan and Greenlandian ; and about

hall or' them arc known in Europe. Several others are North

Asian but not European. Even in that northern portion of

the Rocky Mountains which the Association is invited to visit,

several alpine species novel to European botany may be met

with; and farther south the peculiar [onus increase. On the

other hand, it is interesting to note how many Old-World

species extend their range southward even to lat. 36° or 35°.

I have not seen the Rocky Mountains in the Dominion ; but

I apprehend that the aspect and character of the forest is

Canadian, is mainly coniferous, and composed of very few

specks. Oaks and other cupuliferous trees, which give char-

acter to the Atlantic forest, are entirely wanting, until the

southern confines of the region are reached in Colorado and New
Mexico, and there they are few and small. In these southern

parts there is a lesser amount of forest, but a much greater

diversity of genera and species ; of which the most notable are

the Pines of the Mexican plateau type.

The Rocky Mountains and the Coast Ranges on the Pacific

side so nearly approach in British America that their forests

merge, and the eastern types are gradually replaced by the

more peculiar western. But in the United States a br< ad, ar I

and treeless, and even truly desert region is interposed. This

id is best known where it is traversed

the Rocky Mountains and the Sierra Nevada, largely a basin

with no outlet to the sea, covered with Sage-brush (i. e. pecu-

liar species ui Artemisia) and other subsaline vegeta:

grayish hue; traversed, mostly north and south, bv chains oi

mountains, which seem to be more bare than the

which hold in their recesses a considerable amount of forest

and of other vegetation, mostly of Rocky Mountain types.

Desolate and desert as this region appears, it is Ear from in-
teresting to the botanist; but" I must, not stop to show huw.

Yet even the ardent botanist feelsasense of relic! and exultati- '

when, as he reaches the Sierra Nevada, he passes abruj tiy ;'.'

pet haps the noblest coniferous forest in the world,—a forest

which stretches along this range and its northern coi

and along the less elevated ranges which border the Pacific

coast, from the southern part of California to Alaska.
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vhich are hardly less wonderful, and which in

Oregon and British Columbia, descending into the plains, yield

far more timber to the acre than can be found anywhere else,

and I have myself discoursed upon the subject so largely on

former occasions, that I may cut short all discourse upon the

Pacific coast flora and the questions it brings up.

I note only these points. Although this flora is richer than

that of the Atlantic in Conifei e (having almost twice as many
species), richer indeed than any other except that of Eastern

Asia, it is very meagre in deciduous trees. It has a fair num-

ber of Oaks, indeed; and it has a Flowering Dogwood, even

more showy than that which brightens our eastern woodlands

in spring. But, altogether it possesses only one-quarter of the

number of species of deciduous trees that the Atlantic forest

has; it is even much poorer than Europe in this respect. It

is destitute not only of the characteristic trees of the Atlantic

side, such as Liriodendnm, Magnolia, Asiniina. Xvssa. Cataina.

. I arya, and the arboreous Leguminosae (Cercis ex-

cepted), but it also wants most of the genera which are com-

mon throughout all the other norther i-t 'asperate floras, having

no Lindens, Elms. Mulberries, Celus, Beech, Chestnut, Horn-

beam, and few and small Ashes and Maples. The shrubbery

•and herbaceous vegetation, although rich and varied, is largely

peculiar, especially at the south. At the north, we find a fair

number of species identical with the eastern : but H i

ing to remark that this region, interposed between the N. E.

Asiatic and the N. E. American and with coast a;

to the former, has few of those peculiar genera which, as I have

insisted witness to a most remarkable connection between two

floras so widely sundered geographically. Some of these

types, indeed, occur in the intermediate region, rendering the

general absence the more noteworthy. And carl

liar types are represented in single identical species on the

coasts of Oregon and Japan, etc., (such as Lysichi!

Glehnia); yet there is less community bet

might be expected from their :v ;it
.

me

north. Of ora !S not bere m Vew:
Now if, as I have maintained, the eastern side of North

America and the eastern side of Northern Asia are the favored

heirs of the old boreal flora, and if I have plausibly explained

how Europe lost so much of its portion of a comm
tance, it only remains to consider how the western side of

North America lost so much more. For that t e ns^i ig iyi -

once existed there, as well as in Europe, has already been in-
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dicated in the few fossil explorations that have been made.

They have brought to light Magnolias, Elms, Beeches, Chest-

nut, a Liquidambar, etc. And living witnesses remain in the

two Sequoias of California, whose ancestors, along with

Taxodiuin, which is similarly preserved on the Atlantic side,

appear to have formed no small part of the Miocene flora of

the arctic regions.

Several causes may have conspired in the destruction ;

—

climatic differences between the two sides of the continent, such

as must early have been established (and we know that a differ-

ence no greater than the present would be effective)
;
geograph-

ical configuration, probably confining the migration to and

fro to a long and narrow tract, little wider, perhaps, than that

to which it is now restricted ; the tremendous outpouring of

lava and volcanic ashes just anterior to the Glacial period, by

which a large part of the region was thickly covered; and,

at length competition from the Mexican plateau vegetation,—

a

vegetation beyond the reach of general glacial movement from

the north, and climatically well adapted to the southwestern

portion of the United States.

It is now becoming obvious that the Mexican plateau vege-

tation is the proximate source of most of the peculiar elements

of the Californian flora, as also of the southern Rocky Moun-

tain region and of the Great Basin between ; and that these

plants from the south have competed with those from

the north on the eastward plains and prairies. It is from

this source that are derived not only our Cactete but our

and Petalostemons,

aried Onagracea\ our Loasaceas, a large part of our Compositse,

aally the
"

vhich are so characteristic of the

anthoideae. Helenioideae, andespecially the iMip.-itona

Mutisiaceas, which are i

Asclepiadese, the very numerous Polemoniaceae, Hydrophyl-

laceaa, Eriogoneae, and the like.

I had formerly recognized this element in our Noi
can flora; but I have only recently come to apprehend its fall

significance. With increasing knowledge we may ma
good measure discriminate between the descendants of the

ancient northern flora, and those which come from the high-

lands of the southwest.

ART. XL.

—

Columbite in the Biack

Columbite associated with cassiterite, albite and mica occurs

1 several of the coarsely crystalline granite dikes which trav*

rse the mica schists and sandstones of Pennington County,
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Dakota. The most notable localities are at the Etta mining
claim and at the Ingersoll, about ten miles east of Harney
Peak. At the Ingersoll claim, particularly, a mass of unusual
dimensions was found protruding from a matrix of albite and
quartz. This mass consisted of nearly pure columbite with
here and there inclusions of thin sheets of quartz. It meas-
ured, approximately, twenty inches square by twenty-four in
length, weighing by calculation, talcing the specific gravity at

6, not less than 2000 pounds, or one ton. On blasting it out it

broke up generally into tabular fragments without crystalline
planes except at the lower or imbedded end where it was
enclosed in quartz, into which it penetrated in thin, tabular
crystals with brilliant prismatic and terminal planes. At the
Etta on the contrary, the best crystals are taken from the
albite and are more distinct and separate than at the Ingersoll
claim. The habit of the Ingersoll crystals is thin and tabular
with acute, wedge-like prismatic edges; the plane i-$ being
nearly obliterated by the extension of the planes ?-3 and /,

while at the Etta these planes are subordinate to the plane
''- and £5. The terminal plane is generally narrow in the
crystals iron, l )( ,th localities, and is flanked by a series of bev-
elling planes like those in the Greenland crystals, -J-2 being
especially prominent.

In breaking up the large mass I found several cavities filled

with a beautiful yellow powder often in pellets and pill-like

balls. These prove to be chiefly hydrous uranium oxide
without sulphuric or carbonic acid. A similar mineral occurs
at the Etta but gives different reactions.

The blow-pipe reactions of the columbite from the Ingersoll

claim are peculiar in the amount of manganese indicated.

With borax, in O.F. the bead is dark amethystine red, and in

K.F. a pale amber yellow. The purity of this reaction for man-
ganese is not impaired by anv other metallic reaction. With
phosphate of soda and ammonia in O.F. the mineral dissolves to

a clear glass, red while hot, yellowish-red while cooling, and
when cold clear and nearly colorless, with a pale rose-colored
or amethystine tint. In E.F. the bead is beautiful amber-yellow
and there is no shade of green or reaction for uranium. On
f°il the manganese reaction is distinct. Treated with concen-
trated sulphuric acid and evaporated to dryness the powdered
mineral is partially decomposed. With the addition of a sec-

ond portion of acid the solution gives with zinc the intense

sapphire-blue reaction.

Pine Forest Camp. September 25, 1884.
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i present a large proportion of the rays of the visible spec-
'

' color to the pre-

The usual methods of determining the three so-called con-

stants of color—hue, purity and luminosity—are open to serious

question. If the light reflected by pigments were nearly

monochromatic, the comparison of their colors with the tints of

the solar spectrum would offer no difficulty and the wave-length

would afford a most convenient measure of the hue. The

spectroscope shows, however, that pigments cannot be con-

sidered even in the roughest approximation as reflecting mono-

chromatic light. They exhibit continuous spectra in which

a large proportion of th<

lite light. They do not <

sence of well defined bright lines or bands, nor
of particular wave-lengths, but to the manner in which the

intensity of different portions of their spectra varies with the

wave-length. Their color is much more nearly akin to white,

of which indeed it, may very properly be considered a modifica-

tion, than it is to any monochromatic tint, and the attempt to

compare the combined effect of all the rays reflected to the eye

by a pigment with that produced by any single wave-length of

the solar spectrum cannot but prove unsatisfactory. It is often

possible, nevertheless, to decide upon a particular region as

matching the pigment more nearly than any other, but owing

to the difference in eyes all observers do not select the same

wave-length and the comparison serves better to ex in

arities of color-perception than to indicate the character of the

pigment.

It is found that by mixing with white light the portion of

the spectrum corresponding most nearly to a pigment in hue,

the resemblance is increased. The purity of the pigment is

determined by the amount of white light which gives the near-

est approach to identity
; to which amount under the usual, but

untenable, assumption that the light reflected by pigments is a

mixture of white and monochromatic light, it is in inverse pro-

portion.

The usual method of determining the luminosity is even

more questionable. That the brightness of two surfaces is

comparable only when they are of the same color is a univer-

sally accepted principle in photometry. Even slight differences

of tint introduce an element of uncertainty, and methods which

involve the comparison of a neutral gray surface with those
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not but be regarded

It may be urged in favor of the use of these three constants
of color that the methods just alluded to have led to fairly
accordant results, have increased very much our knowledge of
the properties of pigments, and have given us a means of
describing colors and . & them which how-

al and faulty cannot well be dispensed with. If the
subject were such as to preclude the adoption of a more scien-
tific and complete method of determining the character of the
light reflected by non-luminous bodies, there would be less

force to the objections just offered to the present system. The
question of a better method is however not so complex as it

may seem at first sight. It resolves itself from the nature of
the case into a perfectly definite problem ; to determine what

' *e-Iengths are present in the spectrum of the light reflected
by the object in question, and to measure the intensity of each
wave-length.

The use of the spectroscope in mapping spectra leaves
nothing to be desired in the determination of the wave-length,
the methods in vogue in the study of absorption spectra being

dapted to the investigation of the reflected raj's. The
to the spectroscope of parts which shall make it pos-

sible to measure the intensity of all portions of a spectrum as
readily as we determine the wave-length, will enable us to sub-
stitute for the present system of questionable color-constants
a perfectly definite and complete statement of the wave-length
;i! "l intensity «.[ the rays emanating from any object whether
viewed by transmitted or by reflected light.

An instrument which fulfills these requirements is a modifi-

of the spectro-photometer used by the writer in 1878 in

the study of the spectrum of glowing
spectro-photometers of Vierordt

3 and Glan
s

it depends upon the

sensitiveness of the eye to small differences in the brightness of

neighboring surfaces of identical color : a property which enables
the observer to decide with great certainty when two portions
°f a field of view, which is of one tint throughout, but the two
halves of which can be varied in intensity at will, are equally

bright.

In front of the slit of an ordinary one-prism spectroscope

(see fig. 1) a right angled prism (P) is placed, with its edge

Perpendicular to the slit (S) and bisecting it, and its longest

'ace extending downward and outward at an angle of 45.°
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Eays coming vertically from below this prism are totally re-

flected by it and pass through the lower half of the slit, the

collimator and the dispersing prism of the spectroscope. The
light reflected from any object placed beneath the reflecting

prism thus produces a spectrum, which occupies the upper half

of the field of view of the inverting telescope. Before the up-

per half of the slit is placed a Nicol's prism (N) with the longer

diagonals of its faces vertical, the optical axis being parallel to

the axis of the collimator tube. Light passing through this

Nicol and through the upper half of the slit, the collimator and

dispersing prism forms a spectrum just below the first one (in

the field of view). The boundary between the two spectra is

the sharply defined image of the edge of the reflecting prism

where it bisects the slit. The second spectrum is polarized in

a vertical plane : the first one is unpolarized. A diaphragm (D)

in the eye-piece of the spectroscope, by means of which vision

may be confined to the region under observation, and a second

Nicol (O), next the eye, complete the spectro-photometer. The

second or "ocular Nicol ''
is free to revolve, and its position is

indicated by a pointer (I) moving upon a graduated circle (C).

In order to compare the spectrum of the light reflected by

any object with the spectrum of daylight, the object is placed

below the reflecting prism and illumiuat.'d either bv the direct

ravs of the sun or by diffuse daylight. Before the polarizing

Nicol a white sheet of paper or a plane mirror reflecting \vM
from the sky, furnishes the polarized spectrum. It is possible

by rotating the ocular Nicol to uive this spectrum anv intensity

between that which it possesses when the polarizing planes of

the two Nicols are parallel and that at which it becomes too

faint to be visible. Whatever be the character of the light

reflected by the object to be studied, it is therefore possible to

find a position of the ocular Nicol for which the region of the

spectrum under observation and the corresponding w >•

of the polarized spectrum are equally bright. From the angle
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"between the planes of polarization of the two Nicols can then
be calculated the ratio between the intensities of the two spectral
regions when the polarized spectrum is at its maximum ; and

the wave-length may be obtained, in which the intensity of
each region is expressed in terms of the intensity of the corres-
ponding wave-length in the spectrum of daylight.

In studying the spectra of a variety of substances it is neces-
sary, in order to bring them to a common scale, to adopt some

i_3ni_J
• four pigments (I. rod lon.l : II,

. v„ oolor and of luminosity; for which purpose a pig-

ment presenting a neutral white surface is most suitable. By
compar i rig the" spectrum of this white surface with the pol-

r precisely the same conditions as thosearized spectrun
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n pared, all

iity «»t ;

under which each pi-n

be referred to a common unit, 1. e. to trie inte

region of this spectrum ; or, as is generally

each region in the spectra of the pigments can be referred to

the intensity of the corresponding wave-length in this standard

spectrum.

To test the efficacy of this method four characteristic pig-

ments were selected." These were red-lead, chromate of lead,

chromic oxide and artificial ultramarine. The red and blue

were the usual commercial preparations. They showed well

formed crystals under the microscope. The yellow and green

were freshly prepared by precipitation' and the separate parti-
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* Rood, Modern Chromatics, p. 20. \ Lamansky (article already ciiedi.

cles could not be distinguished with a \ inch objective. These

dry pigments were spread to a depth of about 10mm upon a

black surface. They were not subjected to any considerable

pressure. Powdered magnesium carbonate treated in the

same manner served as the standard white. The spectrum of

the light reflected from the rather uneven surfaces thus ob-

tained was compared with the spectrum of daylight. The

measurements, the results of which arc exhibited "in the above

table and by the accompanying curves (figure 2) were made

for the most part by the writer's assistant. Mr. \V. S. Frank-

lin. Each value is the mean of ten or more readings. The

portions of the spectrum in which measurements were made are

designated by their characteristic colors. The wave-lengths are
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of the standard spectrum : the second set are all referred to the
intensity of the region of the D line in the standard spectrin,,.

the well known measurements of the intensities of the solar-

spectrum by Lamansky 1

being used in the reduction.
The curves (figure 2) accompanying the foregoing table rep-

resent graphically the results of this method as applied to the
four pigments in question. The abscissae are wave-lengths, the
ordinate are intensities and the curves show the distribution
of energy throughout the prismatic spectrum. They are identi-
cal with the curves which would be obtained by exploring the
spectra of the pigments with a sufficiently delicate thermopile,
and do not represent the optical effect which is a complicated
function of the energy of the rav, the character of which is not
the same for all wave-lengths nor for all eyes. An inspection
of these curves verifies the opinion expressed in the first para-
graph of this paper, that pigments are more nearly related to
white than to any monochromatic color, and that the attempt
to express the hue of non-luminous bodies by comparison with
isolated spectral tints is founded upon a false conception of
the nature of the light which they reflect. To determine the
hue of a pigment from the analysis of the light it reflects is a
problem in physiological optics the solution of which varies with
th>' character of the observer's eye. The three primary color-

curves of the eye must be determined and the total intensity
of each wave length of the spectrum of the pigment must be divi-
ded in the proportions indicated by the color-curves into three

components; red, green and violet. Summing up each of these

components for the entire spectrum we obtain an expression
for the hue in terms of the three primary color-sensations of
which it is the resultant. In default of this method, which is

difficult of execution, the curves themselves are an expression
of the hue, the only requisite for the interpretation of which
is practice in associating the sensation of color produced by pig-

ments with the form of curve representing them.
If we retain as the standard of purity the monochromatic

tint, the intensity-curve of a perfectly pure color is a vertical
l!! "'. the position' of which in the spectrum indicates the hue
and the length of which shows the brightness of the color.

Variations from this form, in the intensity-curves of pigments,
exhibit at once the kind and deirive of the impurity. The in-

tensity,curves for red-lead, chrome-yellow, chrome-green and
ultramarine blue all serve to show, that purity cannot properly
be measured by supposing the pigment to consist of a mono-
chromatic tint plus a certain amount of white light, and that

1 Lamansky, Poggendorff's Annalen cxli.
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the' only satisfactory method of indicating this property of pig-

ments is by giving in some convenient unit the wave-lengths

and the intensity of each wave-length of their spectra.

As regards luminosity the curves afford two kinds of infor-

mation. The ordinate of each wave-length gives the bright-

ness of that wave-length, as compared with the brightness of

the corresponding wave-length in the spectrum of the standard

white. The area enclosed by a curve and by the coordinates,

between the origin and the points where the curve cuts the

coordinates, is a measure of the total energy of the visible rays

reflected by the pigment, as compared with those reflected by

the standard white. These ratios stand in a definite relation-

ship to the luminosity of the color, but they are independent

of the peculiarities of individual eyes and they are in this re-

spect a better measure of the brightness of the color.

University of Kansas, July 12, 1884.

Mr. Becker says: "The evidence of faulting on the Com-
stock is manifold, etc." " Both to the east and west of the

and along the partings between the plates evidences of move-

ment are perceptible, decreasing in amount as the distance from

the vein increases, according to some law not directly infer-

able." "Bach sheet appears to have risen relatively to its

eastern neighbor, and to have sunk as compared with the sheet

: it on the west. The consideration of a sheet or plate

of rock under the influence of friction of a relatively opposite

character on its two faces, therefore, forms the natural starring

point for an examination of the observed conditions. It is

shown in Chapter IV that if a country divided like the Corn-

stock area into parallel sheets experiences a dislocation on one

by two logarithmic equations."
" Where a fault of the class under discussion has occurred,

and where the resulting surface has not been obscured by deep

erosion, the original surface can be reconstructed or calcu-

lated, and the amount of dislocation determined."
"The theory, though worked out independently of the Com-

*.See " Monographs of the IT. S. Geological Survey. 1882 ;" vol.

stock Lode, etc., by George F. Becker; chapter fcr,
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Stock, applies to it with much precision. Equations can be
given representing very closely the surface line of a cross-sec-
tion, the amount of the fault can be determined, etc."

The above quotations from the summary, pp. 376-380, are
made in order to bring before the reader, as briellv as snob
means will permit, some of the prominent features of the theory
which it is proposed to criticise.

In the discussion under the several headings, "Transmission
of energy by friction,"' - Distribution of energy through a sys-
tem of sheets," "The velocities of moving sheet, etc.','' there
appears a misoonception of an important question involved.

Mr. Becker saVs if sheet W (see fig. 1) " begins its motion
with a fixed quantity of energy, and if P

t
is fixed, the entire

T
energy will ultimately be ex-

pended in heat, sound, etc., on
the contact. But if P, is mov-

portion of the energy of

1 be communicated to P„

These statements are true, but

t must be borne in mind, that in

ffect, the force of friction is

;ion. If P, offers greater

stance to a relative move-
nts to the right oilers to a

, of P„ it follows that relative rest between

u be disturbed, and the latter will move with

)f the former, f If P, is initially at rest, it

at rest or acquire the full velocity of W.
" If P, is in contact with a third plate or sheet Pa

the energy
received by P

t
will be expended wholly or in part in overcom-

ing the resistance on the contact P
t
Po.'' It should be kept in

view that if P2 moves at all, it does so with the full velocity of

Pi, for the reasons above enven. "If these sheets are the earlier
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members of a series of sheets W, Pj, P2 ,
P3 , ...... of in-

definite number, then each sheet which moves will communi-

cate a certain amount of energy to the next, and since the

resistance of friction* is proportional to the distance through

which it acts, each sheet which receives energy from its prede-

In other words, each a

es the misconception. If the resi

greater

be I anslated. Hereir

hich a given sheel

P, offers

the motion of its predecessor P4,

though it receives energy from its predecessor tins energy is in

the form of heat and will not cause translation of P5.

Now follows this statement: "Since the sheets are in all

respects alike and the pressure at each contact is the same, the

frictional resistance or negative force at each contact will also

be the same, etc."

This is an astonishing condition to impose, as it could never

be realized (not even with carefully prepared sheets of paper).

and to say that it could be realized approximately would but

show a misunderstanding of the problem. Any 'small differ-

ence between the surfaces of contact, of a nature to influence

friction, would change the character of the problem. There

would be one contact where the frictional resistance would be

less than at the other contacts and here only would there occur

a dislocation. If the condition should nevertheless be enter-

ined, there w ould, owing to the inertia of P„ result a disloca-

Dn at the firsit contact W Pt. The sheets Pu P2 , P3,

in at rest, though in unstable equilibrium.

In the real question at issue,

• then, if the contact between P4

H the other contacts, motion of W
^B will simply produce the effect

shown in "tig. 2. and not the

effect claimed by Mr. Becker and

1 It would be purposeless to fol-

IH ments erratically based upon

III this misconception of the mam

MB] question involved. Suffice it«{ to sav lhat u logarithmic equa-

tion is reached to represent tht

However, some
ntal verification

:

' will not be out of pla
ding the author says:

* Probably "work of friction "
is meant
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"If the various assumptions made are eorrec. a fault under

'certain conditions will result in a surface, a vertical section of

which at right angles to the strike of the fault will present a

logarithmic curve. IJetore proceeding to any further deductions.

uml red slips of verv thin, tie

ind a narrow
the pressure

If the above di ire followed, the pressure applied

with the ruler beiner made sufficient, a icurve will be produced:

but it is significant that a bl unt edged tool is used for the pur-

pose. If " the pressure per
be even approximately the s

unit of area of each parting" is to

arae throughout each parting, why
not distribute the \weight un iformly ov< r slip, taste

n

to the same, and naove the \.veight? By proceeding in such a

manner the result will be simply that i]llustrated in fag. 2.

* Pee foot note page !149.
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Mr. Becker's experiment in no sense, "forms a check upon

the theory," since it deals with fundamentally different condi-

tions. The fact is, the formation of this curve, in the experi-

ment described, is due mainly to the inequality of the " pressure

per unit of area" at the dilVerent parting?.

An explanation of the formation of this curve is of little

interest to the general reader; but an attempt at such will be

added in order to bring out more clearly the inapplicability of

the experiment to the real question at issue.

There are to be found in this Chapter IV many such head-

ings: "Logi >i i of energy," "Equation referred

to the cropping as origin," •Spacing of contours," "Evidence

by observation," "Topography chiefly due to fault-

ing,"* "Dynamical theory of sheets," "Rules applicable to

prospecting in uneroded districts," "Application of theory to

landslips." The subject matter under these headings is replete

with deductions and applications, many of which might well

be questioned even if "the theory were correct. The present

writer doubts, for instance, the existence of the conditio"-

essential to any real significance in the application of the loga-

rithmic curves to the Sutro Tunnel section. The fact that s

carefully selected section of a natural surface may be approxi-

mately covered with portions of such curves, when calculated

by the method adopted, is of little import. Doubtless many

other simple curves might have proved equally serviceable.

However, this question will not be discussed at present.

An Explanation of tin Formation <>/ the Curve ."

ment with the Slips of Paper.—A B (fig. 3) represents an elastic

sheet resting upon an incompres-

sible base, and W a toothed cylin-

der. There is frictional resist-

» relative motion at the

contact between sheet and base.

If a pressure normal to the sur-

face of the sheet is applied

through W, tooth 1 will compress the sheet at point P.. M
showD, and extend it in length. If now the cylinder is rolled

toward B until tooth 2 comes in contact with and con; -

the sheet, the part Px B will be further elongated. Since the

pressure, and consequently the frictional resistance to motion,

at point P, of contact between sheet and base, is great as com-

pared with the resistance at other points of the contact, thi

caused by this elongation will be Almost

the part Px
B of the sheet. If the cylinder is rolled still further

until tooth 1 leaves the surface of the sheet, the part A Pi

will have contracted. After teeth 2, 3, 4, etc. have done their

* Referring to the Comstock country.
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work, the accumulated effect will be a material translation of

the sheet in the direction of rolling.

It is easy to see that a result the same in character will be

effected if there is substituted for the toothed cylinder, a cylin-

der without teeth, the operation being continuous.

If an edged ruler is applied and drawn from Pt
toward B the

effect will depend upon the magnitude of the resistance which

the sheet offers to the relative motion of the edge of the ruler.

If the edge be sharp and this resistance greater than the fnc-

tional resistance between sheet and base, the result will be rela-

tive rest of sheet and eu-v and slipping of the sheet upon the

base. If, on the other hand, the edge be blunt and this resist-

ance less than the frictional resistance between sheet and base.

the ruler will slip on the surface of the sheet carrying the de-

pression with it. and it is easily seen that the result will be the

same in chat oJ the roiling cylinder.

In rolling the cylinder from
i- A to B the entire sheet will be
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the right the amount of the translation of a sheet will decrease

with increase of its distance from the upper surface M N, and
thus the edges will form a curved surface.

If it is important to show approximately the character of the

curve, an equation is easily deduced after making certain

1st. That the diminution in thickness at a given point of the

sheet, due to compression, is proportional to the applied normal

force per unit of surface where applied.

2d. That the extension in the length of a sheet when uni-

formly loaded, is proportional to its diminution in thickness.

3d.' That the pressure is uniformly distributed at any con-

tact, over an area which is directly proportional to the dis-

tance x from the center of curvature of the contact surface be-

tween the cylinder and the upper sheet.

It will follow then, if c and C are constants and p represents

the pressure per unit of area, thatp=— and since y is propor-

. . C x
;•• ?/— ~-

The curve then will approximate in character an equilateral

hyperbola, having A B and D E for asymptotes.
It is only claimed that the assumptions made are near enough

to the truth to lead to a reasonably good conception of the

character of the curve formed.

Art. XLTH—The Difference between Sea and Continent
with regard to Vegetation; by Mr. BUYSMAN, of Flushing

(Vlissingen), Holland.

The differen

ntal climates is, no doubt, best observed in the growth of the

plants that are generally cultivated for different purposes in

the temperate zone ; as every climate has its own region or flora.

Whether the climate of a country is favorable to I b<

or not is shown, in the first place, by their extension north-

ward ; and we shall first, therefore, endeavor to trace the northern

limits of the most important plant-, either cultivated in one

country and growing wild in another, or cultivated everywhere.

To the first class most trees belong ; to the second, annual

or perennial plants. We begin with trees.

Finns sglvestris L. Scotch Pine. Scotland, 59 c
.

Norway
70° 20'. Kola, 69°. Petschora region, 67° 15'. Obi river, 66 .

Turuchansk, 65°. The Werch east of the

Lena river (64°), are the eastern limits of this tree.
1

ache Reise, Bd. IV, Th. I, p. 556.
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Bettda odorata Becbst. {alba L. var.) Birch. Greenland, 61°

shrub. Iceland, 65°, shrub to 10 feet high. Britain, 59°

Norway, 70° 50'. Peninsula Kola, 69° SO'.
2 Peninsula Kanir

67°, to the Obi river 66°, and from the river Kolyma 68°, to th(

Peroshina Gulf 63°, and Kamtschatka ; on this peninsula it if

a large tree.

Quercus pedunctdata Ehrh. (Q. robur L. var.), Common Oak
England, 58°. Norway, wild, to 62° 55': cult. 65° 54'. Fin
land, coast, 61° 30'

i Hjoniehorir). St. Petersbunr, Taroslav
Perm, 58V

l

Larix Europcea DeC. (including L.Sibirica Ledeb and L. Baku-
nca Turcz), Common Larch. Nonvav. Europcea DeC. 66° 5';

Dahurica Turcz. 59° 55'
: both cultivated. Onega river, White

Sea, S. W. shore of Onega Lake. Mesen (Peninsula Kanin), 67°.

Petschora river, 67° 30'. Ural mountains, 67° 15'. Kora
river, 68°, northern limit in Europe. Yenisei river, 70°. Bo-
ganida river, 71° 15'. Chatanga river, 72° 30', most northern
limit of trees on the globe. Anabar, 71°. Oleneh and Lena,
72°. Yana, 71°. Ymii-irha, 70° 45'. Kolvma, 69°. Anadyr,
65°. Between Oci.otsk and Gishiira, 01°. Peninsula Sachalin,
49°. To Yeddo and thi 1-3° 45'. On the

Onega Lake, cull . Narva, 59° 30', wi!Id. T
Nishny Novgorc,«1, 50°. wild. Kasan wild.

of Orenburg, 50° Kopal, Asia. 45°.

Edf/us syh-ath.
59°, cult. «7° 56'

i 1,, Common Beech.

. Sweden, 57°. Kon
Brit ain, 58°.

o. Pola

Cstanea res'ca (bertn.. Chestnut. South Britain. Germany
:o the island of Riiven). Austria. Caucasus.

Populus alba L.,Abele Tree. Britain, 56°, wild and cult.

,
66°.

?

Kolyma river, 67° 30'/

r., Hoarydeaved Alder. Cana

ibirische Reise, Bd. IT, Tk. I, p. 536.
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70° 30'. Kola, 69° 30'. Yenisei, 67°. Amur region. Petro-

paulovsk, on Kamtschatka.
Ulmas campestris L., Common Elm. Britain, 57°. Norway,

cult., 63° 26'. Eussia : Ilmen Lake. South of Moscow. Riazao.

South of Kasan and Ufa to the Ural mountains.
_

Tih'a Etiropao L. (inclusive of porvip-lin.-jm ,,<l'tjh>ra and itd>-r

medio). Lime Tree. Britain, 57° {parvifolia). Norway, wild.

62° 9'; cult., 67° 56'. Petersburg. Kargopol. Ust Sii-.^-k,

about 62°. Solikamsk. Ural mountains, about 58° 50'.

Werchoturje.
Vinis vim/era L., Common Grape. Bretagne, 47° 30'. Liege,

50° 45'. Thuringia to Silesia, 51° 55'. South Galicia. South

.Eussia, between about 48° and 49°. Astrachan. Bucbara in

"Turkestan, 40°; here the vine is cultivated in the open fields.*

. China, 40°. California.

This plant cannot stand the extreme cold of the Asiatic con-

tinental winter climate, and requires a very warm or a very

long summer (California): it cannot, therefore, be cultivated

generally in Britain. The fact of its being cultivated with suc-

cess m California is no doubt owing to the continual clear sky

and then to the direct solar warmth; the mean temperatun «

here in summit vmu-h lover than in Europe in the saim

TriUcxivi ruhjnreWW. var. ns/iruoi. Summer Wheat. Britain.

Norway, in the ticlds. 64° 40'; in gardens, 69° 28'. Finland,

65V Dwina river. 68°. Yakutsk. ' Western shores of North

America, 55°. Fort Liard, 60° 5' (N. W. territory of Canada).'

Peace river, 56° 6'. Ontario. East Canada.
Ilordeum vulyare L. (includim: hexastichui)), Barlev. Fame

Isles, 62° 15', seldom ripe grains. Norway. 70°. Western

shores of the White Sea, 67°. Ob river. 61°. Yakutsk. ^
Udskvi Ostrog, near the Ochotsk Sea, 54° 30'. Ka
(inland), 53° to 54°. N. W. American shore south of Sitka,

57°. Fort Norman, Mackenzie river, 65°. 9 East of Winnipeg,

50°. St. Lawrence Bay, 50°.

Avena saliva L., Oat. Scotland. Norway, 69° 28'. Fin-

land, 69°. Asia: the same latitude as Ilordeum vulgare.

Y< nis< i, 61 . Yakutsk. 62 . K m tsel atk .
(inland). North

America: the same latitude as ILrrdnnu nth/art.

Secale cereale L.. Common Eve. Britain." Norway, 69° 30.

Finland. 67°. Mesen river. 6o
:

45'. Petsehora region, 65° 45 •

Ural mountains, 57°. Obi river, 60°. Yenisei, 59° 30'. Ya-

kutsk, 62°. Kamtschatka (inland). N. America, a little south

of the latitude of the barley ; eastern shores, 50°.

on der Erde, vol. i, p. 407.
1 Middendorff, p. 709. »

8 Richard Hi u , rr's Land, vol. U, P-
-

-.-
..

p. 269.
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Solarium tuberosum L., Potato. Britain. Norway, 71° 7'.

Russia, Pinega river, 65°. Turuchansk, 65°. Yakutsk.
Shores of the Ochostk Sea. Kamfschatka. Kadjak Island.
Sitka Island. Mackenzie river, 05°. Canada. Labrador. f>$°

457° Greenland.
Zea Mays L., Indian Corn.—This plant requires also a very

warm summer to ripen. In England it can be cultivated only
as a green vegetable; on the western shores of Europe the culti-

vation is profitable only to the 46th degree N. L., while
in the valley of the Rhine it reaches to 49°. In Northern Ger-
many the grain usually does not ripen. In North America,
however, it is cultivated with profitable returns up to 51° N. L."
The period of vegetation varies there between seven and three
months. Cultivation of the varieties maturing in a shorter period
has been tried in Europe but without success : they were trans
Wmed after a few generations into the common corn. There
must exist peculiar relations between the American climate and
the vegetation of this plant.

Thus we see that of the plants just named, the Larch, the
Pine, the Birch and the Aspen go into Siberia, with its excessive

limate of Norway t

On the northwes
derable size (Sitka

takes place in spring, but the arnoa

e largest coniferous trees of the worl

rain falls chiefly in winter (Novemb
iths are dry. The cause is known : tl

m the northwest reaches the Californi:

> precipitation <

ing very little d

, Geogr. Mittheilungeii,



nd Continental Climates

climates, such enormous trees are nowhere to be found. It is

a peculiarity of the Paeiiie coast vegetation, the cause of which

In the southern parts of the Amur region in Asia, there is in

summer a luxuriant vegetation ; the annual precipitation

amounts to 27'56 inches (about the same amount as in Ger-

many), and the plants much resemble those of Central Europe,"

a winter temperature much lower

; northern parts of Lapland; but the

summer is here much warmer than in Europe under the same

latitude, and prrripiiatiuu bike* /"'<"•> only in summer.

In the interior of Siberia the vegetation consists chiefly of

coniferous trees; thus the luxurious

named must be caused by the influei

Middendorf suggests,
14 though there is a mountain chain on the

sast coast.

The extensive forests of
§

Russia and Siberia prove that an

-xtreme continental climate is resisted by some coniferous and

other trees; but it is evident that in general a sea climate with

of vegetation, suits them

lit of the cultivation of

le over the continent than

, coast of North America

adjah are on the extreme

is cultivated, but corn

cultivated a

and also the

mild ind thus ; i ion-

best.

As n, the nori

high

On the .

the 1 sland of I>itk
:

: i(57° N. I

limate and fog i

aphanus sativus

Turnip) and Bra



nts. In

,
.. oiberia to the Polar Circle ; on the

N.W. coast of America to 64° 45' (Nulato) and Eedout St.

Michael (63° 30'); in the interior to 67° (Fort Good Hope).
17

In Greenland, Rapes, Turnips. Cabba-e and Salad arc culti-

vated under 70° L. (Island Disko).
The potato follows the above named plants in their distribu-

tion to the north and belongs also to sea climate species. On its

northern limit, however, in Siberia as well as in N. America, it

reaches only the size of a walnut,
18

In Greenland, only the
most careful treatment can produce eatable potatoes. The plant
never blossoms there.

18

Comparing the vegetation of the extreme continental climate
with that of the extreme sea-climate on the globe, the continen-
ts^ has the advantage. The South Shetland Islands under 60°
-63° S.. are the most southern limit of phanerogamous plants
(only a grass—Aim anlardica Forst— is found there); and on
Cockburn Island, 64° S., the last trace of vegetation is found

nous plants). In this latitude north there is in Sibe-
ri;i :i forest of very huh coniferous trees. In the antarctic re-

gions there are several causes why vegetation ceases at so low
;,

|

latitude, but these are all consequences of the chief cause, viz:

: : the whole southern hemisphere, with the exception
of relatively small spaces, is covered with water; a continual
very low barometer and severe storms,

30 combined with a very
low summer temperature,'-'

1

banish all vegetation.

but chiefly with reh Itio the eultiv at ion of con
first place, corn is v< destroye*
make the harvest un cer tain.'

The constantly fn und is th

cannot be cultivatec eria bevor (Yakut
temperature of the I in w hid. the roots vegetate
tween 36° and 41°. us, n< >twithstan dinir the iii.-m

ture of June at Ya kut 55^, aad that of July
vegetation is relatn/eh ,V

:; thong period"

weeks) is the same a b*erv ed in Cent ral EBurope.
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a harvest of thirty to forty times the quantity that was sown
alternates in this climate with years of no harvest at all."

As is well known, the native plants withstand the lowest tem-

peratures of the Siberian winter.

Returning to Europe we have.seen that even the climate of

tne northern parts of the British Isles is not suited for many
vegetables am! other cultivated plants.

It is Germany which has a climate adapted to almost all

the plants of the temperate zone ami to those commonly culti-

vated. We see the vine in this country ascend farthest to the

north, while corn and all vegetables ripen their seeds perfectly.

The climate is clearly that best suited for the vegetation of

this latitude.

Now, if we compare the mean temperature of July in Ger-

many with the mean for the latitude (for 50° N.—62°) cal-

culated by Dove, we find that even in this country the summer
temperature is, in general, <mly a few degrees above the calculated.

Gvrmuny is crossed in Jul v bv the isotherm of «iy ', and Britain

by that 'of 59°; but the difference in vegetation is not caused

by a difference in mean temperature of nine decrees, but by

the difference in the days of sunshine.

Thus we come to the conclusion that a mixed climate with

relatively mild winters (the anomaly of temperature for January

is for Germany about +9° on the 50th degree of latitude) and

luarm sunny summers is the condition best suited for the vege-

tation of the temperate zone.

Flushing, June, 1884.

Art. XLIV.—Cheinical Affix in/; by John W. Langley,

Ann Arbor, Michigan.

,eCtl°n
of LienwfphS^iafTnif"

°'

In reviewing the history of each living being and of even-

intellectual conception we are at once made aware of a law of

growth, the most general and fundamental possible, namely,

that of development, or progression alone; what often seems to

be a predetermined line whose constraining influence is so

powerful that it is only by following it that the organism can

escape destruction.

Development, while it may be continuous, both for the indi-

vidual and for the race when broadly looked at

intervals of time, is, on the other hand, a process «

details is constantly interrupted both by alterations ol <! na-

tions and by arrests of action which may even go so far a.-

cause retrograde metamorphoses.
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A plant may readily grow unsymmetrically if shaded on one

side: but that error of form will be largely corrected when it

is again bathed with light which comes from all directions.

Tins partial arrest may even arise from the plant itself, as

when the excessive growth of the vine in forming new wood

sans the energy which should go to the formation of fruit, and

the grapes, which alone make the plant valuable to man, never

reach that fullness and flavor which should recompense the

toil of the husbandman.
All of us here are constituent intellectual atoms in a great

ideal organism called Chemistry. We know the long and hon-

or a ble history of our science, we know too its wonderful

progress in the past fifty years; we perceive how from the

sin-le stem of alchemy '

it
*
has thrown out branches in all

directions, Mineral. Organic. Analytical, Synthetic, Agricul-

tural. IMivsiolouical. Biological Chemistries; but has it fur-

nished a corresponding number of great far-reaching laws?

Has it been equally prolific of -rand hypotheses which have

lether onrdevelopm ait has been symmct-

stniirtjliim bml put forth in our youth has

d shaded by the abundant leatage ot our

,.,• in the rapid accumulation of facts from

d our quantities of ehlorophyl and cellulose

, till the intellectual taste with a sense of

land forth as the declared fruit of our toil.

[ our science put forth in its al

y. During the early part of the

idea ivc

'

:

.

S!,m :imi

x vitality comparable with the condition of

nservatiou of em-raw prior to the year 1850

his stage the development of a theory of

re been arrested and soon it is seen occu-

•onstantlv decreasing interest I

$1, or the works of Berzehus,

anic chemistry. In the older

ile in the treatises of to-day it is

n the new Encyclopaedia Britan-

L
. is not a single paragraph referred
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to the title of affinity, and less than half a page devoted to it

indirectly. In Watt's Dictionary of Chemistry, including the

supplements, out of a total of 9,665 pages only 62 are devoted
1

3 head of Chemical Action.

; de Chimie the treatment of affinity under

the several heads of Chaleur, Electro Chimie, Affinity Atomicity

etc., is relatively fuller, but still the proportion is quite small

and in that excellent manual, Remsen's Theoretical Chemistry

the second edition of which was published last vear, the won
affinity does not even occur in the index. The' causes of thi

it will bee • it is the word only which is

becoming obsolete. I will therefore venture to ask your

attention to what I am only too well aware is but a sketch of

the development of theories concerning the nature and funda-

mental cause, or causes, of chemical phe

I. The Conception of Affinity.

The earliest appearance of the idea, which has since been

named chemical affinity, is found in the writings of Hippocrates

in the fifth century B. C., where the opinion is expressed that

principle must indwell in them, for it is laid down as a funda-

mental postulate that "Like unites only with like," hence the

two bodies must possess some common principle, or have a

bond of kinship between them. 1 This conception prevailed

with more or less clearness for several centuries, but it is not till

the year 1698 that we find the word Affinitas employed and de-

fined. It first occurs in the writings of the alchemist Barchusen,
5

and the conceptions of Hippocrates were still the ruling ones.

Thus Barchusen explains the impossibility o! con .p

ing the four elements hy saving that they'have for each other a

strong affinity which causes one to min-le with another, and

Which cause is derived from a principle common to them all.

Boerhaave, the celebrated physician of Leyden, in his

elements of chemistry which appeared about 1732, was the first

to extend the meaning of the term Affinitas or Verwandtochqfi,

since he says, "the effort also of like substances to unite is due

to the working of the same force;"
8 and elsewhere, in explain-

ing the cause of solution, he says, "In this last case " (that of

the action of aqua regia on gold) " why do not the particles

of gold which are nineteen times heavier than the

aqua regia collect together in the bottom of the vessel. T)o

you not see clearly that there is between each particle of gold
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and each particle of aqua regia a force in virtue of which they
seek each other out, unite and retain each other.''

4 We also
notice in Boerhaave's writings a tendency to regard combina-
tion as due to the attraction of opposite, rather than to the
union of similar qualities : lor he compares the action of an
acid upon iron to a marriage, and says that the combination

Two of Boerhaave's successors, St. F. Geoffroy and Torbern
Bergmann, appear to be the authors of a new conception which
was subsequently known under the name of Elective Affinity.

Geoffroy attempts to indicate the order of chemical actions, or
as we should now call it, the relative intensity of co
power, by arranging several bases in the order in which they
displace each other. Thus one of his tables was the following:

Sel Alkali, fixed. Earths. Copper.
Sel Alkali, volatile. Iron. Silver.

'< was soon discovered, however, that an order of bases wl
light be correct for one acid would be incorrect for another, i

>at a given substance would take different positions in the t

The following, which is a portion of one of Bergmann
published in 1783, will show the fact :

8

Gaseous Acid. ( Carbonic.)

JEST*"*-
Fixed vegetable alkali.

Fixed mineral alkali.

Magnesia, etc.

Lime.
Heavy earth.

Magnesia.
Fixed ve-etaMe alka

Fixed mineral alkali,

The reversal of the order cif attractions was expla by
assuming the existence of preferences or special attractions

between acids and certain bases, and was known under the

name Elective Affinity, a term which has remained in chemical

literature till quite recent times, and indeed, was very generally

used within the recollection of most of us here present.

The chemist, Glauber, 1689, was one of the first to recognize

this fact of dilferential attractions. He teaches
7

that "potash,

hme and zinc oxide, with application of heat, drive out amnio-

ni; i from sal-ammoniac because the zinc, as also potash and

Jitne, is of such a nature that it has a ureat community of

interest with all acids, loves them and is also loved by

them; accordingly when wanned the acid of the salt (muriatic)

attaches itself to it, combines with it, so that the sal volatile is

set free and is distilled to a subtle spirit."

The next advance in the direction of precision was made by

Wenzel, 8 who. in a work entitled Uhre von den Vtrwandsckqfien,
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published in Dresden in 1777, showed that when two neutral

salts act upon each other by double decomposition, the new

salts formed are also neutral and thus prove chemical unions

to be governed by some general law which determines how
lunch o't one acid must be taken to displace another. Although

Wenzel's work attracted but little attention at the time, we can

now see on looking back that it marked a very important dis-

covery, for he must be regarded as the first man who appre-

hended with anv distinctness that fundamental law of chemistry,

detiniteness of 'action, which was subsequently enunciated and

is familiar to us to-day under the name of the "law of definite

proportions." The final result of Wenzel's discovery was the

establishment of the law of equivalent proportions through the

labors of Kichter, Thompson, Wollaston, Ber/.eiius and others,

and from equivalent proportions sprang the Daltonian hypothe-

sis oi atoms which lias developed into the all but umversally

accepted Atomic Theory of the present day.

The atomic theory, however, is not necessarily coterminous

with hypotheses about affinity, and indeed in many respects it

is independent of them ; the development of its history is

therefore foreign to the purposes of this paper, but if we turn

back to the period which immediately follows Wenzel's <iis-

of the Greeks under Dalt ,,n's Vareuta Jv,\ve see that'it emerge;!

The opening oVth'e present' eel! tun v 1

1

'iessed \\ ..'active contro-

versy between the advocates of the new, or equivalent and

atomistic school, against the partisans of the older philosophy-

Prominent among the latter stands Berihollet who was a con-

sistent and earnest opponent of the new doctrines. In his well

known work, Essai de Statique Chiu>irr „>, published in LSi>3, ho

maintains the proposition that all unions are caused by the

joint action of two forces which are opposed to each other-

cohesion and elasticity. He denies entirely that the union by

equivalent or definite' proportions is a fact". [n opposition he

brings forth his celebrated theory of mass, according to which
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iprocal action of salts which are in the
neutral state, but all the phenomena which they produce must
depend on the properties which emanate from the reciprocal
action of their integral parts. In the mixture of liquid sub-

force of cohesion capable of separating them ought to be
formed and separated in fact."

The position assumed by Berthollet was, of course, finally

overthrown by the improvements in methods of analysis on the
one hand, and by the Daltonian theory of atoms on the other;

versal explanation ol rlmmieal actio that Berthol let's theory
fails. In many respects his position still holds good and his

views on the influence of mass are being now revived and par-

t a!h confirmed by researches made witl in the present decade.

The progress made in the allied science of physics now
begins to react on chemical studies and we find the subject of

•md pursued by men who are eminent both as electricians and

polarization. Ampere consider

an i. .spheres Berzel

poles. He saws," -Altinitv is
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may be either electrical, thermal or mechanical. We have by
this theorem a mode of measuring affinity quantitatively : but

electrical theories do not establish the nature of this force

beyond dispute, and this is shown by the fact that the English

school of electricians, under the leadership <>f Sir William

Thomson, have for some years been divided in opinion as to

the sources of the current developed by the galvanic battery,

between the old contact theory of Yolta and the chemical

theories of Davy and Faraday. While the electrochemical

theory was being developed the founders of the atomic theory

were not idle, and in that wonderfully fruitful deca

witnessed the enunciation of Dalton's views we find also the

nucleus of an idea which has an important bearing on the

nature of affinity.

In 1811 Avogadro 12 formulated that law which is now
regarded as the strongest bolt in the framework of the atomic

theory; but in stating his conclusions in regard to the number
of "elementary molecules" in equal volumes of gases he nec-

essarily introduced the conception of what is now the funda-

mental distinction between atoms and molecules, and its later

development into our belief in the two orders of combination,

atomic and molecular.

This theorem, of the utmost importance to the atomists. can-

not, however, be considered as a material contribution to the

theory of affinity, because the actions of this force are experi-

mentally evident and are, therefore, not dependent for their

\ > ! licat on "i tin in .1 ecu la i theon ; but the form w nee t s

idea subsequently took in the mind of Brodie was, on the con-

trary, of the highest importance for it is essentially a new

conception.

In his paper entitled, " On the i

moment of chemical chanue,"
13

this chemist, regal

cules of elementary bodies as composed of atoms. The

difference between the action of an element when free and

when combined is due chiefly to the fact that when \wc the

element is combined with itself in the form of an integral mole-

cule. He says, "The general object of the paper may be con-

sidered as to prove that, at the moment of chemical cluing

which certain elements consist, as between the particles of

inology- is drawn both from the

... ea theories, for he uses the

nstead of chemical affinity, mu i
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is actually independent of these hypotheses; for what he really

shows is that an element may combine with itself. What is

new and original in his conception is that affinity can be

exerted by one portion of an element on another portion of

the same element, and hence there is no distinction of kind

between the attraction of a body for other substances and its

attraction for itself. This must certainly be regarded as an

important extension of former ideas about combination. IIow

fertile it is we see in its application to the structural formulae

of the organic chemistry of to-day.

There remain three discoveries which have brought modifi-

cations inn. the older conception of affinity. They are: 1st,

The influence of structure or position; 2d, The subject of

valence; 3d, The periodic law applied to the elements. Two
of the discoveries are. compare.! with the Ion- history of the

science behi.nl then,, almost affairs of yesterday. All of them

are now subjects of debate ami controversy, and they have .

taken their present form rather from the nearly simultaneous

labors of many chemists than from the projecting force of a

To trace the history of these doctrines would be difficult:

tributor would be impossible, for we are now in the midst of

the simple, conflict and change which mark the progress of

every living idea, in the same way that thev are neeessarv

accompaniments of even vital organism. It is too soon, t.iere-

fore, for any one to know what part is destined to remain and

The germs of the idea, that the position of an element in a

compound influenced profoundly the ordinary behavior of that

element originated on the one hand in the theory of radicals

• -?ts origin to De Morvean. 17>7, Berzelius, 1817, and

, specially Liebm. lSi- ; and on the other, in Dumas's discovery

in 1834 that- chlorine could be substituted for hydrog.a,.

Although the term radical as now used means something quit-

diriment from Laches radical, it is certain that our present

conception of amds. ns hodies winch can be divided into hydro-

-en and an acid radical, is justified only from t

of those chemists. It is unquestionably true that in

acid 110,11,0, we have hydrogen in two distinct yositio

if 1 may be allowed the expression, two kinds of hydi

one, the basic, replaceable by a metal ; the other, that

the acid radical, not displaeeable by a metal, but easily i

able by chlorine: and further, the substituted chlorin

have lost its familiar characteristics: for example, it v

longer precipitate silver, but will, on the contrary, assi

part of the duty previously borne by the hydrogen in tr
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acid, chloracetic, thus formed. Evidently we have here shown

to us a new property of elements brought out by the facts of

substitution, and shown with equal distinctness by the facts of

isomerism. It does not arise from the particular symbol

selected, or from the expressions atom and molecule. If the

atomic theory were abandoned to-morrow the above indicated

experimental differentiation of hydrogen into two stales or

kinds would receive our rational indorsement though all our

vast wealth of atomic expression had perished.

The invention of the terms valence, or "atomicity." is gener-

ally credited to Adolph Wurtz, but the idea behind the

names grew up so gradually from the theory of types, from

the study of radicals, and from the controversy on the cause ol

etherification, also from the labors of Laurent, Gerhardi and

Sterry Hunt, that it is hardly prudent to assign any specified year

as the exact date of its origin. The "periodic law'' is custom-

arily associated with the name of Mendel ejell",'* and modifica-

tions in the form of the law with that of Lothar Meyer."
There is also an English chemist, J. Xewlands/ who claim-

to be the originator of the discovery ; his speculations being

published in 1864 while Mendelejetf's did not appear till 1^9.

Both of these conceptions, valence and periodic law, are imme-

diate outgrowths of the atomic theory. The values assigned

under them, and even their very form, depend absolutely on

our choice of the numbers expressing atomic weight: for

instance, the distinction between monad chlorine and dyad

oxygen wholly disappears when the old symbols, HO for

water, and HC1 for hydrochloric acid, are employed. It is an

open question whether valence has any proper connection with

affinity. Many chemists make an absolute distinction between

living issue oi to-dav that any discussion of it here would b<^

out of place.

Finally, I will close this review with a condensed statement

of the principal theories of atlinitv, taken from Watts' Dic-

considered affinity as identical with the force of gravitation.

and Berthollet, who held it to be the same as cohesion.

2—"Chemical combinations are produced by a peculiar power

called affinity, di^iind rrom universal attraction."

Under this head we may place the alchemists and the

believers in elective affinity.
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atoms is the result of rl 'trical

This includes Davy, Ampere, Berzelius and perhaps Faraday.

-—"Chemical action results from a constant motion among the

ultimate particles of bodies, this same movement likewise giving

This is Williamson's theory of incessant atomic interchange
•etween all modules in solution." The same hypothesis has
Iso been sustained by Kekule and Michaelis.

appeal to b< thos. of G oil'n \ m 1 B< r-inann hi an mgin- tin

as shown by the order in whieh the br,ses were arran-e.i. was
variable and depended on the nature of the acid selected.

These tables were amplified and improved bv Youn- and
Richter, the latter of whom, in his work published in lTl^.'

9

gave numerical values for what he calls the capacities of satu-

ration which belong to the several acids and bases. These

between the two kinds of chemical union was very clearly fore-
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shadowed from speculations concerning the value of chemical

attritions before Dalton's hypothesis was given to the world.

An English chemist, William Higgins, Professor of Chem-
istry to the Dublin Society, published in 1789

2
' a work in

which the composition of several bodies is attributed to the

union of "ultimate particle." sulphurous acid being formed of

one particle of sulphur and one of oxygen, "Nitrous air" of

two particles of dephlogisticated air and one of phlogisticated

air, etc. He assumes that the attractions between iron and

cated air (oxygen) may be expressed by a certain

number, seven, for example; that the force between sulphur

and phlogisticated air will then be represented by six and

seven-eighths; finally that the :r the sulphur

and the oxygen not already combined with itself by the feebler

force of two. Now under these conditions the iron cannot break

up the sulphur compound nor the sulphur the iron compound,

but both the phlogisticated iron and sulphur will be united into

a compound system by this residual force of two existing

between the groups. Tins is exactly what would be repre-

sented by the equivalent symbol for ferrous sulphate, FeO, S03 ,

where the oxide of iron FeO, and the sulphuric acid SO,, were

each regarded as entire or binary compounds united to form

the ternary body, FeO, S0
3
.

Shortly after these attempts of Higgins, we find, in the open-

ing years of the present century, three general methods indi-

cated for the study of the force' of affinity. Instead of being

successively taken up and abandoned, like all preceding specu-

lations, they have remained steadily in use during

years which have intervened, and they ate to-day still the most

promising means at our disposal. These three methods may

be called the thermal, the electrical and the method of time or

speed. It will be convenient to consider each one separately.

The thermal method was first indicated by Lavoisier in a

memoir, a portion of which will bear quotation. He says

:

"The equilibrium between the heat which tends to separate

the molecules, and their reciprocal affinities which tend to

reunite them, can furnish a very precise means of •

nihilities with each other; if we mix, for example, at any tem-

perature below zero (Centigrade) an acid with ice. it (the acid)

will melt it until it is so enfeebled that its attractive force on

the molecules of the ice becomes equal to the force which

makes these molecules adhere to each ofcher, and which is so

much the greater as the cold is more considerable: \U'\> the

degree of concentration at which the acid will cease to dissolve

the ice will be so much the greater as the temperature of im-

mixture is lowered below zero, and we can refer to the degrees

of the thermometer the affinities of acids for water according to

various degrees of concentration."
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This method, indicated by Lavoisier, would seem to be a
.< one bat it has never been followed, so far as I

know, by anybody unless it may be by Guthrie in his investi-

gation of Cryoh yd rates."

with each other and when acids combine with bases has been
pursued by many observers. The literature of the subject is

already large and it now constitutes a verv important branch
Of our science undo, ihe title of Tie i mo-el, emigre. Earlv

in tins field were. Tie .mas Andrews 1* hV 3 Thomas
3," J. Thomsen 1853,

28

M. Bertbelot 1864 and Alex Xaumann."
The work of Thomsen, onntled "Thermochemische Unter-

suchungcnA in three volumes, published at Leipsic, in 1883}
and that of Berthelot, " Essai de Mechaimpie Cliemique."' in

two volumes. Paris, 1>79, are models of painstaking and

ands of chemical reactions. We have learned that the energies
of a reaction which can be brought about in two methods,

tb at salts in sol'ntion ;:ire in a pai •tial state of decomposition :

tliat the attra acid radical

for the succe rise added, a nd that the be-

havior of a m ono! ,si acid in sobition differs essentially from

Tile iLwt'u .v/.'era'iizati on to be dnrwn from thermo-
chemical phei >rk of chemisal combination,

energy in voiced in is very largely

influenced by undue' eon mperature, pres-

sure and voki the conch
allinitv is i nt. namely, that

this force in lung work is deponden t, like all other

forces, on the

mt'of (man f is" therefore at

last definitely removec 1 from the those mystical

xx invoked by
age as belong7^Z had no corn
general forces

Under the title f)is> 'ociaiw^ St. Claire Devi

1 in Lsr,7
28

a new and fnr
gating the nal.ure of compounds. ,iog the tempe-

ted he was able

cated by the on of any form of matter,

and since the gradual :

can be closely

adjusted and
the perfection

watched,

of an nlu: - :

i the proces*3 of dissociation

Am. Joub. Soi.--THIltl. SEK [es, Vol. XXV III, NO. 167.-NOV., 1884.
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The laws developed by Deville and his

field show us, that after the point is reached at which decompo-

sition commences, the further breaking up is determined by

the pressure of the evolved products of the reaction, so that the

permanence of the body depends on the magnitude of two

variables, pressure and temperature, either of which may be

varied at will through a wide range. Deville thus gives us a

fundamentally new mental tool with which to attack the prob-

lem of affinity by showing the close parallelism between

chemical decomposition and the ordinary evaporation of a

liquid at its point of maximum tension.

The electrical method of dissecting chemical forces has been

followed less actively than the thermal one. Besides the

well-known experimental contributions of Davy, Becquerel

and Faraday, many other more recent workers have studied

the chemical changes of the battery and the electrolytic cell.

Among these may be mentioned Joule's researches on the heat

luring electrolysis, and especially the work of C. R.

Adler Wright on the "Determination of Affinity as Electro-

motive force" in the Philosophical Magazine for 1880, 1881

and 1882.

The general outcome of these researches is that the products

of electrolysis are so numerous and so varied by the results of

secondary actions that it is very doubtful whether the electro-

motive force measured is that due solely to the union of those

atoms which are indicated by the principal equation of the

reaction. The method of time, or speed of chemical reactions,

has a history as old as that of its two associates, but the story

tful, for very little work has been done in

1

"icld that the affinity of metals for a com-

them; the attacked surfaces being equal

experimented on small cylinders covered

rork in this field' has been done by Glad-

\\. It. Warder. The above arc only three out of many subjects

nYd, < to'tlM inc. i ureoi'tl - by one of

the members of this section, Professor P. B. Warder, and may

be found in the proceedings of last year."

To these general methods Cor studvn u the problem ot chem-

ical dvnamics should be added the investigation of the action

of mass by Gladstone, in his well-known color work on the
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anidea of iron;
32

the chemical action of light by
the late J. W. Draper," in this country, and Professor H. E.

Eoscoe"4
in England, as well as IJecquereP in France, pioneers

who have since been followed by a host of students of scien-

1

In
P
the

t0

feview just given no attempt has been made to do
more than glance at the important contributions to the theory



arhart—Electromotive Force of a Daniell Cell.

Art. XLV.

—

Relation between the Electromotive Force of a

Daniell Cell and the Strength of the Zinc Sulphate Solution ;

by H. S. CARHART.

The investigation here described was carried out in the

physical laboratory of the University of Berlin in the spring

of "1882, and was undertaken with a view to ascertain whether

the

rounding the zinc plate of

motive force, and to what extent.

It is well known that different experimenters have found
different values of the electromotive force of a Daniell element
Thus Sir William Thomson found a value of 1122 volts;

Latimer Clark, Ml; Kohlrausch, 1188.* These different

results may be partly due to difference of method ; but it is

easy to ascertain that slight changes in the condition of the

plates or in the concentration o\' the solutions modify the value

of the electromotive force to an appreciable extent. The
method employed in this investigation was essentially the com-
pensation method of Poggendorff'f The two poles of the bat-

tery A, the electromotive force of which is required, are

connected with two points C E of a second circuit containing l

battery B of higher electromotive force than A. The resia*

ance between C and E is then varied by means oi

R. till no current flows through the circuit of batterv A. The

difference of potential between the points C and E is then the

electromotive force to be measured. By Ohm's law, the product

* Everett's Units , u .i ['!.>>! ai Constants, p. 146.
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of the resistance inserted between C and E and the strength of
the current in the main circuit equals the difference of potential
between the two points, or the electromotive force of A.
The current was measured by a silver voltameter (S) with

pure nitrate of silver The resistance employed at E was in

Siemens units. The deposition of silver was continued for ten

grams being obtained bv 'observing th e swing of the pointer.
The Daniel! cell consisted of a U ti

^slan

f

cc

h

o/°e]ecrof^es
e
*by Kohlrausch in measuring the re:

the bend of the tube being much small er than the two brandies.
The lower portion was first tilled wit
pure zinc sulphate ; saturated copper sulphate was then added
to one branch and a percentage sob
the other. The sulphates were so added that the surface of

separation between two solutions in cc

sharp. This was effected bv first plac ing a small disc of card-
board on the surface of the liquid in the tube and then care-
follj pouring the other liquid on it froi

diffusion took place during the tinu; required to make the
observations

The galvanometer in the circuit c

about two 'meters. After' a 'little e.\.r-e'rieiiee' a 'balance was
readily obtained bv the --reater or less

plate in the nitrate of silver solution . if the voltameter: ami it

was tested from time to time durum tli

and corrected if necessary. The galvj
deflection of more than a few scale p; iris—perhaps live of the

millimeter force divisions. The elect romotive of A was thus

polarization and bv a

rnal resistance of the cell.

The only resistance required is that between C and E, and this

The temperature of the rheostat and of the cell was observed
at every trial. The extreme limits of variation in the tempe-
ratureof the cell was 8°*2 C.
The table exhibits the results: but the final reduction, as

Shown in the last column was not m:ide till after the recent
report of the Paris commission on the'

"cation of the results of Lord Bayleig h ^experiments with the
silver voltameter,f The values of the e
]n the column next to the last in arbit rarv units, were reduced
to volts as follows :-
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TABLE.

'&: JHL 'll'ir ssSL? ES1 ;
' °SSn jguTof

! ML*'

H
18°8 H 7 277 -

II 80504
, :2

1-125

18-3 ;; -. ;«

t»£l 1-120

:|

17-3

1!

7 205 "

7-170 "

7-199 "

TS!
7oS |Z.

HI.

The ratio of the Siemens unit to the congress or legal ohm
3 100 to 106, or, 50 to 53. According to Lord Kayleigh a

urrentof one ampere deposits 4-i>l>", UM , IS . of silver in an hour,

t 67-08 mgs. a minute. Therefore if C, E and E represent

urrent strength, resistance, and electromotive force in amperes,

•hms, and volts, and e the electromotive force in the arbitrary

,nit of the table, we have the following equation,

k:) -os).

It is only necessary then to divide the quantities in column

seven by 71 '105 to reduce them to volts.

The method employed is amply sustained by the results

obtained with a Latimer Clark standard cell. Two trials gave

the same result. I give only one of thorn.

Time of deposition of silver, 10 min.

Resist:,!,,- between C and D, 20 S. V

.

Temperature of rheostat, 19°

Weight of silver e'ap al'ler deposition,"
".'.".'.'. -'-'-- 26-lOti:? g'">-

before «
J26-1453

Silver deposited in 10 mill., 0-051

5-1X20= 102= 6. 102-f-71
,105=l*434=E.
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The electromotive force of a Clark element is therefore 1434:

"volts, the exact value given by Lord Kayleigh* instead of the

formerly accepted value of 1*457 volts.

The mean of all the values of the electromotive force in the

last column of the table is 1122, which is the value obtained

by Sir William Thomson by the electrostatic method, if the

velocity expressing the ratio between the electrostatic and elec-

tromagnetic units be taken as 3X10 10
.

In figure 2 the results of the investigation are set forth

] v ; the ordinates represent the excess of the quantities

in column seven of the table above 74, the value obtained with

distilled water ; while the corresponding abscisses denote per-

centages of zinc sulphate. It will be observed that little

variation in the value of the electromotive force occurs after

reaching ten per cent, of zinc sulphate, and that the maximum
cars to be at about five per cent. I have some reasons

for doubting the accuracy of the larger of the two values found

with the five per cent, solutio

employed the points laid off

If the smaller value alone i

j be connected by nearly

It thu the

ItmTn

fj
;

:

!

!

'

!

'
i

standard Daniell element should be so constructed as to admi

of employing a .
ition of known concentration

The form proposed by Professor G. F. Barker,+ in which th<

solutions are saturated' appears to meet the requirements in thu

respect.
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lRT. XLVI.—A' • Marine Fauna occupying

the older banks of the Southern Coast of New England, No. 10
;

by A. E. Verrill. Brief Contributions to Zoology from the

Museum of Yale College. No. LVI.

[Published by permission of the U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.]

Work o/theStetimer Albatrost l in 1684.

The exploration of the Gulf Stream i-egion was conti nued

this seiison. under nearlv tl 3. hv

the stea,mer Albatioss, Lieut . Z. L. Tanne Dur-

ing the four trins.
,
between July 20 and Sept. 13, sixtv niiie

dredgings (at stati<ons 2170 to 2238) wen3 made. In most of

these' a large beam- trawl w as used very successfully, evien at

great d<Bliths*

Of these dredgi ngs 5 we:re in depths between 2000 and

2600 fa 20 were bet<,veen 1000 and ^„ii)

fathom?5 ; 24 betwesen 500 aiid 1000 fatl.cmis; 8 between
and 500 fathoms

;

12 betwetm 75 and $<X other

betweeii 40 and 100 fni limns

t(>

On'thi^'tri |KdKMit24addit imnd

The fir

north fi k. V;i„ an d some of th<

the eoa st of Man/land. the I most south. •in being in N
made in the n

south ; mil southe; ist of Ma.rtha's Vinev; ml^tlMMigl^s,,.
enths

below 2000 fathom s were m. >re than hall \ray to Bermuda , and

stween N. hit. 36° 05' 30"

,g. 68° 21' and 71° 55'.

t>oth in the way of phyai-

eries. Large numhers of
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species were also secured in the surface nets and especially in

the trawl-wings. Among these there are some new forms and
many that have not previously been observed so far north in

the Gulf Stream.

Character of the deep-sea deposits.

Some very interesting and important discoveries were ma
in regard to the nature of the materials composing the s<

bottom under the Gulf Stream at great depths. These obsen
tions are of great interest from a geological point of view ai

some of them are contrary to the experience of other expe<

tions and not in accordance with the generally accepted the

ries of the nature of the deposits far from land. The bottc

between 600 and 2000 fathoms, in other regions, hasgeneral

been found to consist mainly of "globigerina ooze,'' or as

some parts of the West Indian seas, of a mixture of globigeri

and pteropod ooze.' Off our northern coasts, however, althouj

there is a more or less impure Ldohinerina ooze, at such deptl

at most localities beneath the Gulf Stream, this is by no mea

the bott^beuveen ;,no -, n 'i'Vi''
10

"lath. !m>' ha"' been fomiT
consist of tough and compact clay, so thoroughly harden

have a 'consNieurv ->• -tilo soap, and

sections are mottled with li-hvr ami darker tints of dull gree

olive and bluish gray. When dried they develop cracks a.

break up into angular fragments. This material is genuii

clay, mixed with more or less sand, showing under the micr

scope grains of quartz and feldspar with some scales of mic

More or less of the sh. Ms of (i 'h^rinn and other Foraminife

Station 2230. in 1168 fathoms. N. lat. 38° 27', W. long.

73° 02'. Larire quantitv «»f masses ni hard but sticky greenish

blue clay, some masses varving to vellowish and buff colors.
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Station 2171, in 444 fathoms, N. lat 37° 59' 30", W. long.

73° 48' 40". Large lumps of bluish gray sandy mud.
In other localities, in 1000 to 1600 fathoms, the bottom is cov-

ered with or largely composed of hard, verv irregular, flattened,

they a,re filled. At ssome locali ties a ba nvl-fnll. oi re, of

ia' in size fr< few

ounces i up to 20 J.OT,,,. is or more in weigl it and fron i one inch

lei
'following

ed:
arfsDme of the locali,ties where suehma terial

ion 22<>S, i n 1178 fa ;, N. la 39° 88', W . lonj

16' IEi". Large itities of hard c ;ry fcrrutri.

Also a in-

Station 2228, in L is, N. t. 37° 25', W.
73° 06'. Large quanitity of in

masses of i^nhTable

black man much s-oxide lining th( link's aii'J' cracks. The lower

side o f manv ol ' the
1 f stick v hi ciay.

It wa (1 th of this matt.rial

gor.L'.M

PI. ere wen
;,.;;;,';;f'and

'

l.rv ozoa!"

mi
t™

a

the

S

brHchic pods.

Disriy </ Atlantic i 'iiw,//'!;, am urn, in cc,'nsideVable

Rotmded bow lders and pebbl es of <pw lite, gneiss and other

i-s <»f f,jraminifera and s<mm annelid tubes. Sta tion 222fi,

021 fatl nims, N. lat. 37° 00', W. long. 71° 51'. A large

iber of pebbles and sma 11, rounded bowlders (,f granite.

Sn';

:c, and some coal

rered with adhe
iwldereandpebbU

^ZmmMt^by
liiny other

Ige of the Gulf Strom n. 'These

',!/;;; :;;;'
in sprimv.'

11 ^'^ i the adja-

„.;;;;;;:"It™'II,!
11

!'
iiwlnJlnaT l.aXv!n'

,ce, of the

, was ob-

year. At Btatioi i 2222 i , 1..37 .' is, N. lat.

39° 03' 15", W.
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the bottom very long. These may have come from some
wreck, or they may have formed the deck-furnace of some
whaling vessel and have been thrown overboard r>n the home-
ward trip. At any rate, the accident of hitting upon the

precise locality of such relics is very curious. Otherwise than
this instance we have rarely found in deep water any human
traces except coal cinders from steamers.

In all our ten localities between 2000 and 3000 fathoms the

bottom has been "globigerina ooze." We have never met
with the "red clay" which ought to occur at such depths,

according to the observations made on the cruise of the Chal-

The temperatures observed with the' improved thermometers
now used on the Albatross were between 36°4 and 37° 00 F.

in 2000 to 2600 fathoms. But temperatures essentially the
snnic as these were also taken in 1000 to 1500 fathoms, and
even in 965 fathoms one observation gave 36°'8 F. It follows

from these observations that nearly the minimum temperature
is r. ached at about 1000 fathoms in this region.

The zoological remits this vear are very important. Many

deeper dredgings. So

Many very interesting Echi noderms 1

year and last, in addition to al1 those em
region in one of my former

Benthodytes gigantea and Enphrouidrs o

last paper, both of which wer
the former in 904 to 2033 fat

fathoms. One of the new for

derma. Of Echini, we have
flexible shells {Phormos<a,i.a

\

localities and in considerable
568 to 1080 fathoms. Some of the spe<
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in diameter, and of a rich purplish color, an unusual color for

deep-sea animals. P. phu:e-.da ranges from 458 to 1230 fathoms.

Other interesting species were Pourtalesia Jeffreysii, in 1255

to 1555 fathoms: Aerope rostrata, in 1467 to 1608 fathoms;

Aceste bellidifrm, in 1467 fathoms; Unrhinus Xaresianus. in

1309 fathoms; Sab nia rarispina, in 547 fathoms; and Aspido-

diadema Antillarum. The last had not been taken before north

of the West Indies. A large specimen occurred in 901 fathoms.

A good specimen of Rhizocrinus was taken in 2021 fathoms.

and'imp.'.vr > v,uv< Two species of Bri-

th long slender

g from 9 to 13.
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igle large specimen of Zo, a*tt •
> ''/ens Thomp. was

r' station 2206, in 1048 lathoms. associated with the

,orc common Z. />;<>me<Ieie T. The two are very easily

lished. The curious little pentagonal star llsh described

npson (voyage of the Challenge]

leus was tak lumbers a; man V local ities, both

and last, in 906 to 1-167 fathoms. Its cc

only to the 1 duish nmd, wit!i which its Ian

lilied, shownig throimil the transluc

color is burl : or pal n. Archasler •jra„dis V
abundantly iin 965 t;o 2033 fathoms,

V., in 855 to 2021L fathoms. A and hand

Arch aster (A us V.)* remark; tble i(

* take n both tin

last, at seve , 921 u > L46'; fathoms.

new and ve Hit spec- les of th

was taken s{ iii 1.594 to 2021 fathoma
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Ophiurans of many species were very abundant in numerous
localities. Among those of special interest are Ophiomtuiwn
armigerum, abundant and large, in 1731 to 2369 fathoms;

i oonvexa, in 1608 to 2574 fathoms: 0. lepidaf*

taken in vast numbers at station 2221, in 1525 fathoms, and
common in many other places, in 1168 to 2574 fathoms.

A fine large new species of the genus Ophiochilon (0. grandis

V.)f was taken, both last year and this, in 888 to 1080 fathoms.

This genus was not before known in this region.

In my
described certain massive hornblendic ;

most part chrysolitic, from the town of Cortlandt and from

smaller. The paxilh- -o or rounded
nut 30 to 36 on the largest. The dorsal marginal plates are higher

regular, little convex, and covered with

inge to small sharp spinules

' - of til- [dates. The veutrni ar.-as are sii.aK ,-'

us sally occupying the center of each
|

S plates project

a kh. in. Bach bears a convex group

'\K- .

t : ":

r edge broadly rounded,

lor in alcohol dull yellow
breadth of arms at ba

sTjE
;
length of

''";:'

1883 (No.

r, in 9%itto 1080 fathoms, 1884; station 21..6, in 888 ft
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Stony Point on the opposite shore of the Hudson. I showed,
by the occurrence of dikes in the limestone of Verplanek and
other peculiarities, that they were once in fusion or a plastic

state; but I suggested thai the fusion may have been connected
with the metamorphic action that crystallized the rocks of the
region, and that the peculiar constitution of the rocks may
have come from previous igneous ejections and tufaceous
deposits.

the shore just east of Dunn's I

1. xxii of this Journal for Auj
u-ly

mica schist. Tl
is mainly chrysol
die section it appears „., .

60° W. in course ; but tl

the surface hardly a hu

'Thrralcaschfat^ gn<
the railroad cut SOUth of
flexed as it nears ti,, di!

ditic hornblendvte) is about lT.i.h
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Point is the same that outcrops elsewhere on the Point, and is

evidently the eastern part of the formation largely exposed on

the west side of the river from the ivise of Stony Point to and
beyond Tompkins Cove ; and it is hence safe to conclude that

the limestone by the side of the Stony Point dike is a portion

of the Tompkins Cove formation.

The junction plane of the limestone and soda-granite has the

directum N. 70° E., and dips 67° to the northward; and but

for the intervening limestone it would be regarded as the north

wall of the dike. North of the dike, along the section, the

soda-granite is intersected by blackish, narrow veins or vein-

like dikes, a foot or so wide, two of which cross one another

like the bars of the letter X. There is also a dike of the chrys-

olitic hornbleiidyte. eighteen feet wide.

While the facts prove the hornblende rock and the related

augite rock to be eruptive, they throw no new light on the

origin of the " soda-granite." They show, like the facts from
Verplanck Point, that the igneous eruptions took place subse-

quenth/ to the era of the limestone, mica schist and soda-granite.

And the limestone is, as I have proved, younger than the

Arcluean of the Highlands, and probably of Lower Silurian

mje. as recognized for the Tompkins Cove limstone by Profes-

sor G. 11. Cook.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Physics.

? »f K/tetricians.—On the 17th of July

Congress, appointed an Fleet

'"a National Conference of Fleet rieians in Philadelphia in the

aul limn of ei-lileen hundivd and eigh, v-fourT This Commissi
consisted oftheto||owin..-per>on>:d I. A. Rowland. M. Ik Snyder.

.1. Willard <;.i>hN John Trowbridge, ( . A. Yountr. C. F. Prackett,

AY. II. Walk, Simon Xeweomk C. Ik Parker. F. ,1. Hoiist-n. \i.

A. 1'isk and F. c. VanDyck. The Commission mel on the mli of
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t of the Conference, Professor Rowland. His openii
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not then the devotee of pu

try person. They are bol

rorld. Our count rv h:

applied

hat we have received in the shape of pure science. Thus
no Jonger be dependent but shall earn our science as well

rk l'.v t'he'V
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rents," the discussion being opened by Professor Abbe and Lieu-
tenants Greely and Allen. "The Adoption of the International

Electrical Standards," discussion opened by Professor John Trow-
bridge. "The Establishment of a National Bureau „f Physical

Standards," discussion opened by Professor Snyder. "The
Theory of the Dynamo-electric machine," discussion opened by
Professor Rowland. "The Electrical Transmission of Energy,"
"Storage Batteries.*' - Measurement of Large Currents." "In-

Phvsical r>,i,hM,., ,.|

< apt. (). K. Michaeli.
The Com

Karth Cur
Professor

Preece anc

, Professor

F. Barker,
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the President of this Confere
above resolution to Congress
Resolved, That the U. S. El

* The New York Electrical World published a very full and accur

of the proceedings of the Conference, to which we here acknowledge o



electromotive force is found to change with the

nd also to undergo modifications when the cell is

. A Daniell cell snituhly j>iv}>;nvcl can be made to

motive force of about one volt; but in the form of
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II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Untersuchungen uber die EnUtelnmg <hr altkryst-diiixh

Schiefergesteine mit besonderer Btv.umialmic :mf das Si'u-hsisclif

Granulit'gebirge, etc., von Dr. Joiiannks Lkiimanx. 278 pp.

4t.>. witli fiveplatcs on copper, ami an atlas of -2s plates eontahi-

in U- l.v.t photographic representations of rock structures. Bonn:

o Dr.\ehm:ir
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tive origin. He goes so far as to state that even the most com-
plicated system ot inn rt ,\ ling <1\ k. - ma\ by pressure be altered
to a conformable scries of schists. According to the author's
view, the Li'ranulite was originally an in!ru-i\ < ma^s which ini].rc<;-

llllvilfcw

he one's ge



•
v ;' "'

' '"•

W. Beds of fee

of Derby it bene
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Tth western Connecticut, a mile north of the Lime Rock
ion (and in view from it), a bluff of crystallized Iiine-

300 feet high above its base, is capped by a stratum
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Along the eastern border of the State of New York, through the
towns of Amenia, Northeast, Anoram, Copake and Hillsdale, occur

in the valley region west of the Taconic Range, in a limestone
belt, similar deposits of iron ore to those of Pennsylvania, having
the same features and indicating a like method of origin ; further,

they are situated mostly near the junction of the limestone and
the overlying slates ; and the limestone in the part of the same

The evidence of true stratification an d for the Lower Silurian

age of the beds is as good for the New
Pennsylvania!]

; and yet the limestone is

York region as for the

more or less crystalline.

and the slates are garnetiferous mica schi

In conclusion I observe that the stucly of the stratigraphical

relations of so-called metamorphic rocks if

beds of a slate, or of a gneiss, or of a m
rock, but of the relations of extensive fonnations of gneis<. mb
schist, hornblende schist, quartzyte or lin

the geologist will have no occasion Ion:

studying stratified rocks or not. I have never yet examined any

3. Geology of Cent
pendix A, Extracts
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stone beds in the lower part of the limestone formation. The
position is said to differ from that of the beds in the Lehigh
region and the Great Valley, which have furnished the bulk'of

either between the Potsdam and the "ovei'lviii^ limestone or be-
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ount of transportation l>y tViwin-- waters may have occurred,

and the result, are the :

cliieth- the limestone of

(1) The iron ore

ivers o?small flexnr.
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' pit the limestone stratum dipping southward passes beneath
' slate tliat makes the east wall: toward the bottom its place
occupied for a while by ore: then in the same line the lime-
no stratum exists a-ain in a short eroded ledue, externally
ting; and then, again, beyond the ledge, the ore occupies the

often through
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i change took place in the era of their forraa-
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partly .M.i.tii.M M.a-l.:<.i., r^t-i at intervals through the era

5. Glacial Studies.— In volume xxiv of this Journal (p. 14
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nsidered as made up of a superficial portion of changeable tern*

rat niv and a profound portion of constant temperature. As to

e probable temperature of the latter portion, the author in con-

conclndes with the hope 1

6. Sketch of the Geological History of Lake Lahontan, by
Israel C. Rrssi-Lr..—From the third Annual Report of the

Director of the V. S. Geological Survey. This important memoir,
now issued a> a separate paper, has been noticed in the preceding

volume of this Journal (p. »>7). It is illustrate! by a map. en-

graved plates, and I

;
-

group of the crystals of the pseudomorpb Darned by King

7. GeologisrJte Brkfe am Amerh-a , tl , ,Se. Excdlenz Herm

When in Me

fluorine is present by
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6*03 per icent in <weight, and testing the pul verized r
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under the same < •M.uliiioii

tin glass rough to the touch, U-sid; s being veiv plainh

tin IlliliO- fl.

tin orine is ivnlace, 1 by oxyge, i. tak ing the tor, nula de.l

•rect, would he 1

Dr. Wii ikler. i Hr

e the amount of loss !• the first 1

be }1 is formed on •e, winch
of the air ai el a«|

(Ji r, 1884)
" hTTl

at B,rl in. by Mr. Wadi i of T-.ki...

In regard'"to' the

(

'rrv!

narks that the v is" the ai

k:l [he tow, 1 Ojoil.-imil:a nea r Saijo. 1>,ovinoe 1

33 genera and 462 species. The
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>d especially those largely Old World
311 1 v 4 genera and 14 species; Anthem-
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icse result- have been of such value (hat the British Uovern-
; has ordered for Dr. Gill the construction of a seven-inch
meter hv Messrs. Kepsohls. It is proposed to use this instru-

at the" Cape Observatory in the determination of stellar

II axes. ii A x

Tin MaUnuU ,,/ I-:,.,,!,,, ,,;,»,. in three part-. Pari III.
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"'. '
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others ; also the alloys,
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The place of Drumlins
Description -Distribiition-Origin.

A CLASSIFICATION
if

of geograph ic forms n

•s of origi.

group fa

n degree of

>-etl>er pin

\h Jelopnlent,"

under a name that "you Id denote
orixontal hn

divided
iaccording to the'compositi, »i ol'tlie 1

tion under tin- destructive pro.-essi- ot time : 'there vv

west, of precocious development into forma of deep]
drainage; the open, l.roken country of Kentucky, a

'.[a an old plateau: the expanse of CYntr;
base-level plains of denudation that have returned
second childhood to the nearly featureless forms of the
and so with many other examples.
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVIII, No. 168.—Dec, :
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A more complex group could include regions of disordered
structure, characteristic of mountain ranges, but of very diffi-

cult subdivision. 1 lore a<_>ain it is of much importance to recog-
nize the stage of destructive development, in order to mark the
contrast between the new. still iuoli and lakedx-arnm' ranges
like the Alps; the old, degraded and well-drained mountains
like the Appalachians; and the low lands of denudation to

tl.inV'jrnm,'; could" bring to"Xr "ill m^slve^ne^ticks"
such as dykes, nocks, sheets (laceohths), !u „, M1;isses; and a
tourth would contain all local accumulations, where materials

'
<

' 11 v
' i so, as vok mic cones of

V
'

"red here.' "^ *"

ven between the tirst structural divisions. Such blending
ill greatly complicate the resulting forms, and consequently
illy the simpler or more topical one. ;„v here mentioned i
>cond cause of complication ,s found' in the renewal of the
rele of development after a certain pro«nv<s has already been
-tained; as is the case with polygenetic mountains, or with
lains that have stood at different altitudes, like those of our
est But all these difficulties are outweighed by the increased
tention and appreciation that physical geography gains when

form may be fairly 1
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WLOGY.— Drumlin; M. H. Close, Notes on the gen-
,tion of Ireland ; read in 1866; Journ. Roy. Geol. Soc.

,
207. A word of Iris oittg a long

hill. Most of the following terms are essentially

: ridges; Sir James Hall, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb.,

iuu\ Soiv-kteks of Scotland; J. Geikie, Great Ice Age,

. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

.hnson, Trans. N. Y. AcaA Sci., i,

hills: T. C. Chamberlin, Geol. Wis-

forced to do, for

Piict, nnstrati i.-d _: . ial di ft or till: theii form is usually
^lonoateo,- oval, with a ratio of horizontal axes varying from

"•- .'-.
; ^. . .

'': ':
:

-..'.-
.

'

:
.-.-.

'

:

: :

.

-'
^

-^ , . . ,1 , -.

-t Minm.-ru-al; trrmnul >\» v^,
3' to 10°; lateral

slopes. 10' to 20
c

; length, one-eighth to two or more miles;
ln'ight. 20 to 250 feet above base! The general uniformity of
outline in any single region is very noticeable: indeed the

°f a group, shows as characteristic a landscape as that seen in

from the Puy de Dome over the extinct volcanoes of
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Auvergne. Moreover, the control that drumlins exercise over

the laying out of roads and the division of property is so com-
plete in districts where they abound, that it is the rule to find

roads, fields, gardens and even houses oriented in obedience
to the march of the old ice invasion. About Boston, there

are hundreds of dwellings whose walls thus stand in close

parallelism with the glacial scratches on the bed rock beneath
them. In a recent number of Science, I have given several

sketches of these drift-hills.

Distribution.—The absence of drumlins in non-glaciated

regions confirms the evidence that gives them a direct!y glacial

origin. When found, they occur either scattered about with-

out apparent system, or crowded together in groups. The most
extensive group of which I have a map is in northwestern

Ireland, the district described by Kinahan and Close in their

paper on the General Glaciation of Iar-Connaught, Dublin, 1872.

The direction of neighboring glacial strke is shown by arrows,

which although not all pantile! to one another, are strikingly par-

allel to the nearest drift ridges. These long drumlins -'consist

of stiff unstratitied bowlder clay, containing well blunted and
scratched stones and blocks ; they have been most unquestion-
ably formed by the rock-scoring streams [of ice], since they are,

with very rare accidental exceptions, always parallel to the

striae near them" (op. cit., p. 6). They occur plentifully else-

where in Ireland (Close), and in Scotland (A. and J. Geikie),

and are well shown on some of the shaded one-inch maps of

the Ordnance survey ; but I have not been able to identify

them satisfactorily in descriptions of the drift of Scandinavia,

Germany or Switzerland. Erdmanifs '-Expose des formations

quaternaires de la Suede" (Stockholm, 1868) may perhaps refer

to drumlins on p. 24 . . "dans les plaines, ces masses de

gravier (bowlder clay) s'elevent en nombre considerable des

couches d'argile environnantes, sous forme de collines plus ou

moin grandes." Desor did not include them as characteristic

features of his "Paysage morainique" (Paris, 1875). If occur-

itinent, they have not received the attention

' deserve.

side of the Atlantic, they are common in many
States. A fine group has been found in southeastern New
Hampshire and the adjoining part ot Massachusetts, which is

represented on the geological atlas of the former State! 1878).

The group about Boston has been well described by Mr. War-

ren Upham (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1879, xx, 223). Corey's

hill, the most northern of the group in the town of Brookline,

.is one of the best examples, and is well seen from the city

looking westward up the Back Bay. A fine series of drum-

lins stretches from about Spencer, Mass., to Pomfret, Conn.,

the'v i

On
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but the detailed study that it would well repay has not yet

been attempted. Members of this series occur near Charlton

station, Boston and Albany railroad, with their bases at an

elevation of 900 feet above sea-level, and others stand still

higher. The portion of the group in Connecticut is described

by Percival as follows. " The district extending north from

Hampton, through Abington, Pomfret and Woodstock, is char-

acterized by a series of very smoothly rounded, detached hills,

in which the rock is usually entirely concealed. These form a

striking contrast with the longer and more continuous [rocky]

ridges of the adjoining formations" (Geol. Conn., 1842, 256:

also 461, 479, 4S5). Prof. G. H. Stone reports that drumlins

Maine? Western Xew York, between Syracuse and Rochester

presents a surprising number of parallel, north-and-south drift

hills, probably familiar to manv travelers by rail. Some

Thi- ng ago

•and'on the :;

,

;;:;;;

<

|u ;;f -vest sides: 1) a^withvenrrereexoeplLi
the southern slope is gradual.'' T hese and ot'l ier irregularities

of the hills of this region

sho uld be ,s as here defined. In Wis-

as described by Prof. T.

les, and their

allel p. °the mov ement of th<B ice. In sorae localities,

.sp. v.allv in Dodge and Jefferson i counties, these are mainly

ha,'

!;i
:

;

:

?k!r;'ion 'of ice'!iS""I:i
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1815,

meet the challenge held out by Mr. Playfai

passage from his Illustrations of the IluUoman theory, art. o*it),

' l\' there were anywhere a hill, or any large mass composed ol

broken and shapeless stones, thrown together like rubbish, and

neither worked into gravel, nor disposed witii any regularity,

tus and wasting away of the land. This however has never

yet occurred, and it seems best to wait till the phenomenon a

observed before we seek for the explanation of it.' Now it

appears to me, that these vast assemblages, in which blocks ot

every sfee, and shape, and quality, some sharp, some round.

are confusedly scattered through claw arc inexplicable bv any

diurnal cause, and do call for some particular solution'' (p. 174).

Sir James consequently decided in favor of earthquake wave-

as a means of forming drumlins: he recognized that the

ridges of compact clay were parallel to one another (p. 177),

and to the scratches on the bed rock below (p. 1 s:-J>. and con-

sidered vast diluvial waves competent to produce all these

effects. Others of the older geologists have since then ascribed

drumlins to the rush of diluvial 'floods; but it is noteworthy

that no explanation of drumlins bv iceberg action has yet

been suggested. These hills indeed oiler strong evidence

against the sulliciency of that theory.

It is unnecessary here to enter on the evidence that places

unstratified drift, with its scratched stones and large subangular

bowlders, among the effects of land-ice action. Since it has

been generally thus regarded, several suggestions ol more detail

have been made as to the origin of the peculiar form of drum
lins. They have been considered the product of post-e laced

erosion acting on a broad sheet of drift bv W. Ilarte (Journ.

Roy. Geol. Soe. Ireland, 1867, ii, 30) and Professor Shaier,

(1. a), but this explanation, does not account for the remarkable

parallelism between drumlins and stria 1
, and it assumes too great

an amount of post-glacial erosion. Several authors, to be men-

tioned below, regard them as having attained their present form

Bng

pied by insignificant deposits of till, the suggestion is I

attered, with numerous ana wide spaces I

deposits of till, the i
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satisfactory. Professor J. D. Dana 's descripition of Eoand Hill

New Haven (this Jouirnal, 1883, xxvi, 357), wou
that i!t is a dramlin, althoiigh he < suggests

tnat ii ms plunging dow n from th<

of the ice through a knot of profoi sses. and •causing

a loca the ice."

But tlle absence of stratifies 1 sands

;

ui.l water-worn stones in the

hill S( :em to negative this
i

nee dse-

where of numerous drum liiis" at 1 ligh leve Is, as at (Jharlton,

M:,ss..

Tin 5 first clear reference pendent
on ghicial action for their v M. LI. C

the , laciation of the rocl;s near Dublin, .journ. Eoiy. Geol.

Soc. 1Ireland, 1864, i, 8) ; t 1 to be parallel to

the Qisighboring striae, and
jet for their present attitude

1 ike these

and torn

dependen
i. The si

t on the

n is presented in th of 1866,

the name drumlin w;:>s lirsw or them.

Still T of the

ne.gh'

pert, e

borhood of Dublin (i< L, v, 16 77.' 4;i). Ciiose write.-;: "It is

tly certain that it mo ng agent

which produced the bo
Kinal tan and Close, in the paniphl et above inamed, sta ted their

tion of certain mounds of bowlder clay in son .e districts of the

Lowlands, agreeing as this does with the geileral bearing of

glacial markings of the same localities, indm
ns, the original

contour of the till after the superincumbent k

appeared" (On denudation in Scotland sine:e glacial times,

Trans. Geol. Soc. Glasgow, 1867, iii, 61); 1int he believed

that these forms ruav be also in part c leper dent on marine

erosion. In the Great Ice Age (1877, 76),

briefly mentioned "the series of long smoothb
or drums and sowbacks, which run parallel

taken by the ice," and regarded them as very little mod. lied

New York ridges which were "formed underneath the glaciers

by alternations' of lateral pressure" (1. c. 1882); but this form
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of statement does not commend itself so highly as the pre-

iITthia country, Professor C. H. Hitchcock and Mr. Warren
Uphain. while engaged on the geological survey of New
Hampshire, were the first to discover the parallelism between

glacial motion and the axes of drumlins in 1875: they con-

cluded that "the accumulation of these hills and slopes seems

to their surface,' th e mass remaining nen rly stationary from the

begin ning of its deposition. ObviT, 3 was the case with

the h3nticular slo.3es gathered belli n'd" tlie shelter of higher

ledgy hills or upoii their opposite si( les
'

•|G eol.N.H., 1878, iii,

3(^i. A little later, Upham wrot "Al though we do not

disco'rer the cause of the peculiar diistri Mlti on of these hills, it

ti that they were lated and moulded
in th eir lenticular • form beneath th (Proc. Boston Soc.

Nat. Hist.. 1ST!». xx, 223). Profe Chiimberlin's observa-

tiona led him to a similar concluf The drift presents

peculiar tendencies to aggrega
dencj ' is observed

the Kettle
flliptiical or elongi ited hills of smoo low ing outline" (Geol.

Wise,

i a deeply hidden rock is usually and

perln lv, the determinii 3 of these peculiar

accundilations" (I'. S. Geol Survey, 3d An n. Rep., 1883, 306).
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post-glaCial erosion;* the faint channeling of their smooth
slopes by rain measures the small amount of denudation tint

they have suffered since they were made. It must therefore

be concluded that they were finished closely as we now see

them when the ice melted away, and hence that they were of

The supposed manner of accumulation of drumlins may be
briefly sketched. It is well-known that 8 stream of running
water will at one point, carry along silt and sand that must be
dropped a little farther on where the current slackens; and the

bank thus begun grows slowly in a form of least resistance,

attaining a maximum size when its increase of volume has so

far diminished the cross-section of the stream and consequently

increased the velocity, that no more detritus can be dropped
there; but even then, one end may be worn away while the

other grows; the adjustment of velocity to channel is not per-

manent. The motion of a glacial sheet has been justh com-
pared to that of abroad river. The comparison mav'be ex-

tended so as to liken the active head waters of a stream to the

presumably h.st-moving part of the iee-s!,eet near its source or

center of dispersion, where the neatest erosion irenerallv lakes

ion of faster

the districts

st volume of
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may be the seats of long continued drumlin growth. The
drumlins thus begun will depend less on the immediately local

form of the ground than on the topography of a more consider-

able district, and hence we need not suppose every drumlin to

have begun its growth upon a knob of rock, although the

beginning of many hills mav have been thus determined.

Once begun, the drumlins wirfgo on increasing in size, as long

as deposition exceeds erosion, always maintaining an arched

form of least resistance, until a maximum size is reached, or

until the ice melts away: and in their growth they will

approach the form to which rough, rocky hills would be reduced

bv the reverse process of erosion, if time enough were allowed.

Under unending glaciation, the whole surface must be rubbed

I am well aware that it is venturesome to go so far as this in

, of the

the lower foot-hills.- it is penetrated 'bv very numerous dvkes of

diorvte.

From the overflow of similar dykes, the upper immediate-
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flank of the Sierra Maestra and middle foot-hills are covered
with a mantle of the same trappean rock. The maximum
thickness of this mantle I estimate to be about 2000 feet, cor-

responding to an altitude of about 3800 feet.

The Sierra Maestra is the south (front or coastward) range,

and last elevated, as well as the longest, of a series of succes-

sively elevated ranges, together forming the broad belt of moun-
Btretching nearly to the north coast, and running

out to a point at Cape Maysi* West of the bay of Santiago, a

lower range, of still subsequent elevation, forms the coast-

range of the southern peninsula. This range is locally known
as the Sierra de Cobre, although on general maps not distin-

guished from the Sierra Maestra.

Eeference will presently be made to the more special litho-

logiea] features of both ranges, within the limited scope of my
observation. Occasion is here suggested to note as a signifi-

cant fact in relation to the vulcanism of the Sierra Maestra. the

family relation of the two types of eruptive rocks entering

into the structure of at least the base arid south flank of this

range. The significance of this fact, in connection with others

that will be noticed, appears to be that the overweighting of

the syenyte mass along an inherent line of least resistance,

corresi.onding- to the margin ot the sub-oceanic basin of the

Caribbean Sea, has been followed first by depression, attended

with re-melting of the base of the mass: and afterward by

elevation. This elevation, it will be shown, has taken place

b v successive stages. The final, if not the concurrent, result

"nject the molten

.ntle thins oft" toward the coast, in part by

lower ranges of foot-hills are completely

upper is about 850 fe

of comparal
Theso terraees mar 1

:
:

17o feet. B

lesea. The
nd the pres,

second

i feel

F thftS

retl

1 by trace

tions) abo ;

The last

vertically into deep w
tero, 150" feet off shor
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th other e

- - '.,-

u- that of
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distinct forms of coral, and is strewn with fragments of coral,

rounded by the waves, but in good preservation, and numbering

a large variety of species.

The two older terraces retain little or nothing of corallum

ndurated and crys-

periods, they still present mural escarpments seaward, with a

talus at the base of each from weathering, and from clefts

produced by the wedging effect of roots of trees.

The upper terrace 'reposes directly on the svenyte, and east

of the Carpintero river (Jurauuaciro) forms the immediate coast.

The base of the two lower terraces is concealed.

The bay of Santiago corresponds to an original recession of

the coast, the eastern limit of which was the mouth of the river

just mentioned. This recession was once filled out witli coral

formation. Subsequent to the final elevation of the Sierra

Maestra, the coralline was eroded into the present land-locked

form of the bay with the preservation of a wide margin of

this calcareous 'rock. Both shores have been excavated from

corallines, of which those already noticed are the more recent

and easilv distinguished. These present a bold front to the

bay. The old Morra fortress is on the second and third ter-

races, numbered in inverse order of succession. Karlier coral-

lines are less easily identified with what study I have been

able to give to (be region. The elevation of the Sierra de

Cobre, the eastern end of which range faces the bav, seems to

have resulted in the final elevation of the coralline area. The

succeeding excavation of the bay has been effected with bat

little aid from existing streams, the present drainage of the

mountain plateau of the Sierra Maestra and back ranges being

to the east and west of it.

The bay of Guantanamo, 51 miles east and about three times

the area of the bay of Santiago, possesses so many obvious

points of resemblance to the latter, including littoral, topo-

graphiea! and h vdrographieal relations, as to suggest in both

cases also similar geological relations. Mr. Sarlabous informs

me that the margin of the larger bay, like that of its twin, is

of coral -rock.

In the vicinity of Guantanamo Bay and thence eastward, the

dioryte mantle appears from the sea to envelop the crest and

the whole southern flank of the Sierra down to the coast.

Place is given to this remote observation, confirmed as it is by

Mr. Sarlabous.

The Juragua Hills, so-called, are the culmination of the

middle ranges of foot-hills of the Sierra, about half way be-

tween the bays of Santiago and Guantanamo. or. more closely

defined, between the mountain streams, the Carpintero (Jura-

guacito) and the Daiquri.
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Along with a study of some very remarkable deposits of a

rric oxide, in course of development by the Juragua
Iron Co. (Lim.), for consumption in Pennsylvania, these hills

came under my observation in the months of June and July last.

As here distinguished, they consist of two parallel ranges of

foot-hills distinct from the immediate south flank of the Sierra

Maestra. The first or upper range reaches an elevation of

about 2000 feet; the second or lower, of about 1100 feet.

Both ramies are the topographical result of the erosion of the

south slope of the Sierra Maestra, within the compass of the

dioryte mantle down to the underlying syenyte, and in the

case of the lower range, well into the syenyte. The syenyte

base of the upper range is occupied by the bed of the Carpin-

tero, and that of the lower range by the Juragua and its cast

fork—the Benevolencia.

The lower contact of the dioryte mantle with the syenyte

base of the Sierra (according, first, to unequal elevation and,

line. This contact corresponds, as I believe, to parts of a

former coast line, as shown by traces of ancient corallines.

These traces are as follows:

1. Isolated bodies of marble without stratification, but with

marked prismatic cleavage. These invariably occupy the ele-

vate. 1 parts of the contact.

2. Isolated bosses and other bodies of specular and amor-

phous ferric oxide, only partially dehydrated, winch I take to

be replacements of ancient corallines. These occupy the lower

parts of the contact.

Referring both occurrences ' :tiona to the

coast, they seem to be relics of bodies of coral lock and ol coral

reel reposing on the syenyte. These masses became implicated

in the igneous overflow, one or more than one, from the north.

This is shown by the approximately east and west direction of

the longer axes of them all. The upper ones, or those now
occurring as marble, were probably of the nature of emerged

: the nature of

"llo,>d. These are

ViHl e the bodies of

ar to be farther

found directly back of the lower

seen to have been not altogether the result ol its (low, slacken-

ing ;ss may be supposed inversely to its mass, but U> •

promoted by the extinguishing e fleet of the sea. The sea

seems also to have brought the flow to a stop.

No traces of ancient coral reefs have been observed between
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the contact, within the area of the still lower syenyte foot-hills,

and the emerged corallines of the present coast margin. Yet
such corallines may have once existed, and since disappeared

by subaerial erosion.

ISor is proof afforded of any former extension of the dioryte

mantle below or south of the contact. Diorytic dykes, never-

theless, in great number, penetrate the syenyte on every hand,

their frequency becoming less toward the west, as distance

yond them, west of the Carpintero. but in line with the

second range of foot-hills, or just back of the general course of

the contact, the syenyte hills have been wholly denuded of

dioryte, the hills themselves b f
degraded

of weathering deea\ characteristic ol hign \ crystalline feld-

spathic rocks in lower latitudes. Remnants of detritus, dioryte

and hematite, upon the surface ol these hills, attest the former

extension of at least a thin development of the dioryte mantle.

Unlike the lower syenvte hills of the Juragua group, these hills

have not opposed "to erosive agencies a -reat number of ribs

or d vices of more enduring trappean rock.

trillions within what at the period of their vulcanism was a

submarine svemtic area, below the level of the habitat of coral

life—did not stop short of overflow. That such intrusions may
have been limited in upward range by the submerged surface

of the syenyte seems indeed probable on general grounds.

Hence the erosion of the lower syenyte ranges of hills, three in

number, of the Juragua group, may never have involved the

disappearemse of even a reduced thickness of the dioryte

mantle, as compared with its medium (if not miv

indicated, successive, and in chronological order the later,

uplifts ol the Sierra, in vertical range not less than 500 feet.

These, together with the series of corallines of the second line

of foot-hills, as recognized by the bodies of hematite and mar-

ble, are proofs of a sum of uplifts of not less than 1300 feet.
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ancient corallines, to whi..','] shall" a»a

of uplift

referred to the latest indi

100 feet below the preseiit shore—
2300 feet. From the sy<nyte hills Ilil'l

subaerial erosion intervei

present, coast and the line ! of ancien

).yos Negro, Caridad, La
rly filled up Lacuna of 1

; of Santiago Bay, and a

surface, where freed f

diorytie dykes which

the passage of their hornblende into epidote and chloritic

The dioryte also presents toward its lower margin marl

These will presently be described as subsidiary results ol

process of epigenesis, or course of permutations, by which
calcareous materia! of implicated bodies of corallines has b<

replaced by ferric oxide.

The weathering of the upper parts of the dioryte mantU
less obvious. Yet, like all superficial, masses of anci

(especially eruptive) basic rocks, it stands for a once m
basic aggregate, from which protoxide bases have b<

largely eliminated in the form of sulphates and of alkal

bicarbonates. The epidotic character of much of the dior

where least obviously weathered, is one of the proofs of
instability of the hornblende. Again, regarded as a fe
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spathic aggregate under conditions of extreme exposure to

weathering action, all parts of the dioryte must be assumed to

represent its effect, however unequal, and insusceptible of meas-

urement without the partial preservation of the original type

for comparison. This consideration is one of importance in

the present case, because a large source of ferric oxide must be

looked for to account for its accumulation, under favorable

circumstances of drainage, in the form of the iron-ore bosses

along the lower edge of the dioryte mantle, at its contact with

the underlying syenyte.

Two series of circumstances have determined the loci of

these iron-ore bosses, viz: (1) the loci on the ancient sub-

marine slope of the syenyte on which coral-reef was reared, or

on which coral sediments were piled up by the waves; and

(2) subsequent favorable conditions for the supply of ferric

oxide to replace lime carbonate as fast as it dissolved under

the intermittent action of percolating acidulated waters and of

alkali ne bicarbonates.

1. Proof of the coralline parentage of the iron-ore bosses

is the preservation in nearly all of them of fossil corals, or

at least of casts of coral. Such casts are found toward the

outer parts of ore-bodies, in what may be called their transi-

tion parts. These are in general siliceous from the segregation

Of silicates. While the lime carbonat
"

is replaced by ferric oxide, the cells c

out with segregated matter, more or less chloritic from secon-

dary alteration.

The larger bosses, corresponding to coralline masses, exhibit

a concentric structure characteristic of segregation by foliation

or external deposition. The smaller ones, on the other band,

frequently present the peculiar warped surfaces eh,

of the coral rocks, and such as may be seen on every cliff or

detached mass of coral rock in the terraces along the present

The larger bosses may in a general way be described as len-

ticular bodies, any section of which is approximately elliptical.

The smaller ore-bodies are of irregular shape and' suggest a

,v relation to the larger ones, especially as they are

always found near the larger, and invariably in such r lationfl

as would correspond to the superior surfaces of corallines

referred to their original relations with their Bjrenyte

The position of all the ore-bodies is on the inner or upper

rounded with ilt'eredd ,mi< mc fcs This fact rogt her witl

the circumstance that their longer axes are approximately

parallel to the crest of the Sierra as well as to the present coast,

tends to show the parent corallines to have been involved in
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the igneous flood down the Sierra slope from the overflow of
innumerable dykes. The implication of the corallines in the

flood of eruptive, was probably attended by elevation of
the whole range, including the coast. Subsequent elevations

have raised them higher, and further withdrawn the coast.

Some of the ore-bodies are penetrated by courses of dioryte,

now sometimes represented by chloritic kaolin. These I am
disposed to refer to ramifications of the eruptive material in

the act of overflow and upheaval.

2. The ore-bodies*, whose general position is thus to be
defined, occupy the thinning edge of the dioryte mantle. How
far its reduced thickness is due to erosion, and how far to its

original development, or to the ei re n instances of its flow, is par-
tially indicated by the degree of erosion which the ore-bodies
themselves have 'undergone. All that have been discovered
have been more or less truncated by erosion.

The relation of the marginal region of the dioryte mantle to

the great body of the same basic formation back of it, and to

the underlying syenyte, and the preservation under conditions

tion along this margin. 1Jndergrouud as well as superficial

drainage of both formal ions must have been directly toward this

lor topography was
sculptured. That the present topograph)
subsequent to the formatton of the iron

from the fact of their erosi<>n by tl st i s, which now follow
in part the same marginsil region of decayed and decaying

irosion, or probably a combi-

ned to introduce a series of
• unfavorable in certain eases to the radical alteration

of coralline masses. In such cases the coralline mass occurs in

the form of white marble. In attitude and general, relations

both with the syenyte and dioryte such masses have only cer-

tain features in common with the ore-bosses. They have
already been described as devoid o\ stratification, and as

strongly characterized bv a prismatic cleavage. They all

'>ycupy positions in the duragiia Hills toward the summits of

range, at the base of \

tributed. Under' such circumstance al 1 <\n linage both from
the dioryte and the syen
'hem, and pari passu toward the iron-oi dies. The' encas-
ing dioryl:e exhibits nc » marked phen< lenng.
I he argurnent for the liimited degree oi wea
°y this rock under such conditions, it will be noted, is by
Eduction. Replacemenit of calcareous matter has gone on
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XXVIII, No. 168.--Dec, 1884.
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vn by the prevalence of

arkably pure, but evidently from small

their sides. Garnetiferous aggregates
•iihif proportions of specular and magnetic oxides

of iron are the most common products of metasomatism met
with on the dioryte summits.
The marble ledges have, however, so many relations in com-

mon with the iron-ore bodies, the coralline parentage of which
seems to me demonstrated, that they likewise must be referred

lization is due to igneous contact. Their preservation in the

inet.-iuiorphie state without, metasoinatic liberation, is explained
:ts above by their obvious exclusion from the conditions which
have governed the alteration into ferric oxide of other coral-

ines. whose more favorable environment with reference to

such an alteration, I now proceed to describe.
Toward the continuous base of the second range of hills the

iioryte margin, just back of the contact, has passed into miscel-

laneous aggregates of n chloritic type. Such are the rocks

ind bleached. In color they are of various light shades of green.

'i. wav lo darker complexions o\' red and brow;:.

of the alteration under
local circumstances of basic material originally coi

notable proportion of this oxide.

The svenvte conspicuous! v outcrops in contact with ore-bod-

ies only "in a single instance. ' This is the south ore-body of East

Mine Hill. Here one side and both ends of the ore-boss abut

upon the syenyte, which thus forms a cul-de-sac. The contact

upon the. exposed side is occupied by two courses of rotten,

aluminous and bleached chlorite in a 'kaol'mized state. These

are succeeded by a plate of amorphous siliceous and highly fer-

riferous material. 3 feet in thickness, within the compass of the

ore-body and forming its outer wall. Irregular courses of chlo-

ritic and distinctly aluminous material correspond to outer

shell-like divisions of the ore-body, due, as I suppose, to the

exfoliation of siliceous (insoluble) matter in the process of

molecular rearrangement of the mass in the process of segre-

gation and concentration of ferric oxide, attending its replace-

ment of lime carbonate. A part of the siliceous m
exfoliated probably represents detrital contents o.

masses; another part the alteration in situ of rai

or tongues of diorytie eruptive material intruded into frac-
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tures of the original coralline mass when overwhelmed and
lifted.

Courses of chloritic material of the above description encase

the lower ends, at least, of all the ore-bosses wherever terminal

pints have been uncovered by excavations. These conform to

the general lenticular outline already referred to, and hence
are to be referred, as above, to exfoliated insoluble residuums.

within the compass of the ore-bodies. The decomposition of

dyke-like ramifications in situ is seen to result in a product
ii-hable from the resnluums instanced from diorvtic

dioryte from winch it was mainly derived.

ends of the ore-bodies have thus far Ween exposed by excava-
tions at the base of the hills, and just back of the contact,

where, in the course of its convolutions, this conforms to the

pairte of ore.bodies. The co ncentric structure :, Of Vdiich they
! the outer manifestation, prevails as far as c;

i interior of the less eroded ore-bosses where pen-etrated by
dri fts. Hei ice a divisional that of an

on, and <easily mistaken f(>r bedding. The shell- like divis-

ion s, elsewh ere described as transition parts of ore-!)osses, give
v inside divisionally an-iin-cd

instanced. The conditions of the central a.ml n, ;tlier parts

Ti, e center of the south ore-l kiss of East Mine [hi; appears to

be there pre-

In<> 1 Hi-., ctr ore-bodies prosemt all the numero US p'ii\'sical types
of m froi

dis

' •'
1 from ar

of a chlon tic mid emdotrfty^andthus
8

!
;;;;:;: i'"''^ "jj*

dii:iV'ring in this respect from Hiironian specula ra wrfa ,»se earthy

i decidedly acid from se^icritioiis of quartz or
fro J n intercalations of jasper. As returned by n -
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proximate analyses from commercial samplings, exclusive of

my own, moisture, in part hydroscopic, is constantly present

in percentages of 0'24 to 0*81 ; silica and insoluble 5 to 10.V:

phosphorus 0-009 to 0-065; sulphur 0-045 to 0"248 ; and iron

61 to 68£.

It is needless here to follow out what may be termed the

circular processes of the epigenesis of ferric oxide from basic

rocks through the mediation of meteoric waters charged with

organic, suh ;<• acids, and of its preservation

under favorable conditions. The replacement of soluble lime

carbonate by comparatively insoluble ferric hydrate in the act

of peroxidation from ferrous carbonate and to >m ferrous sul-

' phate, and its concentration under favorable conditions by segre-

gation or as a sediment as the case may be, are common and

well known phenomena.
The Clinton so-called fossil-ores of the Upper Silurian anas

of the United States afford a familiar example of the replacement

of limestone by ferric oxide. The Archean specular ores of the

James River of Virginia are an example of the segregation of

ferric oxide from metamorphic schists in situ. Eruptive por-

phyries of Leadyille, Colorado, have given origin to similar

segregations. The gossans of almost eyery mineral vein fur-

ther illustrate the familiar phenomena of 'epigenesis of ferric

oxide. The Cuban iron-ores^ above described.' differ from the

Archean schistose deposits oi Michigan and Wisconsin, and

from the bedded parts of the deposits of Pilot Knob and Iron

Mountain of Missouri, in the following particulars: (1) They
have had their immediate source in 'eruptive rocks rich in

protoxide bases instead of metamorphic* rocks comparatively

poor in proto-silicates. (2) Their ferric oxide 1 as been concen-

trated without ever reaching hydrographieal channels of

drainage, and therefore preserved' almost in situ without the

mediation of basins. (3) The basic character of their siliceous

impurities, occurring as residuums, characterizes them still

further from both classes of Archean ores, especially from the

schistose, whose accessory admixtures are not only acid but of

the nature of segregations, intercalations and mechanical sedi-

ments. These in point of sizable development and, cursorily

regarded, in general lithological appearance are, however, their

nearest familiar analogue.

Besides the iron-ore bodies above described as /•

another class of deposits of ferric oxide remains to be

described. These may be distinguished as cor*

These are partially altered diorvtic masses characterized by a

notable but unequal concentration of ferric oxide in situ. Tbi e

outcropping portions of such masses are often no less rich

in specular oxide than the ferric replacements of coralline,
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"om which, however, they are readily distinguished by their

f their metasomatic association with unaltered or incompletely
itered dioryte.

What has determined the localization of such deposits within
le dioryte mantle has not been made Hear. Certain indicated

pon this question. ( L) 1 deposits, as far

? recognized, is near the contact, but not uniformly immedi-
:ely back of it. as in the case of the ore-bodies of coralline

ay be suspected from the fact that an occurrence of this

eveloped lenticular mini] <>re-h.>dy ,,[" Wmst Mine Kill: while
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dykes, the identity of some of which seems to have been pre-

served within the compass of their general overflow, or, as

above distinguished, the dioryte mantle. The concentration

of ferric and magnetic oxides upon such surfaces, presents

outliers popularly regarded as outcrops of ore-bodies of great

richness. A few blasts are generally sufficient to prove their

sup*, rfieial character. Cupreous stains of green carbonate from

the epigenesis of a sulphide of copper, are found within the

ore-bosses of coralline origin as well as in the interior of

ferriferous parts of the dioryte.

The copper deposits of the Sierra de Col. re west of the Bay

onl\ is the- oveiih.v <e U \\ui uat ; mm th< abandoned mines

a present source of cement-copper, but exfoliations more or

less cupreous are observed on all weathered surfaces of wall

-

rock left standing bv the old English companies. Even
individual ~i\ i ts of diorvt. detritus in the old burrows

have become completely coated with exfoliated mineral matter.

Ferric, as well as miscellaneous cupreous products thus occur,

along with a variety of silicates and other insoluble com-

pounds. Even the old slags show zeolitic and other dru-\

ering, or m< gone on to a

remarkable decree throughout the whole region above briefly

described. Permutations of this kind tend to produce from the

blinu in lithoiouical character metumorphie chloritic, garnetif-

erous and ferriferous schists. The basic character of "the pre-
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Lividuality of some of which has been preserved within
npass of their collective overflow. So considered, they
e taken as a special metasomatic transformation, gov-
by obscure local conditions, of certain dykes belonging
same series as cliioririe. epidoticand ferriferous outcrops,

1 as distinct diorytic courses, readily differentiated as

within the more porphyritic mantle. The latter, it

reived, represent, under limited dynamical conditions

:e their extreme density of grain amounting in places to

aphanitio aggregation), the least advanced state of

ring of the original eruptive. Among the numerous
morphic relations of garnets, may be recognized some

a cen massive garnci

also been wholly or in part by

>eems almost

standards for
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Art. Jj.—A New Tantalite Locality ; by Charles A.
Schaeffer, Cornell University.

Among some specimens of the minerals found at the Etta tin

mine, Dakotah, and recently come into my possession, a number
:>f pieces, which on first glance were supposed to be cassiterite.

nroved to be tantalite. Professor I'dakc in speaking of the ore

from the same locality (this Journal, III, xxvi, 235) says, "a
'ew crystals of a black mineral believed to be wolframite have
been seen in the mixtures of spodumene and feldspar." A

Ending no wolframite but a considerable quantity of the tan-

talite. The probability is that tantalite is the mineral to

which Professor Blake referred. An analysis of the tantalite

rave the following results.

Tantalie oxide....
Stannic oxide ... 0-39

...12-13

09-86

This :shows a much simpler compositioi l than either the tan-

tali to !'o mid in small quantities in Alabama and analyzed by

the late ! J. Lawrence Smith, which co.

and ox ides of zinc and copper, or the mineral from North

Carolin: i. analyzed by Dr. Koenie', which -L'ont. lined a considera-

bleqmu
The

|

itity of magnesia.*
.ortion analyzed consisted of frairments. taken from a

ized iron.
'

Its sp. Jr?was 7-72. The "determination of

the sp. :jr. of three small specimens, tak en from a sample of

:in, which were water-worn and e:eternally brown, gave
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The writer ha<l tin' opportunity the past, season to make a

hurried reconnoissance of a portion of the Paleozoic area of

Central Texas: the chief object in view being the study of the

Cambrian section and the collecting of fossils from the Texas

At all localities where the base of the Potsdam was observed,

allv the equivalent ot Powell's Grand Canon series (Grand
Canon and Chuar groups).* In the Grand Canon of the Colo-
rado the latter are overlaid by the Tonto group, a series of

rocks, in both lithologic and paleont.olo-.-ic characters, simru-

larlv like the Texas Potsdam group.
For this series of Pre-Potsdam strata the local name of Llano

group is proposed from the best exposures of the group occur-

Mason. San Saba! Blanc.', and Gillespie counties.'

The finest exposure seen bv the writer, in direct contact

with the base of the Texas Potsdam <m,up. is alomj the west-

ern base of Paeksaddh- mountain, in Llano eountv.' Here the

rated but little m
and Carboniferou
groups unaffected
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erosion of the Llano group and before the deposition of the

Potsdam. It is to this age that the great masses of granite

observed in western Burnet and all through Llano county

belong. At the crossing of the Llano river, on the road from

Burnet to Honey Creek Cove, fragments of the shales and
sandstones of the Llano group may be seen imbedded in the

granite, and on Morgan 'a creek, Burnet Co., the Potsdam rests

directly on the granite.*

The thickness of the Llano group was not determined owing
to lack of time to study it in detail. In Honey Creek valley,

from two to three thousand feet of shales, sandstone ami lime-

stones were observed, and northwest of the town of Llano a

great mass of reddish sandstone occurs.

On Koessler's map of Llano county,f all of the Llano group is

been considered as Archean. The writer did "not observe any
rocks of undoubted Archean age. No fossils were found in

the Llano group, but, from its lithologic character and position

in relation to the overlying Potsdam, L refer the group to the

Paleozoic, and correlate it' with the Grand Canon groups which
are of Paleozoic age and referred to the Lower Cambrian.:}:
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its sandstones and limestones in order to study the fauna more
thoroughly and to illustrate Dr. Shumard's species. A section

was also found on the west side of Honey Creek valley that

shows the contact with the Llano group below, the passage

into the Silurian above, and the thickness of the Silurian up to

the base of the Carboniferous.

The section gives 245 feet of sandstone and 625 feet of lime-

stone ; all marked by the presence of an abundant Upper Cam-
brian (Potsdam) fauna ; Lingulepis, Orthis, Agnostus, Ptycho-

paria and Dicellocephalus.

The upper beds of the Potsdam become compact, hard and

have a little included cherty matter. The fauna terminates

here as far as observed and it is not until over one thousand

feet of limestone are passed through, that recognized fossils

again occur. The fauna is then of the type of that of the

Caleii'erous group. A number of fine specimens were collected

of the genera Ophileta, Strapurollus, Murchisonia, Orthoceras

and Bathyurus.
A massive bed of limestone, sixty feet thick, rests on the

Silurian beds, 1145 feet above the upper beds, carrying PoNdam
fossils, and directly above it limestones of a slightly dill'erent

character carry common Carboniferous fossils, viz: Pmdnctns

senn'rcticulatus", l\ Xchraseensh, P. PmUeniun>i«, S(rcp(or/tf/ lt d>'is

crenistria and Bellerophon sp. ?

A vertical fault, parallel with the strike of the strata, breaks

the continuity of the section about 300 feet above the summit

of the Silurian, and the study of the Carboniferous was not

taken up in detail.

On the Colorado river, in Sat Saba iBounty, a collecth ra of

Cepin lopod shells, of the gentM-a Com iatites,' Nautilus and

Orthc he Carlwniferous, and or i the

San Saba river a quantity of cor : collected.

Th e results obtained r,re: ad ditional data on the Pot>idam

n and fauna: the Si luriati section iind fauna : Carbo. lifer-

ous fauna ; the geologic r i of wha,t has long been kt

Archean area and which referred to the i0am-
brian

, and the determinat ion oft he age of the granite of Bi ;niet
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IK a paper on this subject in the June number of this

Journal Mr. G. K. Gilbert has investigated the combined effect

of the earth's rotation and the centrifugal force in causing a

difference in the velocity at the right and the left banks of

rivers, and has shown that where a river flows in a curve the

line of maximum velocity is shifted toward the right bank by
the combined action of the deflecting force due to the earth's

rotation and the centrifugal force developed in moving along a

curve. Mr. Gilbert comes to the conclusion that the earth's

rotation is effective in causing the erosion of the right bank,

only in connection with and as an adjunct to the •

force—or that the earth's rotation has no effect in shifting the

courses of straight streams.

No other conclusion seems possible when only the extremely
small difference in the velocity at the right and left banks Hue
to the earth's rotation is taken into account for the small excess

of erosive power at the right bank would, as has been re-

marked by others, be entirely neutralized if the right were
only a very little higher than the left bank.

I shall examine the effect of the difference of the surface and

bottom velocities of streams, in connection with the earth's

rotation, and shall try to show that this difference accounts for

the erosion of the right bank and deposition at the left in

straight channels. In what follows, the northern hemisphere
is always referred to.

If the whole water at any cross-section of a stream moved
with the same velocity, every particle would be acted on by
gravitation, and by the deflecting force. These forces would

be equal for every particle and their resultant would be inclined

to the vertical at an angle whose tangent is the deflecting force

divided by the force of gravitation, and a line drawn on the sur-

face of the stream from right to left would be inclined t<> the

horizontal at an equal angle, and no motion of the particles of

water among themselves would be caused by the earth's rotation.

The case is different in actual streams, where the velocity at

the surface is greater than at the bottom. In order to simplify

the investigation when this difference is considered, suppose the

channel to be straight, of uniform cross-section, and the bottom

flat. Also let the retarding effect of friction at the sides be

omitted, taking into account only that caused !>v friction at the

bottom.

Let v be the velocity of any particle in the stream ; let v
,
be

the velocity of any particle at the surface ; let y
a
be the velocity
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of any particle at the bottom ; let F be the deflecting force due

to the earth's rotation on a particle whose velocity is v. Then
¥=2nv sin X where n is the angular velocity of the earth, and

/ the latitude. Let F, be the deflecting force on a particle at

the surface; let F, be the deflecting force on a particle at the

bottom ; d the angle of inclination to the horizon of a line

drawn on the surface across the stream ;
w the weight of an

As in the stream now under consideration the surface veloc-

ity is greatest, 6 will evidently be less than if the whole stream

moved together with the velocity vv i. e., less than tan"1 —•

Also, 6 will be greater than tan"1 -2.

It seems probable that 6 will not differ much from the angle

whose tan = the sum of the deflecting forces acting on a thin

slice between two cross-sections near together divided by the

weight of the slice.

It is not necessary that 6 should be accurately determined,

as the following reasoning requires only that its tangent should

be between the two values above mentioned. Suppose, there-

fore, flsstan-1—!—
-, v

u
being some velocity between v

t
and

v„ probably not differing much from the mean velocity of the

Suppose a cube of water in any part of the stream whose

sides ;uv j, >/. :;: x beinu' measured along the stream, y across it,

both horizontal lv. und\: vertically. The surface of the water

stands higl
:lbove the

left, by the length tan 6y. Therefore the hydrostatic pressure

is greater on the right face by the quantity iv tan d xyz, or

tan 6 W, W being the weight of the cube. Expressing tan

in terms of the deflecting force and gravitation, the excess of

hydrostatic pressure on the right face = ^ • This

pressure tends to move the cube from right to left across the

stream in opposition to the deflecting force, and the resultant

of the two forces is their difference, or («,— v), v

being the velocity of the cube down the stream.

If v
a is greater than v, as is the cas<- if the cube is at the bot-

tom, the resultant force is from right to left, and the water near

the bottom will be urged across the stream in that

If v
t is less than v, as is the case near the surface, the water

must be urged from left to right.
. .

Iu actual streams where the friction at the sides diminishes
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velocity and the angle 6 varies at every point along a line

,\vn across the stream. Suppose the water to be divided

d a number of small vertical columns, then the above rea-

ing applies to each column and the forces acting on each

1 be similar in direction though differing in intensity, and

re will be a transverse motion of the water, the surface and
tions. and nee

the left. The resultant transverse force is greatest at the bot-

tom and surface, ami diminishes to nothing at the layer whose
velocity is v .

The transverse motion must be extremely slow, and will be

combined with that down the stream, so that the actual motion
will be inclined at a very small angle to the direction of the

channel. It is clear that a very slow motion of the bottom
layer from right to left must cause transfer to the left side of

the river bed of sand, gravel and mud, moved along by the

current. The effect of this is to make the left shore "more
shelving, and the right steeper, and to place the deepest part

of the stream near the right bank, thereby increasing the

velocity, and consequently the erosion. The left shore being

more shelving, will he more favorable to the resting of sedi-

ment during ilouds. The deposition at the lefl hank explains

how it is that a stream can cut away a high terrace on one
side, the low-lying shore on the other being added to instead

of being removed.
The expression for the resultant transverse force on a par-

ticle at the bottom, -— b
- — -, v being the velocity at

the bottom, may be used to give a rough approximation to the

force urging the bottom layer to k, Suppose
{v

B
— v) = two feet per second, the latitude 45°. The expres-

sion becomes
W X 2 x 0-0000729 X Q-707

X

2 W
_ }

32-2 ~ 15^280
neary

'

which is equivalent to a fall of a little less than half an inch in
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III. The Existing Problem.

The history of the various modifications and additions
which have been made to the primitive conception of the
nature of affinity, when briefly summarized, appears to be this.

Hippocrates held that union is caused by a kinship, either
secret or apparent, between different substances. Boerhaave
believed affinity to be a force which unites unlike substances.
Bergman and Geoffrey taught that union is caused by a selec-

tive attraction, and therefore they called it "elective affinity."

Wenzel and his successors showed that affinity is definite in

action and amount. It has limits, or proceeds per saltum.

Berthollet contended that affinity is not definite; he proves
that it is often controlled by the nature and the masses of the

reacting bodies. Dalton, Berzelius, Wollaston and others, held
on the contrary this force to be definite and to act per saltum.
It is a power which emanates from the atom. Davy, Ampere
and Berzelius believed affinity to be a consequence of electrical

action. Avogadro, in one wav, ami Urn, lie in another, show
us affinity exerted by molecules as well as atoms : it is a

force which binds together not only particles of the same sub-
stance but also of heterogeneous substances.

From the fact of the actual existence of radicals and from
the phenomena of substitution was developed the notion of

position, and that therefore affinity varied with the structure
of the body as well as with its composition. The difference

between the number of atoms which are equal to hydrogen in

replacing power has led to the doctrine of valence, which, if

it has any influence on theories of affinity, snows that this

property o'f matter has two distinct concepts ; one its power of

attracting a nxmber of atoms, the other its power of doing work
or evolving energy. These two attributes seem to be in no
way related to each other.

Mendelejeff and Lothar Meyer have shown by the facts

which are grouped under the title "periodic law" that the

properties of elements seem to be repeating functions of the

that same property which is also shown by the dilierential

action of gravitation on the absolute chemical unit of matter.

Finally, Williamson, Kekule and Michaelis have suggested
that combination is brought about and maintained by incessant

* Address before Section "C" of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, Philadelphia, 1884.
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atomic interchange; hence that affinity is fundamentally due
to some form of vibration.

We see that the primitive notions of affinity have undergone

extensive modifications. The idea which seemed so simple

and natural a one to Bippooratea has grown successively more

complex and less sharply defined
;
for while it presented itself

to him as a single cause depending on kinship or occult resem-

blance we now find it blanching out into a many stemmed
structure inextricably entangled with other physical forces and

having its roots deep down in the regions of the mysterious and

the unknown. When we look for an advance in precision of

ideas, for a logical development of a satisfactory theory, or for

generalizations which shall help us better to classify chemical

phenomena in terms of force and energy, we are compelled to

admit that the years have not brought the theory of affinity to

a state of active growth ; rather it is like that strange counter-

part of a living tree, the branching coral, whose many busy

workers do indeed each for themselves add their mites to the

accretions of past, generations, but who have failed with all

their toil to infuse that mysterious principle which would make
of their labors a living organism ruled bv an internal law of

growth.
Affinity, under its own name, is no longer presented in

the number and arrangement of atoms in a molecule; but they

have not, until quite recently, made systematic attempts to

I believe the answer can be found mainly in two reasons.

First, the word affinity is in bad odor; it dates back to the time

when men mistook wild guesses for ascertained facts; when
they knew not the distinction between physics and metaphysics,

and when a plausible but flexible occult cause was a more wel-

come guest to a philosopher's brain than a stiff hard-headed fact.

We see how enormously complicated the phenomena of chemi-

cal action have becomeand we have lost all faith in hypotheses

which can be evolved by the mere force of metaphysical intro-

spection. Therefore we are afraid to retain a name which once

belonged to an idea now long buried in the limbo where so

much scholastic rubbish has been consigned, and hence all

the facts belonging to affinity are given under separate heads

and thus they lose the great advantage of being bound together

under one title.

Secondly, there is a more important reason arising from

what has hitherto been the traditional scope of our science.
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Natural Philosophy early sought the aid of Mathematics, and
so laid the foundation for the comprehensive physics of to-day.

Astromony has always dealt with numbers, and hence stands
as the best type of an exact science. Mechanics, in its analyti-

cal form, is little else than a material embodiment of algebra
and geometry. Chemistry alone of the physical sciences has
offered no foothold to mathematics, and yet all her transforma-
tions are governed by the numbers which . we call atomic
weights What is it which causes chemistry, so preeminently
the analytic science of material things, to be the only one of
her group which does not invite the aid of mathematics, the

lytic science of immaterial things? It is because
three fundamental conceptions underlie physics while only two
serve the needs of the chemist.

If I may borrow a term so much used just now by geome-
ters, I would say that physics is a science of three dimen-
sions, while chemistry is a science of two dimensions. In the
first, nearly every transformation is followed by its equation
of energy and this involves the concepts space, mass, time;
while in the second, an ordinary chemical equation gives us the
changes of matter in terms of space and mass only, that is to
say, in units of atomic weights ami atomic volume. Think for

a moment what physics would he to-day without those grand
generalizations, Newton's theory of gravitation, Young's undu-
latory theory of light, the dynamic theory of heat, the kinetic

theory of gases, the conservation of energy, and Ohm's law in

electricity. Every one of these, except the last, is a dynamic
hypothesis and involves velocity, that is time, as one of its

parts. In comparison with the above, all ordinary

"»e termed the registration of successive

The analyst pulls to pieces, the synthe-
tic chemist builds up ; each records his work as so many atoms
transferred from one condition to another, and he is satisfied to

exhibit the body produced quietly resting in the bottom of a
beaker, motionless, static The electrolytic cell tells us the
stress of chemism for specified conditions as electromotive force

;

the splendid work done in thermo-chemistry enables us to know
the whole energy involved when A unites with B or when A B
goes through any transformation however intricate, but it does
not inform us of the dynamical equation which accompanies
them, and which should account for the interval between the
static states.

Whenever we look outside of chemistry we find the lines of
the great theories along which progress is making are those of

dynamic hypothesis; if we go to our biological brethren we
see them too moving with the current; the geologist studies up-
heavals, denudation, rate of subsidence, glacial action and all

Am. Joue. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVIII. Xo. 168.—Dec, 1884
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kinds of changes in reference 1

is actively registering the tir

through the rate of nervous transmission, the rate ot muscular

contraction, the duration ol optical and auditory impressions

et cetera; and we cannot ignore the fact that all the great

living theories of the present, contain the time element as an

essential part. Now may it not be that the reason why chemis-

try has evolved no great dynamical theory, that the word affinity

has disappeared from our books, and that we <zo on accumu-

lating facts in all directions but one, and fail to draw any

large generalization which shall include them all, is just because

we have made so little use of the fundamental concept, time.

To expect to draw a theory of chemical phenomena from the

study of electrical decompositions and of thermo-chemical data,

or from even millions of the customary static chemical equa-

tions would be like hoping to learn the 'nature of gravitation by

laboriously weighing every moving object on the earth's surface

and recording the foot-pounds of energy given out when it fell.

The simplest quantitative measure of gravity, is, as every one

knows, to determine it as the acceleration of a velocity; when

we know the value of g we are forever relieved in the problem

of falling bodies from the necessity of weighing heterogeneous

objects at the earth's surface, for thev will all experience the

same acceleration ; may there not be something like this grand

••\ to be discovered for chemical chances also?

The studv of the speed of reactions has but just begun :
it is

a line of work surrounded with unusual difficulties, but I confi-

dently believe it contains a rich store of promise; all other mean-

except this; is it not therefore an encouraging fact that to us,

the chemists of the nineteenth century, is left for exploration

the great fruitful field of the true dynamics of the atom, the

discovery of a time rate for the attractions due to affinity.

THE following facts are believed to justify the heading of tins

paragraph. A specimen (Mus. No. 84) in the National M'r

seum at Rio de Janeiro shows films of gold which are ditlicuit

to account for on any other hypothesis. The specimen was

received some thirty years ago from the Danish Collector

Claussen, with the indication "uold on limonite, Ponte Grande,

Sahara, province of Minas Geraes." The formation at this
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place consists of hydromica schists with granular quartzites

(itaeolumite) and itabirite. The region abounds in old alluvial

washings and rock mines in quartz, itabirite and pyrite, those
in the latter material being the most important. The geolog-
ical formation at the Sahara bridge is identical with thatTof the

country rock of the great pyrite vein at the celebrated mine
of Morro Velho some fifteen miles away.
The specimen in question is about six •ent meters square

and two centimeters thick, and consists of white vein quartz.

A bit of adhering country rosk on one margin shows this to

have been a very quartzose micaceous schist. Juo_
the appearance, the fragment came from one of the ill-defined

and irregular lines of quartz which traverse the rocks of this

region generally coincident with the bedding. The lower side,

which is almost perfectly flat and seems to have rested on a
bed of the country rock, is coated with a thin crust of rusty
brown limonite and presents nothing of interest. The other
side though flattened is more irregular and had evidently
formed one of the walls of a narrow open fissure which had
become lined with a crust of black botryoidal limonite less

than a millimeter in thickness. The greater portion of the

polished surface of this crust is covered with an excessively
thin varnish-like film of an iridescent bronzy color. Similar
crusts, some of them presenting the bronzy film, line the
numerous small cavities of the quartz which appear to have
been left by the decomposition of pyrites. Still a third crust
or tilm of reddish brown earthy limonite forms a V-shaped
streak about five millimeters broad, at one side of the speci-

men. This film, though very thin, is of appreciable thickness
and rests on the polished surface of the black limonite, from
which it may be detached in minute flakes by a very slight

pressure with a metal point. On various parts of the specimen,
but particularly along the whole length of the V-shaped streak,

are minute detached films of gold, the largest of which cover
a surface equal to about a square millimeter. These gold
films adapt themselves perfectly to all the irregularities of the

surface of the limonite, and under the microscope
are seen to be uniform (not composed of distinct grains joined

and to present a surface like frosted metal work.
The character of the surface is precisely like that of the limo-
nite crust of the V-shaped streak, which", unlike that of the black
limonite and of the iridescent film, is not polished. Similar
"1ms (as regards adaptation to ii •<.* limonite
and character of surface) were obtained by allowing a drop of

mercurial ointment to dry on the surface of the specimen.
We have here, therefore, gold resting on the surface of a

secondary mineral (limonite), and in such conditions that it
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may be compared to films of limonite deposited from an

aqueous solution, or of mercury deposited from suspension in

fatty matter. It seems impossible to regard these gold films as

transported granules simply lodged against the surface. Their

perfect adaptation to the surface on which they rest, their

almost inappreciable thickness and their uniformity of struc-

ture and of surface, whether large or small, are against this

view. In order to judge of the probability of this hypothesis

I made the following experiment to determine the state in

which fine gold occurs in the rocks of the region. A fragment

of arsenopyrite assaying about five ounces to the ton, com-

ing from about 500 meters below the surface in the Morro
Velho mine, was dissolved in acid. The exceedingly minute

specks of gold obtained in the residue are distinctly granular

and crystalline. The smallest, an octahedral crystal, measures
0-075 millimeters, while the largest, an irregular group of crys-

tals, is 0-375 millimeters long. The fine gold of Sao Goncalo

described in the following article, is of the same character.

Such grains could not possibly be lodged against the surface so

as to produce films of the appearance of those here described.

The V-shaped streak of earthy limonite shows some pecu-

liarities that seem to throw light on the process of introduction

of the gold. Its outer margin is distinctly thickened, showing

that the iron-bearing solution stood for some time upon it with

a tendency to flow onward, causing a piling up of the liquid at

the margin and a consequent thickening of the matter de-

posited from it. As before remarked, the gold is more abund-

ant on this streak than elsewhere on the specimen, and more

abundant on the outer than on the inner half of it, as would

naturally occur if it had been deposited from a solution which

had been for some reason, dammed back, so as to remain for

some time on the place of the streak while it slowly evaporated,

as the iron deposit proves to have actually occurred. On

removing a little of the iron crust similar films of gold are

seen resting on the botryoidal surface underneath the streak.

These had evidently been formed before the accumulation of

liquid from which the streak was deposited. Some of the

gold films outside of the limits of the streak were also most

probably deposited at the same time and in the same manner.

Of these the greater number occur in a considerable patch,

slightly discolored with iron, just below the angle of the V, as

if the liquid which deposited gold on the streak had flowed

over at this point, that of greatest accumulation, on the adjoin-

ing surface, carrying a little iron with it

The facts above noted appear to be susceptible of the follow-

ing interpretation as regards the course of events in the history

of this specimen. In a narrow open slit of a quartz vein con-
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taining pyrites, a crust of botryoidal limonite was deposited
lining the walls of the cavity. After its formation this crust

became moistened with an iron and gold-bearing solution which
deposited the extremely thin film of iridescent limonite (?) and
scattered films of gold. Afterward a more abundant supply
of liquid gathered and rested for some time, or until it evap-
orated, in a long, narrow V-shaped band, being prevented from
flowing on and spreading evenly over the whole surface by
projections of the opposite walls of the slit, or more probably
by adhesion to the surface of the limonite ; as the liquid slowly
evaporated it deposited first its iron, thickest at the margin
where adhesion would cause a piling up of the liquid, and
afterward its gold, which, instead of spreading evenly over
the surface, gathered in certain points by a concretionary action.

During the deposition of the iron the upper portion of the
liquid, becoming lighter than the lower, flowed over at the

lowest point where the accumulation was greatest and, carry-

ing with it gold and a relatively small proportion of iron, pro-

duced the thinner film of iron with gold below the angle of

the V.

2. Gold in Gneiss.

Gold, almost universally worked from veins or from debris

derived from them, is supposed to have come in some way
from the adjoining rocks (Dana's Mineralogy, 5th ed., p. 6),

but thus far no case of its occurrence in workable quantities

throughout the mass of such rocks seems to have been recorded.

Museum specimens of country rock charged with gold are

comparatively common but in such cases the deposition of the

precious metal in the rock is clearly connected with the filling

of the adjacent vein. The gold-bearing itabirites of Brazil

come nearer to a case of the distribution of gold throughout a

rock independent of well-defined veins, but even here the

irregular pockets of friable iron ore (jacutinga) and lithomarge,
in which the gold is found so abundantly, partake somewhat
of the nature of veins. The district of Campanha and Sao
Goncalo in southern Minas Geraes, however, afford an example
of extensive mining operations in decomposed gneiss in which
the almost complete absence of veins and of the other usual

concomitants of gold is remarkable.
This district lies some fifty or sixty miles to the southwest

of Sao Joao D'el Rei which may be taken as about the

southern limit of the rich belt of auriferous slates, quartzites

and itabirites which constitutes the best known and most
famous mining region of Brazil. In approaching the region

from the sea coast one crosses the high, gneiss ridge of the

Serra da Mantiqueira and then traverses for a distance of fifty
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miles or more a high mountainous plateau composed, for the
most part, of rounded hills and knobs of profoundly decom-
posed gneiss. Above these rise several hills and ridges of
compact gneiss and at least one ridge of granular quartzite,
the Serra de Sao Thome' das Lettras, mentioned in the preced-
ing article on itacolumite. The quartzite, however, constitutes
only a subordinate feature in this region which may be de-

scribed as almost wholly gneissic ; and the accompanying
auriferous schists, which characterize the typical gold-mining
region of Minas, have not been noticed in this part of the
province, though it is probable that they occur. The limits of
this mining district have not been traced. Old workings may
be seen over a very considerable area all the way from the
Eio Verde to the Sapucahy, a distance of twenty live to thirty

miles. The most important centers of the mining operations
were, however, the city of Campanha and the village of Sao
Goncalo, at and between which the following observations were
made. Mining has been carried on in this district to a greater
or less extent down to the present day, but the most extensive
operations seem to have been at about the beginning of the
present century. Spix and von Martins, who passed through
Campanha in 1818, speak of it as, at that time, a prosperous
mining town, th.' mines having been opened a few years before,
whdc Sao Gonraio was already on the decline.
The road from Campanha 'to Sao Goncalo, twelve to fifteen

miles long, passes through a region of rounded gneiss hills, so

profoundly decomposed that rock is only seen in the beds of

the streams and, in a few cases, in the bottom of the old mines.
To the eastward there is a high rocky gneiss ridge, known as

the Serra das Aguas Virtuosas, from mineral springs at its base,

which rises some two or three hundred meters above the gen-
eral level. To the westward a similar parallel ridce. called the

Serra de Sao Jose
-

, extends from Sao Goncalo about half way to

Campanha. These two ridges have a northeast-southwest trend

corresponding with the general strike of the rocks of the region.

Among the foot-hills of the latter ridge and along a line ex-

tending from its extremity to Campanha there is an almost
continuous string of old washing often covering several acres

and cutting deeply into the hillsides, as extensive as can be
found any where in Minas. The feature that particularly

strikes the observer accustomed to the deep and narrow opeu
workings, suggestive of railroad cuttings, of central and
northern Minas where decomposed vein stuff or thin interca-

lated beds have been followed, is the great superficial area and
nearly uniform depth of the greater pa°t of these old washings.

They are suggestive of placers, but on entering them one is

surprised not to find gravel heaps and only a 'comparatively
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thin mantle of transported clays at the top, the greater part of
the walls and all the bottom being of decomposed gneiss which
is evidently in situ. The comparative rarity and insignificance

of the quartz veins is equally surprising. ;u; I when they occur
there is no evidence of their having been followed in prefer-

ence to the enclosing rocks which have been worked away in

mass. Indeed the veins are said to be generally barren, though
that this is not always the case is proven by one of the mines
at Sao Gonealo where a little work has been recently carried

on along a face twenty feet or more in width traversed by a
small vein which affords a richer streak. Some of the hills, as

that of the Oata Funda at Sao Gonealo, have been worked in

ledges or terraces, successive coats of a thickness of a few meters

j been more or less completely stripped i

peel an onion. In this manner nearly the whole of one side

of an elongated ridge a quarter of a mile or more in length
had been stripped from base to summit over a width of a few
hundred meters. This mode of working is of itself sufficient

to prove that the gold was found in workable quantities very
generally distributed throughout the mass of decomposed
gneiss. This same conclusion is presented in an unpublished
report to the Brazilian government by the late Prof. Hartt, who
visited Sao Gonealo in 1875. Tests made on the clays result-

ing from decomposition at numerous points selected at random,
and on masses of half decomposed gneiss still retaining their

form which had been thrown out of a pit, all showed traces of

At Sao Gonealo and Camp;uihn the rock is completely de-

composed, and it is only by an examination of the clay banks
that its original character can he determined. At Santa Luzia,

however, about midway between the two places, one of the old

workings has uncovered a considerable surface of solid rock
in which work was being carried on at the time of my visit.

This mine, called Andaime (scaffold), is dtnated on the top of a
hill in which, for some reason, decomposition does not seem to

have been so profound as in the other hills of the neighbor-
hood. The older workings show the same characters as those

above described : but at present only richer streaks are being

followed in the exposed gneiss which, though still retaining its

form and stratification, has been sullicientlv softened by decom-
position to admit of its being easily reduced to a paste with
water by the use of crowbars and hoes. The rock is a blackish

highly micaceous schistose gneiss, with many thin seams of

'i'iarr.:ius. which in places increase to beds of about a meter in

thickness. The strata are much contorted, but the general

strike seems to be about due east, with a dip of 30° to the

south. A small vein of pegmatite traverses the beds. Mining
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is at present confined to one of the thicker beds of quartzite

which is considered the richest, but very good tests were ob-

tained from the black gneiss and also from loose masses of

reddish half-decomposed rock much more feldspathic than

that in contact with the quartzite bed. Considerable iron sand

was obtained in all these tests.

The washings at Sao Goncalo lie on both sides of a small

stream that flows near the base of the Serra de Sao Jose" and

parallel with it. On the town side a broad belt over a mile

long has been almost continuously washed, and it is said that

other washings make with these an almost uninterrupted belt

of washed ground as far as the mouth of the stream in the

Sapucahy, a distance of about three miles. The washings on

the other side of the stream are less extensive, but there is the

same tendency to a linear arrangement parallel to the stream

and to the Serra, and in the direction of the strike of the rocks.

It thus appears that a heavy bed or set of beds is auriferous

throughout a thickness of some hundreds of meters and for a

distance of several miles along the strike. Although the de-

composed material has been very generally washed, traditions

speak of richer streaks, and there is some reason for supposing,

from the few experiments made, that the more quartzose and

ferriferous portions are richer than the generality of the mass.

The proportion of gold shown by a single panfull of dirt is

very small and the average richness must be very low. I was

informed that some recent tests on a measured quantity of dirt

gave about fifteen cents of gold per cubic meter.

Owing to the extensive decomposition, there is considerable

difficulty in obtaining unaltered specimens of the rock in con-

tact with the auriferous dirt. The only good exposure seen

was in the bed of a small stream just below Sao Goncalo and

near one of the old mines. A panfull of dirt taken a couple of

feet above the undecomposed rock gave a color of gold, so

that the specimens obtained may fairly be assumed to be

auriferous. The rock is here a massive, fine-grained, black and

white gneiss, approaching granite in aspect but with a slight

tendency to a stratified arrangement in the flakes of mica.

The mica is abundant in fair-sized black flakes; the quartz is

in small well-formed crystals and is the least con

-

gredient, while the feldspar, which is the most abundant of all,

is white, a large proportion of it being plagioclase. In the

microscopic sections examined, no magnetite or pyrite was de-

tected, but magnetic sand was always found in the tests made

of the soft material, and one or two very small crystals of pyrite

were found on examining a hand specimen. In view of the

almost constant association of pyrite with the gold of the cen-

tral and northern parts of the province in the auriferous schists,
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quartzites and itabirite series, its rarity here is very noticeable.

The quartz sand obtained by washing the decomposed gneiss,

as well as that from the quartzite bed at Santa Luzia, was in

well formed doubly terminated crystals.

The gold of this region is excessively fine. A number of

specimens from Sao Goncalo and Santa Luzia examined micro-
scopically showed distinct crystalline grains, with sharp, well

defined angles. Nothing of a leafy character or resembling
the flakes on limonite described in the preceding article were
noticed. The grains range in size from 0*05 millimeters for

single crystals up to 04 millimeters for agglomerations of sev-

eral crystals, and present the same characters as those obtained
by dissolving the arsenopyrite of the Morro Velho vein.

As a company has been recently organized to reopen the

Sao Goncalo mines by the hydraulic method it is to be hoped

I

r his interesting region may soon
be obtainable. As already mentioned, a few small gold-bear-

ing quartz veins occur, and in future examinations under more
favorable circumstances it may be possible to determine some-
thing bearing on the question as to whether or not these veins

have been enriched from the adjacent rock.

new borate of lime has recently been determined by J.

Ivans, of the California Academy of Sciences. His analysis

I its formula as follows:

2CaO. 3B,0 3 . 5aq.

It differs from pan
molecules of water
morphological relations. Mr

i containing fiv<

. Evans kindly i

j instead of th

however in

from another

source twenty other crystals.
" They are all small, colorless and

in the main with faces'in good condition. The examination in

the polariscope showed that the crystals were monoclinic. The
plane of the optical axes is normal to the clinopinacoid and
makes an angle of 83° 25' with the chief axis (in front).

With a primitive form having

have determined already the folio
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Pinacoids : ocP 5E . <xP« , OP.

Prisms: aP"3, oeP£, aP2, ocPJH, ocP, ocP2.

Clinodomes : Pa , 2Pa .

Hemidomes: ffP a, 6P 5, 4P «, 2P 5, PSE, -PS.

Hemipyramids: P, 2P, -P, -3P, -^T, 2P2, 3P|, 4P2, IP*, 2F2, 3P3,

The crystals are all highly complex ; one of them has twenty-four

different forms upon it. At least two distinct types are repre-

sented : one in which the basal pinacoid and the hemidome Poc

are largely developed and the other with basal pinacoid and

most of the hemidomes either absent or very small. The

primitive prism ocP is largely developed upon all and deter-

mines the prevailing columnar habit of the crystals.
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2, Kaolin, from quartzyte.—At the Cheshire sand-works,
of the village, the waters that flow from the quarries, or stai

pools within them, deposit some kaolin over the bottom.
triable rock is well exposed at the quarry two miles south
bluff front, and between its layers here and there occur thin f

of kaolin; the layers of quartzyte are two to four or five ii

thick, and the underlying seam of kaolin usually a twentietl

fiftieth of an inch ; the latter appeared for the most part to

been derived from the overlying <|uarfzyte layer. One laj

quartzyte a foot thick had the kaolin throughout it and

ii;;;!

1

arry in Central Washington, south of Ashley
yte—whieh varied in firmness from the hard-

friable, from no bedding to thin-bedding
: ; . ;

- u' r
-

.

-'
-

:

''.'• d

oas'ionallv this material is so mixed with the
'

.-d', --, • •
. . .

-
- , •

,

'.; i

Km-
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rock in this Journal for 1824 (viii, 17), says of it that "it is

wrought into millstones ofter the manner of the Paris buhrstmie,"

and goes by the name of the Pittsfiekl buhrstow. Feldspar

exists in some of the cavities. Professor E. Hitchcock recog-

nizes tlir feldspathic character of the rock in his Massachusetts

Geological Report of 1842, saying (p. 587), that the buhrst<me is

"a variety of gneiss rock whose feldspar has decomposed and

disappeared, and in which quartz was greatly the predominant

ingredient." The name gneiss given it is not so far out of the

way as might at first seem; for some of the rock contains besides

the' feldspar and quartz a little mica. The hearth-stone quartzyte

quarried imt half a mile southeast of the locality, which :

best of hearth-stones of western New England, contains black

mica in very minute scales disseminated through it, like much of

the qnartzyte elsewhere. Professor Hitchcock mentions another

localitv of it: "four or five miles south of the spot where mill-

;h the rock " may be seen in all stages

°
Professor

S

Hitc

etly

Report, that the

quartzyte formation of Vermont, and (p. 343)

near Bennington, Vt. (where the

of quartzyte), were formerly so

numerous mat -an tne leicispar used in' the pottery-works was

obtained by crushing them and separating from the fragment- the

crystals of "this mineral."

Professor E. Emmons describes the same feldspathic variety of

quartzyte in his New York Report of 1*42 (p. l-
r
>9), sp.

as a rock "in which feldspar exists in small crystals of white or

yellowish-white color; 7 that disappear by decomposition leaving a

porous quartz resembling bnhrstone, and he mentions the town of

Pownal, Vermont, as affording it. abundantly. He also states in

the chapter in hi- American Geology (vol. I, Part ii), on the

Taconic System, that Oak Hill (in northeastern Williamstown
and the adjoining part of the town of Adams), which consists of

quartzyte with some micaceous and gneissoid beds, has a layer of

feldspathic buhrsrone-making quartzyte near its eastern foot. At
the quartzyte quarry in Sharon, Conn., southeast of the village, I

found the quartzyte to graduate into a feldspathic variety which

had nearly the characters of granulite: and at a quarry in north-

ea-t Sharon, just east of the kaolin locality above mentioned,

the same graduation take- place; a specimen of the

: .

''',
.

^ '.''^
-

' ,.. .'.';, •'
' , - '.- i

:he south part of Kent, the rock

d is. as stated by Professor C. U.

:x ..t Connecticut I p. 7 lb a
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another, three miles west of New Miford, which the same author
describes, the rock is altered in place, the quartz and altered feldspar

having the same relative position "as in the undccomposed rock/ 1

The natural conclusion from the above facts is (1) that the por-

celain clay or kaolin lias come from the feldspar of a feldspathic

quartzyte. The quartzyte contained much feldspar and only traces

of pyrite and mica, and* was easily permeable to water, and hence
its fitness for making deposits of pure white clay—such as is

not possible from the decomposition of an ordinary mica >chist.

The black mica of a mica schist contains much iron and even the

light-colored muscovite and danmurite usually three to six per cent

while the quartzyte has almost none and the little oxide that is

made is readily removed by percolating waters. No beds of

white kaolin of workable value occur with the limonite deposits

of western New England which I have examined, although clays

abound in them.
It is further evident (2) that the quartz sand and friable part of

the quartzyte are produced by the

feldspar; while (3) the buhrstone

remark, have resulted where the feldspar is disseminated i

pieces through the quartzyte.

4. Pseudo-breccia from Quartzyte, and in some of thi

breccia crystallized quartz.—A very common source of

ferruginous cement: and Dr. Dewey in l^Jt (

H, and Professor Hitchcock in his* Report of

call it, the latter remarking that he ^S~^
had not succeeded in finding it in A \>
place. It occurs in bowlders in Can- A \\
aan, Conn., and in many parts of \f\ Y.
Berkshire, Mass.; and in northeastern Y \K?
Cheshire it appeared to be in place, \ J^R
but characterized only an outer por- W/^S^
tion of the bed. This pseudo-breed

as the above figure plainly shows, is Af'^^
a quartzyte that has been di\ ided up

, 'f-
;

limonite coloriny the roc

ited in them. Many of

/>la<;\ l.arelv separated f'i

-oing new divisions. P>

if there had been wide

is due To" the extension
.'.'

Tin- cracks are made in

action of the depositing

The figure represents <
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the polarization of the metals above men
giving the most marked anomalies. The app
as a decomposing cell, the electrodes hem
battery by means of a key which alio we
alternately put in contact with this batten
farad condenser. After several alternations'

condenser acquired nearly the same different

galvanometer or an electrometer, this ditferei

measure,!. When the electrodes wvve of -lis

zinc sulphate

force of one \

the condense]
ise by further rdid not mere:

polarizable s\

the condense
nearly or qui

the charging source and whos
to the condenser bv the electr

those eircums
tiiiuously from zero up to t

ui't'i! aluminu In ^i/llld.lulau'd

£J;5iJeSiSec
polarizable mletal >„, the ch

electric energy returned by 1

general TRH-
shown follows

may vary in \

electrolysis and the neutral

giving at the lower limit the equs
also TmR and TmH may vary from ten
being at the limit, smaller than T,.„.

value of TmR in the above equation w
kiting the theoretical electromotive

combination.— C. />*., xcviii, 72!) ; J

2.'On the Color of Chemical Con
Atomic ireitfhtu of'thtir roitittitumt

• •ailed attention to the fact that 1 Ik-
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nite direction, an increase in the temperature producing tints

extending more ami more toward the red end of the spectrum,

becoming finally brown and black if the heat be sufficiently in-

creased. Ordinarily the color passes from white directly to pale

yellow, omitting \ iolet, indigo, blue and green as transition stages.

(2) That in binary compounds an increase in the quantity of the

negative element produces a change of color toward the red end

of the spectrum, ending finally in brown and black ; for example,

PbO is yellow, Pb
3 4

red and Pb0
2
brown. Carnelley formulates

the third condition thus: In certain series of compounds Adv,
15. K , ( Ji, etc.. in which II is an element or -roup of elements,

while A, B, C, etc., are elements belonging to the same sub-groups

in Mendelejeff 's table of natural classification of the element-, the

color varies either entirely or partially through the following scale

of color as the atomic weisM risi'>: '

blue, green, yellow

'

rords, the higher the

the more the color of

!

|he

U

eoH
end of the spectrum, becoi
Obviously the elements A, lb ('.etc..

be.-onn.a

les, selenides or tellurides, nor fir

ing chl urides and iodides.

ale "i> lowe
follows that when this peri

periodic function of their - '

- 11 r. V» d. 1'hon. <V<^-,

xvii, 2151, Sept., 1884. G. r. B.

3. Gas Analysis uikJu- <jrcnthj dhuinisheU /%*.<*/«•<?.—Lothar
Meyer and Seubert have made a series of experiments on the

force of gaseous explosion under diminished pressure, the results

of which confirm the observation of Thomas that rarefaction pro-

duced by diminishing the prepare i> more » ffi-.-m. .

the force of explosion than is dilution with an indifferent gas.

In consequence, the authors recommend that the explosions

required in gas analysis be made under diminished pressure and

they have contrived a modification of the \ apor-density apparatus

of Schoop to be used for this purpose, the results being rapid,

accurate and safe. Experiments to ascertain the pressure at

which explosive gaseous mixtures could be tired without injury

to the apparatus, showed that for methane and oxygen, the best

pressure was 140mm ; for propane so ;
•

;
for ethylene To to 80mm ;

for acetylene 40 to 50ram
; carbon monoxide 230mm ; hydrogen 100

to 125mm . In making an analysts the eudiometer is filled with
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mercurv in the usual manner and the gas to be analyzed is intro-

duced, in amount about one-tenth of the capacity of the tube.

By means of a cathetometer the level of the mercury in the

eudiometer and in the barometer is read off. The pressure on

the gaseous mixture is then diminished to the required extent

by lowering the mercury reservoir and the spark is passed. If

there is no explosion, the reservoir is raised a little and a second

spark is passed ; the normal pressure is then restored and another

reading taken. The carbon dioxide formed is then absorbed by
sodium hydrate and the volume of the gas is again read. The
results are calculated as usual. In a subsequent paper by Lothar

Meyer, valuable suggestions are given on the calculation of gas

analyses.- J. Vheui. Soc, xlv, 581, Oct., 1884. G. F. B.

4. On the Synthesis of (laknit, by means of Thioearbamide—
Kmkkm>x-Reynolds has shown that the ready desulphuri/.ation

of sulphur-urea or thioearbamide by metallic oxides notably these

of silver, niereurv and lead, may be made use of for the purpose

of obtaining their sulphides. When heated with an alkali-solution

of lead hvdrate, for example, the lead sulphide separates some-

times in a galenoid form yielding a firmly attached specular layer

on the shies of the vessel. To prepare the lead solution, *90

grams of sodium hydrate and 75 grams lead tartrate are dissolved

grams per liter. On mixing equal volumes of the two solutions

and heating, a brownish color appear- at about 38° to 40° C, the

whole becomes turbid at about 45
c and a specular layer forms on

bottom and sides ofthe vessel, which increases in thickness con-

tinuallv, reflecting light ofthe
crystal of n

''

free from any trace ot lead, ine ueposn ua» tue wmpusiuun
PbS: when thin it shows no structure under the microscope

;
but

^tron- specular layers slowly deposited are seen to be

granular. In the case of some deposits on rough surfaces, brilliant

octahedral or tetrahedral faces were observed. The use of this

process for plating articles of glass and met)

already been secured by patent.—J. Chem. Soc, xlv, 162, June,

5 On the Antlnu nf nrt.ine mid inactive Amyl chlorides and
himinum c/doride.-

have shown that active amyl chloride reacts

upon toluene with great facility in presence of aluminum chloride

yielding a series of products, the chief of which boils between
:

-<>7 and 2«".» , oaves on analysis the ratio C
l5
H

l8 ,
has a vapor

density of 554, and is evidently an amyl-toluene. It is a colorless

• slightly like campl
zedVith 1a density of 0-8679. Oxidiz

ition containing onlv isophthalic- acid apparently: though ^.
e quantities of ordinary phthalic and of terephthalic acids

e present. The inactive ua Btt upon toluene

yields a product boiling at 207° to 209°, which presents all

m. Jottr. Sol—Thtrt) Series. Vol. XXVIIT, No. 168.—Dec, 1884.



the properties of the body obtained with the

Amylene also acts upon toluene in presence of al

amyl chlorides. The active chloride under the;

loses HC1 and becomes amylene, which unites dii

but undergoes a molecular rearrangement to

From the mode of its formation its constitution i

It is dimethvlethvlmetacresvlmethane.—Bull. &
2 13, Sept., 1884.

6. On the Electro-maf/xeAir Rotation >>/ the r
Hon of light.—A. Kuxdt has examined' this su

ence to the mairncik- metals in oencral and his c

(2) A st run

te negative

dts is appan

(7) The complicated ph,

reflected at an angle from
from the light passing th

which a negative turning
Chemie, No. 10, 1884, pp. :

ican Academy of Arts and

iscope which he has emplo;

the images of an aperture
grating (made by cutting

disappear, or until the lid

8. ro»'<i,n-tic;t>/ »/'/;',„,
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antilogous pole is diti't i( hi from the conductivity in the opposite
direction. Franz Stenger lias examined the subject, using an
adaptation of Weber's thermo-electrical method, and concludes

that the unilateral conductivity for heat in tourmaline is at most
extremely small and probably does not exist.— Phil. Mag., Nov.,

1884, pp. 427-433. J. T.

9. Hebnholtz's dispersion theory. — A. Wir.i.Ni:i; shows from

the observations of Langley that the equation between indices of

refraction and wavedengths given by Uelinholtz, as the result of

his dispersion theory, gives consistent results tor the portion of

the spectrum examined by Langley. The latter had shown that

the equations of Briot, Cauchy and Redteubacher do not give
results consistent with actual' measurement.—.Lm. der Physik
und Chemie, No. 10, 1884, pp. 306-312. j. t.

10. The Infra-red Emission-spectra of Metallic Vapors; by
H. Becquerel.—Last year I submitted to the Academic des

Sciences a short account of my first researches on the infra-rod

spectra emitted b\ metallic vapor.-, till then unknown.* Since

that time I have investigated the subject still further by making
use of a special spectroscope, which shall be described in a future

f
>;i |

..
r ; I will simply mention here, that the method consists in

throwing the spectra, about to be examined, upon a suitable

phosphorescent substance, which has been previously rendered
luminous, and in observing the temporary excitation, which
precedes extinction, under the influence of the infra-red rays.

The lines and bands of the emission-spectra then appear brilliant,

and can be examined with the microscope.
In experimenting on different phosphorescent substances, nota-

bly certain preparations of sulphide of calcium, I found some
much more sensitive than others for infra-red rays. These sub-

lirectly the wave-lengths

1 incandescent metallic

vapors (potassium, sodium, cadmium), by using the diffraction-

spectra produced by a verv beautiful metal urat'mu of .Mr. Iluth-

erfurd's, which was" kindly" lent be by M. Mascart.

For other metals, the spectra were obtained by means of a bi-

sulphide-of-carbou prism. The positions oi the lines were referred

to those of the potassium ami so, limn lines, and to the positions

solar spectrum, as well as the absorption-bands of samarium ; the

with great accuracy.
The wave-lengths for the lines and principal bar, is in the infra-

red of the solar spectrum have been again determined by means
of the grating, which had been placed at my service; and the
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this work, which has led me to l-ectify several numbers relating

to wave-lengths at the less-refrangible end of the spectrum; I

will only give here the wave-lengths of the principal lines used

for reference: the band indicated by A" in my former memoir is

made up of two bands, whose wave lengths are from 0*00115 to

0-00119 millim., and from 0-001132 to 0*001142 millim. ; the large

band A'" extends from 0*001351 to about 0-001400 millim., and

the extreme band A iT from 0-001800 to about 0-001900 millim.

The wave-lengths of the characteristic absorption-bands of sama-

rium, directly determined, arc : from 0-001079 to 0-001097 millim.

for the first, and from 0-001239 to 0-001267 for the second.

The metals were volatilized in the voltaic arc. The intensity

was such, that I could make use of a very narrow slit, ud
observe, on the phosphorescent substance, interesting details. In

this case, it is necessary that the image of the line be brought to

an exact focus on the phosphorescent screen; for, unless this be so,

the results are not observable when the slit is narrow. I have
not yet been able to invent a suitable arrangement for giving

a complete and definite image of the whole of the infra-red

spectrum; but, by repeated trials, it was possible to obtain sufii-

ntly distinct images of the groups of lines which are to be

*, however, at the present moment with

till greater delicacy.

era! IncouJescenl Metallic Vapors.

n improvement, which will i
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The preceding ta

intense lines, bands
spectra of several metallic
in millionth s of a millimeter, and are generally exact to'one or
t wo million! h> of :i millimeter.

Nickel gave several rather feeble bands or groups of lines;
while iron, in our experiments, gave no band sufficiently intense

The results, indicated above, show how rich the field of research
is which the phenomena of phosphorescence open up in the invisi-

ble part of the infra-red of the spectrum, and which, alone, covers
an interval of wave-lengths greater than the visible and ultra-

violet parts together.

Besides the interest it may excite by proving the existence of
these rays, of which the wave-lengths are considerable, in the
s|>eetr;i of metallic vapors, this research, more than any other, is

of the kind which give most valuable information concerning the
unknown laws that govern the vibratory motion of incandescent
vapors.— Comptes JRendw, Aug. 25, 1884; Phil. Mag., Oct. 1884.

11. Determination of the Wave-lengths of the j-rineijud lines

and bands in the Infra-red portion of tin Solar Spc'frunt.

the Academic des Sciences- on the lines in the infra-red part of

the spectrum formed bv incandescent metallic vapors, I had
occasion to point out sonic corrections which I had been led to

t up into groups of l. :lnds and very line lines;

e that a more complete investigation would lead

it for the two others. In my former researches

bands, starting from A, by the letters A', A',

A', A'" appear to have been observed by most
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Fizeau gave the number 0-001445 millim. for the wave-length of

a band which appears to be the band A'". On the other hand,

my father obtained for this same band, by the phnsphomgraphic

method, numbers varying between 0-001400 and 0-001'2oo millim..

and gave the number o-nolgjo millim. for its most refrangible

border. It was therefore necessary to determine these wave-

lengths directly by using a grating.

In 1879 Capt. Abney prepared a very beautiful map ol the

infra-red portion of the normal spectrum; it was obtained by

y, and extended to about the wave-length 0-000980

millim. En my previous researches E was enabled, by the appli-

l of phosphorescence, to measure, in the diffraction-pert n

.;. to about (coolooii millim.; but the feeble brillianey

of the spectra did not permit of my going further, and \ adopted

the numbei <• > ]
_> j millim, for the m< >st-refraie_rible border of

the band A'" which can be easily observed in the spectrum formed

by a prism. The numbers above renoiOOO millim., published in

tlie paper cite,! above, were obtained by means of an interpolation

based upon this assumption.
In a memoir published in 1883 Mr. Langlev deduces the wave-

lengths of the bands A', A", A'", Aiv from their position in the

spectrum formed by a prism by an ingenious method of gradua-

tion of his speetro-bolometer; and the numbers obtained by him.

starting from (COoluOO millim., differed considerably from those

given by our hypothetical interpolation. E then proposed to make

these determinations again, by throwing the diffraction-spectra

obtained by a grating on phosphorescent substances considerably

more sensible for infra-red rays than those which were at my
disposal during my former researches. These substances have

allowed of my measuring, with a < inite near approximation, the

wave-lengths of the bands in question, as well as several of the

experiments
i question, as well i

ers given by these experiments are i

led by Mr. Langley with his bolometer,enough to tl

the delicacy

greater.

The solar ravs, eoneentrated upon a narrow slit, in the focus of

a collimator were made to fall upon a beautiful grating, ruled on

metal by Mr. Rutherfurd, which M. Mnscart was kind enough to

lend me. The rays, brought to convergence by a lens, then

transversed a bisulphide-of-carbon prism, of which the edges were

at right angles to those of the slit and the lines of the grating,

and formed upon the phosphorescent substance a series of obh-pie

spectra, in which the rays of the spectra of different orders were

and bands in t

of the known 1

and third orde
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priiM-ipMl liM«^:m,l hamk Th. ',,
»,, within

one or two millionth* of a millimeter, and .nay 1,, sul.stit UU-.1

Wave-lengths Oj • ;> o-red part of the solar spec-

5 to 1 1 1
9 I

bands which appear

bands very near

that, tlit' phosphorop-aphie method per-

siH'nt substances are properly chosen, of

d'ra-red part of the spectrum as far as

3
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may be produced in three ways, in each case strain being the

primary cause of it ; they are: (1) Cooling along minute fissures;

i be the usual way where the perlit

vades the whole rock, as in perlites. (2) Cooling around included

fragments taken up in a lava flow ; this seems to be merely a

marginal structure connected with the fragments, and not affect-

ing the rest of the rock. (.3) By the tension in the surrounding

mass when a crystal is formed ; the formation of a crystal not

necessarily involving perlitic fission.

The author gives "an interesting instance of the development of

structures in glass along fissures. He says :
" Fifteen or twenty

years ago a house was burnt down in the market-place at Dover;
a small piece of plate-glass from one of the windows is seen,

when closely examined, to be traversed by minute, irregular

cracks like those in the artificially cracked, carmine-stained .piartz

of the French jewelers, known as rubace. When examined under

the microscope, between crossed nicols, these cracked surfaces

appear to be studded with great numbers of beautiful little

spherules with a radiating crystalline structure, each traversed by
the usual dark cross. That they follow the cracks is evident,

the upper surlan- of ihe -la- downward. They are, however,

really circular crystalline films like little flat wheels lying on the

cracked surfaces of the glass. The phenomenon is superficial

and seems only to follow the cracks. We may feel tolerably sure

that the gla<s was not cracked in this manner before the house

was burnt. The cracks are precisely such as would be produced

in glass or rock crystal by heat and subsequent immersion in a

cold solution; and these conditions would, in this case, lie t'ultiiled

by the fire and the play of water from the fire-engines. Whether
those little circular crystalline aggregates reprt sent crystallization

set up actually in the glass, or result from the crystallization of

some substance other than that of the glass, introduced in solu-

tion into the fissures, I am not prepared to say."

II. Geology and Mlnekalogy.

Lake Superior; by K. D.

—This R,.,,,,,., ( .o,,tain> ,l u . re„.lts of a careful survev of the so-

called Keweenian series of rocks, w hi t -l, border the larger part ol

the western half of Lake Superior from Keweenaw Point to

Duluth and from Duluth to Xipi u on Dav. The rocks of the

Animikie -roup, about Thunder Bav. are excluded, and referred

to the Huronian age; and also the horizontal hake Superior

sandstones between Clinton Point and Duluth, which, with the
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probably of the age of the Potsdam sandstone. The Report first

gives a history of former geological investigations of the region
and a full bibliography; and then treats of the distribution of the
rocks, their kinds and strati-raphy, and all with great thorough-
ness. The pelrographical pail is specially interesting on account

and also the unusual excellence of the colored microscopic illus-

trations. The basic eruptive rocks of the region are remarkable
for their range i<\' variation under what may be considered one
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series of thermal phenomena connected with the great volcanic

upheavals u <! <-
i
"

|
the - -hire r]

, beginning of the Tertiary ago."'

The heated moisture of the Comstock lode is heated by coming
in contact with hot rocks at a lower level than the present work-

ings, and the hot sources thus opened are doing to-day what they

have been doing in the past, though less actively—bringing towaid

the surface t\u- materials taken into solution in a more highly

heated zone below. Hot, not cold, waters are doing and have

K. \V\i-v\oi:in. ;
I'm,'.' Iloston S..c. X.u. 1 1 i

—

t . vol. \xu\Feb. 7,

1883.—The object of this brief paper is simply to place on record

some observations made a number of years ago, and to call the

attention of other- to the subject, in the desire that -

may be observed and more fully studied elsewhere.

.' -I: :..•: '

.

• - ,
"

'..
:

, .., !

" ', : '
:

i

,o trace of cou-

dstone showed

ling of quartz
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• paraiiveiy friable surface exposed. This locality was visited

the following* spring when it was found that this fresh surface

was much indurated and approached toward a quartzite.

Structure of Fjiylish and A},ieri<-un C<trh,)uiferous

^oais ; oy Edward Wkthkekd, F.G.S., F.C.S. (Brit. Assoc,
Montreal Meeting, 1884.)—With a view of testing the "Spore
Theory" of the origin of coal, as propounded !>v Professor Hux-
ley, the an

hickness of ten inches from the top. He had e:

ined this inch by inch, by preparing thirty-three microscopic

coal, termed "laminated coal." This the author found t<

there was a change in the character of the scam. Spores bee

less numerous; in places they were scarce, the mass being i

up of vegetable tissue and a substance to which the author £

the term "hydrocarbon." He could not. therefore, support

fessor Huxley in saying that the "better-bed" coal was "sit

the sporangia and spore cases of plants." The assertion wi

however, apply to the first three and one-half inches of the s

The "splint coal" from Whitehill ( ollicrv was a better exai

of a spore coal than the "better-bed:
1

The bottom stratum

four inches thick, and presented a dull luster with thin bi

layers traversing at intervals. The dull portion was a ma
spores and spore cases, but these did not enter the bright la

A vertical section cutting a bright layer, bounded on either

by dull lustrous coal, showed plenty of spores in the dull

but in the bright not one was detected. The second bed in

seam was one foot thick; it was of a brighter luster thar

four inches below, but two layers could be distinctly made

one more lustrous than the other. In the dullest of the

chiefly mier

Cn:il field's o



and was, therefore, to he considered in attempting

with modern veuetation.

7. On the Geology of South Africa ; hy T. Ru
F.R.S., G.S., etc.—The contour of the south coai

with the outcrop of the strata in the interior, froi

River (31° 40' S. lat.) on the west coast, southward

and then eastward t, .ib.mt ...° ,« S. lat. Here the

away to a great* ,v..' .'•
I outcrop is 'again

northe^UvardU thr'.uuh'x ,';,',. j.n.babl'v lav'up'the

(1.) (inei-ic nuk and th, .\ ,/„„„,W,/m/ Srhist

Mahnesbnry Be
sion (the Bokke

The former cont

Carboniferous :

Wittebergen an

Zuurbergen in E
The Ecca Be
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still horizontal Cave sandstone and associated bed
Karoo sandstones probably thin away northward

others. Below the Karoo saii-lxtoja-s, and dying o

near the Cambdeboo (Professor Green), are the Shal

has its oreat Glacial conglomerate (the Vtryka Con<,

No. 6) in its lowest portion. As the Stormberg beds

the Olive or Kimberley shales (7*) in the Orange-Fr<

Lower Karoo sandstones (7) must die out north

Kimberley shales contain some reptilian bones an
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is the least i

. , .,.,sideriiui the variety, extent and peculiar character

of the ore-deposits. Mr. Phillips's visit to the country some years

preparatory to the present treatise, would have secured tor it

greater thoroughness and precision, since the new developments

during the past decade have been great.

10. Lesqueren.r on the Coal Flora of PoniS'/lrania awl the

rutted States.—-The third and last part' of the Coal Flora of the

Pennsylvania audi the United States, by Leo Lesquereux has been

published, as volume III P, of the Reports of the Second Geolog-

ical Survey of Pennsylvania. It is a tine volume of J 80 pages

with 24 8vo. plates, completing the work in 976 pages and ill

plates. The first two parts, published in 1880, have been widely

distributed and are now well-known. This last one adds deserip-

of them figured, some corrections and additions to a lew of the

species already published, a table of species referred to forma-

tions, an enumeration of all the species found at each locality

mentioned, and a revised index tor the three volumes of generic

11. Zit/w/o'/n-o? Stadies : a description am' classification of

the A'oe/-,- of //„ Cur<li!I,ras; b v .M. K. Wai.swouth. 208 pp.

with 33 pp.' of analvses and 8 plates. 4to. Cambridge, 1884

the siderolites and paflas'it

colored plates are

I. Carboniferous Cockroaches and 3I>/riapods.—V\

jcudderhasa paper in the Memoirs of the Boston
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Natural History, vol. iii, No. ix, (March, 1884), on new species of
Cockroaches of the genus .1/.-///<, vV, and on Myriapods of the
genera Trirhialas and Pain <><><u, t f,*t. The Myriapods are from
Morris, Illinois, and the ( ockroaeh. s from Pit ts'ton and Cannelton,
Pennsylvania and Moi ris, Illinois. In \ iew ofthe eliaracteristics of

Palseocampa, it is remarked that, although so ancient and peculiar

a type, the dermal appendages are of extraordinarily high organi-

:_. ncie- of sirueture amoiio' C'ar-

lilerous Mvriapods was as great as among existing species,

found in this country helow tlu

rboniferous ; but they are known from the Old Red sandstone
f Scotland.

l;:. M<r/,,rl<i:,,'.< (.it»h*ik<d Ihiihruy (''aide.—James Ma
farlane, Towanda, Pa., has commenced revising his Americ
Geological Railway Guide for a second edition. He would
glad if persons who have used the book and made notes of corr<

tions and additions, would send them to him ; or if it will be

14. On the Cnmi>ns;tinn < >r ' Ih rdcr'tt* .—The doul >t in regard to

the true composition of herderite (pp. ;il> and 4ol of this vol-

ume) has at length been removed by Dr. (-Jenth. The results of

bj Mao^nt. thai Winkler's a*

quantities of the mineral, res

analyses by Mackintosh and Wi

Pe,0, = 0-4

MnO = 00

Dr. Genth gives i

"The analysis made by Mr. Mackintosh and myself show thn

herderite is anhydrous beryllium-calcium phosphate and tluoride-

With traces only of alumina and ferric oxide and perhaps watei

The traces of alumina are owing to slight admixtures of traces c

V..r„ XXV I H. No. 1



Sririltfr 1

8-93 percent. My direct fluorine determination is probably too lov

ration of fluorine from such a solution. A doubt also exists as t

the 0-61 per cent loss bv fusion with plumbic oxide, whether it i

water or lead fluoride.' As all mv materia! was used up I coul

not attempt t! determination < ; up these doubl

"It is to be regretted that the results of Dr. Winkler's tw.

analyses are so very unsatisfactory, and that he ha-

:
methods for his analyses. By ignition h'e 'has v '

greater portion of the fluorine, then bv evaoorati -

9t mayhav< I itrie acid ia less liable t

drive off hydrofluoric acid than hydrochloric add would be)

therefore, when he subsequently tested for fluorine, there was n

"Dr. Winl thai be has U ted his so-callc

found that a slight trace of \\ mmht ha\.- bi en pu-. nt, but tha

^ichTfuTe contains in loo-'"

measured quantities a corresp

deducted."

i red from Mevk's molybdic acid—
D-Oo-J grins. ferric oxide. As I used

III. BOTASrr and Zoology.

1. Catalogue of the Flora
Part VI of Report of Prog)
History Survey of Xii,tm:,<,.(,

Minneapolis. 1884. pp. 193,

of the North American v'ont

Atlantic and Pacific oceans a

the Arctic Ocean, being disto

of Minnesota ;hx Warren 1>ham.

/'.\.' ll.'winchell, State (Geologist.

Svo.—" Minnesota lie- in the middle

ineut, almost midwav between the

country" on the whole, with

feet above the sea; its lowes
! M. -.!,', Itauu '' t " "-.ith* -t.

ch exceeds 2000 feet, while Itasca

Lake, the head of the Missise ippi, is about 1500 feet above the
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sea, and that river at the southeast corner of Minnesota, 620 feet.

"Th<.' warmest -l.-i v- of summer have a temperature of about 90°

Fahr., but such days are rare; and the greate-: ! I >f winter is

— 30°, or sometimes —40°. The ruin and

snow is from 25 to 30 inches. . . . Thes.il throughout the greater

part of Minnesota nudists of glacial drift, . . . Forest covers the

the valley farther not", 1: to Lake Wiunep g, i- prairie." The thr

pines of "the State are the Jack Pine, P. Banksiana, in its mo
favorable growth attaining 40 to 60 feet in height, but seldo

exceeding"a foot in diameter, good for fuel and not bad for ra

and used for : il s, etc.; Whit* ! Pine, P. Strobus, "cos

through the north half of the Stat

• i \\ et in height, air

There is also Black Spruce, a very

trees of Hemlock Spruce, some ihi Isam Fir, verv little Red

h to lie forest 1 rees, a n 1 a -rood abundance of

and Arbor Vita 1
. The grass of the prairies consists mai

An</r»i>o</, „////vw?//.<, C/iiyto/ •<,<m nutans, Boutehua race

Tl-^^ZV/VuJ, t\l>%Y\l "ipai'hay.

, 'p'i-eiU.'
7

AlllbK aud much other informal!-

are not described in GravV Manual, so that these two together

suppK the student's need's. From the " lievieu " at the end of

the v-lume. we gather that Iti/iO species

Vascular Crept amous plant, are emnnei ,t« 1, U.]„
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the Teylerian Society. We have now received the seventh vol-

ume, of 522 pages, 8vo, with full indexes of names of authors and

of genera of plants treated; this for the year 1878. With it,

the first part of the eighth volume, of 211 pages, for a portion of

the bibliography of 1879. The arrangement is clear and the

elaboration thorough. a. g.

3. Drugs and. Sledicines of North America; a Quart* rly, de-

voted to the Historical and. 'Srientf/rc Discnssion <f the llntany.

Pharmacy, Chemistry and Therapeutics of the Medicinal Plant*

of North America, their ( 'ons/it>an/s, /'roduct*, and Sophistica-

tions. J. U. Lloyd, Commercial History, Chemistry and Phar-

macy, C. G. Lloyd, Botany and Hotanical History. Cincinnati,

J. U. and C. G. Lloyd, 1884.—The title page on the cover speci-

fies the nature and scope of this work. The form is imperial 8vo.

The three parts of the first volume, now before us, bear the dates

respectively of April, July and October, reaching to 96 pages.

The fullness of the work may be judged of when we state that

these pages are devoted to one natural family, the Ra.nuncidaci.ee,

and that by no means completed. Clematis] iryiniana begins

the first part, Hydrastis Canada/sis lids the larger part of the

third. There are good figures. The second tiu'inv ot ('hnmjis

crispa ought to be good, for it is copied from the best original

figure extant, and the same may be said of others. There are

some elaborate magnified views ot microscopical sections. W e

1880 a great demand for tlepatiea sprung u\ u and during' the

year 1883, one State supplied more than'Vm.ooo pound- of the

dried lea vi s of this plant, and it is estimated that !•'"

of the root of Hydrastis "

150,000 pounds." At this r

would before long be extinc

4. Has Botanische Praa
pp. 664. Jena, 1884, 8vo.—

1

able hand-book in practical

The range is very wide, embracing all types o

each a due proportion of space. Therefore, if a

fully and faithfully through the whole treatise

in possession of the more important facts relatb

development, and growth of all classes of plan

alone the extent of the scheme of study which
the extreme care with which every difficulty i

Independent student is either smoothed down
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bly demand. A i in; I
i illustration mnsl

]e -' ' " :

din - ;is [i m j. th 1> til' < ti Tt is is it \ pains-

taking t teh ! \v ' ,ti tin si,
1

, of pupil. ! .
! m stophy

step how to advance from the mos elemental'} to the most diffi-

cult rts >! hi s ,i - T' «> i who li familiar with Strasbur-

ger's classical works on the division of the cell and on the cell

wall must have felt that '.hero is a lack of method in presenting

the wealth of material, ami that tie author is sometimes apt to
•'* '-

tion to the reqiuirements of the s >ked for in a

scientific treat

b

je. But this habit it lends ;

to these discui sive and almost ( res with the

e takes into his confidence in this ad.

translat ion will' be as

win'mar'wm-k-
ire the translations of some other re COIlt

G
G™an

by ProfessorC.E.
hv the same

author, publish*3d in 1880, and a [ready no this Journal.

In the abridgment, two changes i made

t

a younger class of pupils than tin

was designed ;

equivalents ; sc

first, by replacing t

vss!?7l!d.ora-

tory practice. Both of these st<

The volume is st the recent

•
natic botany.

A considerable amplification of tli

ibtless increase tin • work, since

such practical e xercises, faithfully !o ti ich< r .., 1 pupil,

q etin 5 oi fcl « Ro|
t'u.^hiv. Si .. '

amber of specimens on
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the table, including an egg found in the pouch of a female

- ipport of tli theory thai the Echidna, although a

; uimal, lays eggs which are hatched in the pouch."

In the -;.!iv paper, of the 6th, Dr. Haacke (director of the

South Australian Museum), publishes a notice alluding to the

telegram and his own coincident announcement, and adding

that his discovery of the eggs was made on the 25th of August

last, in the mammary pouch (not in the uterus) of a living h :!,;. Jn n

.

roo Island 11 rougl Mr. A. Molineux/' Dr. Ilaaeke also remarks

that "the old naturalist- thought that the animals referred to

The South Australian Register of the 7th, contains an additional

note, received as a telegram from Professor Liversidge, dated

Svdu. v, X -xv So oh \Yu> ,. -
j

., ;•', ']
} u . w \ t g rnm states that

Mr. \\ 11 « aid 11 eame t \usti ilia t'oi tin - xj.i ess purpose of

tl t Pi typua (< >ri -

!
j wen- 1 orn alive or hatched

from eggs, and on Vugust 29th. ht telegraphed Professor Liver-

sidge hat the ?J<m itrem at,.t (to w l ich class tl e animal- referred

to belong) m the n quesl thai tl

be sent to lie I'.riri h Associate .then in session at Montreal.

The telegram adds that Mr. Caldwell is now in Northern Queens-

laud,
\

si su i, !
i vest i gat ions, at a station named Da n^aiigald,

two days journey from ' 'amhoon. Mr. Caldwell is the first ivcip-

:

v led the Bi
ally capable in embryology.

the Mo _„_
series .

; :- egard .to the Ceratodus. Mr. Cald

Mr. The. for November 14th, reviews the

historj of the idea lnat the Moimti mes were oviparous. He
mentions that GeotlVov Saint-1 iilaiiv. in ls29, published a paper,

: by a figure of an egg of the natural size, in the l>th

volume of the Annals des Science Natun lies. It was received

by him from Droihssor Robert E. Grant of London, who drew one

of a nest of four obtained bv a Mr. Ibdnu-. Still earlier, the
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from melting ice which is used for cooling drinking-wate

arwith. They belong to th<

i undcscnbed species of Li,

ess, from 4 to 6 millimeters

is ml. 'broad.— /Vo7\ J,W. Xot. Sri. PhihuL,

[V. Astronomy and Geodesy.

Winm.ow IVrox. Washington. M84. (Reprinted
of the Memoirs of th.' National A.-ad-n.} >! N-inu-es)—This

constantly varvim- conditions of exposure, caused by the effe<

of the winds on convention currents.

(2) Violle's bulbs are affected by convection, but the effect

shown less than in freely exposed thermometers, on account <
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the position of the thermometers within. The observations on
the afternoon of May 2, when the air was almost perfectly still,

show higher intensities than the corresponding times on other

days, but the observations are not sufficient to indicate how much
the results are influenced by this cause.

(3) The intensities by the conjugate thermometers seem also to

be all'ected by the varying influence of convection, but in this case

(ami in the preceding also) direct experiments would give more
information as to this effect than examination of these ohserva-

(4) The intensities by Violle's bulbs (see the curves) are smaller

in the morning and greater in the afternoon than those by the

conjugate thermometers. There is a marked difference in the

time of the maximum readings, the Violle bulbs reaching the

maximum one hour later than the conjugate thermometers. This

shows that the former are slun'u'ish in their action, and at any

already past many minutes. The sluggishness of the Violle bulbs

was also indicated by the long time which was required after the

They may be a

intensity obtain
12*00 value they are as follows

rom the observed solar intensities was calculated the value ot

" solar constant " as defined by Professor William Ferrel in

investigation of the theory of the conjugate thermometers,

tely, the amount of heat receive. 1 on a square centimeter of

upper limits of the atmosphe
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the author states : "An exam

instruments allowed its mea;

of the heat of the corona, and are not sensitive enough
refined measurement. Their use is to measure the etl'ec

'hi" observations show that durimr theeeli^e "tl

radually diminished until uraetieally none was

idicated by the compute
The sky was observed t

.W.AVrk.ht.—

ind, New York), there is a desci
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trestles placed l£m from the ends would be best. Effects

ure would be got rid of by having the graduation marks s

the length of the bar placed on the neutral axis of the bai

reading microscopes, alignment apparatus, sector and lc

determining the inelinath )n of the b ar di: ring m.-asurement, such

as those made by Repsold for the U. S. K The mod e of

measurement the same as with the Ke| -sold apparatus . The aim

of computation necessary to reduce tl :s made in this

way would b Will)

sehe.iu'i"

riMtei'/slat

The entirely p
ticable in the es, at least whenb ice is to be had ev cry-

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

cessors in the two ins'it uf ions. The manuscript of seven astro-

nomical quartos I hope to leave ready for the press; and to

bring with me for publication in the Northern hemisphere the

General Catalogue of Southern Stars, which will complete the

astronomical work
2. Sir William Thomson's Lectures on Molecular Dynamics.

— It is announced that a verbatim report of the eighteen lectures

delivered by Sir William Thomson at t he Johns Hopkins Univei-

t.'s Vaken' hx'Vlr". A.' S. I I.at hau'liy' and reproduced

by the Papvrograph Plate Process. A bibliography of the sub-

jects considered will also be given with the lectures. In all

there will be about 35o pages, quarto. A few copies are ottered

for sale at 85.00 net. The edition i> strictly limited to ::oo copies.

and orders therefore should be sent at once to the publication

agency of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.

Copies may also be. procured from Messrs. Mayer A: .Midler,

Franzosische Strasse 38, Berlin, W. ; A. Hermann, S Rue de la

Sorbonne, Paris; Truhner & Co., 57 Ludgate Hill, London.
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